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CARRYOVER BASIS

MONDAY, MARCH 12, 1979

U.S. SENATE,
SuBco3IIrrEE ON TAXATION AND

DEBT M1ANAGEMIENT GENERALLY,
Co3MIIrrEE ON FIvNAXCE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m. in room

2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Harry F. Byrd, Jr., chair-
man of the subcommittee, presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Long, Bentsen, Baucus,
and Dole.

[The press release announcing this hearing follows:]

[Press Release from the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Jan. 31, 1979)

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT SETS HEARINGS
ON CARRYOVER BASIS ,

Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr. (T-Vs.), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Taxa-
tion and Debt Management of the Senate Committee on Finance, announced
today that the Subcommittee will hold hearings on March 12, 19, and 20, 1979
on the carryover basis provisions of the estate tax law.

The hearings will begin at 10 a.m. in room 2227 of the Dirksen Senate Office
Building.

Senator Byrd noted that the Congress during the last session agreed to defer
the effective date of carryover basis until December 31. 1979. The hearings
will focus upon whether or not carryover basis should be repealed or modified,
and if modified, what modifications should be made.

Senator Byrd said, "Carryover basis was placed in the 1976 Tax Reform Act
in the House and Senate conference. In 1976, no hearings were held in the Senate
Finance Committee nor was the matter before the House and Senate during
deliberations on the tax act.

"The law, as written by the Committee on Conference, has proven to be
totally unworkable.

"The Congress was wise in deferring carryover basis until December 31, 1979.
Virtually everyone acknowledges that the 1976 law must be changed. Many,
especin.ly professionals who have studied the carryover basis law, feel that
it should be repealed. There is much support for repeal.

"The hearings will give the Senate Finance Committee its first opportunity
to explore in detail the implications and full ramifications of this significant
departure from prior tax law."

The Department of the Treasury wili testify on March 12. 1979.
Other witnesses who desire to testify at the hearings should submit a written

request to .Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510 by no later than the
close ot business on March 1, 1979.

LEGISLATIVE REORGANIZATION ACT

Senator Byrd stated that the Lerislative Reorganization Act of 1946, as
amended, requires all witnesses appearing before the Committees of Congress
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"to file In advance written statements of their proposed testimony, and to limit
their oral presentations to brief summaries of their argument."

Witnesses scheduled to testify should comply with the following rules:
(1) A copy of the statement must be filed by noon the day before the

day the witness Is scheduled to testify.
12) All witnesses must include with their written statement a summary

of the principal points included in the statement.
(3) The written statements must he typed on letter-size paper (not legal

size) and at least 100 copies must ihe submitted by the close of business
the day before the witness is scheduled to testify.

(4) Not more than ten minutes will be allowed for oral presentation.
(5) Witnesses are not to read their written statements to the Subcom-

mittee, but are to confine their ten-minute oral presentations to a summary
of the points included in the statement.

WRITTEN TESTIMONY

Senator Byrd stated that the Subcommittee would he pleased to receive written
testimony from those persons or organizations who wish to submit statements
for the record. Statements submitted for inclusion in the record should be
typewritten, not more than 25 double-spaced pages in length, and mailed with
tive (5) copies by April 13, 1979, to Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee
on Finance, Room 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510.

Senator Byn, . The hearing will come to order.
First, I want to apologize to the witnesses and to everyone in this

room for being 5 minutes late. During the years that I ha-e been
chairman of this subcommittee, it is the first time that I have iiot
started J)romptly on time. I was testifying earlier before the Judiciary
Committee on behalf of a constitutional amendment, which I have
prol)ose(l, requiring a balanced budget.

I apologize, and I am sorry to delay opening this session by 5
iiinimtes.

One of the most important tax policy issues which will confront
the 96th Congress is the question of the carryover basis in the estate
and income tax law. It represents a fundamental change ill the tax
Code.

Under carryover basis, the original cost of an asset carries over from
the decedent to the beneficiarv and a tax upon the appreciation of the
asset is imposed whenever it is sold. Often the sale will occur during
the administration of the decedent's estate.The carryover basis law which was enacted as part of the 1976 Tax
RIeformn Act was highly technical, and complicated adjustments to
(leterliine the, al))rol)riate basis must lie made for every asset in an
estate. This is a difficult task in the simplest situation. For most
estates, especially those with assets such as a stamp or coin collection,
the job is im1possil)le.

Furthermore. carryover basis under the 1976 law requires taxpayers
to keep extensive recor(ls over their lifetime.

During the last session of the Congress, the technical and adminis-
t rative difficulties with the 1976 law were brought to the attention of
the Congress and this subcommittee. As a result of the enormous senti-
ment expressed to both Members of the House and the Senate about
the difficulties of carryover basis, the last Congress decided to defer
the effective (late of carryover basis until Deceimber 31. 1979.

The law, as it now stands, cannot be complied with, nor can it be
administered.

With the, deferral of carryover basis, the Congress now must decide
which of three courses it wishes to follow, repeal of carryover basis as
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enacted in 1976; modification of the current carryover basis law; o
further deferral.

In my judgment, there is almost no likelihood that Congress will
Sul)port any pi'oposal more radical than carryover basis. Indeed, carry-
over basis would not have been approved had Congress ben aware of
its full implications.

For the debate in the 95th Congress centered on the technical diffi-
culties associated with the 1976 carryover basis law and we must re-
member that carryover basis is not simply a problem of technical leg-
islative drafting. It raises fundamental questions about the way and
purposes for which we want to tax our citizens.

First, we must consider its impact upon individual incentive and risk
taking in our economy and society. This is an era of big government,
big labor, and bg l)lisiiess. I might say parenthetically, this is one
great problem with our country today; we have too much liniess.

Innovation anti risk in our society are rapjully vanishing. Many stud-
ies have noted that America. once a leader in new ideas and business
ventures, is rapidly losing this enterprising spirit. Small business will
suffer the greatest hardship under carryover basis.

Under carryover basis. incentive to start a business or maintain a
family farm vill be greatly diminished. Many may say why work for
a lifetime if, at death, my; estate will be taxed with Loth'an income
and an estate tax?

Capital formation means jobs, greater productivity, and the poten-
tial for reducing inflation.

The impact of carryom-er basis upon needed capital formation must
be carefully assessed. Stockholders who are willing to take the risk
of investing in equity issues will he confronted with the potential of
an additional tax upon their capital at death.

While Congress has reduced tile capital gains taxes to encourage
investors to sell stock in other assets which have been held for long
periods of time and reinvest in nwv and productive ventures, carryover
basis may counteract the incentives to sell assets, since the heirs of
investors who receive assets with a very low basis will certainly not
want to sell these assets and incur a large income tax.

Carryover basis adds a whole new layer of complexity and uncer-
tainty in the tax law. Questions must be asked as to whether the rela-
tively small potential revenue gained from carryover basis are worth
its cost interms of adininistratability and simplicity in the tax system.
It makes the already very complex tax laws much more complex.

In this regard. some points to consider are these. Is the cost of keep-
ing detailed records about the basis of every asset too much for the
ordinary taxpayer to handle?

Will taxpayers l)e informed enough to follow the law's recordkeep-
ing requirements ?

Will carryover basis diminish respect for the tax code and compli-
ance with th'e tax laws?

Will the Treasury and the Internal Revenue be able to administer
carryover basis? It cannot now be administered. This was admitted
by the Treasury Department to the Senate-House conferees last Octo-
ber in connection with the Revenue Act of 1978.

On this last point. proof of basis for an asset held for many years
could be extremely difficult in tax litigation. Such cases could iat for
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weeks or years if estates had many assets and basis of each asset had
to be shown.

The significance of carryover basis as a matter of tax equity must
be reviewed. Taxpayers iii the past have relied upon the certainty
of a step-up basis of death. Grandfathering all assets held prior to
the time of carryover basis would go into effect. Surely it is the only fair
way to implement a carryover basis law-naniely, to grandfather the
assets up to that particular point.

Carryover basis imposes a double tax, an income tax, and an estate
tax. We must consider carefully whether double taxation on the value
of an asset for estate tax purposes but on an original cost, with an
adjustment for estate taxes paid, for income tax purposes is fair and
appropriate.

If one can assume that death usually is an unwelcome event-I am
not impressed with the view of the Department of Treasury that death
is a tax loophole. I doubt that the average American citizen follows
this view, either.

Today's hearing is to give the Treasury Department the opportunity
to present its precise proposal regarding carryover basis. Now, at this
point, I have been to another committee so I may not have had a chance
to look at it. Will the staff or a Treasury representative distribute to
the Chair and to the committee a copy of the legislation on which the
Treasury Department will be testifying?

Mr. Lubick, does the Treasury Department have legislation on
which it is testifying?

Mr. Lumlct. Y es, we have a statement, Senator Byrd.
Senator BYRD. I read your statement. I read it on'Sunday; I read

it over the weekend. There is no concrete legislation in the testimony.
The statement is a matter of generalities and theory.

Mr. LuBicK. There were about 11 proposals, Senator Byrd.
Senator BYRD. Do you have a bill that the committee can consider?
Mr. LuBICK. We have not finished the drafting of the legislative lan-

guage for these particular proposals, but I think the concepts are
easily understandable.

Senator Byan. Thank you. But you have not completed the drafting?
Mr. LUBICK. That is correct.
Senator B m. Although I will consult and shall do this pending

consultation with my" colleagues, I am going tentatively to ask the sub-
committee counsel, Mr. Edward Beck. in the next day or so, to com-
municate with the witnesses for next Monday and Tuesday and termi-
nate these hearings. If the witnesses have nothing in terms of specific
legislative language ',n which to testify, we will have to be getting the
witnesses here a number of times. I hate to do this.

Now, we will have to obviously hold another hearing when you
have had time to draft your proposal. I will ask Mr. Lubick, if it is
satisfactory to you, if the committee counsel and you can get together
some 60 to 90 days hence, and we will hold another hearing.

Obviously, we cannot act on a proposal that is not before us. Now,
if you want to go ahead and make your statement, you can make what-
ever statement you wish, bearing in mind now that we will have to hold
another hearing. I was under the impression that you would present
a detailed bill today.

Mr. LuBicK. I am sorry, Senator.
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Senator BYRD. Everyone who came here as witnesses today cane
here in good faith, so I am going to stay here as long as necessary and
hear the witnesses, but I want to say frankly that it appears we will
have to have another hearing at some 60 to 90 days hence.

[The subcommittee subsequently released the following press
release:]

(Press Release from the U.S. Senate Committee on Finance. Mar. 13. 19791

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT POSTPONES
FURTHER HEARINGS ON CARRYOVER BASIS

Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr. (I., Va.,), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Taxa-
tion and Debt Management of the Senate Committee on Finance, today announced
that the hearings set for March 19 and 20, 1979, on the issue of Carryover Basis
of the estate tax laws have been postponed.

Senator Byrd said that he had hoped that the Treasury Department would
have proposed specific legislative proposals to the Subcommittee by this time.
"Expert witnesses have been called to address the many technical issues in-
volved in this question but without a specific legislative proposal there is nothing
for these expert witneses to testify on," said the Senator. "Without a specific
proposal," the Senator continued, "the witnesses would be testifying in a
vacuum."

Assuming specific legislation is proposed, the hearings will be rescheduled in
May and June. The dates for such hearings will be announced as soon as they
are set.

Senator BYRD. You may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF DONALD C. LUBICK, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
THE TREASURY FOR TAX POLICY

Mr. LTrBCK. Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much for the oppor-
tunity to be here. I appreciate your hearing us.'You have always been
extremely fair in listening to both sides of the issue and I thought it
would be very worthwhile if we did present about 11 changes which we
would suggest would be appropriate to deal with some of the issues.
That has been the customary way in which the Finance Committee has
proceeded before. The question of specific legislative language, I would
say, particularly in light of questions you have raised, is certainly less
significant than the basic concepts.

With your permission, I would like to express-
Senator BYRD. Of course, I do not agree with you. The specific Ian-

guage is what the attorneys and accountants wlo work with the law
must follow. The specific language is what the executors of the estate
have to follow. The specific language is what the taxpayers have to
follow.

So far as this one Senator is concerned, I am going to do whatever
can be done under the parliamentary situation to see that ever para-
graph, every sentence, and every word of any bill dealing with taxes
of this magnitude are reviewed'by the committee.

Mr. LuBiCK. I agree with that, Senator. and it, was precisely for
that reason last year that we urged that the committee, during the
period of deferral, adopt some language so that the bar and the prac-
titioners would have language generally circulated. There were a
number of bills which were introduced last year, one by you and one
by Senator Dole, and both of them were very good bills and did
have some-
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Senator BYIID. Except that you did not endorse my bill.
Mr. LUBICK. W e endorsed a very large part of your bill, Senator.
Senator Bm. You did not endorse my bill. If you had endorsed my

bill, we might have had a different situation.
Mr. LUBICK. We endorsed, I would say, most of your bill in our

testimony. There were some things where we differed, but by and large,
we thought it was an excellent bill and did respond to these problems.

Senator BYaD. Let me ask the committee. How many bills does the
committee have before it dealing with this matter?

The committee has one bill before it dealing with this matter, Sena-
tor Dole's bill to repeal carryover basis.

Senator DOLE. My bill is a compromise.
Mr. LuBiCK. The legislation that was drafted by you during the

last Congress, the legislation that was drafted by Senator I[athaway
during the last Congress, all of those bills basicdly embody the con-
cepts which we are addressing and recommending today.

It seems to us that there is no lack of specific legislative language,
if that is what is needed.

However, it seems to us that it is most important to deal with some
of the fundamental concepts and, if I might, Senator, I would like
to submit my statement for the record and then deal with a few of
the high spots.

Senator BYR D. That will be fine, Mr. Secretary, yes. Your entire
statement will be published in the record.

Mr. LmcK. And may I also say that we will endeavor to colnplete
legislative language for you as quickly as possible, that we will

Senator BYRD. Think'in the nature of 60 to 90 days, if you will.
Mr. LumcK. I beg your pardon?
Senator BYRD. Think in the time frame of 60 to 90 days.
Mr. LUBTCK. That is more than reasonable. If you would prefer it

faster, we will-
Senator BYRD. That is all right. That is satisfactory.
Mr. LUBICK. May I start by stating once again the nature of the

basic problem. Before the 1976 act, we operated under a system which
has been variously known as step-up. or forgiveness of tax, on appre-
ciation in property which passes through the estate of a decedent.

The 1976 act. as you have stated, provides for a continuation of the
decedent's original'basis in the hands of his successors with an adjust-
ment added to that basis for the estate tax, which is paid on that
appreciation, in order to reduce the gain ultimately realized on the
sale of the property. The purpose of the estate tax adjustment is to
give equivalent treatment for a sale before death where income tax
has been paid and has reduced the estate tax. The estate tax adjust-
ment then reduces the income tax.

The basic issue, as we see it,. Mr. Chairman. is not the workability
of the 1976 rules-and they do have technical problems. as you have
ably and consistently pointed out. We believe we have solutions which
we have offered and, as I indicated a few minutes ago. the bill which
voni introduced in the last Congress did, indeed, solve those technical
problems as well.

The issue, as we see it. is whether the income tax liability on gains
accrued bv a decedent at his death is to be entirely and irrevocably
forgiven. The burden, as we see it, is on the defenders of the pre-1976
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forgiveness rule to make a case to go back to a rule whereby gain
which is accrued is completely eliminated from the income tax.

There are a number of reasons why we believe that the forgiveness
rule is not sound tax policy, and I start with an example that is familiar
to you and to Senator Bentsen, I know, on page 2 of my testimony
except this time, Senator LIong, you heard this example once and
thought that the amount was inconsequential, so I added three zeroes
to each number to increase the magnitude and make it more dramatic.

But this is the-
Senator Loxo. You can add three more if you want to.
Mr. LUBICK. This is the case where we had the two twins, A and 13,

who each bought shares of stock in the same corporation on the same
day for $10,000 and they both decide they are going to sell when the
stock reaches a value of $110,000 and each thanks to Senator Long's
legislation of last year, would pay a capital gains tax of 25 percent on
any recognized gain.

One got into his broker's office and sold his shares and met the other
fellow on his way out and while they were talking, the proverbial truck
killed them both and the result was that one had sold his stock before
lie died. The heir of the second immediately sold the stock after death,
and the result, as we indicated, was that on the capital gain that they
each had of $100,000, the heir of the one is left with $85,000 after
taxes paid and the heir of the other is left with $110,000.

The difference is-
Senator I)oLE. I)oes that happen very often?
Mr. LUBIcK. That is a good question, Senator Dole. The precise

factual situation probably does not happen very often, but the exact
consequences-

Senator DoiaE. If your example referred to tractor instead of truck,
we might be able to better understand it.

Mr. LutBICK. The exact consequence is a familiar one to every prac-
titioner. Every practitioner is familiar with advising clients who
would normally sell property not to sell because if the client holds onto
the property and maintains it until his death, there is complete
elimination and complete forgiveness of the income tax.

That is as common as any situation involved in the estate planning
field.

So while we have taken a dramatic case to illustrate it, it is indeed
a very common and usual situation and the consequence is that those
taxpayers who are able to hold their property and maintain it until
death without selling will escape taxation on capital gains.

Indeed, the estate tax burden and the income tax burden are illus-
trated in our statement. I was starting out with an assumption that
there is no estate tax. In that, situation, if you assume we had no estate
tax and one bought his sMares for $10,000 and died when they were
worth $110,000, there would never be any income tax on it.

When you factor the estate tax in, as we have indicated, you have
a situation where, in a normal case, you have a reduction in the com-
bined estate and income tax burden of about 35 percent for the person
who does not sell. The proposition illustrated is that the estate tax
is not a substitute for the income tax.

Now, we agree with Senator Byrd that it is important to stimulate
the development of small business. It is important to encourage agri-
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culture. It is important to do all of these things. but there is no qjues-
tion but what we have a situation where tlh very small minority of
the wealthiest taxpayers in the country are able to avoid, through the
forgiveness rule, any capital gains tax on millions of dollars of
appreciation.

And we have illustrated some situations on page 4 from actual cases
in the courts, without going into restricted taxpayer information,
where we have marketable securities-not small business, not agricul-
ture, but securities that are traded over the stock exchange. For ex-
ample, the Owen case cited here involved a gift of marketable secur-
ities worth $5.2 million with a basis of $1.200.

Now, that meant that $5.2 million-and that is what he gave away,
and that ultimately might bear a tax. What lie retained, presumabl ,
is more than that. Most people do not give away all of their assets,
or even more than 10 percent of their assets,. and the result is that
millions and millions of dollars is never subject to income tax. In
fact, our figures indicate that there is approximately $20 billion a
year of untaxed appreciation in estates.

Now, we htave already talked about the lock in and that. indeed, is
what I referred to, Senator Dole, in answer to your question. the fact
that persons do hold onto this property and do not sell and, indeed,
the reason, Senator Long, for your capital gains reform of last year,
by lowering the inclusion factor to 40 percent-on which, I will'con-
fess, you did not receive a lot of cooperation from us-but, neverthe-
less we will take you at your face that the purpose of that was to tin-
lock assets and to encourage more sales and to prodte more revenue
for the Treasury and to make capital more mobile.

If we go back to step-up, we are defeating the purpose of the very
measure which you fought so hard to enact.

So we are now on board with you and we are trying to protect
that which you labored so hard-

Senator LoNG. I did not do it entirely for the Treasury, you know,
Mr. Lubick. I mean, part of that was done for the benefit of the
country, the taxpayers, the 230 million people in the country.

Mr. LuBrcK. We agree, and we want to see that succeed and we think
that going back to step-up would be a lock-in which would go contrary
to that proposal.

Now, Senator Byrd, you have referred to the fact that death is not
a loophole, and we'have to agree with you that death is not a loophole.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir.
Mr. LrBtcK. But neither can we say that death is a reason for for-

giveness. The purpose-
Senator LoNG. It's as good as any, I might say, though.
Senator BENTqEN. Most of us hope so.
Mr. T'unK. A forgivmness of tax, Senator Bentsen, not a forgive-

me.ss of any other peccadillos.
The purpose of carryover basis, or some other provision, is simply to

put the death situation on a par with the inter vivos situation. not to
make death a worse situation than an inter vivos gift.

As a matter of fact, Senator Byrd, we have had carryover basis
since 1921 in the case of transfers by gift and since 1942'in the case
of transfcrq at death in the case of'income in rnspect of a decedent
and both of those provisions have worked very well.
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Now, basically, what we are dealing with here is not a question of
revenue. It is not a question of trying to raise more money.

To the extent that there is a burden, an undue burden on small
business, on agriculture, on anyone, the problem is one of the estate tax,
because the carryover basis does not, itself, result in a tax. If' the
combined burden at death is too high, because of estate tax and
income tax potential, then the fair remedy is to make an appropriate
reduction in the estate tax applicable to all taxpayers, those who have
sold and those who have retained their assets, and to keep the equitable
provisions with respect to the income tax of the carryover basis. or
some other tax on those capital gains, so that we do not have income
tax distortion.

Now, let me talk about one of the principal problems that has been
raised in connection with carryover basis and that is the technical
)robleln that proof of basis problems are so insurmountable that we

cannot deal with this problem.
First, let me point out that when Congress enacted an income tax

in 1913, it said that basis was to be either historical cost or March 1,
1913, value. Now, at that time. we did not even have a prior income
tax so that the taxpayers who became subject to the income tax had
not been put on notice that in the case of a sale during their lifetime
they would have to know their basis and-

Senator BYRD. Could I interrupt just a moment at that point?
Mr. LUBICK. Surely.
Senator BYnr). I might point out that, in 1913, since you have brought

it up. the tax was 1 percent but then when income exceeded $500.000,
then there was an extra tax of 5 percent. So there was a maximum
tax of 6 percent.

Mr. LUBICK. Those were real dollars too, though.
Senator Byno). I think if vou want to refer to 1913. 1 think that is

fine. I want to put in the record at this point an income tax form of
1913. given the exact tax figures.

[The material referred to follows:]
Form 1040: Income tax.
The penalty for failure to have this return in the hands of the collector of

Internal Revenue on or before March 1 is $20 to $1,000. (see instructions on
page 4.)

United States Internal Revenue: Return of annual net income of individuals
(As provided by Act of Congress. approved October 3, 1913.)

Return of net income received or accrued during the year ended December 31,
1913. (for the year 1913. from March 1, to December 31.)

Filed by (or for) - of -.
In the Citr. Town, or Post Office of - State of
1. Gross Income (see page 2, line 12).
2. General Deductions (see page 3, line 7).
Net Income.
Deductions and exemptions allowed in computing income subject tv the normal

tax of I percent.
4. Dividends and net earnings received or accrued, of corporations, etc., sub-

ject to like tax. (See page 2, line 11).
5. Amount of income on which the normal tax has been deducted and withheld

at the source. (See page 2, line 9. column A).
6. Specific exemption of $3,000 or $4,000, as the case may be. (See Instructions

3 and 19).
Total deductions and exemptions. (Items 4.5 and 6).
7. Taxable income on which the normal tax of 1 percent is to be ca]culateL

(See Instruction 3.)
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8. When the net Income shown above on line 3 exceeds $20,000, the additional
tax thereon must be calculated as per schedule below.

1 percent on amount over $20.000 and not exceeding $50,000.
2 percent on amount over $50,000 and not exceeding $75,000.
3 percent on amount over $75,000 and not exceeding $100.000.
4 percent on a'u'unt over $100,000 and not exceeding $250,000.
5 percent on amount over $250,000 and not exceeding $500,000.
8 percent on amount over $500,000.
Total additional or super tax.
Total normal tax (1 percent of amount entered on line 7).
Total tax liability.

Mr. Lutmc.. Well, we will he glad to work with you to see how fast
we can get back to VOW. Unfortunately, I do not think it will be too
r0011.

Let me also point out in this question of recordkeeping that the
Camadians in 1971 put in a tax on gains at death and, in the last few
days. we have been discussion" with both olicials of the Canadian Gov-
erimient and with friends of ours in private practice in Canada what

problemss they have had in their experience. and they have all indi-
'.ated that in no case has this question of proof of basis been even raised
in the public discussion as a problem. Their problem has been essen-
ially the question of valuation as of December 31, 1971, because they

'wellt to a fresh start that required actual appraisals.
.We avoided that particular diiculty in the legislation in 1976.
Lssentiallv. the question of proof of basis is one which is different

for different kinds of property. It is perfectly obmvious that keeping
records of tangible personal propertyv-your piano, your furniture.
your personal jewelry-is in a very different category from keeping
records as to your investment assets. You do not normally expect to
sell tangible personall property and therefore your motivation for
keeping records is entirely different from your marketable securities
or your depreciable real estate. And, indeed, with respect to your
business prol)erty, you are apt to include information on your annual
tax returns with respect to depreciation or other reasons that would
indicate the necessity and the availability of records.

So that where our specific areas for recordkeeping are difficult,
tangible personal property or residences, we have proposed specific
rules to deal with those problems. But the bulk of the problem in
this country involves investment assets and as to those areas, it seems
rather odd ihat, people can say that we can disable ourselves from taxa-
tion by making it impossible to keep records and by not keeping rec-
ords, we can avoid taxation.

Indeed. in that. sort of situation, it would lead to a lot of things not
being subject. to tax that clearly are. For example, unreported tips.
We have done surveys that show that maybe 15 percent of unreported
tips is included in income and, in that situation, no one is suggesting
that this ought to escape taxation.

Senator BYn. Could I ask you a question at that point ?
Mr. LBicK. Surely.
Senator BYRD. Your proposal would require, as I understand it.

records dating back as far as 15 years. 20 years, 40 years. 50 %ears.
There is no limit to the length of iime for which an individual *would
be required to retain records.

Mr. LUmIcK. That would not normally le the situation with respect
to assets required before the effective (late. Ultimately if, as in the
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income tax today, one acquires stock-lets get over the fresh start,
over the transition 1)eriod-then it is quite true that we require proof
of historical cost.

Senator BYRD. As I understand it, then, you propose to require rec-
ords beginning with the period of time wfien this law becomes effec-
tive; is that it?

Mr. LUBICK. The fresh start adjustment and including the proposals
which we have made, provides that, in the case of marketable securi-
ties. the basis-

Senator BYR. Marketable securities present no problems for the
simple reason you can just look that up in a newspaper of 50 years
ago. A person who buys a stamp collection, buys some stamps 5 years
o o, others 10 Years ago. others 40 years ago-you do not propose
to make him furnish these records; is that it?

Mr. Lrnici. Essentially that is correct, Senator. because we have
proposed a fresh start rule which calls for a discount back-

Senator Brn. The discount backward concept, however, makes as-
sunptions about the rate of appreciation of an asset. It is a mechani-
cal formula.

Mr. LRTeR. That is correct.
Senator Brm. Yes. All right. Thank you.
Mr. LUBTCK. It is a mechanical rule which, since the percentage-
Senator BRD. Which may or may not be fair to an individual tax-

payer.
Mr. LrBIcK. In about 99.5 percent of the cases, it would be over-

generous to the individual taxpayer. There would be very few in-
dividuial taxpayers where you would, over a course of 40 years, have
a depreciation in value. But again, as you point out, marketable securi-
ties do not present any problem and it seems unfortunate to say you
are going to throw out a system which is appropriate in the case of
general investment assets simply because there may be one or two
cases-

Senator BnoD. It proves my point that the people who are being
hurt the most by this are the 'farmers, the small business people who

are not investing in General Motors stock and A.T. & T.
Anyway, I will not interrupt you. Go right ahead.
Mr. Lrmciz. I wish you would. As a matter of fact, I would like to

deal with the points that you have made, because I think they are
important ones and ones that should be understood.

The small business and the agricultural assets constitute about 7
percent of the assets that we are talking about, but in the case ot
small business and in the case of agriculture, there are current finan-
cial statements that are prepared year in and year out with respect
to the prel)aration of income tax returns and in those situations those
records form an adequate basis, an adequate ground, for establishing
basis.

The point should not he lost that basis does not have to be established
by a criminal law standard of beyond a reasonable doubt. Secondary
er'idence and reasonable estimates of basis in those few uncertain
casess that may exist is admissible and in the case of small business
which has to prepare annual income tax returns. in the case of agri-
cult'tire which has to prepare annual income tax returns, there is a
method for recoitstructing basis.
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I might refer you ol page 16 where we quoted from one of my
friends and colleagues who is an expert in the area, Mr. Covey of the
American Bankers Association who stated in his article that "objec-
tions to carryover basis on the grounds that proof of basis problems
were so severe as to merit a return to step up were premature, at least
until a reasonable trial period is passed."

Let me talk again about the questions of complexity which have
been raised. Again, I have to agree with you that no taxation is always
simpler than taxation, but we do have a capital gains tax and the
capital gains tax of necessity requires a computation of basis, other-
wise. we would be taxing the entire amount of gross proceeds.

We have again proposed a list of the major problems of complexity
and solutions to those problems. We see that the problems of tie
complexity of carryover basis seem to be nowhere as significant as
the many complicated problems that we have itemized that exist in
the estate tax law today. On page 17 there is a list of some of them;
I will not trouble you with them.

But let me get into what you wanted to hear especially and that is
what are the problems and what are the solutions which we would
propose with respect to carryover basis.

First of all. again, is the question of complexity, especially as it
involves small estates, and we have proposed, as I believe your bill
did in the last Congress. that we eliminate nonfilers of Fede al estate
tax from the system altogether and that we increase the minimum
basis from all taxpayers from $60,000 to $175.000 which is approxi-
mately the filing threshold for the Federal estate tax.

As we indicated once before, this eliminates 98 percent of decedents
in the country from being involved with carryover basis.

Now. it has been suggested to us that that is not fair because you
are taking someone out of the system simply because lie has a small
estate and you are saddling the large estates wvith all of the difficulties
and the complexities of carryover basis, and I would like to address
that problem.

First of all, we have proposed the elimination of estates under $175,-
000 not because this is a politically expedient thing to do but simply
because that is not where the problem is. The bulk of the appreciation
when you take out personal property and residences, the bulk of the
assets -that involve the problem are in estates over $175,000. But, Sen-
ator Bentsen-I know you raised this question with me-in order to
treat the large estates equally with the small estates, we have also sug-
,cested that they have a minimtume $175.000 basis so that, in effect, what
we are doing is something like the income tax exemption. If you have
got $1,000. the first $1,000 of income is not taxable for the small tax-
payer or the large taxpayer, and so we have $175,000 of minimum basis
that is available both to the small estates and to the large estates.

Senator BENTSE.N.. r. Chairman, since my name was used, I would
like to say that I look on this as a political move to try to gain support.
If there is inequity for one, there is inequity for the other.

If it is a complex thing for the small estate, it is also a complex thing
for the very large estate and we ought to try to get some uniform ap-
plication.The question here is not a question of a loophole. It is a Question of
double taxation. You are taxed twice. I do not look on death as a vol-
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untarv conversion. It seems to me that most people do not really choose
to die'.

The estate tax is a high tax in this country. The estate tax goes up to
70 percent here.

Let me cite you what the estate tax is in other countries. In Austria,
the law distinguishes between five classes of heirs. The lowest taxpay-
ing class is composed of spouses and children and the tax rate for this
class ranges from 2 percent to 15 percent.

In Belgium, the lowest taxpaying class is composed of spouses and
children and the tax rate for this class ranges from 3 percent to 17
percent. Remember, again, 70 percent is the maximum in this country.

In Denmark, the rates range from 2 percent to 3 percent for chil-
dren and spouses.

In France, the rates for spouses and children range from 5 percent
to 20 percent.

In Germany the rates for spouses and children range from 3 percent
to 35 percent.

Only in Britain do we see confiscatory estate tax rates and we are all
familiar with the economic problems of that country. In Britain trans-
fers to children can be taxed as high as 75 percent. But what you are
talking about is going beyond that, Mr. Lubick, and you are talking
about small business, farms and ranches which may have to be sold be-
cause they are often illiquid. That is my concern about your approach.
I just frankly do not think it is fair, and I think one tax on death,
particularly when we have a high tax, is quite sufficient.

Senator BYRD. Thank you. Senator Bentsen.
Mr. L BT'cK. Senator, if I may reply briefly, carryover basis, as we

have indicated, is not a tax on (leath. It is a continuation of the basis
until the property is sold. But again, as we deal with these other
countries. I think it is hard to take one aspect of their tax system. A.
number of them do have annual wealth taxes as well. which we do
not have. and one has to look at the tax burden as a whole.

Senator BENTSEN. I am not asking for reduction of our estate tax:
I am not asking for that. What I (o disagree with is a double tax, a
tax added on top of that. Even though you say it is not an estate tax.
the capital gains tax, it certainly becomes a liability when a person
(lies.

Mr. Lnci.. And for that purpose. we have proposed an adjustment
in the basis for the estate tax on the appreciation, but in the case of the
man who sold iminediatelv before death, lie has paid his income tax and
lie is paying the estate tax on what is left. There is a question of equity
among taxpayers who have the same amount of wealth and who are
very wealthy, and we have one group of wealthy taxpayers who es-
sentially are paying an income tax and an estate tax because they have
sold and we have another group who have retained and are paying
only an estate tax.

Now, it is much fairer if we have the same total burden but to
spread it differently so that those who are paying tax, exclusively
estate tax, will not pay less estate tax and some income tax and those
who have been paying an income tax and an estate tax will continue
to pay their income tax, but will pay less estate tax. It is the equiliza-
tion of this burden whihl is the fundamental question of fairness be-
tween the two situations.

43-465-79-2
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That, it seems to me, is the problem which has to be addressed. There
is no more double taxation here than there is in any situation where
one has realized income, paid his tax. and thereby has less in his
estate subject to estate lax. Ile is still subject to the estate tax.

The basic question, I think, is illustrated by the situation where there
is no estate tax and in that situation, if you have zero estate tax, would
it. be fair to say that the man who had never sold in his lifetime, in the
event of his death, simply has the entire income tax liability on the
fortune he has built up during his lifetime completely eliminated.

Senator Bnm). T hank von very much, Mr. Secretary. i will ask the
committee counsel to be in touch with you and try to work out another
hearing date some 60 to 90 days hence.

Everyone who is on the list of witnesses came here. under good
faith, and even though we are spinning our wheels since we have no
legislation before us. I want to give each witness an opportunity either
to testify today or to testify the first day that the new hearings are
called.

Mr. Lurmcn. Mr. Chairman. may I say just one thing? There are a
number of other recommendations which we have made with respect to
carryover basis and I do believe that the explanation contained in the
formal statement is

Senator BYRD. Yes: that will be published in the record in full.
Mr. LUBICK. So that everybody will have an opportunity to see them

and to comment on them and we would welcome evaluations of those
ideas and-

Senator BYRD. And anyone who wants to will, I am sure, avail them-
selves of the opportunity to comment upon your testimony. But they
will also have an opportunity 30 days after you next testify to com-
mnent..

Mr. Lvumc. You are going to give me another crack?
Senator BYRD. I am going to give you another opportunity. I had

hoped and expected that you would have a precise proposal today.
Senator Dole?
Senator Dor. First, I would like to have included in the record

prior to Mr. Lubick's statement a statement by the distinguished Sen-
ator from Mississippi, Senator Cochran.

Senator BYRD. Yes; that will be published in the record, without
ol section.

[The material follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR TITAD COCHIRAN

I appreciate this opportunity to present my views on an issue of such great
interest to so many people. There exists a wide variety of reasons why the 1976
provision in the tax law should he eliminated. First, the carryover basis rule in
its present form Is inadministrable. Second, It significantly increases the level
!nd costs of taxation. And third, these increases produce a wholly undesirable
impact on our social and economic life.

The public outcry which followed the legislation's Introduction in the Tax
Reform Act of 1.T6-and which has successfully forced its suspension and pres-
ent reonsieration-has largely been directed against its confusing language and
atalnst the even greater confusion the principle would create in practice. The
previous stepped-up basis rule had the significant virtue of simplicity. Establish-
ing the fair market value of property acquired from a decedent at the date of
transfer was easily determinable. dependent on no interceding unknowns. Fur-
therniore, the rule's application did not confuse the division of property amongst
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heirs. Nor did it create undue problems for executors. What we have In the pres-
ent carryover basis provision, on the other hand, is a complex muddle that no
m.101u1t of "clean-up" can sufficiently improve. The flood of reform proposals
preented during the 95th Congress indicates its serious problems. During its
consideration of the "Technical Corrections Act of 1977" this Committee compiled
a record of some 450 pages of criticisms and suggestions from interested mem-
bers of the public.

Our lavs must be clear and straightforward both in word and application so
as not to befuddle those for whom the laws are intended. Current law does not
meet this test and should be repealed.

There has been much criticism about the unwieldy adjustments an(l exemp-
tiPus Included in the law. Included among those who have expressed concern
aliut the administrative workability of the carryover basis are David lardee
and George llauptfuhrer of the Commiltee on Carryover Basis in the Taxation
Section of the American Bar Association, Arthur S. Iloffman of the American
Institute of Certitied Public Accountants, and John Butala, Jr., of the American
lainkcrs Association. The thrust of their argument is that determination of orig-
hail purchase date and value for personal liroperty is in a large number of cases
speculative. Many people do not hold records of the original purchase value of
lprolf-ri3y they have inherited. Nor is it general practice to ascertain the tax basis
of gifts receive(i. But such records hy the present law must be maintained and by
miamy people for whom that law will ultimately not apply. As no one can be cer-
tain if they will eventually fit within the mininmm basis requirements, especially
in light of inflation, it is in their Interest to act as though they shall.

Assuring that the basis of each asset is established-and every item's basis
must be established at risk of penalt3--the executor of the estate must then wend
his way through an obstacle course of poorly defined exemptions and basis adjust-
ments to determine the potential tax on each asset. I will leave it to others to
detail the enormous problems of computation. I must, however, emphasize that
this Imposes a degree of fiduciary responsibility toward heirs which executors
may be reluctant to shoulder. As Mr. John Butala, Jr., of the Taxation Commit-
W'e. Trust Division of the American Bankers Association, informed this Cont-
iaittee in October. 1977:

"l'erlaps the most fundamental objection to carryover basis is that It repre.
sets an undesirable intrusion by the Federal Government in the administration
of estates . . . The sale of assets to meet estate obligations is now significantly
impacted by tax .nnsiderations, and in many cases executors will be required to
make sale decisions Involving substantial monetary consequences despite less
th.In adequate basis Information . ..

0 ".. The total effect of the carryover basis law is that a fiduciary must now
slash his way through an underbrush of tax complications to administer the
estate, and even a routine estate now requires the assistance of a professional
expert."

Executors have always had the formidable problem of determining which heirs
are due which assets, but the situation is now exacerbated by the carryover provi-
sion in that it will make allocation of assets of equal fair market value dependent
on their bases. The result will be a barrage of disputes among the beneficiaries
and between beneficiaries and executors as to the proper distribution of assets.

The numerous administrative problems created by the carryover provision con-
tribute In part to the second reason I have offered for the bill's repeal. Carryover
basis will raise the level and costs of taxation at a time when we need less taxa-
tion, not more. The minority tax counsel to this committee estimates that between
estate tax and income tax the tax rate in some cases could be as high as eighty
percent. These might be the exceptions. but in any event the carryover basis will
'ost the taxpayer over $1 billion at the present minimum basis or $740 million at
li eh tewly proposed minninum basis.

'lhe amount paid in taxes does not, however, give the full picture of the costs
of the carryover basis. The legal fees incurred by disputes resulting from implp-
mentation of the carryover basis must be considered. Another by-product will
1e the additional expense incurred by executors in the difficult search for proof

f baiAs, not to mention the man-hours necessarily spent in adjustment computa-
tioms. Whether it be as a direct result of increased basis or as indirect legal costs,
I do not believe that any rise In taxpayer costs is proper at this time.

'Fli itlact of this new tax provision should not be viewed in merely monetary
terms, nor solely in its application to the individual taxpayer. Every law has a
social impact which must be considered. One of the reasons given for seeking an
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alternative to th3 earlier stepped-up basis provision was that its promises of
future tax relief for one's heirs kept prospective decedents from selling their
property. This effectively locked-in the property for an indeterminable number
of years and inhibited the flow of capital. The introduction of carryover basis
in no way solves that problems and may, In fact, perpetuate it. It encourages
heirs to hang on to inherited assets which have greatly appreciated in value. dis-
couraging any future sale.

A quite different result might occur for those whose liquid assets are not suffi-
cient to offset rising levels of taxation. In such cases the carryover basis would
work to exacerbate the problems involved in obtaining required funds. Two
slelflc areas of the economy warrant inspection along these lines. Most critical
to the welfare of this nation are the economic conditions under which our farmers
operate. A tax environment conducive to the strengthening of family farm busi-
hess is most desirable. But the application of carryover basis on agricultural
holdings may have quite the reverse effect. The National Milk Producers Federa-
tion, the National Cotton Council of America, the National Association of Wheat
(rowers, and the Forest Industries Committee, among others, would, I am sure,
join tie in expressing the fear that the carryover basis would work to break-up
the land. The only real asset of the majority of our farmers is in the land itself.
Because of the higher income tax liability imposed by the carryover basis rule
on inherited land, the need to satisfy estate tax or other debts would drive the
farmer to sell even more land than had been the case previously.

The timber industry, a land intensive industry which relies on generations of
growth to reach productivity. uay sufTe'r more' thiu most the effects of carryover
liusis. With an already low return on investment, we can expect to see produc-
tivity shrink as the incentive grows to take land out of timber production. The
price of our newspapers, books, and furniture may rise accordingly.

As introduced in the Tax Reform Act of 1976. the carryover basis rule is a
sloppy, ill-defined and poorly thought-out concept. It has brought down a flood
of criticism and proposed reforms. But the problems inherent in tile rule make
it unworkable. nald. I believe, in many ways any tax law maintaining the carry-
,over rule would have effects on our economic and social life we do not desire.

Senator DOLE. I would also like a copy of my statement included
prior to the statement made by Treasury.

Senator BYRD. It will be published in full.
Senator DOLE. That is a summary of it.
['I'h prepared statement of Senator Dole follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOB DOLE

Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your efforts in calling these hearings today to dis-
cuss the fate of the carryover basis provisions adopted as part of the Tax Reform
Act of 1976. 1 know of no one else in the Congress who has demonstrated more
interest and more concern than the distinguished Senator from Virginia (Sena-
tor Byrd).

M1r. Chairman, under the law prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the basis of
inherited property was generally "stepped up" or "down" to its value on the date
of the decedent's death. Under the carryover basis rules, however, the belie-
ficiaries of an estate generally take a basis in the property that Is the same as
the basis in the property as held by the decedent. The carryover basis rules are
complicated, unfair and in many cases will cause economic hardship. As the
sponsor of S. 112-a bill to repeal carryover basis-I believe It is incumbent upon
Congress to eliminate the onerous and ill-conceived carryover basis rules.

COMPLICATED DISASTER

I believe that carryover basis is a complicated disaster. There is no question
that the 1976 law Is riddled with complexities that defy even the most sophisti-
cated tax technician. Even if tile inordinate complexities can be eliminated.
which I doubt. there still remains many difficulties with carryover basis. First
of all, it is often difficult to prove basis. The recordkeeping requirements and
the question regarding fiduciary responsibility should not be overlooked. Carry-
over basis also increases the relative tax burden. The impact of carry-
over basis must be examined from the standpoint of both death taxes and Income
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taxes generated by the sale of assets to pay for estate taxes. The cumulative
effect of Federal estate tax, State death taxes, the federal and state income taxes
imposed upon an estate will often consume nearly all of the assets. The harsh tax
result that flows from selling assets to raise money to pay death taxes should not
be allowed to continue. I am afraid many small businesses and farmers will
suffer.

Mr. Chairman. you will remember that last year you and I introduced two hills
on carryover basis. S. 2227 was translated into the three-year deferral amendment
that was adopted by the Finance Committee as an amendment to H.R. 6715, the
Technical Corrections Act, and again as part of the Revenue Act of 1978. The
Distinguished Senator and I also Introduced S. 2228 which provided for many
administrative changes in the carryover basis rules. Flowever, after careful study
of the matter and talking to groups across the country, I have concluded that
-carryover basis Is bad tax policy.

Mr. Chairman, the enactment of carryover basic. was a mistake. Congress
,should take the appropriate action to eliminate this error. I would urge the Senate
Finance Committee to move expeditiously on my proposal for repeal.

Senator DoLE. Rather than take the time now, because of the number
of witnesses. I would like to submit questions to Mr. Lubick. The an-
swers can be provided for the record. I have some questions on the lock-
in theory. It seems since the 1978 tax act an lock-in argument has dis-
sipated somewhat.'

Senator Byrn. Certainly.
Mr. Lrrnx. We would be very pleased to reply to all your questions,

Senator Dole.
Senator Byr. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
[The prepared statenint of Mr. Lubick follows :]

STATEMENT OF DONALD C. LUBTc. AqsTRANT SECRETARY OF TREASURY FOR
TAX POLICY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee. I am pleased to appear again
before this Subcommittee to dis cuss the Important income tax question of the
appropriate tax treatment of appreciated property passing at death.

TIE TAX POLICY QUESTION

Before the Tax Reform Act of 1976 the basis of property acquired from n doce-
dent was its estate tax fair market value. This rule is commonly called "step-lip"
in basis. The effect of step-up is to forgive forever the collection of any Income
tax n appreciation that has accrued In property held by an individual at death.

The enactment of carryover basis by section 2005 of the Tax Reform Act of
1976 has prompted volumes of comment that obscure the hasie income tax issue
carryover basis was designed to address. It is appropriate, therefore, to begin
by identifying this Issue.

To us the issue is not the workability of the 1976 carryover rules-we shall
later in our statement elaborate changes that will solve the technical problems
under the 1976 Act. The Issue is instead whether income tax liability on gains
accrued by a decedent at his- death are to he entirely and irrevocably forgiven.
The defenders of the pre-1976 step-tip rule must make a case to justify going hack
to that result, other than simply that it exi,4tod before 1976. The Administration
iq committed to the principle that income tax on appreciaion accrued at death
should no be forgiven.

FORGIVEN IS UNSOUND INCOME TAX POLICY

As a matter of income tax policy step-up iS unsound for at least four reasons.
1. Horizontal and rrrtical ineqnity.--Step-up discriminates arbitrarily among

taxpayers and creates significant horizontal and vertical Inequities. This can be
lilustrated by a siple example.

Tet us start ly assuming that no estate tax Is Imposed on the transfer of prop-
•erty at death. Further. assume that on the same day two taxpayers. A atd B. each
thought shares of stock in the same corirntion for .10.000. A and It decide to sell

See appendix B to this hearing.
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when the stock is worth $110,000. Each would pay a capital gains tax of 25 per--
cent ont any recognized cjitlal gain. A goes Into his broker's notice awl sells hisshAres, le walks out jnto tle street and meets his friend B who is about to go
into the broker's office to sell lis shares. They engage in animated conversation
about what each will do with his net after-tax proceeds of $85,000 and fail to oh,-
serve a speeding vehicle which strikes and kills them both.

A sohl is stock before he died.' lie realized a capital gain of $100,000 uponl
which ini income tax of $25,000 is due. Ills heir is left with $N5,000 after tile tax
Is pa id.

Companny B. who has died before he could sell his shares. The shares pass to
hV heir with a new basis of $110,000. B's heir to immediately sell the shares for
that price and pocket the entire $110,000.

Accidental, untimely death has caused A's heir to receive $100,000 and l's heir
to receive $110,000. The result gives in unjustafiade advantage to B's heir.

Some assert that the incmne tax problem so glaringly highlighted by the ex-
anil)le does tnt really exist because the appreciation in the shares owned by B is
subject to estate tax. If this assertion is true, tile net amount received after pay-
went of both ilictie and estate tax should lie the saute for A's hcir and B' heir.

To test the assertion. assume that tie shares or their proceeds in the estates of
A and B are both taxed at a 30 x'rceiit bracket. A's estate after pa.malit of hi-
come tax has assets of $85,000. After the furtlier paymeiit of $25.500 in estate tax,
A's heir receives $59,500. On the other hand, Bs estate has assets of $110,000.
When the shares of stock nre sold to pay B's estate tax liability of $33,000. B's
heir receives $77.000, $17,500 iiore than that of A. The combined income awli
estate tax burden oil B's heir is reduced ty about 35 percent frota the burden (in
A's heir.

This example demonstrates two basic facts. First, the estate tax and the in-
come tax are two separate tax systems. Tile estate tax applies to the transfer of
property, tile income tax to the receipt of income. The estate tax is not a sur-
rogate for tite income tax. It applies to wealth accumulated after payment of in-
com tax as well as to wealth that was not subject to income tax.

Second. the example lentotstrates the disparate income tax treatment which
can occur solely due to the timing of capital gain recognition. Thus, step-up per-
mits those who are able to accumulate wealth in the form of unrealized apprecia-
tion to pass on that wealth free of income tax. Those who have recognized capital
gains, as well as salaried individuals, can pass oit only that which is left after
income tax has been paid. Only the wealthiest of American taxpayers are in a
position to live comfortably solely on dividends, rents and interest derived from
appreciating assets they are rarely forced to sell. No policy justifies granting
this segiteit of society an income tax advantage over the vast majority who are
not in this enviable atd privileged position.

This is not an extreme or hypothetical situation. Any tax practitioner can
recite from his own experience instance after instance of advice by him to his
clients to retain assets that would otherwise be sold primarily to secure forgive-
iess of inlcome tax at dea th.

Several recent court decisions demonstrate the ntagnitude of the problem. In
Estate of Darid spn ili. time Court found the value of scrap netal owned by the
decedent to be $2.7 million. Its basis was almost zero. Under step-up, virtually
$2.7 in appreciation passed to tile decedent's heirs free of income tax. In Estnr'
of Hcry, the taxpayer made gifts of marketable corporate stocks totalling $6.7
million with a basis of $115,000. The untaxed appreciation was almost $6.6 nif-
lion. In O14en v. Cowmi..ioncr,4 the taxpayer gave marketable American Express
Company stock worth $5.2 million with a basis of $1,200. Virtually the entire
$5.2 million passed free of income tax. In Bradford v. Commis.sioner.3 property
worth $2 million with a basis of $28.3,000 was the subject of the gift. Over $1.S
million of appreciation passed income tax free. In .Jolsm.qon v. Conmiisioncr. the
property given wvas worth $500,000; its basis was $10,800. Almost $490,000 of op.
predation passed income tax free.

'For purposes of illustration the technical question of when sale of stock is complete-
is ignored.

257 T'.C. 650 (1972). Aff'd 510 F.2d 479 (2d Cir. 1975). cert. denied 423 U.S. 82?.
69 T.C. 665 11978).
T.C.M. 1978-51.
70 T.C. 54 (197-R).

6495 F.2d 1079 (0th Cir. 1979).
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This phenomenon Is not restricted solely to those with inherited wealth. As.
noted in a recent article in Fortune magazine, "there are dozens-l)erhaps evea
hundreds-of individuals who have amassed fortunes of $50 million or more il
privately held companies." A ,s the article shows, the initial investment In these-
enormously successful enterprises is nominal when coumlared to their current
worth.

The Impact of forgiveness of income tax at death is more significant as estate-
size increases. Table 1 demonstrates how estimated appreciation rises as a per-
centage of the gross estate as estates increase in size.

TABLE I.-APPRECIATION AS A PERCENT OF GROSS ESTATE BY SIZE OF GROSS ESTATE (1979 LEVELS)

Appreciation including personal Appreciation excluding personal
residence residence

Gross As a percent As a percent
Size of gross estate estate Amount of gfoss Average Amount of gross Average

(thousands) (millions) (millioos) estate per return (millions) estate *'er return

Under $175 ............. $25,183 $4,386 17.4 $18,000 $3,242 12.9 $13,300
$175 to $200 ............ 3,219 633 19.2 35,S00 479 14.6 27,200
$200 to $300 ............ 9,037 1,800 19.9 48,200 1,375 15.2 36, Ki
$300 to $500 ............ 9,215 2,013 21.8 83, 000 1,609 17.5 66,300
$500 to $1,000 .......... 9,774 2,280 23.3 158,500 1,888 19.3 131, 300
$1,000 to $2,000 --------- 7,082 1, 39 24.6 3,-5,100 1,459 20.6 281, 110
$2,000 to $3,000 ......... 3,179 821 25.8 622,400 722 22.7 547 400
$3,000 to $5,000..........3,101 812 26.2 990,200 708 22.8 863,400
$5,000 to $10,000....... 3,057 833 27.2 1, 876 100 752 24.6 1, 693,700
$10,000 and over ........ 3,365 1,153 34.3 7, 161, 500 1,114 33.1 6,919,300

Total ............ 76, 284 16, 470 21.6 47,700 13,347 17.5 38, 600

Source. Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis.

In fact, over 75 percent of appreciation is found in estates of over $175,000,
which comprise less than 4 percent of decedents dying annually.

2. RevC1ue 1088.-Step-up results in a significant revenue loss. Under step-up,
an estimated $20 billion in accrued appreciation passes untaxed annually. The
income tax on this $20 billion is not just foregone in the year of a decedent's
death. It is permanently and irrevocably forgiven.

3. Economic distortion&-Step-up also creates serious adverse economic effe-ts.
The opportunity entirely to avoid income tax oil appreciated assets by hold-
ing those assets until death distorts capital mobility by inducing individuals
to retain assets solely to obtain this benefit. The inducement to hold assets to.
avoid the payment of income tax Is referred to as "lock-in".

It is almost impossible to quantify the amount of wealth that Is "locked-il".
This is because "lock-in" is a negative phenomenon. It occurs when sales other-
wise dictated by sound investment strategies do not occur. Of course, the de-
cision not to sell may involve other considerations which cannot be separated
from tax-induced "lock-in". Nonetheless, to the extent the income tax system
can be said to cause "lock-in", step-up is a major source of that "lock-in". Those-
whose estate planning takes step-up into account, and plainly this includes many
elderly taxpayers and most taxpayers with large accumulations of unrealized
appreciation, will inevitably find their decision whether to hold or sell affected.
by this provision.

Congress in 1978 relied upon revenue from higher sales volume to justify
Increasing the capital gains exclusion to 60 percent. The "lock-in" effect of step-
up will undermine the goal of the reduced capital gains rates enacted by the-
Revenue Act of 1978. The purpose of the reduced capital gains-rate was to,
unlock capital in the form of unrealized appreciation in assets that were not
being sold because of the allegedly excessive tax burden imposed on the sales
proceeds. This goal will not be met if taxpayers have the opportunity to avoid
tax entirely by holding appreciated property until death.

"Lock-in" can best be reduced by treating death as a recognition event. If'
unrealized appreciation were taxed at the current long-term capital gains rates,
a significant amount of the "lock-in" effect would be eliminated.

'"In Search of the Elusive Big Rich", Fortune February 12, 1979. 12.
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As to "lock-in", carryover basis is a second best approach. It somewhat re-
duces the "lock-in" effect for investors concerned with estate planting, since
complete forgiveness is eliminated. However, if the property continues to ap-
preciate in value, the capital gains tax would be greater when tile heirs con-
sider selling, and then their 'loek-in" would be somewhat increased. Thus,
"lock-in" would be decreased for some but increased for others. The net effect
on aggregate "lock-in" cannot be determined fairly.

4. Disparate basi8 treatment for lifetime gift and accrued but unpaid income
itcm .- Carryover basis for property acquired by lifetime gift has been the law
since 1921. Similar treatment has existed since 1942 even In the case of property
pas-sing at death that consists of compensation, pension benefits and unpaid
installment obligations from the disposition of property. Yet, most property
acquired by gift at death received a new basis. Lifetime and deathtime transfers
should be treated similarly for income tax basis purposes.

THE SHORTCOMINGS OF FORGIVENESS ARE NOT NEWLY RECOGNIZED

The case against forgiveness on the grounds of inequity, revenue loss, adverse
economic effects and structural inconsistency is overwhelming. It is not surprising
that these deficiencies have long been recognized and that a number of responsible
proposals to cure the problem were suggested prior to the 1976 Act.

In 1963. while proposing that the gain on the transfer of a decedent's assets
at death be subject to Income tax at that time, Secretary Dillon stated:

The prospect of eventual tax-free transfer of accrued gains with a stepped-
up basis equal to the new market value. . . distorts Investment choices and
frequently results In complete immobility of investments of older persons ....
The reduction in capital gains rates alone would not effectively deal with
the lock-in problem. Without this broader, more equal capital gains tax base,
there would lie nn ju,4iflcat'nn for lnwering capital gains tax rates.'

While President Kennedy's 1963 proposal was not adopted, the House Ways and
Means Committee did at ore point tentatively adopt carryover basis as a solution.

The 1969 Treasury Department Tax Reform Studies and Proposals also in-
cluded a proposal to subject to income taxation the appreciation in the value of
assets transferred at death.' The proposal was addressed to the following
deficiencies of step-up.

[I]nequality in the Income tax treatment of people who accumulate their
estates out of currently taxable income as compared to those who accumulate
estates by means of unrealized capital gains.

At least $15 billion a year of capital gains falling] completely outside the
income tax system.

[UIndesirable economic effects because of the resulting "lock-in" effect."
By 1976. Congress was prepared to address the issue. Forgiveness was repealed

and carryover basis was subsituted, effective for estates of decedents dying after
1976. The reasons for change were:

Present law [step-up] results in an unwarranted discrimination against those
persons who sell their property prior to death as compared with those whose
property Is not sold until after death. Where a person sells appreciated property
before death, the resulting gain is subject to the income tax. However. if the sale
of the property can be postponed until after the owner's death, all of the
appreciation occurring before death will not be subject to the income tax.

This discrimination against sales occurring before death creates a substantial
'lock-in" effect. Persons in their later years who might otherwise sell property
are effectively prevented from doing so because they realize that the appreciation
In that asset will le taxed as Income if they sell before death, but will not be sub-
ject to Income tax if they hold the asset until their death. The effect of this "lock.
i" effect is often to distort allocation of capital between competing sources.11

A problem of substantial magnitude existed under stepup. the problem had
long been recognized and it was resolved In an acceptable manner through the
enactment of the carryover baits concept. Technical problems with the statutory
provisions that have surfaced since enactment should not obscure this achieve-
ment.

'Tcnrsnaq on ProlApnt'qf 1.0.3 Tax fesq age Before the House Comm. on Ways and
Merpans ,Rqth Cone.. 2i1 Seas . 49 (1A39.

P V'.. Dent. of Tr aiirr. Tax Reform .Stidles and Proposals. Slst Cong., 1st Seas.,
2q V1. 107-111. 1.11--340 (1919).

1 744, at .331.
ini rfnu Committee on Wnrs and Meant Renort. Estate and Gift Tax Reform Act of

1976. H. Rep. No. 94-1380. 94th Cong.. 2d seas., 36-37 (1976).
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TnlE ARGUMENTS FOR STEP-UP FORGIVENESS

The 1976 repeal of step-up prompted a large volume of comment. It is important
to examine carefully the substance of this comment to identify legitimate
questions.

I. Death is a "tax loophole".W-The assertion has been made that those who
favor repeal of step-up view death as a "tax loophole." The Issue is whether prop-
erty which passes at death should be treated the same as property which passes
inter viros. It Is not true that the repeal of step-up discriminates against people
who sold property until death. Deferral of taxation aside, it simply places those
individuals on an equal income tax footing with those who have not accumulated
wealth in the form of unrealized appreciation and held it until death.

2. Repeal of step-up will result in a new tax.-Some assert that the repeal of
step-up constitutes a new tax. This is untrue. There is no new tax imposed if
step-up is repealed; rather certain property on which deferred income tax was
forgiven now becomes subject to that tax. This is not a semantic point. As the
Chairman of this Subcommittee stated in a recent address before the New York
State Bar Association, "tax laws should apply equally to all taxpayers." When
they do not, they should be changed. Forgiveness results in taxpayers who have
sold property before death being treated differently than those who did not. The
result is unequal application of the laws.

3. The expectuneiCs of those t-ho relied on step-up must be protected.-lt Is
alleged that the repeal of step-up dashed the expectations of those who relied
on that provision in making investment decisions. The answer to real, and not
imagined, difficulties regarding expectations that should be protected lies in
appropriate transition rules. The original carryover basis provision In H.R. 14844
contained no transition relief. To protect legitimate expectations, the transition
rule, known as the "fresh start' adjustment. was added by the Conference Com-
mnittee. If that provision does not achieve Its intended purpose, It is appropriate
to reexamine it and make necessary modifications. But it is totally inappropriate
to retain step-up forgiveness because the transition rule may require adjustment.

4. Rrpeal of step-up results in tax on inflation gains only.-Some assert that
step-up should tie retained because much of the appreciation that would be sub-
ject to tax under an alternative system is attributable to Inflation. The amount
of appreciation involved in the gifts of property noted in the cases cited earlier
demonstrate that this is not the case. There is no way that inflation can account
for increases in value of that magnitude. But even if it were true, the simple
example of A and B provides a total response. Each was equally affected by
inflation and yet the heirs of each receive different amounts. While the effects
of inflation are a matter to which the Administration is devoting considerable
attention, it is neutral In this context.

5. Death i. an inappropriate time to impose income tax.-Some of the comment
over repeal of step-tip has as its core the notion that it Is inappropriate to treat
the involuntary event of death as an income tax recognition event. This argu-
ment does not lead to the conclusion that forgiveness Is correct. Rather, If ac-
cepted. it would lead one to adopt carryover basis. This is because under a carry-
over basis system no income tax Is Imposed until an appreciated asset is sol.
Moreover, the argument ignores the fact that death is one of the few times an
accomting of wealth Is made for tax purposes.

6. Repeal of step-up is unnecessary because unrealized appreciation is subject
to estate tax.--As I noted earlier, some assert that it is not necessary to subject
unrealized appreciation to income tax because that unrealized appreciation Is
included in the decedent's estate and is subject to estate tax. This argument is
rebutted by the simple example of A and B, one of whom sold his assets before
death and the other who did not.

It has been suggested that, to the extent the argument against step-up forgive-
ness involves concern over the revenue loss attributable to the $20 billion of un-
realized appreciation passing untaxed annually, the solution Is simply to raise
estate tax rates. However. there Is nothing like the uniformity In the ratio of
appreciable assets to estate size, between taxpayers having the same estate
size. that would be required before consideration could be given to substituting
an estate tax Increase for repeal of step-up.

A simple increase In estate tax will not result in fairness for income tax pur-
roses iietweon estates of the same size.

If It is believed that carryover results In too great an overall tax burden,
it would be fairer to lower estate tax rates for all estates than to forgive income
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tax liability. If the Subcommittee desires, we would be happy to work th it
to analyze this question. But the question of overall tax burden Cannot per-
mitted to obscure the basic issue forgiveness raises: the equitable income tax
treatment of those who have realized gain prior to death as opposed to those
who have not.

7. Carryover ba.is or subjecting unrealized appreciation to graduated income
tox rates at death is regressir.-The Committee may hear testimony that the
1970P carryover basis provision is regressive iy estate size. A basis adjustment
is made to account for the fact that estate tax has been paid on property that
has been valued without taking into account the contingent income tax liability
on unrealized appreciation. Because of this basis adjustment tile increase in
siverall tax for a given amount of appreciation will decline as the size of the
estate increases. This is saili to lie regressive.

It is, of course, true that for estates In the 70 percent bracket, forgiveness of
income tax only lets the heirs keep 30 cents for each dollar of income tax that is
nivoided while in the 40 percent estate tax bracket the advantage of step-up for-
giveness is 60 cents on the dollar. Carryover merely eliminates the advantage to
tie extent it exists. 'here is no more regressivity here than in the allowance of
a deduction for administration expenses that Is worth 70 cents on the dollar to it
very large estate and nothing to a very small estate. Yet the deduction Is
necessary to measure the estate transferred. The adjustment simply assures that
th estate tax applies to tIne correct transfer tax base, the gross estate Iess tine
amount of accrued income tax liability.

.A t/ system other than step-up cannot work because proof of basis problems
rcc insirmoun table.-This subcommittee has previously received testimony and

sulin)'.sions to the effect that no system which relies upon the need to determine
tlie basis of assets transferred at death can possibly work. Tile assertion is that
ith r taxpayers do not keep adequate records of the acquisition cost of assets

during their lives or if they do, those records somehow disappear at death.
Tin s problem did not deter Congress when it first enacted the income tax. The

basis- of property held on March 1, 1913 was its value on that (late or historical
cost and the income tax system managed to work. The Canadians adopted a
sinil,,r basis rule when they first treated gifts and deathtime transfers as recog-
nition events. Their system has not posed significant basis determination ques-
tionns. 3oth Canadian government authorities and private practitioners inform
us thar the issue of proof of basis h'as not even been a matter of public discus-

nJ. i] oreover, carryover of basis has not caused significant difficulties for prop-
erty transferred by gift or items of income in respect of a decedent passing at
d th. These carryover provisions have existed since 1921 and 1942 respectively.
N4ii ,theless, we understand that the American Bankers Association. and per-
hap3 others, will submit a number of actual cases in which, during the period
caryover basis appeared to be in effect, executors had difficulty determining the
basis of assets. We look forward to examining this report so that we can deter-
mine independently the scope of this problem and suggest appropriate solutions.

Notwithstanding the data which may lie submitted, several fundamental points
are relevant. First is the necessity of recordkeeping to provide for the ease of a
lifetime sale or other disposition of property. Second is the question of the types
of assets for which it is reasonable to assume taxpayers retain cost records.
Third is the standard to which taxpayers who acquired assets prior to the
effective (late of any new system should be held. Once these three issues have
lieen examined it is possible to design a system which takes Into account legiti-
nate record keeping problems.

Under our income tax system (and for gift tax reporting purposes), an Indi-
vidual who acquires property should retain cost basis information. That infor-
nation will be relevant if that property is sold or given away. Even under step-
tp forgiveness, records were unnecessary only If a taxpayer knew with absolute
certainty that the particular asset would be held until death. Since most tax-
payers pay for assets they acquire. and all taxpayers are interested in reducing
tax on sale, It is In their interest to retain or obtain cost records. Otherwise
secondary evidence will be needed to establish some basis or the entire sale price
will lie taxable.

We believe most taxpayers recognize this and do retain cost record for most
assets. Whether those records are readily accessible or in a form which could
bie mderstood by others is a different question and one to be examined In the
context of transition relief. However, It Is simply not true that the vast majority
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Of taxpayers of this country fall to keep records as to the acquisition cost of
the ast majority of assets they acquire, especially investment assets held by the
wealthiest 2 percent of taxpayers.

The proposition that record keeping problems should control whether tax 1s
imposed on an otherwise clearly taxable event would, if carried to its logical
extreme, mean that only "easily measurable" income should be taxed. It also
implies that the determination whether income is "easily measurable" rests en-
tirely with the taxpayer. Thus. the taxpayer call, in his own discretion, control
whether sufficient records exist to determine his income tax liability. If he fails
to maintain records, income becomes hard to measure and hard to measure in-
cone is not subject to tax. Forgetfulness should not be blessed with forgiveness.

Records regarding the acquisition cost of closely held corporation stock may
be difficult to find but should he capable of reconstruction. In the case of part-
iterships and subchapter S corporations past income tax returns will provide
basis information. For those who are engaged in sole j)roprietorships, past income
tax returns will show the basis of depreciable assets.

If acquisition cost records do not exist with regard to Investment real estate,
It is usually possible to recreate or estimate basis by a number of methods.
For example, many deeds state the purchase price of real estate. Transfer tax
stamps or local property tax assessments may also provide guidance. The basis
of marketable securities s can be estimated by reference to market quotations
on or about the acquisition date.

We recognize, however, that record keeping problems do exist with regard
to certain types of assets and that it is necessary to address these problems
in designing appropriate relief. For example, many taxpayers may fail to retain
r cords of the cost of items of tangible personal property such as furniture,
clothing, collections of nominal value and the like. Many taxpayers also fail
to koep accurate records with regard to improvements to personal residences.

Problems with records for property acquired prior to the effective date of
the repeal of step-up must be distinguished from problems which may occur
thereafter. Congress must assume tit any justification for failure to keep rec-
ord. disappt-ars once taxpayers are on notice that assets acquired after the
effective date are subject to the new statute. Step-up cannot be retained just
because there are fears that taxpayers will not keep records.

Therefore. the record keeping problem the Subcommitee should focus upon
is that of basis information for assets acquired prior to the effective date of
the repeal of stepup. Our experience under the income tax when originally
enacted and the recent experience of the Canadians indicate that this should
iyet lie a serious problem. Moreover, the problems that do exist should be
alleviated by the "fresh start" concept adopted in 1976.

Under this approach, the basis of property in the hands of an heir Is the
crtater of historical cost or value on December 31, 1976. Two rules exist to
determine value on December 31, 1976. If the property was a marketalbe secu-
rity. the value is the market quotations. The December 31, 1976 value of all other
property Is determined by pro-rating appreciation from the date of acquisition to
the date of death on a daily basis and adding to the acquisition cost that
portion of the appreciation attributaide to the holding period prior to Decem-
ber 31. 1976. However. under the 1976 rules, the fresh start adjustment is avail-
ale only for purposes of determining gain. Thus. historical cost Is also Impor-
taut because it is the only basis upon which a loss may be recognized.

Under this system of transition relief records play an important role. How-
ver. a few simple changes should resolve the record keeping problem for the
vast majority of taxpayers. For example, consider the following. Tie present
810.000 personal and household effects exclusion would be Increased to $50.000.
property subject to the exclusion would be expanded to include tangible per-
sonal property which was a capital asset in the hands of the taxpayer, and

- excluded assets would he determined In ascending order of value as reported
on the decelent's estate tax return. The basis of property acquired prior to the
effective date would continue to be the greater of acquisition cost or the fresh
start value but the fresh start value would be available for determining both
cain and loss. Fresh start value for marketable securities would be the market
quotation on the relevant valuation date. Certain classes of property the value
of which will not increase after the valuation date (such as notes or selected
types of preferred stock) would be treated like marketable securities for this
plrlpose. All other property would have the fresh start value determined by
use of a generous formula starting with estate tax value and assuming annual
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appreciation of 6 percent, subject to a minimum in any case of 25 percent of
estate tax value. That is, the fresh start value would be determined by dividing
estate tax value by a number from a table which would contain the appropriate
discount rate. The discount back formula would replace the present time
apportionment method.

In this system, historical cost is relevant only if it exceeds fresh start value.
It Is not needed to determine fresh start value as is presently the case.

It is true that historical cost may exceed fresh start value and executors may
still feel pressured to find historical cost. In the case of almost all property,
ho sever, it should be possible for the executor to make an educated judgment
as to the likelihood of historical cost exceeding fresh start value. Where that
is probable, we also believe satisfactory information to recreate basis will exist.
However, if the Congress feels that finding historical cost, even aftbr taking
into account this generous fresh start relief, is still a burden it could simply
say that the basis, of assets acquired prior to the effective date will be equal
to the fresh start value.

A solution such as that set forth above should eliminate proof of basis prob-
lems for the bulk of the examples which will be presented to the Subcommittee
for assets acquired prior to the effective date. As for assets acquired after the
effective date, taxpayers are put on notice of the need to retain basis records.
Special relief is provided for household effects and the like.

In short, we believe the proof of basis issue is a red herring. We agree with the
Special Tax Counsel to the Trust Division of the American Bankers Association,
Richard B. Covey, who stated in a recent article that objections to carryover basis
on the ground that proof of basis problems were so severe as to merit a return to
step-up were "premature, at least until a reasonable trial period has passed." 1

9. Carryover basis delays the probate of estates, inordinately increases the cost
of estate administration and presents Irreconcilable fiduciary con fliets.-The alle-
gation is made that carryover basis, solely by introducing a new concept to be
taken into account during estate administration, frustrates efforts of the pr4bate
bar to simplify the administration of estates. It is true that any departure froi
step-up Introduces additional complexity. However, if the proposals we suggest
are adopted this complexity will not exist for 98 percent of the estates coming into
existence annually. The question is whether carryover basis unduly affects and
delays administration of the estates of the remaining 2 percent.

If our proposals are adopted. much of the anticipated difficulty and cost of
administration of carryover basis is eliminated. The aggregate cost of compliance
will be insignificant compared to the revenue it generates and the increased in-
come tax equity it produces.

It is also alleged that carryover basis improperly intrudes in estate a.dministra-
tion by creating an entirely new set of consideratioTs to be taken into account in
distributing assets to various beneficiaries. While by no means certain under
applicable state law, it is possible'that a fiduciary may have to take income tax
basis into account in making distributions.

If this is an assertion that fiduciaries are incapable of administering estates
when they must take tax consequences into account, it is a curious one. Estate
planning anti administration is replete with tax considerations. The tax literature
abounds, with learned discussions of various minimization techniques. Entire.
books have been written on subjects such as the marital deduction. Law schools
devote entire courses to estate planning and administration. Many wealthy tax.
payers, who also happen to be those who would be affected by the repeal of step-up,
often pay substantial legal fees to tailor estate plans to minimize taxation.

If this argument is premised on the fact that property with bases different from
estate tax value cannot be dealt with by fiduciaries, it is also rather curious. The
real world is complicated for those administering large estates. Fiduciaries must
already make choices which have both tax consequences and affect the net
amounts received by beneficiaries and they are not clamoring to have these elec-
tions eliminated. For example, fiduciaries must decide whether to file a joint or
separate income tax return for the year of the decedent's death : whether to claim
expenses as estate or income tax deductions : whether to elect the alternate valua-
tion date: whether to elect special use valuation: whether to elect to pay estate
tax in installments: whether to distribute property in cash or in kind: whether
to receive retirement benefits in other than a lump sum; the choice of a fiscal

12 Covey and Hastings. "Cleaning up Carryover Baste," 31 The Tax Lawyer 615, 695.
(1978).

A
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year: whether to accumulate or distribute estate income; which assets to sell and
how to reinvest the sales proceeds; when to settle claims and when to terminate
administration. Carryover basis considerations do not materially add to these
decisions. Indeed, In the more sophisticated estate plans, decisions with regard to
the administration of formula marital deduction clauses make the alleged carry-
over basis problems pale In significance.

THE CHOICES

I have previously stated that the Administration is committed to the principle
that income tax on appreciation in assets held at death should not be forgiven.The choices as to how to tax this appreciation are two: treat death as a recogni-
tion event for income tax purposes or provide that the decedent's basis carries
over to his estate and heirs.

There are a number of principles that should be applied in making this choice.
First, the system should be as simple as possible consistent with the principle that
similarly situated taxpayers should be treated similarly. Second, the system
should intrude as little as possible in the estate administration process. Third,
where the system may produce hardships, such as liquidity problems, tho.e issues
should be identified and dealt with in a fair manner. Fourth, the treatment of
lifetime and deathtime-transfers should be the same.

Any system without step-up forgiveness is more complicated than a system
with step-up. There is no question that forgiveness is simple. There Is no need
to determine basis and so long as an individual does not sell an asset, inaccurate
or nonexistent records present no problems.

However, this argument proves too much. Nontaxation is always the simplest
system and an argument as to simplicity can l made with regard to almost
any taxing provision, Including deductions or credits.

There is much to he said in favor of treating the transfer of property at
death as an income tax recognition event. It achieves parity between taxpayers
who sold property before death and those who did not, with those who held
assets until death still retaining the advantage of tax deferral on unrealized
appreciation. Such a system could be more simple than carryover basis because
accounts would finally be settled at death. Alleged fiduciary problems encoun-
tered in taking into account potential income tax liability in connection with
the distribution of property to various beneficiaries would be eliminated. The
distortions of "lock-in" would be lessened. Finally, basis adjustments to account
for estate tax attributable to unrealized appreciation would be eliminated.

The Treasury Department believes that treating a transfer at death as a
recognition event is an entirely acceptable solution to the step-u) problem. We
have devoted considerable time over the last several months On the develop-
ment of alternatives to implement such a system, including an examination of
the two forms of "Additional Estate Tax" until recently favored by the Ameri-
can Bankers Association. If the Subcommittee indicates an interest in pursuing
this course, we would be willing to supply these materials when we have com-
plpted our work on them.

I have also indicated that. in concept, carryover basis represents an accept-
able solution to the forgiveness problem. However, we agree experience has
shown that the 1976 Act statutory structure could be Improved.

Recognizing this, Treasury has made a major effort to meet with interested
professional groups and individuals to learn of their specific concerns and
their suggestions for change. We have received valuable assistance from the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. the Trust and Estates Law
Section of the New York State Bar Association and individual members of the
Special Carryover Basis Committee of the Tax Section of the American Bar
Association, to name Just a few. This hearing, we hope, will provide another
opportunity for the public to suggest to the Subcommittee and Treasury their
Proposals for modifications.

At this time I should like to examine the complaints regarding the opera-
tion of the 1976 carryover basis provision that have been registered with the
Subcommittee In prior hearings, and propose solutions to them. I shall divide
my discussion of these problems into three areas, the basic statutory provision,
the transition relief afforded by the fresh start adjustment and liquidity issues.
1. The Basic Statutory Provision

ta). The provision is overbroad breau.se it applirs to the estates of wasy
decedent.s who are not required to file estate tax returns-We recommend that
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In general, carryover basis would apply only to those estates for which estate
tax returns are required. The basis for assets held by estates not required tio
file Federal estate tax returns would be determined under step-up. Executors
of nonfiling estates would not, therefore, be concerned with the basis of any
property Included in the estate except, as under present law, items of income
In respect to the decedent. This change would eliminate approxinmiely 9S per-
cent of decedents dying annually from the operation of carryover basis.

It has been alleged that this change is purely a political expedient anld that
subjecting only 2 percent of decedent's estates to carryover basis violates the
principle that the tax laws should apply equally to all taxpayers. Carryover
basis will indeed apply to a small segment of decedents dying annually, but
that small segment is the segment that owns nore than 75 percent of all ap-
preciated assets.

An increase in the minimum basis from $60.000 to $175.000 necessarily ac-
companies this proposal. Thus, the minimum basis assures that equality of tax
benefit is given to large estates as well as small. Moreover, we believe the
allocation of the minimum basis shodild lie changed so that it does not depend
upon a formula. Rather, the minimum basis would be allocated in the discretion
of the executor first to capital assets and then, If any minimum basis remains.
to assets which would produce ordinary income in whole or part when sold
by the estate or heir.

The change in the allocation method will provide some measure of liquidity
relief in those instances where the executor inust sell assets to meet estate lia-
bilities. It also eliminates the necessity to recompute the allocation of the entire
minimum basis if there is an audit adjustment to the value of the l)roperty In the
estate.

Minimum basis would be calculated prior to the death tax basis adjustment.
This reverses the order of computation under the present provision. The mini-
mum basis wvill therefore constitute a floor to which the death tax adjustment
can lie added rather than a cap as is presently the case.

(b) The amount of the personal and household effects" exclusion is too small
and the term, is ayabiguous.-The present exclusion would be increased to $50,001).
To eliminate definitional ambiguity and relieve executors of the task of choos-
ing excluded assets, the exclusion would be available to all items of tangible
personal property that were section 1221 capital assets of the decedent. Assets
subject to the exclusion would be selected in ascending order of value as shown
on the decedent's estate tax return. In addition to eliminating questions of
fiduciary choice, this expanded exclusion will solve the proof of basis problem
for many of those who own collections.

(c) The present death tax adjustments are unduly complicated, arc compete d
by reference to an incorrect rate and require recomputation for all asset if the
valte of one asset is changed on audit.-A simplified single death tax adjustment
would replace the three separate lut interdependent adjustments required under
present law. A percentage number would le taken fromn the estate tax rate talle
and applied to each Item of appreciated property subject to estate tax. The per-
centage to tie applied would lie the highest tax rate to which the estate is subject
before any credits are applied, except that if an estate does not have at least
$50,()0 of property subject to tax in that racket the next lower rate would apply.

To illustrate, a taxable estate of $400.000 will lie in the 34 percent bracket.
Each Item of appreciated property equal to 34 percent of the appreciation in
that property. The total federal estate tax payable on a $400.000 estate, after
subtratcing the $47,000 unified credit, is $74.800, or approximately 19 percent of
the total estate. Yet, in this case, the adjustment would be 34 percent. Under the
1976 Act provision, the 19 percent average tax rate would have been used.

Where an estate is nontaxable liccause of the unified credit, an adjustment.
based upon the estate tax rate schedule would nonetheless be allowed. The allow-
ance of an adjustment in this case permits an ample adjustment for any state
death taxes.

No adjustment would be made where the decedent's estate was not required
to file a federal estate tax return. In that case step-up will apply.

The move to a single death tax adjustment, computed at the highest marginal
estate tax rate, has been uniformly applauded as a major simplification by all
with whom we have coifsflted. Indeed. Mr. Covey. bas commented :

"... The Treasury approach . . . is cominendaile and a major step towards
simplifying the complex and defective section 1023 (c) and (e) adjustments.
When combined with the proposed $175,000 minimum basis and with a compu-
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tation of minimum basis before rather than after the adjustment for estate tax
o1 appreciation, a fair overall result is achieved even though no direct adjust-
ment is given for state death tax. In effect an adjustment is given for state and
foreign death taxes In amounts equal to the section 2011 or 2014 (or treaty)
credits because the marginal federal estate tax rate is a precredit rate.3

The proposal has been criticized, however, on the ground that it does not per-
mit a basis adjustment for state death taxes that exceed the amount as a federal
credit. It is true that state death taxes in excess of the federal credit do not
result ili an additional basis increase. However, one would question whether
it is appropriate to give a federal tax adjustment for state taxes in excess of the
credit amount. Rather, if a state's death taxes are too high, the problem should
be resolved by the state. Moreover, the adjustment is computed at the highest
applicable marginal federal estate tax rate, and therefore may result in an over-
compensation because much of the estate has been subject to tax at rates less
than the highest marginal rate. In addition, the adjustment is available without
regard to the amourit of depreciated property in the estate.

The most recent commentary of the American Bankers Association makes
much of the failure to adjust for state death taxes. However, Mr. Covey makes
the argument in opposition eloquently when he states, using New York as an
example, that:

"The understatement of the basis increase for the New York estate tax on
appreciation will most frequently occur when all of the appreciation is taxed
in only one rate bracket for federal purposes. To illustrate, for a taxable estate
iu excess of $10 million with all appreciation taxed in the top rate bracket,
the basis increase on the Treasury approach is $70 for each $100 of apprecia-
tion while under an exact method the increase would be $75 for each $100 of
appreciation. If, however, the appreciation was taxed ini two or more federal
rate brackets, the federal basis increase under the Treasury approach would be
overstated when compared with the result of an exact method. This point can
be seen by taking estates of various sizes which are all appreciation. In such
a case, the Treasury approach would ex'ccd M/e basis increase under an exact
method until the taxable estate cacecds $6O,ooo,Oo. (Enphasis added)""

Mr. Covey goes on to state:
"Major simplification would be achieved under the Treasury approach because

the basis increase would in most cases not be "suspended." A change in the
increase would be required only if as a result of the audit of the federal estate
tax return the estate is moved up in a rate bracket." 33

While this adjustment is generous in most cases, this generosity (loes not sig-
nificantly affect horizontal equity, achieves a fair result and is consistent wih
the principle that complexity should be avoided where it is possible to achieve
a comparalle result in a simple manner.

(d) It is unncccssarily time consuming to require the death tax adjustment
to bc rom puttc'd .spartcly for cvery (ssct inr'hld d in the decdent'8 calae.-
Since the death tax adjustment is a single percentage, it is simple. Moreover,
the executor would be permitted to elect to average the basis of similar items of
property acquired at different times. For example, the basis of mutual fund
dividend reinvestment shares or shares of stock of the same corporation acquired
at different tinies could, at the executor's election, be averaged. The simplified
,imigle death tax adjustment would then be applied to the average basis rather
than the acual basis of each share. This proposal would also simplify executors'
decisions regarding the distribution of appreciated assets. All similar property
would have the same basis and inherent gain would be the same.

(c) Special rules are necdcd for personal residcnecs.-We propose two changes.
First, If unused, the $100,000 personal residence gain exclusion would be availa-
lde to the decedent's executor on an elective basis as a positive basis adjustment,
without regard to the decedent's age but with the consent of a surviving spouse
required. This would coordinate the 1978 Revenue Act changes with the carry-
over basis system. Second, an annual addition to basis (for example, $250),
would be permitted for personal residences acquired after the effective date of
the statute to account for Improvements, unless a larger amount could be

Covey and Iastings, "Cleaning Up Carryover BasIs", 31 The Tax Lawyer 615, 647
(1979).

14 [bid., r47-648.
15 Ibid., 648.
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substantiated in any year. This would mitigate the record keeping problem for
minor home expenditures.

(f) The present eporting requirements are unduly burdensome.-If the fore-
going proposals are adopted, basis information reporting would be required only
from executors of the less than 2 percent of estates subject to carryover basis.
Penalties would be assessed pursuant to a negligence standard only.

ig) The basis of carryover basis property remains uncertain until that prop-
crty is disposed of in a transaction in which basis becomes releva nt.-A procedure
would be created pursuant to which executors could achieve a final determina-
tion of basis, binding upon both the executor and the Internal Revenue Service,
at the time of audit of the decedent's estate tax return. A number of the groups
with whom we have consulted have suggested that such a procedure is essential
to resolve basis uncertainties and simplify the long-term administration of carry-
over basis.

2. Transition Relief
(a) The fresh start rule applicable to nonmarketable property poses insur-

mountable proof of basis problems.-This question was addressed earlier. To
reiterate, the discount back rule of the Revenue Act of 1978 would be applied
at a rate of 6 percent to determine the fresh start basis for all property held on
December 31, 1976 other than marketable bonds and securities. The application
of this formula could in no event result in a basis less than 25 percent of
estate tax value. The present formula which apportions appreciation ratably
on a day-to-day basis would be abandoned.

Historical cost would be important only if it exceeded the fresh start value.
If this is deemed to Impose undue burdens on executors, the discount back
formula could be the sole method.

ib) The fresh start adjustment unfairly discriminates against nonmarketable
property, because its fresh start basis can never exceed estate fax value.-It
is true that the fresh start value of nonmarketable property cannot exceed
estate tax value.

One solution is to provide a "national appraisal date" and permit the ap-
praised value of property on that date to be its fresh start value. Congress
specifically rejected this alternative in 1976 and we think it was wise to do so.
Even if one believes in the veracity of appraisals, it is questionable whether all
taxpayers should be put to the expense of obtaining such appraisals when it
Is not clear that the appraised property will be held until death. Moreover, in
the real world, even contemporaneous appraisals are the subject of substantial
dispute. It is. therefore, reasonable to anticipate administrative problems when
the validity of an appraisal is examined many years in the future. These facts
lead to the conclusion that the appraisal technique is not appropriate. The dis-
comt back formula is a reasonable alternative.

Certain types of nonmarketable property would be treated as if they were
marketable securities for purposes of this fresh start rule. There are assets.
the vahe of which will not change substantially from the fresh start date to
the date of death. It is unfair to subject these assets to fresh start value de-
termination under a discount back formula. Therefore, we propose that non-
convertible, nonparticipating preferred stock be given fresh start value equal
to its redemption price on the fresh start date.

In addition, the Secretary would be granted regulatory authority to devise
alternatives to the discount back formula for assets which will not substantially
appreciate in value after the fresh start date, such as nonmarketable notes, and
assets the value of which could be readily ascertained as of Deemeber 31, 1976
by a method other than appraisal. An example of the latter Is property subject,
on the fresh start date, to a binding buy-sell agreement that has the effect of
fixing estate tax value. The fresh start value would be determined by reference
to the formula set forth in the agreement.

(c) The fresh start basis should be available for purposes of both gain and
loss.-Treas-ury agrees. This change would eliminate the need to retain records
of separate bases for "fresh start" property.

(d) The fresh start adjustment should be celculated by reference to estate
ta. ralue-.Again, Treasury agrees. Executors would not be required to estab-
lish date of death value as a computation base where the estate tax alternate
valuation date is elected.
3. Liquidity Issues

Carryover basis itself does not cause liquidity problems. No tax is due in a
carryover basis system until carryover basis property is sold. No family farm
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faces a tax liability from carryover basis until the farmland Is sold. If liquidity
problems exist, they arise because of the estate tax.

A large portion of the appreciated property held by estates Is comprised of
marketable securities and investment real estate. In the case of marketable
securities there can be no liquidity problem. In the case of investment real
estate, the estate tax will be imposed on the value of the property net of In-
debtedness. To the extent investment real estate is subject to estate tax, the
net equity in the property should be sufficient to secure a loan sufficient to
pay the estate tax.

Problems may exist where the investment property does not generate suf-
ficient income to service a loan. We would be sympathetic to proposals to pro-
vide additional liquidity relief in these situations where there is demonstrated
need.

Closely-held business interests and farms, which represent only 7 percent of
the value of assets reported on estate tax returns, pose a somewhat different prob-
lem. In the case of farms, special use valuation significantly reduces includible
value for estate tax purposes. Liberal estate tax deferral provisions provide an
opportunity to spread the payment of estate tax over 10 or 15 years for qualifying
farms and small businesses. Finally, section 303 provides an opportunity to have
closely-held stock redeemed at reduced capital gains rates. The combination of
these provisions provides a significant measure of relief. However, we are willing
to explore additional liquidity relief solutions for farms and closely-held busi-
nesses that will reduce or defer the payment of income tax on assets sold to pay
estate tax.

CONCLUSION

The basic issue before this Subcommittee is the fairness of an Income tax sys-
tem which forgives income tax on appreciated assets passing at death. Forgive-
ness is unsound income tax policy. Those who would return to step-up should
justify that step. They cannot be allowed to use technical complexity as a ra-
tionale. Technical problems can be solved.

It is the Administration's firm position that unrealized appreciation in property
held at death cannot be permitted to escape Income taxation. Either carryover
basis or treating death as an income tax recognition event is acceptable.

We look forward to hearing the testimony of those individuals who will appear
before you and to reading the written submissions of the others. We hope you will
permit us to respond for the record to the testimony you will hear today and
next week. To that end I ask that you hold the hearing record open for an addi-
tional two weeks to enable us to prepare that response.

Senator BYRD. The next witness is Mr. John P. Simpson, Deputy
Director, Economic Policy Analysis and Budaet. Now, Mr. Simpson,
who is taking the place of Mr. Kenneth Farrefl, was supposed to share
the time with Secretary Lubick. How long is your statement, Mr.
Simpson ?

Mr. SiMPsoN. It is about six pages, Mr. Chairman. I can read it as
fast as I need to.

Senator BYnD. You were to split an allotted time period with the
Treasury Departmeint.

Mr. SI-PsoN. If you like, Mr. Chairman, I will simply ask that this
be inserted in the record and I will answer questions.

Senator BYRD. Why (10 you not summarize your views. You may have
20 minutes, but you were supposed to have arranged with Mr. Lubick
to allocate time between the two of you. If you could summarize, it
would be helpful. I did not realize when the hearing was called today
that the Treasury would not have specific legislation, or I would not
have called the hearing today. So you do not now have anything on
which to testify.

Are you testifying for or against something?
Al[r. SIMISON. I should say, Mr. Chairman, that we are not here today

so much to testify for or against something as siml)ly to point out the
particular implications of different approaches to calculating capital
gains on American agriculture.

43-465-79-3
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Senator BYRD. But we have no bill here on which you can testify,
unless you want to testify on Senator Dole's bill to repeal carryover
basis.

Mr. SltipsoN.. No, sir.
I can present the statement I have, Mr. Chairman, or I can sum-

marize our position, probably in 30 seconds, or I can come back later.
Senator BYRD. Why not take about 5 minutes and give your views or,

if you prefer, go ahead and give the whole statement.
Mr. SItpsox. Let me read it quickly.

STATEMENT OF JOHN P. SIMPSON, DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF ECO-
NOMICS, POLICY ANALYSIS AND BUDGET, U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE

Mr. Sirpso,,. We do appreciate the opportunity to be here. Although
the carryover basis for taxing gains is not solely the concern of agri-
culture interests, it is of special concern to the agricultural community
and to the Department, and so we are pleased to be part of these hear-
ings.

Our purpose here today is not. as I said,-to testify on the details of
the provisions that you are considering, but rather simply to provide
some background on the impact of these tax provisions on the struc-
ture and health of the agricultural economy. So it is the long-term via-
bility of the total family farm structure and all of the participants-
large and small, those who have farmed for many years, and even for
generations, as well as for those who are just entering farming-with
which the Department of Agriculture is concerned.

Tax policies directed at the broader economy impact the farm econ-
omy as dramatically as any other government action, including our
farm programs. These policies can act as an incentive or a deterrent to
nonfarm investors contemplating investing in the agricultural plant.
And, of course, they can influence farmers' investment or divestment
decisions, and they can provide an unintended benefit, and therefore
competitive advantages, to certain classes of farmers. I think the Tax
Reform Act of 1976 illustrates amply how this occurs.

One of the objectives of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. as I understand
it, was to reduce the trend toward greater concentration of business and
farm ownership into fewer and fewer hands. Yet among the chief pro-
visions of this act is a change in the method by which real property in
an estate that is devoted to farming or other closely held business is
valued for estate tax purposes. That change would 'allow farm prop-
erty to be valued on the basis of its use as a farm, rather than on the
basis of its fair market value.

Another provision allowed for a 15-year extension of estate tax pav-
ments for estates largely attributable to farm or other closely held
business, replacing the 10-year extension which had been provided
earlier.

The overall effect of the two special farm estate tax preferences is
to reduce substantially the estate tax on qualifying farm estates. T think
the most important of the two will probably be the use value assessmPnt
provision. Although the exact amount of estate tax reductions will de-
pend on the size of the estate and its composition, our economists be-
leve that the use value assessment can reduce farmland value by 40 to
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70 percent for estate tax purposes. Of course, qualifying estates in ur-
ban fringe areas may be reduced even more.

T1he new installment. method 1)rovided in the act is nearly as bene-
ficial. If the value of the farm or other closly held business Iprol)erty
constitutes at least 65 percent, of the adjusted gross estate, then tim
period over which the tax liability may be paid is extended to 15 years
and the interest penalty on the first $1 million of property is 4 percent
rather than the market rate.

Of course, it is obvious that a subsidized interest rate over such a
protracted period of time is quite advantageous to heirs of qualifying
estates.

The combined effect of these two special farm estate tax preferences
is likely to be sufficiently great that the Federal estate tax could largely
disappear as a factor in the intergenerational transfer of farm estates
of under $1 million in value.

Both of these changes tend to 1elp bona fide farm families, particu-
larly farms with limited liquidity, to cope with estate taxes and to
retain possession of their farms. A*nd because maintenance of family
farms is a major objective of this adininistraion-and I believe. to 2L
great extent, it is a bipartisan objective-we regard these changes of
having been desirable strictly from the standpoint of promoting
agricultural land retention.

But it is important to recognize that the ancillary effect of theso
changes is to foster accumulation or protection of assets in the hands
of existing owners.

A third provision of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, and the one witlh
which we are concerned today, was the revenue increasing provisioit
which was designed to counterbalance the revenue concessions piov i(le
by use valuation and deferred estate tax payments.

Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the tax basis of farmland Avas
"stepped up" to current value at the death of the owner. Consequently,
in any subsequent sale by the heirs, capital gain was calculated from the,
time of the death of the previous owner and any gain in t~le value of
the property resulting from appreciation, or reinvestment of corporate
earnings, during the life of the previous owner was excluded frolt
taxation.

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 substituted the carryover basis ilk
place of the stepped up. Rather than a new value .basis for cal)ital gains
purpose being established at death. the ol basis is adjusted and re-
tained until the assets are sold, so that although a fari could still he
passetl from generation to generation without capital gains being pai(I
on it, when the farm is finally sold, capital gains must be paid on tme,
entire accumulated increase in value.

Under both the stepped il) and the carryover provisions, farmer'
and other owners of property which has appreciated in value have a.
strong incentive to refrain 'from sale of these greatly al)preCiate(l
assets. The aversion to large capital gains taxes does discourage the
realization of the appreciated asset value through sale. "

This lock-in effect is of little concern to the family which is ili
farming and intends to stay in farming. It is of keen interest. how-
ever, to the investor for whom farmland is simply another attractive
investment opportunity.

We have gone through a time in our history, and are going throiialk
a time, when farmland in the United States has more value as aim in-
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-vestment asset than as a productive asset. Since 1970, average farm-
land value across the United States has more than doubled; in some
areas of the Midwest, it has tripled.

The impact on the structure of agriculture of the attractiveness of
farmland as an investment over other kinds of investments in the
economy is not quantifiable. However, over the long run, land price
inflation such as we have experienced in recent years tends to cause
farmland to be bid away from smaller working farms to the more
highly capitalize d larger farms and nonfarm investors. The extent

-to which tax laws make farmland a way to shelter wealth for inter-
generational transfer purposes. even if of benefit to some farmers, also
increa-es the value of farmland as purely an investment asset and will
therefore contribute to rising farmland prices and to the increasing

* concentration of farmland in the hands of larger, wealthier farmers
atid nonfarm investors.

The combination of higher land prices, increasing average farm size
and low rate of turnover have established a barrier to potential farmers
-who have not iliherited large farms. Today's entrants need substantial
funds to establish a competitive operation. To the extent that persons
inheriting farm property can escape taxation on the appreciation of
farmland the-v have greatly improved their equity position. and use of
this large equity provides established farmers a substantial compe-
titive advantage in bidding for available farmland. Largely as a result
of this. about three-fifths of the land changing hands has been an
addition to existing farms. Over time. ownership of farmland, or any
other form of wealth, will become concentrated in fewer and fewer
hands if an opportunity is provided, literally once in each generation,
to escape entirely from taxation on appreciation of assets.

Our concern is uot to force farm sales but rather to eliminate a
system which precludes farm sales and which leads to further concen-
tration of farm ownership. Our goal is to move toward a system which
treats agricultural taxpayers equitably with other taxpayers. hut
which allows continuation of the traditional family farm. Elimina-
tion of the stepped lip basis as provided for in the Tax Reform Act of
1976, will potentially increase tax liabilities for certain well-estab-
lished farmers who inherited their wealth. But the provision is
equitable and it prevents the escape of substantial capital gains from
taxation. We believe that a healthy farming sector does not need to
be subsidized by tax gimmielkrv.

So, in summary. the Department of Aariculture opposes a return to
the pre-197S provisions which permitted some capital gains to escape
taxation forever. While we favor the carryover basis over the old
stepped-i) basis, we do recognize that it also has unfavorable impli-
cations for agriculture. Future generations could be dissuaded from
selling land in order to avoid taxes on capital gains accumulated dur-
inr the Ii r,time of the previous generation.

Now there is. of course, as you know. a come which we may take to
escape this situation. Both equity between income sources and liquidity
of capital assets could be accomplished through taxation of capital
gains at death. It would be very important to assure. that the addition
of another tax at death (op-c not create an unreasonable tax burden.

A small capital gains exclusion at death could be allowed and there
could be adjustments in the progressivity of the current estate tax
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structure. We would certainly need to prevent the precipitous tax sale
of land or other assets. To prevent that, payment of capital gains
taxes and perhaps other estate taxes could be amortized over a period
of years.

taxation of capital gains at death would, however, avoid locking in
of capital and it would tax capital gains which would otherwise escape
taxation.

Senator BRD. Thank you, Mr. Simpson. I have only one or two brief
quest ions.

As I understand it, you are speaking for the Department of Agri-
culture now?

Mr. SIllSON. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. You and the Department of Agriculture favor the

carryover basis legislation as enacted in 1976 ?
MN'r. SriMPso-. We do favor it, Mr. Chairman. We have reservations

about the carryover basis, but given the choices confronting us-
Senator BYRD. But you feel that that is a workable, appropriate

piece of legislation?
Mr. SiMI isoN. 'We feel it can be made workable, sir.
Senator BYRD. Do you think it is workable now?
Mr. Simpso.N. I think the gentleman from Treasury would concede

that there are some problems.
Senator BYRD. I was really asking your view and that of the l)ep)art-

ient of Agriculture. Do you feel it is workable as it is now, or not?
Mr. Si-Pso.-. I think in order to make it work-or, when it works,

it could impose great difficulty on some farmers who have accumulated
assets at different periods of time over a lifetime, who have not main-
tained scrupulous records of their costs of acquisition.

Senator BYRD. And there are many farmers in that category, I would
assume.

Mr. SI.iPsoN. Particularly among older farmers, yes, the record-
keeping is not meticulous.

Senator BrRD. Those with smaller operations particularly have this
problem.

Mr. SIMiPSO-N. Yes, sir, generally;
Senator BYRD. Well, there are three. perhaps four, courses of action,

as I see it, that this Congress could take. One is to repeal it entirely as
Senator Dole recommends.

Another is again to defer carryover basis. Another is to modify it
and another is to just leave carryover basis alone as it is.

Now, do you favor leaving it as it is, or not?
Mr. Si3Pso., Well, sir, we favor retaining it with modifications to

make it workable.
Senator BYRD. So, in your judgment, it is not workable or fair the

way it is today?
Mr. SIMPsoN. Under its present form, it can only be made to work,

with great difficulty. It can be made to work, but as you have pointed
out, there are great difficulties involved.

Senator BYRD. There are great difficulties, and as you pointed out,
it could be very unfair and work great hardship on many small farm-
eis who have not, over the years. known that they had to keep records.
It could be very detrimental to them.

Mr. SI..iPsoN.. Yes, sir.
Senator Bynp. Thank you, sir.
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Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. I have some brief questions.
I appreciate your statement particularly your reference to family

farms. The concerns over agriculture are a bipartisan effort.
I am concerned about the impact of the Treasury suggested as what

we might see as destruction or breaking up the family farm, many of
those farms are being gobbled up by agribusiness and this is a policy

- contrary to what we want.
You do not see any problem there?
Mr. SIMisoN. Senator, as you know, we are perhaps marching to a

,lil'erent drummer than the rest of the administration in embracing
,the special tax provisions which were enacted in 1976, but we believe
that an approach like that is the way to protect small family farms.

But allowing intergenerational transfers to escape capital gains
taxation, for any form of wealth, does permit wealth to be concen-
trated in fewer and fewer hands. Now, that has particular implica-
tions when you talk about fanning.

I think we are all very concerned about letting food production in
this country tend toward being held by fewer and fewer people. If
healthh can escape taxation altogether once in a generation, then there
is a potential for that to happen. So we do support the carryover basis,
if modified to make it more workable.

Senator DoLE. Of course, we do not know what the total impact
would be. However, it seems it might be contrary to what you and I
'would like. This is an area that we have to be very careful about.
Congress got stirred up last year over reports of purchases by foreign
investors 'in America's farmland. We might be doing something here
that would make it even easier for somebody to come in and to buy
the farm. especially if the farmers are required to sell some of the
assets to meet the new income tax that we are about to impose.

I am not trying to give the worst case scenario, but I think it is an
area that we have to address.

Second, I think we are all concerned about whether or not carryover
basis will have an adverse effect on the agricultural community. As
-you have indicated, carryover basis affects capital appreciation. It
.-affects income tax liability rather than estate taxes. As far as I can
-tell, the Federal tax laws do not distinguish between appreciation
,due to inflation and appreciation that represents an increase in the real
'value of an asset.

Consequently, in the case of assets held over a long period of time,
the tax is increased because the nominal value is increased by inflation.

Would you not agree that the tax on capital gains hits farmers and
ranchers particularly hard because of the long holding period typical
of farm assets?

Mr. SIMpso,. I made the point in my statement, Senator, that for
the family in farming, and intending to stay in farming, capital gains
taxes-I will not say they are immaterial, but they are not of great
importance.

The imposition of capital gains taxes are primarily of concern to
the professional investor to whom farmland is simply another invest-
ment opportunity. I cannot say that we want to discourage investment
in farmland. That would necessitate the passage of explicitly discrim-
inatory legislation. But I do believe that it is not in the interests of
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American farmers to encourage that sort of investment, and to allow
investments in farmland to escape taxation.

Senator DOLE. In the case of the farm, the crops and livestock
usually have a zero basis because the farmer is permitted to expense
the cost of crops and raising the livestock.

Does not this prospect for the zero basis cause particular hardship
and could you explain this particular effect?

Ir. Si.tPsoNq. Well, you are correct in that crops in inventory and
livestock have a zero basis. Certain costs of producing crops andlive-
stock are permitted, though, to be deducted from tax liability as oper-
ating expenses, and I think that is the apl)ropriate way to do that.

Senator DOLE. How about the person who gets hit by this truck be-
fore he has sold his crop. Do you see any problem with that?

Mfr. SIMPsoN-. Well, here again, legitimate operating expenses can
be deducted, it is m*y understanding, from tax liability.

Senator )Or.E. T Ihe carryover basis and the treatment of zero basis
assets means that somebody has to pay a lot of tax. I think this is
another area that we need to address. I hope we are not going to pass
something that damages agriculture any more than it has teen over the
years.

Thank you.
Senator BYRD. The Senator from Montana, ir. Baucus.
Senator BAUcus. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no questions at

this time.
Senator Bym. Thank you, Mr. Simpson.
Next will be a 10-minute panel consisting of Mr. Thomas Field,

Taxation With Representation; and Mr. Robert S. MlcIntyre, Director,
Tax Reform Research Group of Washington, D.C.

W1e are glad to have Mr. Field and Mr. Mcintyre.
Welcome, gentlemen. You may proceed as you wish. The two of you

will need to divide the time, of course.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS FIELD, TAXATION WITH
REPRESENTATION

Mir. FIELD. Good morning, Mfr. Chairman. Mfy name is Tom Field.
I very much appreciate the opportunity to speak briefly to you on a
subject which poses fundamental questions, as the chairman remarked
earlier this morning, about how we want to tax our citizens.

I do have a prepared statement. I do not want to read it. I would
prefer to have it go into the record, if that is agreeable.

Senator BYmD. Yes. It will be published in full in the record, ir.
Field.

Air. FIELD. ir. Chairman, it seems to me that you were entirely cor-
rect in saying that we are faced here, in this hearing on carryover'basis,
with really very fundamental questions about our tax system. I would
like to leave with the committee, and with those who are here in the
audience, a question which seems to me to be crucially important.
That is, how can we, members of this committee, tax lawyers, tax
accountants and others, justify to the American public a zero rate of
tax on gains from inherited assets when ordinary wages are taxed at
rates up to 50 percent?

I ask this committee to think about that question. How can we
justify a zero rate of tax on gains from inherited assets when ordinary
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wages are taxed at rates up to 50 percent? That is our current situation.
It is a situation which is patently and obviously unfair. It is a situa-
tion which fuels the burgeoning underground economy, because ordi-
nary wage earners say very simply, "If they do not pay tax, why
should I pay tax ?"

If the rich heir who sells appreciated assets and goes away scott free
from the tax collector, pays nothing, why should I who faces a Mon-
day morning as a wage earner, pay anything? Why should I file an
honest return?

So it seems to me that you are right, Mr. Chairman, that there are
fundamental questions here, fundamental questions which Congress
really does need to address and answer.

Tle chairman asked four questions in the course of his opening
statement, and I would like to use the remainder of my time to provide
quick, brief answers to those questions.

First of all, we were asked, what about the effect of the carryover
basis rule on capital incentives'?

Well, the best that one can say about the carryover basis rule is
that it makes the lock-in problem worse, not better.'The problem is, of
course, that we rejected in 1976-and again are rejecting today-the
one correct way to eliminate the lock-in problem, w which is to tax capi-
tal gains at death. I am disappointed that the subcommittee has ex-
cluded that solution from the list of three possibilities which are cur-
rently under consideration.

Senator BYRD. Could I interrupt you at just that point?
Mr. FIELD. Yes, sir.
Senator ByRD. The committee has not excluded that option. I ex-

pressed the view that the Congress would not accept any proposal
more radical than carryover basis. but if there is a proposal before the
committee, the committee will hol hearings on it, and we will proceed
accordingly.

Mr. FIELD. I would respectfully suggest, Mr. Chairman, that taxa-
tion of capital gains at death is the right answer. Of course, we also
ieel ameliorating liquidity provisions to ease the impact of a capital

gains at death rule, along the lines first proposed in 1964 by Treasury
and then again in 1969 in tax reform studies and proposals. That is
the one way to deal effectively With the lock-in problem as well as the
fairness problem.

Second, in connection with incentives, I would also like to mention
that the scholars who study public finance and taxation have, for
generations, pointed out that taxation of any sort, either at death or
after death, has the least effect on incentives'of any form of taxation.

Contrast the situation of our existing income tax with respect to
ordinary wages. We tax wages annually, and that does have some effect
on the incentive to work. Granted, any tax will, to some degree, affect
incentives, but the possibility that one's heir may, at some distant
point in the future bear a tax, certainly affects incentives less than the
possibility that I will have to pay wage withholding next week.

The chairman's second question was: "Are the small revenue gains
involved in the carryover basis issue worth it?"

Well, as I remarked earlier, Mr. Chairman. the central question here
is tax fairness, not tax revenue. But I would like to point out that even
if the revenues from carryover basis are not great, those of us who
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work for ordinary wages are going to have to come up with added
taxes on ordinary wages to make up the revenue lost from repeal of
carryover basis and to prevent the deficit from getting out of hand.

Third, the chairman asked "Is the cost of keeping records too much
for taxpayers?" I think the only short and honest answer to this is
that taxpayers ought to be keeping these records right now for in-
come tax purposes. I do not know how others handle their affairs, but
certainly when I buy a capital asset I attach the proof of basis to the
proof of purchase. I do that because I have to sell capital assets occa-
sionally to pay expenses, or for other emergencies that arise in the
daily course of life.

Finally, the chairman asked about the question of complexity. Will
carryover basis complexity lessen respect for the tax laws? Well, for
20 years, I have seen tax lawyers cope with rules such as the trust
throw back rules, the consolidated return rules, the corporation re-
organization rules of subchapter C, and the 482 adjustments. Tax
lawyers are certainly able to cope with the carryover basis problem,
especially if the limiting changes that have been proposed by Treasury
are adopted. Furthermore, if the proposed Treasury changes are
adopted, we are only dealing with the richest percent of all decedents,
who can generally afford tax counsel.

Thank you.
Senator B-u. Thank you, Mr. Field.
Mr. McIntyre?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT S. McINTYRE, DIRECTOR, TAX REFORM
RESEARCH GROUP OF WASHINGTON, D.C.

MIr. MCINTYRE. Thank you, fr. Chairman. I am Robert McIntyre,
director of Public Citizen's Tax Reform Research Group. We ap-
preciate the opportunity to appear before you today to present our
views, and we ask that our full statement be included in the record.

Senator BYRD. Yes, it will be.
Mr. MCINTYRE. Mr. Chairman. as you know, in 1976 Congress took

major steps to improve the fairness of the estate and gift tax system.
It adopted provisions which made the estate tax, I think, for the peo-
ple it still applies to, much fairer, especially by exacting the genera-
tion skipping trust provisions and by integrating the estate and gift
taxes. At the same time the Congress cut the estate tax substantially, so
that only 2 percent of the population is affected by it.

Finally, in conjunction with these estate tax cuts, the Congress ap-
proved the major reforin of the income tax laws which is called carry-
over basis.

Now, Mr. Chairman, no one who has studied the tax code can be un-
aware of the gross inequities of the old stepped up basis system. In-
vestors were favored over wage earners, hoarders over sellers and
givers, and the very wealthy over the overwhelming majority. There
were many extremely rich estates, Mr. Chairman, which avoided more
in capital oains taxes through the step-up than they paid in estate taxes.

Tangible investment property which is passed on at death could be
depreciated anew by the heirs, based on a value far in excess of its
original cost, even if it bad been fully depreciated by the decedent,
especially in the case of real estate.
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In addition, Mr. Chairman, the deleterious lock-in effect of the old
step-up regime are well known.

Mr. Chairman, if I could, I would like to submit for the record a
statement by Representative Wilbur Mills in 1976 explaining why lie
favored the carryover system, which lie said he felt was the major re-
form left to do in the tax system. This is from the Congressional
Record.

Senator B RD. Yes. We would be delighted to have that for the
record.

[The material referred to follows:]

[From the Congressional Record-Hlouse, Sept. 15, 19761

REVISION OF GIFT AND ESTATE TAXES LONG OVERDUE

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a previous order of the House, the gentleman
from Arkansas (Mr. Mills) is recognized for 10 minutes.

Mr. MiLLS. 'Mr. Speaker, the long overdue revisions in the estate and gift tax
laws were taken up in the recent conference on the Tax Reform Act of 1976
(H.R. 10612). Since the House (1id not include estate and gift taxes as a part of
H.R. 10612, the revisions agreed to in conference must be taken back to the House
in technical disagreement. The conference amendment is substantially the same
as HI.R. 14844, the bill recently reported by the Ways and Means Committee.

I had wanted, during the period of my chairmanship, to overhaul the estate and
gift tax, but for one reason or another, this is a task I was not able to achieve.
The amendment agreed to by the conferees is in most respects in accord with
the revision of the estate and gift tax law I vould have sought and I intend to
vote for the amendinent and urge you to do so too.

However, I believe one feature of this conference amendment is an especially
important tax reform. I am referring to the carryover basis provision. The pas-
sage of this provision is probably the most important of the tax reforms that
remain to be done. I tried to bring a provision of this type out of the Ways and
Means Committee in 1963 but the Congress was not yet ready for this change.
In fact I believe this provision was modeled on that earlier draft.

Let me tell you why I believe the carryover basis provision In this bill is so
important to our Federal Mx system.

Under present law, when a taxpayer sells stock which has appreciated in
value, he must pay Income tax on the gain. But if that taxpayer holds the stock
until he dies, the income escapes tax forever. For example, assume that a ta xpayer
bought $5 million worth of stock, and the stock is now worth $15 million. If lie
sells the stock, he will have to pay a capital gains tax on the $10 million increase
in value and, perhaps, a minimum tax. But If he holds the stock until death,
neither he nor his heirs will ever have to pay income tax on this $10 million in-
crease in value.

What this means is that the existing law discriminates heavily in favor of per-
sons who pass on large amounts of appreciated property to others. It discriminates
both against persons whose estates are accumulated out of salaries, wages and
out of dividends or interest, all taxed at ordinary income tax rates each year
as the income is earned.

At the present time. approximately $15 billion of unrealized appreciation passes
through estates each year and escapes income tax because of this loophole. Of this
$15 billion, over 60 percent goes through estates of over $500.000.

In addition to the inequity in treatment of taxpayers, the present law treat-
ment has adverse economic consequences for the flow of capital, because of its
"lock-in" effect. The step-up in basis under present law is a strong incentive
for taxpayers to hold appreciated property until death, in order to take advantage
of the tax loophole. As a result, large amounts of capital are "'locked in," in the
sense that taxpayers, especially the elderly, are reluctant to sell their assets and
to pay an income tax on their gains. By providing a carryover basis, Congress
would actually begin to free up billions of dollars for future investment, dollars
that are now frozen because of the step-up in basis at death. As a result If this
change is made. investment decisions can be based on economic considerations,
not tax consequences.
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I would like to answer briefly some of the arguments I have heard against the
carryover basis. One is that it will hurt farmers and small business. This con-
ference amendment, however, affords substantial tax relief for farmers and
small business. I might add that this relief is premised on the argument which
has been made to me, and to many other members, that estate tax policy should
not force farmers and small businessmen to sell out in order to pay the estate
tax. If the heirs of the farmer keep the farm in the family, carryover basis will not
affect them. They may continue to defer paying tax on the capital gain until the
farm is sold. I might also add that because of the liquidity provisions adopted,
this should minimize any pressure which the estate tax might otherwise put on
the heirs of the farmer to sell his farm.

Another argument that has been made is that a carryover basis results in the
imposition of a double tax. This simply is not true, and those that make the argu-
ment certainly have not taken the time to read the conference amendment. The
conference amendment allows the basis of an asset to be increased by the amount
of the estate tax attributable to the appreciation in the asset. This means that
the carryover basis provision is drafted In a way which prevents a double tax from
being Imposed.

This adjustment is very important because it prevents the combined effect of
the estate tax, and any capital gains tax which may be paid by the heirs of the
decedent if they sell the inherited property. This will keep the tax from rising to
an unreasonable level. The basis adjustment means that if the heirs sell the
property immediately after they receive it, the tax burden will be essentially the
same as it would have been had the decedent sold the asset just before lie died.
There is. therefore, no double taxation.

I would also point out that a provision in the conference agreement under which
each estate is given a minimum basis of $60.000, means that this carryover pro-
vision will only affect a relatively small number of estates, perhaps 6 to 7 percent
of all estates, at the very most. In fact, it is my understanding that the large
estates of over $1 million account for much of the untaxed appreclation-so
clearly any additional revenue raised by the carryover basis will come mostly
from the very large estates.

Finally, the idea of a carryover basis is not a new one as some have contended.
Jn fact. it Is the same rule that presently applies for lifetime gifts. In the case of
gifts, the basis of appreciated property in the hands of the donor has been carried
over to the donee since 1921.

I would like to see this one additional tax reform adopted while I am still a
Member of Congress. If we are to have a fair tax system this reform must come
sooner or later. It will be an important affirmative step that all of us who be-
lieve in tax reform can take at this time. I strongly urge you to vote for the con-
ference amendment dealing with long overdue revision of the estate and gift
tax laws.

Mr. MCI.TY-RE. Mr. Chairman, when the carryover basis reform was
adopted, it was chosen over what I believe to be the more equitable
"capital gains at death" approach in order to allow farms and small
businesses to be continued in a family without tax interference. In
addition, it was adopted with the quid pro quo of massive estate tax
relief.

Now, when Senator Bentsen was here earlier, he said he was not
arguing for cuts in estate taxes. He was arguing for the income tax
relief of not having carryover basis.

Mr. Chairman, we had those cuts in estate taxes in 1976. It was a
compromise proposal. That bill could not have passed the House of
Representatives without carryover, and it is important to remember
that we did cut estate taxes substantially as the price for carryover, the
price for the improvement in fairness.

Mr. Chairman, this year the Congress must decide between three
general app roaches: First, it can continue the 1976 compromise by
adopting the technical changes the Treasury Department outlined
last year and, I hope, will outline this year.
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Second, it can move forward and adopt capital gains at death, or a
'proposal like Senator Long made last year to have a nondeductible
appreciation tax.

Third, it can go back to the pre-1976 system of step-up.
Mr. Chairman, the arguments against carryover basis have, up until

now, revolved around its complexity. We have studied the proposals
made by the Treasury Department last year, which we believe will be
repeated this year, and we do not think the complexity arguments can
continue to be made.

We think that the argument for repeal is stripped bare now. It is
"a. case for inequity between taxpayers who are equally situated. It is a
-case for reducing taxes on the very wealthiest families in the country,
*and that is at the expense of the 'other taxpayers, Mr. Chairman, be-
,cause we have a budget to meet.

We are convinced that the best solution to this problem is to tax
capital gains at death, but we believe that the carryover compromise
-is an acceptable alternative. We are sure, Mr. Chairman, that if the
'Congress carefully studies the issues involved here, it will agree that
a return to step-up is unfair and we hope that having recognized
that inequity that the Congress will not choose to take that step.

Senator Bl D. Thank you, Mr. McIntyre.
Senator Baucus?
.Senator BAUCUS. I have no questions.
Senator BYRD. I want to thank both of you for being here today.

May I say to Mr. Field that what you said impresses me as being
,correct that carryover basis does make the lock-in problem worse. It
-seems to me that is one disadvantage of carryover basis. It makes it
%vorse rather than improving it.

Mr. FIELD. Yes. I think it has got to be said, Mr. Chairman, that
-tnder prior law-which is to say current law-that we unlocked
estates once a generation. That is to say the heir, after receiving in-
lerited wealth, could then sell essentially free of tax, unless there had
been some change in the value of assets since date of death.

Under present law, the heir is just as locked in as the decedent was.
Given the realities of inflation, he becomes steadily more locked
in as time goes on.

The capital gains at death proposal dealt with the lock-in problem
effectively, by simply wrapping up the capital gains liability once a
generation. The heir is just as unlocked tinder the capital gains at
(eath proposal as he is under the rule of tax forgiveness for apprecia-
Ation passing through an estate.

,Senator BYRD. Thank you very much, sir. I agree that carryover
basis makes the lock-in problem worse.

[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]

STATEMENT OF TAXATION WITH REPRESENTATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management: Thank you for this opportunity to testify on the carryover
basis issue.

THE BASTO PROBLEM: TAX FAIRNESS

Our Income tax system depends on self-assessment. Because it does, it is
Essential that the system treat similarly situated taxpayers fairly. Unless the
tax system is fair-and is perceived by the public to be fair-the willingness
-of individuals and firms to file honest tax returns will evaporate, and the
burgeoning growth of the underground economy will continue.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The most fundamental problems of tax fairness involve income from capitaL,
Congress has consistently failed to insure that those who earn income from
capital are taxed in substantially the same way as those who earn income IrM
the form of wages. There are many examples of this failure, but the most.
glaring is the complete forgiveness of the capital gains tax with respect to
appreciated assets that pass through an estate.

Congress runs serious risks unless it resolves the carryover basis problems
in a way that comports with recognized principles of tax fairness. The under-
ground economy is large, and is growing rapidly. Unless Congress begins to
restrict the most glaring of the tax loopholes for those fortunate enough to owns
capital, millions of less fortunate persons will feel fully justified in claiming:
"the poor man's loophole" as nonreporting and underreporting of income have.
commonly come to be known.

Accordingly, the most fundamental challenge posed by the carryover basis
controversy is not the question of how to satisfy the timber producers, or to,
ease the computational problems of lawyers and accountants. Instead, the
challenge is to insure that similarly situated taxpayers are treated in ail
evenhanded way. You've got to Insure that a working couple who earns, say,.
$20,000 between them in the form of ordinary wages Is treated the same way
at tax time as the fortunate heir who realized a $20,000 gain when he sold?
Inherited securities or timberland. You've got to insure that the woman who
sells her own securities during the final years of her life to pay living expenses
is treated for tax purposes in the same way as the more fortunate widow wh0
sells securities that she inherited from her spouse. These individuals aren't.
being treated the same now: in one case, income tax is imposed, and in theta
other it's forgiven. That violates fundamental principles of tax equity.

You've also got to assure poor and middle class taxpayers that richer
individuals are bearing their fair share of the tax burden. However, the.
forgiveness of income tax with respect to capital assets that are transferreRg
at death confers its greatest benefits on wealthier individuals, and the greater
one's wealth, the more likely it is that this tax forgiveness will be available.
Poor and middle class individuals frequently have to sell capital assets-and
pay income tax on their gains--to make a downpayment on a home, pay col-
lege expenses, cope with medical emergencies, or the like. Wealthier indivil--
uals don't have to do that as frequently, because their rents, Interest, an
dividends are generally more than sufficient to cover living expenses. Conse-
quently, they are more likely to retain capital assets throughout their life-
time, and to gain the advantage of income tax forgiveness when those asset,%
pass through their estates.

TIE CORRECT ANSWER: CAPITAL GAINS TAXATION AT DEATH

The correct answer to these problems of fairness is full taxation of capital
gains at death, as proposed by Treasury in 1964, and again in Tax Reforuib
Studies and Proposals in 19069. To deal with liquidity problems which may-
arise in a very limited number of cases, generous installment payment pro-
visions should be provided. And of course Income tax paid with respect to
capital appreciation should be excluded from the decedent's estate, so that.
it will not be subject to estate tax.

In its consideration of the estate and gift tax changes which became part of the
Tax Reform Act of 1976, the House Ways and Means Committee considered andi
rejected the proposal to tax capital gains at death. Instead, it adopted carryover
basis as a compromise position. It reasoned that carryover basis had worked int
the case of Inter vivos gifts, and that it might also work in the case of testa,-
mentary transfers.

The carryover basis compromise is clearly superior to the complete forgiveness;
of capital gains taxes on appreciated assets that pass through an estate because
it resolves the most glaring of the equity problems described above. But carry-
over basis is far inferior to taxation of capital gains at death as a means of deal-
ing with those problems, and other problems too.

Since this is the first time that the Senate Finance Committee has held hearing
on the tax treatment of appreciated assets that pass through an estate, I urge
you to give serious considerations to taxation of capital gains at death, along thee
lines proposed by Treasury in 1969 in Tax Reform Studies and Proposals. This;
approach has the following advantages:

(a) It resolves the equity problems outlined above, without creating new
ones (such as possible inclusion in an estate of the funds used by heirs to pay
income tax on pre-death appreciation.)
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(b) It eliminates the lock-in problem, thus facilitating the natural tendency
of the free market economy to move assets to those areas where the return
is greatest.

(c) It taxes the correct person-the decedent rather than the heir-thus
eliminating the complications that are inherent in basis allocations under
the carryover basis concept.

CARRYOVER BASIS: A LESS SATISFACTORY BUT STILL CORRECT ANSWER

For all its faults, carryover basis is preferable to the complete forgiveness of
Income tax which has been the law in the past with respect to appreciated assets
that go through an estate. There are some modifications that can and should be
made in the existing rules, along the lines proposed a year ago by Treasury.
Those modifications should go a long way toward simplifying an inherently com-
plex statute.

But to repeal carryover basis because some lawyers cannot understand it, or
because timberland owners want a free ride at the expense of the rest of us, is
really outrageous. If this Congress accedes to the demands of the tiny but vocal
minority that is now demanding repeal of carryover basis, it will jeopardize the
faith of ordinary citizens in the integrity of the political system and the tax
legislative process. The repeal of carryover basis would constitute a serious blow
to basic tax fairness, and would fan the fires of tax resistance by demonstrating
the improbability of tax reform. The public is already very cynical about the
ability of Congress to create a tax system that is recognizably fair in its treat-
ment of siumilarly situated individuals. Repeal of carryover basis would amply
Justify the existing cynicism, and would produce more.

I therefore end as I began, with the warning that public confidence is the fair-
ntess of the tax system is a fragile but vital national asset. Repeal of carryover
basis would be a clear signal that Congress is unable or unwilling to tax sim-
ilarly situated individuals in the same way, or the rich as heavily as the poor. I
urge you not to gamble with the fate ot our self-assessment tax system in this way.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT S. MCINTYRE OF PUBLIC CITIZEN'S TAX REFORM RESEARCH
GROUP

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. The tax forgiveness granted to capital gains in assets held at death under
the "stepped-up-basis" rule in effect prior to 1976 was one of the most outrageous
loopholes in the entire income tax system.

2. The best resolution of this problem would be to tax capital gains at death.
3. The compromise "carryover basis" rule adopted In 1976--in conjunction

with massive estate tax reductions-in a reasonable alternative to taxing ap-
preciation at death, and the Treasury "clean-up" amendments make this approach
workable.

Although it affects only a tiny percentage of the population, the tax treatment
of unrealized capital gains in property passed on at death has long been contro-
versial. Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the tax code provided that such
gains were forever free from taxation. Heirs took their inherited stocks and
bonds, real estate, and other assets with what was called a "stepped-up-basis."
When they subsequently sold their bequests, only appreciation after their
acquisition date was subject to tax-and even then only partially, due to the
capital gains exclusion. Inherited tangible investment property---especially real
estate--could be depreciated based on a value often far in excess of its original
cost--even if it had previously been fully depreciated by the decedent.

Since all of us eventually die, these extraordinary tax benefits could in a sense
be said to be available to everyone. In practice, however, only the very wealthiest
families garnered any significant benefits. In 1972, for example, the average un-
realized stock and real estate appreciation in the 90 percent of estates worth
over $100,000 was only $444. The two-tenths of 1 percent of estates worth over
$1 million, on the other hand, contained an average of $975,000 each in such appre-
ciation.

In addition, the step-up rule violated principles of horizontal equity in viciously
unfair ways. Those who amassed wealth--even in the most limited amounts-
from labor were fully taxed as it was earned. Those who made their fortunes-
no matter how big-by investing could not only postpone, but escape income
taxes on their profits-forever. Moreover, if an individual sold his property prior
to death, tile gains were taxed. If he gave it away, his donees took a "carryover
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basis"-and they eventually would be liable for the tax. But if the individual
held on to his property until the end, the tax was forgiven.1

These incentives for holding onto property till death created serious economic
distortions. People became "locked into" particular assets-if they could afford
to so be. This meant that investment funds were often not put to their best use.

The fairest, simplest, and most economically efficient answer to the step-up
problem was and is to treat death as a constructive realization, that is, to tax
capital gains at death. (The same rule would apply to gifts.) Under such a
regime, distinctions between wage earners and investors, lifetime donors and
till-death hoarders, and sellers and stand-patters would be minimized. Because
the tax issues would be resolved at the time of transfer, complications would be
lessened. And because tax consequences do not hinge so crucially on timing, eco-
nomic distortions would be greatly reduced. In 1963 when President Kennedy
proposed to tax capital gains at death it was estimated that the beneficial eco-
nomic (and revenue feedback) effects of such a step would dwarf any positive
results from increasing the capital gains exclusion-as Congress did last year.

When a mild form of appreciation tax at death was proposed by Representative
Ullman in 1976, however, it met organized resistance from groups which can
accurately be described as apologists for the rich. Eventually, the Ways and
Means Committee and ultimately the full Congress approved a compromise meas-
ure to extend to bequests the "carryover basis" rules already applicable to gifts.
The reform was adopted in conjunction with enormous reductions in estate taxes.

Carryover does not have all the advantages of taxing gains at death. Because
its effects are often delayed, it does not go so far to equalize the situations of
wage earners and investors. And its effects on the "lock-in" problem are unclear.
But carryover is far more equitable than the pre-1976 step-up rule. The potential
for the nation's wealthiest families to avoid capital gains taxes for generations
is significantly reduced. The ability to depreciate property over and over is elim-
inated. Individuals who give away their property are no longer penalized. Over-
all, carryover ranks as a major improvement in tax fairness.

Several of the technical details of the carryover rules-some of which were
adopted at the behest of lobbyists for the well-heeled-have made the administra-
tion of carryover unsatisfactorily complex. Most serious is the overly precise
method of adjusting basis for death taxes, which has been accurately described
as a nightmare. The step-up to December 31, 1976 values has unnecessarily added
calculations which are foreign to many practitioners.

As the Treasury Department has described, however, none of these problems
go to the heart of carryover. In fact, at the end of last session the American Bar
Association's Tax Section, the American Institute of Certified Public Account-
ants, and the New York Bar's Section on Taxation all pronounced themselves
reluctantly satisfied with the Treasury's "clean-up" proposals, which not only
solve most of the technical problems but exempt 98 percent of estates from any
contact with carryover.

In spite of these endorsements, Congress last session chose to postpone carry-
over until the end of this year to allow time for further exploration of the issue.
We opposed postponement then, recommending instead adoption of the Treasury
amendments. We continue to believe that the clean-up is a satisfactory resolution
of the problem. Since the opportunity for further consideration does exist, how-
ever, we think the Congress would be even better advised to enact a tax on
capital gains at death instead.

Senator BYRD. Next is a panel headed by our distinguished col-
league from Iowa, Senator Jepsen. I might say, Senator Jepsen, that
you had been listed to be first on the list today, but I was told that
you would prefer to join with the panel of your associates from Iowa
rather than to take thc place that you would have had, if you had
desired to have it, of being first on the list today.

Senator Jepsen will be introducing Mr. Arley J. Wilson, chairman,
Probate, Property and Trust Law Committee of the Iowa State Bar
Association; Mr. Milton E. Meyer III who will be speaking on behalf

And it should not be thought that the estate tax to in any way a substitute for tha
forgiven income taxes. The individual who sells property must still pay estate taxes
on the proceeds. The person who gives property away pays gift taxes.
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of the Colorado Bar Association; Mr. Theodore Pasquesi and Mr.
George Brodie, Jr., chairman and vice chairman of the Illinois State
Bar Association section on Federal taxation.

The committee is very glad to have each of you here this morning.
We are especially glad tolave Senator Jepsen. I believe it is the first
time, Senator, that you have appeared before this committee and I
hope that you will be before us frequently on any matters in which
you have an interest. Welcome.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROGER W. JEPSEN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF IOWA

Senator JEPSEN;. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for the oppor-
tunity to testify before your subcommittee today on a matter of great
importance to the people of Iowa-in fact, I think, of importance
to the people of this country. That is revision of the carryover basis
provision of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.

I hope that my few minutes-and I would like to take a few minutes
to make a very few, brief remarks-will be considered as not part of
the 25 minutes for the people who are really the experts here.

Senator BYRD. Yes. That will be satisfactory.
Senator JEPSEN. You hear them talk about two things that are cer-

tain, death and taxes, you know, and it is kind of a misnomer. Death
is uncontrollable and it is certain and we cannot control the time and
the circumstances, but taxes are controllable both as to time and cir-
cumstances, and that is what we are talking about this morning.

Later this morning, you will be hearing from expert witness far
more competent than I do to discuss technical aspects of the law, in-
cluding .r. Arley Wilson of the Iowa Bar Association, and therefore,
I am going to confine my remarks to more general aspects of the
problem as I see them.

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 marked the high point in the drive for
tax reform. While there are certainly innumerable aspects of the tax
law which deserve reform and revision, the drive for tax reform which
culminated in the Tax Reform Act of 1976 was really just a euphemism
for soaking the rich. The goal of the reformers was quite simply to
increase the tax burden on the rich so that taxes could be reduced for
the poor. Since it was not feasible to increase statutory tax rates on
the rich, it was decided to attack loopholes and thereby raise the effec-
tive rate of taxation on high income.

The fuel for this tax reform effort was the erroneous notion that
many, or even most, people with high incomes pay very little, if any,
taxes. The logical corollary to this is that the poor are paying more
than their share, and we have heard that alluded to by prior witnesses
here this morning.

The true situation is quite different. According to the latest IRS
figures, those in the upper 50 percent of gross income classes with
incomes of $9,561 or more in 1976 paid 93.3 percent of all individual
income taxes. Those in the top 25 percent of gross income paid 73.2
percent of income taxes and those in the highest 10 percent of gross
income, paid 49.9 percent of all individual income taxes.

By contrast, those in the lower half of gross income classes paid 6.7
percent of total income taxes in 1976.
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Now, I am not suggesting, of course, that taxes be increased for those
with lower incomes. I am merely suggesting that the emphasis on tax
reform is misplaced, and this is how we got ourselves into this carry-
over basis mess.

My understanding is that the rationale for changing the previous
stepped up basis for taxation of assets at death was that it consti-
tuted a tax loophole for those who died before disposing of their
assets. In other words, you had to die first before being able to take
advantage of this so-called loophole.

I have a lot of problems with this kind of rationale, Mr. Chairman.
In the first place, I do not like the term "tax loophole" or the newer
term, "tax expenditure." These terms imply that the Government has
some preordained right to your income, and if you are allowed to keep
some of it by a provision of the tax law, then there is something wrong
with the law.

Another problem I have is the implication that tax breaks, such
as they are, are primarily available only to the rich. Actually, most tax
breaks accrue to those with moderate incomes. Examples of these are
the deduction of mortgage interest on owner-occupied homes, the
deductibility of property taxes on owner-occupied homes, the exclu-
sion of employer contributions for medical insurance, medical care, and
pension contributions.

Now, those tax breaks, which do appear to primarily benefit those
with upper incomes, on the other hand, are much fewer in number than
one would suspect; they tend to have considerably less fiscal impact;
and are often associated with things the Government clearly wants
to promote, such as charitable giving.

In the latest Federal budget, the tax expenditures for capital gains
at death is listed as $9 billion for fiscal year 1979 and $10 billion for
1980. By implication, the Treasury is saying that if carryover basis
were fully implemented then taxes on the American people would in-
crease by $9 billion to $10 billion. Although I question the basis on
which these estimates are derived, nevertheless, implementation of
carryover basis rules would amount to a significant tax increase.

I think this is entirely inappropriate at a time when individual
income taxes are rising at the rate of $10 billion to $12 billion per year
solely due to inflation. Social security taxes have taken a giant leap
and the American people are revolting against the high level of taxes
and spending.

This is the most important point I would like to raise today regard-
ing this carryover basis problem. It is nothing more than an effort to
raise taxes and redistribute income in the name of tax reform. This,
and similar so-called reforms, are now associated in the public's mind
with tax increases. Thus, it is not surprising that Secretary of the
Treasury Blumenthal has said, "There is a big constituency in the
country for tax reduction but not for tax reform, except as reform is
used as a code word for reduction."

I agree.
Just to show the committee how far this reform thing can go if it

is allowed to continue, let me draw your attention to special analysis G
of the President's 1980 budget. This section discusses tax expenditures
in detail, including an explanation of particular items that are not yet

43-465---79----4
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subject to tax. In reading over this discussion, there is a very strong
implication that such items ought to be taxed. Let me quote one part:

Imputed income from owner-occupied housing and other sources. A theoretically
pure income concept would include amputations for income received in kind from
the occupancy of a home owned by the taxpayer and for in-kind income from the
ownership of other durable assets.

In other words, as I read it, if you live in your own house you are
somehow escaping taxation to the extent that you ought to be paying
rent to yourself and be taxed on the income. How utterly absurd a
concept.

Under such logic, the amount of taxes a person could theoretically
be forced to pay escalates to infinity. Presumably, every time you
mowed your lawn, or painted your house, or did any work for your-
self at all, the IRS could compute the value of such labor as though
you hired yourself to do it and taxed such imputed income for tax
purposes.

Lest anyone think that an absurdity such as this is not a real possi-
bility, given the mentality of those in the administration or its allies
at the Brookings Institution, let me remind you that last year, the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Jerome Kurtz, launched a cam-
paign to tax fringe benefits. The Congress was ultimately forced to
restrain the IRS from such action by law.

The logic of Kurtz's proposal is really no different from what I have
just postulated. He wante to say that if a person was given a parking
space at work, his gross income for taxpurposes should be increase
by an amount equivalent to what it would have cost that person to pay
for parking. He even admitted that this approach to employee com-
pensation could be extended to include such things as discount meals
in company cafeterias, homegrown food by farmers, medical and life
insurance, and many other things that would have drastically increased
the tax burden on working people.

I have gone rather far afield from a specific discussion of carryover
basis, but I wanted to make it clear that carryover basis is only one
aspect of a larger problem, which is the intrusion of the Federal
Government into more and more areas of our personal life. The worst
intrusion of all is when our personal property is confiscated from us.

In my area of the country-Iowa-the people are extremely con-
cerned that family farms and businesses will be lost forever due to
already heavy estate taxes. Things like carryover basis can only make
the situation worse. They are also upset about the incredible complex-
ity and paperwork involved in complying with such laws. The people
I represent want to pay their fair share of taxes but feel they are being
forced to pay more than their fair share. Indeed, they feel that Federal
taxes today constitute virtual confiscation.

In closing, after which I will defer to my friend, Arley Wilson,
who will discuss more technical aspects of the law, I would just say
that anyone who does not believe there is a tax revolt in this country
is simply living in a delusion. The people do not want carryover basis
reformed so it will work, they want it abolished. They do not want
tax reform, they want tax reduction. Unless we as legislators deal
with this reality, then we will justly deserve the wrath of the I)eople.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for affording me this time
to be on this side of the hearing for a change.
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Senator BYRD. Thank you, Senator Jepsen. You made an excellent
statement. You brought out some important new facts.

Before introducing your associates and constituents, let me make
this statement since you mentioned the word reform. In every speech
I make to my constiAlents, I suggest that they be very, very skeptical
of any piece of legislation with the word reform in it. We had so-
called welfare reform proposed by President Nixon and subsequently
proposed by President Carter, which means doubling the number of
l)eople on wel fare. I do not exactly call that reform.

Then we had last year labor reform which gives vast additional
power to the already powerful labor leaders of this Nation. I do not
exactly call that reform.

Then we have a multitude of tax reforms which has meant an in-
crease in taxes on most of the people. So I take a very skeptical view
of the word "reform" in any piece of legislation and I urge my Vir-
ginia citizens to do the same.

You may proceed as you wish, sir.
Senator Jmpsox. Thank you, sir.
It is my honor to introduce now Arley Wilson who is one of Iowa's

leading probate lawyers. Ie has been in more than 35 years of practice.
In that time, he has been involved in the probate of more than 2,000

estates. I have a great deal of respect for him, and I thank him for
taking of his time and coming halfway across the country to testify
today.

Senator BYRD. We are very glad to have you, Mr. Wilson. Proceed
as you wish, and I assume that the four of you will divide up the time
as you think appropriate among yourselves. I gave the Treasury
additional time, so I am not going to charge Senator Jepsen's time to
you.

STATEMENT OF ARLEY ;. WILSON, CHAIRMAN, PROBATE, PROP-
ERTY AND TRUST LAW COMMITTEE OF THE IOWA STATE
BAR ASSOCIATION

Mr. WILsoN. May I express the appreciation of the Iowa Bar Asso-
ciation for the privilege of presenting the practical problems of the
apl)l ication of carryover basis?

The practicing lawyer in my neck of the woods is no longer speak-
ing from an academic or philosophical or hypothetical point of view.
He has had 22 months of actual experience with carryover basis before
the blessed moratorium became reality.

I)uring that 22-month period, we have found that carryover basis
is not, only unworkable in its present framework, but it is totally uncor-
rectable in its present concept and will remain uncorrectable until the
proponents recognize that the problems really-what they really are
and what they will end up with in 1987.

The representations of l)roponents of carryover basis are not only
hypothetical but worse, they are scarcely beli'eveable. What they have
not told you, or the practical application of which they may have mis-
understood, is of even greater impact-and that is what I propose to
deal with today.

For instance, carryover basis has been referred to as a tax on capital
gains at death. This is only the tip of the iceberg. It has become
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apparent in application that carryover basis in rural communities is
a tax on ordinary income as much on capital gains, with even greater
impact, such as raised livestock with a zero basis, raised crops with a
zero basis and, mostly, mortgage.

I have seen no example by any proponent which has even recognized
the existence of such typeof income. The examples of the proponents
are all addressed to stocks and bonds which receive a fresh start as of
a fixed date and a fixed value. This is not so with application of carry-
over basis to real estate and personal property used on a farm and in
the small business. The longer the taxpayer owns the property, the
less the basis, until eventually it becomes minimal.

Probably one of the less desirable representations is that eu phemis-
tically called the tax on appreciation when we all know much of the tax
is on inflation. It does not have a thing to do with the 160 that has
remained in the family for three generations.

No attention has, at any time, bean given as to how to handle nega-
tive basis. What is this critter that i.r)body will talk about?

Suppose I bought a property in 177 for $100,000. By 1987, the
property has depreciated $50,000 worth. The so-called depreciated
value in 1987 is $250,000, but I have borrowed $200,000 on this $250,000
value.

If I die and give the property to my child my child will have a
property basis of $50,000. The mortgage due will be $200,000. The tax
will be $56,000.

The mortgage plus the tax will eat up the whole business. The actual
economic loss will be $6,000 to my child. This realization then becomes
intolerable. How even academically, then, can one make the assertion
that this will free up capital?

While negative basis is not contemplated today so much as it will
be in 1987 with current rates of inflation it will then be an everyday
event. One cannot help but ask oneself, in estate planning of tomor-
row, will it include a plan involving such a property where it will be
recommended to borrow as much money as you possibly can and then
leave the property to some person you do not even like?

In 22 months, ihe Service has not provided one rule, one regulation
or one guideline dealing with this problem and they have refused
consistently to recognize it. It, has been said that this is a once-in-a-
lifetime settlement of accounts. Nothing can be further from the
truth.

The proposed settlement does not occur in a lifetime, but after
death; as the result, the decedent is deprived of the lifetime benefit
he would have had if living, such as loss of exemptions, loss of zero
bracket income, loss of investment credit carryover, loss of net oper-
ating loss carryover, loss of income averaging, los of selectivity of
the time, the place, and the property he wants to-use to pay the taxand
loss, above all, of the joint return schedule.

Carryover basis does not recognize the reality of the multiplicity
of tax occurring by virtue of the accident of death. We have Federal
estate tax, we have Federal income tax, we have State death taxes.
wo have State income taxes, and taking the Federal example of $590.-
000 passing from a father to a son, this can so be conceived if it, is
addressed in terms of farm property to provide for a collective tax
of 124 percent. This is the death knell to the family farm and the
family small business. Nobody can afford to pay over 124 percent.
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It has been urged that the estate tax and the income tax are two
separate taxes and the results of the application of both taxes should
be considered separately. This is as foolish as trying to deny the
parenthood of only one Siamese twin while claiming the fatherhood
of the second. Academically, it may sound great, but the taxpayer is
more pragmatic. He msut pay all of the taxes, regardless of the nice-
ties of what kind, or whatever its source of origin.

Carryover basis, it is impossible to practically and legally give
effect and equal treatment to the heirs and residuary beneficiaries, even
though the relationship among the heirs is harmonious enough to
permit the executor to nake a non pro rata distribution. Revenue Rule
69486 may recast that non pro rata distribution. The executor faces
an impossible dilemma is attempting to distribute property equitable
with carryover basis, bearing no predictable relationship to the cur-
rent market value.

If there is anything of substance to distribute after paying the
taxes, the family farm and the family small business must, for safety
reasons alone, be distributed pro rata and, to say the least, this pro-
duces an awkward, if not totally unworkable situation.

Throughout this talk, we have related our discussion to the small
and medium-sized estate affecting the family farm and the family
operated business. We have not had much experience with those multi-
million dollar estates in our office that were talked about this morning.
We are country lawyers and we, as country lawyers, are impressed by
the fact that the House of Delegates and the midyear meeting of the
American Bar Association adopted unanimously a resolution approv-
ing the repeal of carryover basis.

We are further impressed with the fact that there was not one
voice raised in defense of carryover basis. Nothing can be more clear
than the fact that carryover basis law, as written in 1976, cannot be
implemented, nor can it be practically modified. It is, in fact, a leaky
boat, and every time you fix one leak, two more appear.

It leaves us with two more alternatives, one of which is the enact-
ment of the limitation on the dollar amount that my youth and my
,child can inherit. If social engineering is to be the order of the day
and there is to be a dollar limit on the right to inherit, let's have the
courage to say. Let's not indulge in what Winston Churchill called4'terminological inexactitude." The other alternative is to completely
repeal carryover basis in its entire concept because it is not only un-
workable, it is unfixable, and if you practically try to apply it, it just
will not cut the mustard.

Senator ByRm. Thank you, Mr. Wilson. You stopped right on the
dot. I might say.

The next witness, Senator Jepsen?
Senator JEPSEN Yes; Mr. Milton E. Meyer on behalf of the Colorado

Bar Association.
Senator BYRD. Please proceed, Mr. Meyer.

STATEMENT OF MILTON E. MEYER, JR., ON BEHALF OF THE
COLORADO BAR ASSOCIATION

Mr. MEYER. The Colorado Bar Association went on record in early
1977 advocating the repeal of carryover basis on the grounds of ad-
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ministrative complexity. As an interim step preferable to the existing
alternatives of section 2005 of the Tax Reform Act or various fix-tip
proposals, it supported the present moratorium.

Anything that involves a continuation of carryover basis in some
form or an alternative tax on appreciation at death suffers, of course,
from the continued necessity that historical basis must be ascertained.
This constitutes a change in rules prevalent for over 63 years, rules
that have given stability and predictability to our tax laws, and which
have been relied on throughout that period by estate owners not intend-
ing to dispose of particular assets during their lifetimes.

This is significant in Colorado, where family ownership of farms,
ranches, mineral interests and water rights is so prevalent and im-
portant. These assets involve land inherited at various dates, de-
preciable improvements added typically in an evolutionary sort of
way, frequently involving the labor of the owner or members of his
family, perhaps a reuse of materials on hand.

This kind of asset also includes depletable mineral resources. Basis
records and adjustments thereto are frequently nonexistent, or con-
fused at best. As in other parts of the country, Colorado lis its share
of nonfarm and nonranch businesses where the owners never an-
ticipated a taxable transfer during their lifetimes and where their
basis records are not adequate.

Furthermore, Colorado is a State whose professionals have pio-
neered the use of the revocable trust as a will substitute and have per-
suaded their legislature to be among the first in the country to adopt
the uniform probate code, all toward the end that the expenses, delays,
traumas and frustrations associated with death and the administra-
tion of decedents' estates could be held to an irreducible minimum.

For these reasons, Colorado's lawyers and other estate professionals
early identified the costly and difficult to impossible administrative
determinations required by carryover basis as being a gigantic step
backward in attaining these professional and human objectives.

Consistent with these concerns, the Colorado Bar Association urges
that the moratorium be resolved. They have three proposals and they
are submitted in this particular order:

The first, Mr. Chairman, is a total repeal of carryover basis and
return to pre-1976 law. This has the unanimous consent and urging
of the councils of the taxation section, the probate and trust section
and the executive council of the Colorado Bar.

As a second alternative, we would return to prior law but add a
modest increase in estate tax rates to serve as a trade-off for a loss of
revenue associated with untaxed appreciation at death.

Mr. Chairman, this proposal makes no sense unless Congress feels
that the loss of revenue at death resulting from not taxing apprecia-
tion is truly significant. We have heard Mr. Lubick this morning say
it really is'not significant, that revenue is not the issue. At the same
time. he speaks of $20 billion of unrealized gain a year, if I under-
stood him correctly, and I simply challenge that figure. That cannot
be.

In all of fiscal 1978, slightly more than $5 billion was collected in
estate and gift, taxes. You assume that this represents estates of over
$13(,000 or thereabouts under present phase-in of the unified credit.
Taking an average rate of, perhaps, 35 percent, that brings all estate
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assets that are subject to tax up to about $16 billion. So how can you
have $20 billion of untaxed appreciation out of assets that cannot
conceivably have exceeded $16 billion?

I think Congress should look into those figures very carefully.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Lubick stated today that there is very little

revenue involved in carryover basis-and that is not the purpose of
the law.

Mr. MEYER. I know he did, and yet he did make the other statement
as well.

So indulging the assumption-and it is only that--that Congress
does have that concern for lost revenue, we would be amenable to a
toll charge to be exacted from estate owners for the privilege of step-
ping up the basis of estate assets to estate tax value at death. Such a
toll charge would probably be modest in rate, particularly in light of
the effect of inflation on estate values and could be a flat surcharge
against all the assets of the estate over a. certain threshold value, or
against particular schedules on the form 706.

If this proposal is viewed to have merit, we would be pleased to sub-
mit more detailed suggestions for implementation.

We understand Congress may have responded in 1942 to suggestions
then arising for carryover basis by adding to the estate tax rates in-
stead. This is an arbitrary approach, certainly, but no more arbitrary
than the fresh start provisions that we have heard about in connection
with carryover basis and, on analysis, probably no more arbitrary than
anything else in the Internal Revenue Code all of which, by definition,
has to be arbitrary.

Again, we do not feel that this is a burning need, but if Congress
feels there is lost revenue, we offer this as some kind of a trade-off so
that we can at least get back to the certainty and stability of having a
stepped-up basis at death.

Our final recommendation is one that., I must say, is without any
enthusiasm, and that is that there be a fix-up of carryover basis along
the lines that the Treasury is apparently willing to concede, plus any-
thing more they may be induced to concede, with one more provision
they have not yet agreed to, and that is a total grandfathering under
prior law of all assets owned by an estate owner as of a date not earlier
than December 31,1976.

We really think there is no constituency whatsoever in the country
for any change away from step-up in basis. I, for one, am not. par-
ticularly impressed with Mr. Lubick's oft-repeated example about the
two investors who are killed simultaneously under particularly un-
usual circumstances. Life is chancy at best. I think that all of us are
prepared to sell assets and pay a capital gains tax when it suits our
fancy, and are delighted to have the balance of our estate derive a
stepped up basis at death.

I just cannot feel too sorry for the person who, knowing the tax
consequences, is prepared to sell something during his lifetime, absent,
of course, a distress sale where tax considerations are secondary.

In this day and age of proposition 13 and concern with government
regulation and harassment, I just feel that carryover basis or any
alternative form of taxation of gain at death is simple out of touch
with the mood of the country and, I think, the mood of the Congress
that passed the 1978 Revenue Act.
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Thank you, sir.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Meyer.
Senator JEPsEN. Mr Chairman, before introducing Mr. George

Brode who will be testifying-Mr. Brode is the vice chairman of the
council of the Illinois State Bar Association section on Federal taxa-
tion-I would like to acknowledge the presence of Congressman
Grassley of the Third District in Iowa who has been actively carrying
on this message and this battle in the House, and he is attending this
session to even better advise and inform himself.

Senator BYRD. Congressman Grassley, come up to the witness stand.
We arm very glad to have you here. Congressman Grassley and I
worked on another ver/ important matter last year when the Senate
and the House passed legislation to mandate a balanced budget for the
Yedenil Government beginniiiz in October of 1980. Congressman
Grassley is the one who made the motion in the House of Representa-
tives that brought about the adoption of this provision.

We are glad to have you, sir.
Senator JErsEN. George Brode.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE BRODE, SR., VICE CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL
OF THE ILLINOIS STATE BAR ASSOCIATION SECTION ON FED.
ERAL TAXATION

Mr. BRODE. My name is George Brode, Jr. I am a tax attorney and
vice chairman jf the Federal taxation section of the Illinois State
Bar Association.

I am here with Mr. Ted Pasquesi, who is chairman of the Federal
tax section. I will speak to technical issues; Mr. Pasquesi will address
general problem areas.

It is the position of the Illinois State Bar Association that Congress
should repeal carryover basis and retain the present code section 1014
step-up in basis rule.

If Congress deems additional revenue necessary, it might couple that
proposal with an increase in tax rates for larger estates, possibly at
$750.000 and beyond.

We believe that the three alternative solutions proposed by Treas-
ury; namely, a patched up carryover basis; second, a capital gains
at death provision; or third, an A:ET tax provision, are all unworkable
in that each requires detailed tracing of records to determine the
decedent's cost basis in the property and the date of acquisition in
order to calculate the tax on a subsequent sale of the property.

On the other hand, one key aspect of the Code section 1014 step-up
in basis rule is that there is no recordkeeping requirement because
-executors, administrators and heirs may readily determine basis in the
property as being equal or equivalent'to that property's fair market
value as of date of death or the alternate valuation date.

Furthermore, it is the position of the Illinois State bar Association
that Congress should reject any proposal which incorporates the ex-
treme complexity of carryo'7er basis and should opt instead for a pro-
posal which first is administ ratively feasible, both for taxpayers and
the IRS; second, does not require extensive calculations which, in and
of themselves are extremely time consuming and costly; third, it
should omit the need for exhaustive record tracing requirements; and
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finally, and perhaps most importantly, create a rule which is simple-
to understand, not only for the bar at large, but for the public at large.

The remainder of my comments relate to technical difficulties that
the practitioner and the public at large are experiencing in attempting
to make the carryover basis calculations. I developed. over a 6-month
period, with an expenditure of nearly 350 hours, a 218-step computer
program to calculate carryover basis. That compilter calculation, in-
cluding the printout of 20 answers, can be run in approximately 25
seconds.

For the tax attorney or the accountant who has to try to make the
calculation of carryover basis using a ha,id calculator. I estimate it will
take somewhere in" the neiglllorhood of between 1 hour and 1 1,. hours.

I)evelopment of the computer program assisted us in uncovering the
following four key problem areas n deteriining an assets carryover
basis.

First, the complexity of the five calculations under Code sections
1023(h) concerning the fresh start adjustment: the 1023 (b) reduction
for $10,000 of personal property; 1023(c), the stepulp for Federal
estate taxes paid; 1023(d), the S6;0.of0 minimum basis provision; and
1023(e), the stepup for State inheritance taxes makes it nearly impos-
sible for the average attorney, accountant. executor or administrator
to calculate an assets adjusted carryover basis.

Two, the fact that the (b) and the (e) adjustments-the (b) adjust-
ment is the $10,000 reduction for personal property and the (e) is the
stepup for State inheritance taxes, are true varialbles, means that you
can either put them into the formula or not put theem into the formula,
based upon how the executor so determines.

You really have four sulwariables: two in. two out : one in. the other
out, and vice versa. I.i addition. wten voi (ouple that with the fact
that appreciated property may be allocated between the spouse and
the children in at, least three ways, for example. maximum to the
sl)ouse, split equally between the spouse and the children. or maximum
to the children and a minimal amount to the spouse. really means that
there are potentially twelve different possible solutions to each carry-
over basis asset.

For example, when I am talking about funding the estate distrilhn-
tions, assume you have an estate of $1 million, with one "700.000 ap-
preciated asset and assume that the balance of the estate is cash.
Query: how do you allocate the property between the wife and chil-
dren ?

I)o you give $500.000 to the wife. $200.000 to the children: $R350,000
to the wife. $350.000 to the children : or $500.000 to the children and
.200.000 to the wife? The long and the short of it is that there are at
least 12 different solutions for each carryover basis asset in the estate.
To do this by hand, in an estate in which you oniv lad 10 carryover
basis assets. may require au expenditure in time somewhere in the
neighborhood of 120 to 180 hours and that wmoild apply in the smallest
estate as well as in the largest.

Finally, the pre.-nt calculation of carryover basis for nonmarket-
able property requires input of 11 known factors. First, fair market
value of the appreciated property.

Second. cost basis. Third. the maritaldeduction portion: the non-
marital deduction portion; the personal property election (in or out) ;
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the adjusted gross estate; the taxable estate; the net estate taxes; the
State tax credit; the period the property was held before December 31,
1976; and finally, the total period in all.

Thank you.
Senator BYRD. From what you say, it seems to me that carryover

basis would add greatly to the administrative and legal costs of ad-
ministering an estate. These costs are passed on to the individual cit-
izen. individual beneficiary.

Mr. Bnonr. What it means, Senator, is that attorneys' fees and ac-
countants' fees would go upl dramatically. But we are here arguing
that you kill this off, because to expend somewhere in the neighbor-
hood of 120 to 180 hours at normal billing time would bury many
estates in legal fees which they could never afford.

In other words, we are really saying that the expenditure of time,
not only by attorneys, not only by accountants, lit by the IRS as well,
is an expenditure of time that this country really doesn't need in terms
of the revenue that it l)roduces, and certainly in terms of the equality.

Senator BYRD. We have one additional witness, and then I will
yield to Senator Dole.

Senator JEPSEN. Yes. Mr. Theodore Pasquesi. chairman of the
Council of the Illinois Bar Association Section on Federal Taxation.

STATEMENT OF THEODORE PASQUESI, CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL OF
THE ILLINOIS STATE BAR ASSOCIATION SECTION ON FEDERAL
TAXATION

Mr. PAsQursr. Thank you.
Our Illinois State liar Association has over 20.000 members and

this association has. for some time, urged the repeal of carryover
basis. Carryover basis is an excessive burden, especially for middle-
class Americans. Why?

Because first, it requires a total analysis and reconstruction of th,
cost basis history of the decedents' assets and it then requires these
complicated computations, which Mr. Brode referred to, to transfer
this basis.

These two deceptively simple terms-"basis reconstruction" and
"basis transfer"-are forcing the American public to spend much too
much money" on lawvers and accountants for carryover basis informa-
tion and advice. This. in turn. makes any resulting additional tax one
of the most inefficient we have ever encountered.

Going from bad to worse, the inefficiencies are even greater with the
smaller estates. No matter where the exemption is set. $60.000. $175.-
000 or any other level, the greatest taxpayer burden per new revenue
dollar will fall on the smallest estates affected.

Why? Because the closer the value of the estate is to the exemption.
the less is the potential difference between carr-yover basis and stepped
up basis and therefore, the less will be any additional tax. And vet. the
basis reconstruction and basis transfer burdens apply across the board.

The inefficiency curve of carryover basis is staggering for those es-
tates just above the exemption. And in which bracket will most of the
estates affected fall?

There should be no question about it: just above the exemption level.
Why, then. is carryover basis even considered? One reason is easy

to identify: the revenue it may generate.
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Now, we were told this morning that revenue was not a factor, but
that was not what I was told when I testified before Ilouse Ways and
Means last year.

Regardless of whether or not revenue is a factor, to the extent that
Congress considereds additional revenue necessary, we urge that it be
obtained without any system which requires a determination of dece-
dents' basis.

The extent of revenue needs is the business of Congress. but assess-
ing,, the cost to heirs and deteriniing the decendent' basis is our
1izsiness. We have been on that firing linie for- over 2 years.

The second argument in favor of carryover basis is some notion of
equity. The argument goes that taxpayers who sell before death pay a
tax on appreciation while the heirs of those who hold until death do
not.

Let's zero in on that word "appreciation," Appreciation is an in-
crease in value and value is tile worth of an asset relative to something
else. Appreciation of an asset cannot be measured without measuring
the relative value of goods and services available on exchange. Under
our system, there can be no true measurement of appreciation without
considering the changes in the value of our medium of exchange, the
dollar.

That brings us to inflation, or at least, it should. Interestingly. this
morning's first witness. Mr. Lubick. with IHarry L. Gutman, authored
an article in the Jamuary 1979. issue of Trust and Estates magazine
entled. "Treasury's New Views on Carryover Basis."

In that article, I counted 24 references to the word "appreciation."
but the word "inflation" was conspicuous by its absence. Again this
morning. Mr. Lubick failed to use the word "inflation," although
Senator Dole did.

Senator litRD. If you would permit me to interrupt, he did in an
indirect sense when lie mentioned 1913 income tax, and I brought out
that. even including what was called the supertax, the maximum tax
rate was 6 percent. Ile said. "Yes," but they were in different dollars,
which I assume lie indirectly noted the great increase in inflation.

Mr. P"A.sQLs. I agree, Senator, and I think indirectly hc also
referred to inflation when lie made reference to this so-called $20
billion of annual appreciation.

To ignore the impact of inflation when measuring appreciation is
to ignore the inequity which inflation injects into our so-called capital
ga ins tax. This refusal of some to face up to the impact of inflation
sngire-ts that the so-called equity argument for carryover basis is
really an attempt to extend a rapidly growing inequity in our system
of taxation. But Congress, fortunately, has not been so biased. It has
taken action against the inequities of inflation, and it can do more
by a total repeal of carryover basis.

Thank you.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir.
Senator Dole ?
Senator IDovE. I apologize for being absent. I was out testifying

on the constitutional amendment on the balanced budget.
Did you want to say something, Charlie ?
Representative GRASSLEI-. Senator Byrd. Senator Dole, members

of the panel anid Senator .Jepsen. the only point I would like to make
and the one that is basically behind my 'involvement in the repeal of
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the carryover basis is that it is such a sense of frustration for farm
families- and I know it applies to others than just farm families. but
that is what I want to emplhasize-to work hard all their life and
most of what they accumulate is a direct result of their labor being
put into their capital and reinvestment of it. and then to have it
taxed away to a point upon death that that cannot be continued in
tile famil,. If we want to do one thing in this country to keel) the
family farm going, one of the things that can contribunte to that
would he the repeal of te carryover basis, and without it, it is goil.u,
to he a leading factor in the denise of the family farm.

Senator BYRm. Thank you, sir.
Senator DOLE. I have a number of questions, but because of time

constraints, I would like to ask if anybody on the panel, that if the
l)roposal as discussed by the Treasury )epartment were enacted.
wIould you anticipate significant litigation regarding the carryover
basis rules?

I assume the answer to that is "Yes," and in what areas.
Mr. "WILSON. May I ?
Senator DOLE. Yes.
Mr. WILsoN. I am Arlev Wilson.
I think von are going'to find it in two areas that you are goilmu to

have a lot'of conflict in litigation. One. we have always liad the liti-
gation on value, but when we get into the area of idelntification, you
can have a paucity of information or voil (an have a plethiora of
information. How are you going to tell which black cow, which feed
pump which three-bottom plow

When von start in, the fellow is there. if he is living on the farm.
andi lie call tell that. But the Internal Revenue Service is not ,'irto be so lindlv. They axe going to say. you liro'e it. They alway.- have:

they always will.
The olier is the negative basis. Negative basis just cannot i)e an-

swered because most evervhodIv in m community haq a negative basis
which will not surface until they die. They have inherited or bought
land at $150 to $200 an acre aiidl they have an $1TS0.000 to $2'1H101)0
mortgage on it, right iow. to keep them alive in their operation
income, because von could not borrow money cheaper on the land than
yol call borrow it on the crop that von are raising.

It is just a well-known fact that it is 831 money today from the Fed-
eral Land Bank and it is 1O percent money if you just borrow operat-
ing money.

I think we are going to have a lot of litigation in those two areas.
Mr. P.\sQtI-rr. Senator. may I add that in addition to your conf-rn

about litigation, there is undoubtedly also a concern about extended
audit difficulties which may not result in recorded litigation. but is a
tremendous burden to the' American pul)lic and in our experience.
much of this audit difficulty stems from valuation questions.

Senator J)olm. I would julst say generally, we are (told that cariy-
over basis is not a question of revenue. it is a justice and equality
effort by the Treasury Department. I guess the revenue estimates are
what. about $93 million ?

Here. we round that off to zero.
But if that is the case, then I think you have made some suggestions

to pick up revenue that might have more merit. Maybe we ought to in-
dex the basis of assets to take care of inflation. Then there would not
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be anything left of carryover basis. That might be another way to
skin the cat.

The Department of Treasury is opposed to indexing. They want
us to pay taxes on inflation. E-ver; administration does, not just this
one. Iidexing basis might be a substitute.I however , i think the best approach would be to repeal carryover. I

know there is a lot of support for repeal. Maybe they woull accept
some of tlie sugestions made by members of this panel, and others, if
tley are concerned about revenue.'11 ian k VOii.

Senator BnYi. Thank vo. Senator l)ole.
Three States are represented on this panel. Iowa, and Colorado and

Illinois and each of those three States. as I visualize it. have very
sui,.talntial fearing. so all of von are well familiar with the farmlne
problems. See if I ani reasonal)ly correct about this.

It seems to ine that carryover basis would tend to force the sale of
fariiSZ and if that is tHe cas. , it seems to me that is playing into the
hands of the la're farmi oprators, the so-called conglomerates which
arv ilciing up farmland. 'Manv farin sources are buying up farmland,
and the more the Government, by tax laws, forces small farms to sell,
the le.,s small farmers there are likely to be and tle llore likely it will
b,, that tile laud -ill trot into tile hands of fewer and fewer people.
lhis is not a very desiraI)!e outlook for our country.

I Jo you see it -onewi tat that way ?
Mr. llwna:. Senator. yes. I think what will happen is that you will

have a telescoping effect. In other words, you will get hit with the
e-tate tax on death, wlhichi mar cause you to have to liquidate the farm
to pay tle estate tax. tu->-iiing tlat you are not making one of the code
Section 6166 elections to -ecure cittlcr a 10-year postponement, a 15-
Vear l)ostponeuilelt. or tie farm election uler section 2032(a).

13it then if ,mi a . f'rced to sell, what happens is you tlen run right
li) a;tain-t a s'ecMd tax. tile invone tax. which-I mean, it is almost a
towaliv Ih'fatingu .-it nation. You are having a large portion of -our
estate taken away with the estate tax and because you are forced to sell
to laV tile eNnle to It nle Suin vot are hi it again with a second tax,
all ili(m te tax. jlro.)lI)iv t capital gains rates.

Senator lmn). Amd that is at inflated value. If this inflation con-
tino s. am(I I iw no inIi nation that it is likely to be reduced any time
.-o()1i. that is wiig to a1 a greater lnlell on the taxpayer.

Mr. I hO iE. The liter be'ontd 1eceiih)er 31. 1976 that ie li-es, the
greater is tlie Calpital gains lunlen to him.

Senator l vr). Sav that a gail. please.
Mr. Ijori,,:. The longer that he lives beyond I)ecember 31, 1976, the

greater tle irdeln may become.
Senator lBj-n. 1979.5 would it not be .
It. l114,mr. 1 b. iee th at till' tech nic'al amendment change takes von

back. at least for 1)11rpo-c.4 of nouiliuIl'ketable lpropierty to 1)eceunber '11,
19t7;. I nmav be incorrect on thbat. but I bueliev'e that is the way it was
tiollle.

Buut the date is still I )ecember 31. 1976, and not December 31. 1979.
Mr. P.vs jt v:,i. I I Iice that is 'ollect. Senator. and tile imI)act of

tlha:t uud'r lIe-(ill lv" \viuilil ibe tlat .-ollleole tlving in ,JaIiunry 1980
rvill Ihave hal no I tzielit from the Revenue Act of 1978. That person's
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estate will be exactly as it would have been under 1023 as enacted in
the Tax Reform Act of 1976, so there really was not deferral; there
was only a waiver of carryover basis for the 3 years in question, if the
decedents died in that period of time.

Mr. BROIE. Their position is as if this postponement has never taken
place. The Treasury will not lose one cent of revenue by having had tile
postponement if the law becomes law once again on January 1, 1980.

Senator BYRD. Well, then, to use Mr. Lubick's example, it would be
financially desirable for somebody to get hit by a truck pretty soon
after 19'6.

Mr. BRODE. That is exactly what we are advising clients to do. Of
course, they are having a little difficulty complying with that recom-
mendation. If you are going to elect to die, die before January 1, 1180.

I have seen various alicles that have suggested that. The Decemner
1978 issue of "Taxes" magazine has two of them.

Senator Byal). Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. I would not want to endorse that.
Mr. BRODE. Tile clients are not, either.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, gentlemen, very much. Your testimony

has been very helpful.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow :]

STATEMENT OF ARL.EY J. WILSON, MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA, ON BEHALF OF TIlE

IOWA STATE BAR ASSOCIATION

COMMENTS ON CARRYOVER BASIS

First, may I express the appreciation of the Iowa Bar Association for the
privilege of presenting the practical problems of the application of COB, from
both the taxpayer's point of view and that of his attorney.

The practicing lawyer is no longer speaking from an academic, philosophical.
or hypothetical point of view. le has hadl 22 months of actual experience with
COB before the blessing of moratorium became a reality.

I)uring that 22-month period we have found that COB is not only unworkable
In its present framework but is totally incorrectable in its present concept
aid will remain uncorrectable until the proponents recognize where the problems
really are and will admit the reality of the end result which will be reached
10 years from now.

The representations of the proponents of COB are not only hypothetical but
worse they are scarcely believable. What they haven't told you or the practical
application of which they may have misunderstood, is of even greater Impact.

For instance-
1. COB has been referred to as a tax on capital gains at death. That is only a

part of the story. It has become apparent in application that COB1 is In the rural
community a tax on ordinary income as much as on capital gains, with even
greater tax effect, such as (A) raised crop, 0 basis; (B) raised livestock,
0 basis. mostly mortgaged.

I have seen no example by any proponent which has even recognized the
existence of such type of income. The prime examples of the proponents are
all addressed to stocks and bonds which receive a fresh start as of a fixed(l date.
and a fixed value. This is not so with the application of COl to real estate ani
depreciable personal property uised on tIe farm and small business. The onge-
the taxpayer owns the property, the less the basis, until eventually it becomes
mi nimal.

2. Probably one of the less desirable representations is that euphunistically
the tax is called a tax on aIlireciation when in reality It is a tax on inflation.
Why not recognize the kind of tax this really Is?

3. No attention has at any time been given as to how to handle negative basis.
WMt is this critter no one want to talk about?

Suppose I bought property in 1977 for $100.00. By 19S7 the property is
depreciated to 5t).000. The so-called appreciated value in 19S7 is $250.000 but
I have borrowed on it $200,000 non-recourse. I die, giving the property to my
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child. The result-my child has property basis $50,000, mortgage due $200,000,
value $250,000. If the child or my estate sells the property for $250,000 and pays
maximum marginal tax on capital gains at 28 percent, the tax will be $56,000,
the mortgage $200,000. The actual economic loss of $6,000 will occur. This
realization event becomes intolerable when the public realizes what has happened.
How, even academically, can one make the assertion that this will free up capital
at death?

While negative basis is not counmonplace today, by 1987 with current rates
of inflation, it will be an everyday event. One cannot help but ask one's self if
estate planning of tomorrow will include a plan involving such a property where
it will be recommended to borrow as much as possible and then leave the property
to some person you don't like. (See addendum No. 1.]

4. It has been said that this is a "once in a lifetime" settlement of accounts.
Nothing could overlook the practical application more. The proposed settlement
does not occur in the lifetime but after death, as a result the decedent is deprived
of the lifetime benefits he would have if living such as-

(a) Loss of exemptions;
(b) Loss of zero bracket amount;
(c) Loss of Investment credit carryover;
(d) Loss of net operating loss carryover;
(e) Loss of income averaging benefits;
(f) Loss of selectivity in both time to recognize gain and the property to

be used to pay;
(g) Loss of joint return rate schedule. [See addendum No. 2.]

5. COB does not recognize the reality of the multiplicity of taxation occurring
by virtue of the accident of death which are:

(a) Federal estate tax;
(b) Federal income tax for the decedent and for the estate;
(c) State death taxes;
(d) State income taxes for the decedent and for the estate.

Which in total of an estate of $590,00 passing from father to son lead to a collec-
tive tax of up to 124 percent. This is the death knell to the right to inherit the
family farm or family small business.

It has been urged that estate tax and income tax are two separate taxes and
the results of the application of both taxes should be considered separately. This
Is as foolish as trying to deny the parenthood of only one Siamese twin while
claiming the other as your child.

Academically it may sound great, but the taxpayer is more pragmatic. He
must pay all the tax regardless of the niceties of what kind it is or its source of
origin. [See addendum No. 3.]

6. With COB it is almost Impossible to practically and legally give equal
treatment to the heirs or residuary beneficiaries. Even though the relationship
among the heirs is harmonious enough to permit the executor to make a non-
prorata distribution, Rev. Rul. 69-486, 1969-2 C.B. 159 may recast the non-
prorata distribution. The executor faces an impossible dilemma in an attempt
to distribute property equitably with COB bearing no predictable relationship to
current market value. If there is anything of substance to distribute, the family
farm or family business must for safety reasons be distributed prorate and to
say the least, this produces an awkward if not unworkable situation.

A simple example of the difficulty is that if John, father of two sons, had pur-
chased an 80 acres when he returned from World War II for $150 an acre or
$12.000 basis, and in 1974 he was able to purchase an adjoining 80 acres for $1,500
an acre or $120.000 and he died in 1978 and the value of each 80 acres was $3,000
an acre or $240.000 each, if he left one son the first 80 and the second son the
remaining 80. he could not treat the sons equally because the basis of the first
80 purchased would le substantially less than the basis of the second 80 pur-
chased and this exact value could not be well determined until the date of death
of the testator. [See addendum No. 4.]

7. It has been pretty well conceded by all persons of reason who have attempted
practical application of COB that It is totally unworkable. Too little aval:llbe
information requires speculation. When adequate information is avallibl'e, iden.
tiflcation of the property is equally speculative-which black cow?-wbich four-
bottom plow?-which feed bunk?-the list could almost be unending.

One of the many unanswered problems not yet considered 1y the proponents
Is how do yon apply COB in a See. .351 tax-free incorporation times of a small

im~ines, or farm? As a practical matter the assets have been acquired at different
times with different costs and varying levels of depreciation. It is impractical to
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have a different basis for each share of stock issued. Would this require multiple
classes of stock-one representing the home 10--one for the acquired 80--one
class for machinery-one class for breeding livestock? The administration and
organization of such a vehicle would be preposterous.

Throughout this talk we have related our discussion to the small and medium-
sized estate affecting the family farm and the family-operated business. We
have not had too much experience with the multimillion dollar estate in our
office. We as country lawyers are impressed with the fact thot the [louse of
Delegates at the mid-year meeting of the American Bar Association adopted
1ulazIniously a resolutiull aplroving tht real of C( . We are further imnpres.-ed
by the fact that there was not one dissenting vote in the House of Delegates
nor one voice raised in the defense of COB. Nothing can be more clear than the
fact that the COB law as written in 1976 cannot be implemented nor can it
be fairly administered by the Service without great expense. It is equally clear
after 22 months of hard work in trying to apply this law that it cannot be
modified or patched up by any device yet suggested.

It is in fact a leaky boat with bad planking and every time one hole is patched
and one leak is stopped. two more leaks appear. I have not yet met one practicing
attorney in Iowa who believes that this law can be Implemented or effectively
repaired. That leaves us with two alternatives, one of which is to enact a limita-
tion on the dollar amount you inherit in any event. If social engineering is to
lie the order of the day and there is to be a dollar limit on the right to inherit,
let us have the courage to say so rather than ruin a perfectly workable tax
system which predated the 1976 act and not indulge ourselves in what Winston
Churchill once labeled as terminological inexactitude. The other alternative
is to completely repeal COB In its entire concept.

ADDENDUM NO. 1-THE NEGATIVE BASIS PROBLEM

The COB rule may produce harsh and inequitable tax consequences whenever
the inherited or devised property is subject to a mortgage liability substan-
tially greater than its COB. In that ease the beneficiary may discover (to his or
her surprise and subsequent horror) that the tax liability resulting from the
sale, gift or foreclosure of the property far exceeds the cash proceeds realized
by the beneficiary.

For example, suppose that In 1977 D purchased real property for $100.000
cash. In 19,7, when the property had appreciated in value to $250,000 and D
had deducted $50,00 of depreciation with respect to the property. D borrows
$200,000 on a non-recourse note secured by the property.' D spends the loan pro-
ceeds on unrelated personal activities and dies soon thereafter, bequeathing the
property (still worth $250,000) to his child.' Ignoring the adjustments for federal
and state death taxes, C would acquire a COB of $50,000 in the property, the
same as in the hands of D immediately before his death. If C then sells the
property (still valued at $250,000) subject to the $200,000 mortgage, C would
realize net cash proceeds of $50,000 (ignoring selling expenses). But since under
the rule of Crane v. United States,$ the mortgage encumbering the property
must be Included in computing C's amount realized on the disposition, C's realized
gain is $200,000 computed as follows:
Amount realized:

Cash ---------------------------------------------------- $50,000
Mortgage ------------------------------------------------- 00, 000

Adjusted bas -------------------------------------------- 250.000
Carryover basis ----------------------------------------------- 50, 000

Realized gain ------------------------------------------- 200,000
If the gain i s ubliet to tax at the maximum marginal rate of tax on capital

gains (currently 28%), the tax liability arising from the sale will be $560. or
$6,000 more than the net cash proceed realized by C on the sale. The tax liability
would exceed the net cash proceeds realized from the sale by an even greater

I The encumbering of property in an amount exceeding its adjusted basis is not
considered a realization event, even though the owner does not assume personal liahility
for fhe inuebtedness. Woodsam Assets., Inc. v. Commissioner, 198 F.2d 357, 359 (2d Or.
1952).

"T e transfer of property at the donor's death Is not considered a realization event,even though the property is su.ect to an encumbrance In excess of the decedent's basis.
Spe New York County Tawyers' Association. Excess Mortgaged Property-Caveat Venditor:
A Report on Some of the Consequences of the Carryover Basis Rules on Inherited Excess
Mortangel, Pronerty. .33 Tax L. Rev. 139, 156-57 11977).

& 331 U.S. 1 (1947).
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margin if all or part of the gain was subject to depreciation recapture or was
subject to tax at ordinary income rates for other reasons.

This result is objectionable for several reasons. First, It is unfair to tax C on
the $200,000 of gain because there is no indication that C received any economic
benefit from the mortgage proceeds. Those proceeds may have been expended by
1) prior to his death or bequeathed to some other beneficiary. Moreover C received
no tax benefit from the depreciation deduction taken by D before his death. Yet,
under the COB rule, those deductions decrease C's COB and increase his gain on
a subsequent disposition of the property. Not only is it inequitable to tax C on
a gain of $200.000 when he inherited (or was bequeathed) an equity of only
.50.000 ($250.000 gross value less $200.000 mortgage), this result will also re-
du( capital mobility and, hence, economic efficiency, by discouraging C from dis.
llo..i g of tiie prop erty I'evrallis' of tile ixo]bitait tax cost involved.

C would be not better off if lie decided to give the property away instead of
selling it. underr the decided cases, the gift of property subject to a mortgage in
excess of its basis is treated as a partial sale of tie property for an amount
realized equal to the amount of the mortgage liability. Thus. if C gave the iort-
galged lro'erty I still v!1mumi at $250.00) to his child (GC, C would realize a gain
of $150,000, determined as follows:
Amount realized mortgage liability ----------------- $200, 000
Adjusted basis carryover basis ------------------------------------ 50. 000

Realized gain ------------------------------------------ $150. 000
This result is most objectionable because (1) C received no cash proceeds on
the transfer to (IC: (2) C received no mciioniiui. benefit from the mortgage pro-
ceeds which were obtained by 1); (3) C received no tax benefit front the depre-
cfattion deductions that reduced U)s, and hience C's, adjusted basis for the property.

These anomalies ato not arise under the brasis rule of section 1014(a). Under
that proviionu. C would obtain a is in the property equal to its estate tax
value ($250,000). C would not realize any phantoin incoie oi the subsequent
sale or gift of tie property. If he sold tie property for $250,000, lie would realize
no gain or loss on the transfer:

Amount realized :
('ash ---------------------------------------------------- $5'000
Mortgage liability ---------------------------------------- 200,000

Total ------------------------------------------------- $250, 000
Adjusted basis (Sec. 1014 (a)) -------------------------------- 250. 000

Realized gain ------------------------------------------------ 0
If lie gave tie property (subject to the mortgage) to his child CC, lie would like-
wise realize no gain or loss:
Amount realized :

Mortgage liability ---------------------------------------- $200. 000
Adjusted basis ----------------------------------------------- 250,000

Realized los ------------------------------------------------- 0
Even though the ailjusted basis of the property transferred exceeds the amount

realized, no loss is realized on a partial gift transaction. Treas. Reg. 6 1.1001-1 (e).

ADDENDUM NO. 2

1. Death at a time when the expenses of the crop have been incurred and paid
lut before the crop has been reduced to incoine for incomie tax purposes resulting
In:

(a) Loss of (decedent's exemptions.
(b) Loss of decedent's z ero bracket amount.
(r) Loss of investment credit carryovers.
(d) LA)ss of inconie averaging benefits.
(c) Loss of joint return rate schedule, or at worst (but still better than

estates) single return rate schedule.

4See, e.g., Johnson v. Commissioner, 495 F.2d 1079 (6th Cir. 1974) : Malone v. Utfed
States. 326 l'.Sup). 106 (N.I). Miss. 1971). aff'd per curtain, 455 F.2d 502 (5th Cir.1972) : Rev. Tui. 70-626 1970-2 C.B. 159: Ward. Taxation of Gratuitous Transfers of
Encumbered Property: Partial Sales and Section 677(a), 63 Iowa L. Rev. 823 (1978).
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(f) Loss of choice of time to recognize income or deductions.
(g) Loss of choice to be selective as to the items and nature of income

and deductions to be recognized.
(h) Loss of net operating loss carryover.
(t) Until law is amended to provide otherwise, loss of capital loss carry-

overs.
As we have previously noted, all of these disadvantages hit a farmer particu-

larly badly because most of the income lie will realize under the COB rules will
be ordinary income rather than long-term capital gain.

ADDENDUMNI NO. 3-TAX FACTS, APPENDIX A

ASSETS: $590,000 (all assets acquired after December 31, 1976).

Fair market
value Gt death Basis

Principal residence --------------------------------------------------------- $180, 000 $167, 000
Life Insurance ------------------------------------------------------------- 75.000 ................
Marketable security X ------------------------------------------------------ 50, 000 20,000
Marketable security Y ------------------------------------------------------ 70, 000 - 40, 000
Closely held security Z ------------------------------------------------------ 200,000 160,000
Tangible personal property -------------------------------------------------- 15, 000 Unknown

Total ................................................................ 590,000 387,500

Debts and expenses: $20,000.
Date of death: January 1, 1981.
State estate tax: $12,800.
State inheritance tax on recipient of Z: $10,000.

COMPUTATION OF ESTATE TAX
Gross estate ------------------------------------------------ $590, 000
Less: Debts and Expenses' -------------------------------------- 20,000

Taxable estate ------------------------------------------ 570,000
Gross tax ($155,800 plus 37 percent of $70,000) --------------------- 181,700

Less: Unified credit --------------------------------------------- 47,000
State death tax credit ($10,000 plus 4 prcent of $70,000) -------------- 12,800

59, 800

Estate Tax ------------------------------------------------ 121,900
' Assumes no marital or charitable deduction.

Taking the foregoing example presented in the article by Donald C. Lubick,
Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy, and changing this value to a small tenant
farmer in the Mid-West and addressing it to the kind of property such farmer
would possess, we come up with a table correspon(lingly simple, as hereinafter
set out. You will note that no figures have been changed, only a distinction has
been made as to the kind of property anticipated by the Treasury Department
and that which is actually owned by the farmer.

Treasury has refused to admit that all accumulated wealth Is not a matter
of capital gains. This is a matter of their example when presented to the public
and congress but in practical application will not be true. Let us change the
nature of the property and make it more compatible with the farmer as follows:

Fair market
value at death Basis

Farm machinery.. .............-- -........................... $le8, 000 $167,000
Raised black cow herd ------------------------------------------------------ 75,000 0
Raised market hogs -----................................................... 50, 000 0
Raised fat cattle ............................................................. 70,000 0
Grain ...................................................................... 200, 000 0
Small tools ................................................................. 15, 000 ...............

Total ................................................................ 590,000 167, 0O
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The following results will be obtained
Gross Estate ----------------------------------------------------- $590, 000
Costs of Administration ------------------------------------------- 20, 000

$570, 000
Gross Tax (Tax Bracket) ---------------------------------------- 181,700

37% of $70,000
Less Unified Credit ---------------------------------------------- 47, 000
Death Tax Credit
(10,000 + 4% of 70,000) ----------------------------------------- 12, 800

Total Credits ---------------------------------------------------- 59, 800

Amount -------------------------------------------------- 121,900
Iowa inheritance on $448,100, (180,000-7825+8 percent) ------------ 29, 273
Iowa income tax on feeding livestock and grain sold for $320,000

($75,000-7420+13 percent) ---------------------------------- 49,020
Federal income tax on $320,000 Fed livestock and grain, ($200,000-

125,490+70 percent) ------------------------------------------- 209.490

Total tax ------------------------------------------------ 409,053
Requires a mortgage of $109,683 ($59,683 to pay tax and $20,000 to pay

costs of administration) on property remaining valued at $270,000.
Net value of estate remaining --------------------------------- 160, 317

Subject to Carryover Basis in ? amount.

Collective tax burden on top dollars: Percent
Inherited Federal estate ----------------------------------------- 37
Less credit for Iowa inheritance --------------------------------- (4)
Plus actual Iowa inheritance ------------------------------------ S
Plus Iowa Income tax ------------------------------------------- 13
Plus Federal income tax ----------------------------------------- 70

Collective taxes ---------------------------------------------- 124
Treasury states that Federal Estate Tax is not surrogate to other taxes (I am

not sure what this means) but practically estate taxes are the basis for the col-
lection of income tax federal, income tax state, death tax federal and death tax
state In whatever form they may be and while this is not probably of too much
import to the Treasury, to that person who is required to pay the taxes from the
property received it becomes pressingly Important. The foregoing property is
based upon the transition of property from a father to a son. If the property
was transferred to a niece, nephew or fosterchild. brother-in-law, sister-in-law
or step-grandchild, the cumulative tax would be 131 percent and not 124 percent
as above.

ADDENDUM NO. 4-UNEQUAL TREATMENT OF UEIRS UNDER CARRYING BASIS

The potential for unequal treatment of the distributes of an estate Is in-
creased in several ways by the COB rules. It is impossible to perceive all the
distribution problems that may be encountered by the executor of a typical Iowa
estate with farm or business assets.

A threshold difficulty exists in that there is virtually no state-level law to
guide an executor in making distributions of assets that may have equal market
values but disparate economic values due to differences in basis. Even where
a will grants the discretion to make non-pro rata distributions in kind, the execu-
tor may le unable to exercise the discretion because of the duty to treat all
distributees Impartially. Even where the relationship among the distrilntee. is
harmonious enough to permit the executor to make non-pro ratn distributions,
Rev. Rul. 69-486, 1969-2 C.B. 159 may recast the non-pro rata distribution. My
understanding of this Ruling IQ that where it Is uncertain whether the fiduciary
may make non-pro rata distributions, the distributees will ihe deemed to have
received a pro rota distribution and to have thereafter made exchanges of their
re.pective undivided interests in order to end up with non-pro rata interests in
the assets distributed with such exchanges being treated as taxable transac-
tions for income tax purposes. To sum up on this aspect, I am of the opinion
that an executor may not make non-pro rata distributions in the abs.tnce ef
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specific authority in the Will. If the Will purports to authorize non-pro rata dis.
tributions but Is silent as to the authority to disregard differences in basis, the
duty of impartiality among the distributees may overrule such a discretion and
require pro rata distributions.

If the Will purports to authorize the executor to make non-pro rata distribu-
tions without making any adjustments among the distributees to correct per-
ceived inequities, the line of cases spawned by In rc Warms' Estate, 140 NYS.
2d 169 (.Sur.Ct. N.Y. Co. 1955) may mandate that an equitable adjustment be
made among the distributees to reflect the differences in basis of the assets dis-
trihuted. Warmn' held that where an executor elected to claim administration
expenses as an income tax deduction, the income beneficiaries must reinburse
the principal account to the extent of the additional 'estate tax incurred as a result
of the election. The result of this case has been codified in New lork and Mary-
land and has been followed judicially in California. Florida and lPennsylviania.
There is uncertainty, however, as to whether such adjustments will be required
where tlhe act of the executor does not constitute the making of an election under
the tax law. The line between tax law elections and something else has not been
drawn. In several cases the court wound tip making a choice between equity
among the liarties and silmpli(ity in administration.

The executor faces a dilemma of impartiality in attempting to select the
"personal or household effets" to ie excluded ip to $10,000 in value wherever
(lie testator has made specific bequests of soie of such assets. This provision
was enacted to provide a limited area of relief from the "unknown basis" prob-
leni where it is most likely to arise. ilowever, it would appear to be unwise to
make the election until all efforts have been exhausted to ascertain the tece-
dent's basis because ill sonle instances that basis will be in excess of the estate tax
value. The limitation of lasis to fair market value under Sec. 1023(a)(.2) is for
purposes of loss and does not apply for the purpose of gain where the asset is
later sold for more than its estate tax value. Where the basis is known and is
higher than the estate tax value, the election should not be made with respect to
that asset.

The (listriution of an interest in special use nhiation property (farm land
muder Set.. 2032A ) to the non-marital share of an estate could be unfortunate
where the qualified heir sells the proilerty to a person outside the family within
15 years after death of the owner. Such a sale will trigger an additional estate
tax based on what the tax would have been without the ,-peclal use valuation
election. The hypothetical estate tax computation in such an Instance would
allow a higher marital deduction only where the marital share was actually
fuded to a level sufficient to permit a larger deduction. This would ie unlikely
where no interest in the special use property was distributed to the spouse.

The testator who attempts to provide for specific distriliutions of low basis
property to low income tax bracket hlieneflciaries and high basis property to hifg.h-
bracket lieneficlaries runs the risk that the income tax status of the beneficiaries
may lie reversed or changed by the time (listrlbutions ie made.

Inequality may exist where distributes receive property( of equal value and
equal basis in the situation where the gain on the sale of one property may be
subject to ordinary income treatment because of depreciation recapture while the
gain on the sale of the other property qualifies for capital gain treatment.

It is a common experience for a farm testator to want to give farn assets to
one child and non-farml assets to another child. but at the sane time to give each
child about the same amount of property in value. The impact of different bases
will compound this difficult problem.

COLORADO BAR ASSOCIATION STATEMENT OF POSITION 1EOARDInoX RESO.UTION OF
('TRR;NT MORATORIUM ON CARRYOVER BASIS PROVISIONS OF TIlE TAX ltEFOR.M
ACT OF 1Q76

The Colorado Bar Association went on record In early 1977 advocating tile
repeal of Carryover Basis on the grounds of administrative complexity. As an
Interim step preferable to the existing alternatives of Section 2005 of time Tax
Reform Act or various "fix-tip" proposals, it suplorted the present moratorium.

Various proposals have been made to resolve the time-bomb created by the
moratorium. It broad terms thev are :

1. Return to the pre-TRA '76 law involving "step-up" fit basis.
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2. Some improved form of carryover basis.
3. Some form of taxation of gain at death generally breaking down into (a)

treating death as a realization event or (b) an "additional estate tax" on the
appreciation.

Proposals 2 and 3 suffer from the continued necessity that historical basis must
be ascertained. This constitutes a change in rules prevalent for sixty-three
years-rules that have given stability and predictability to our tax laws and
which have been relied on throughout this period by estate owners not intending
to dispose of particular asets during lifetime.

This is a significant consideration in Colorado where family ownership of
farms, ranches, mineral interests and water rights is so prevelant and important.
These assets involve depreciable improvements (added typically in an evolution-
ary way, frequently incorporating the labor of the owner and his family and the
re-use of materials on hand) and depletable mineral resources. Basis records and
adjustments thereto are frequently non-existent or confused at best. As in other
parts of the country, Colorado has its share of family owned non arm and ranch
businesses where the owners have not anticipated a taxable transfer during life-
time and, therefore, have inadequate basis records.

Colorado is a state whose professionals have pioneered the use of the revocable
trust as a will substitute and have persuaded their legislature to be among the
first in the nation to adopt the Uniform Probate Code-all to the end that the
expenses, delays, traumas and frustrations associated with death and the ad-
ministration of decedants' estates to be held to an irreducible minimum. For
these reasons, Colorado's lawyers and other estate professionals early identified
the costly and difficult-to-impossible administration determinations required by
carryover basis as being a gigantic step backward in attaining these professional
and human objectives. Consistent with these concerns, the Colorado Bar Associa-
tion, speaking through its Taxation Section and its Probate and Trust Law Sec-
tion, urges consideration of the following proposed resolutions to the existing
moratorium in the order stated.
1. Return to the Pre-TRA '76 Law Inrolving "Step-Up" in Basis

It is submitted that a return to prior law is a viable and acceptable solution to
the dileminma Congress and the Nation finds itself in as a result of the action (or,
more precisely, non-action) of Congress in allowing carryover basis to be added
to the 1976 Act, as Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr. recently said, "ti the 59th minute
(if the eleventh hour. after the ... Act had passed both the Senate and the House."
He points out the now well-known fact that carryover basis was brought up in
the conference between the House and the Senate without House action and with-
out hearings by this Committee of the Senate or any consideration by this Com-
mittee or by the Senate.

Clearly, then, carryover basis can scarcely be considered a deliberative act of
the Congress although the result was to overthrow a principal of tax law that
had prevailed since 1913.

It is our view that there is no meaningful constituency in the country for a
change from prior law. The disparate tax treatment of the now famous pair of
identically situated investors who are killed simultaneously, one having just left
his broker's office where lie sold his appreciated securities and the other just ap-
proaching his broker's office to sell his similarly appreciated securities, is a prob-
lem whichifascinates scholars and Treasury officials but does not, it is submitted,
really bother real-life estate owners. They tend to be happy to sell appreciated
assets when it suits their fancy and to retain other assets until death, deriving
a stepped-up basis. Absent a forced sale (when tax considerations are secondary)
every sale of an appreciated asset is a volitional act with tax consequences known.
No one need be too concerned for the investor in the cited example who chooses
to take a profit subject to taxation (except for the punitive effect created by in-
flation) rather than hold on until death, HIe may have wished that capital gains
rates were less, but he obviously made r judgment to sell anyway.

The correlative concern about "lock-it." of capital ought to tend to disappear
when capital gains rates begin to retre ,t (as they happily did in the 1978 Act)
from a high of 49.125%. Carryo er basis merely exacerbates such lock-in-under
prior law it lasted no longer than the estate owner's death; under carryover
basis, It could ga on. fi theory, for generations!

Death is a difficult time at best, rarely chosen as a deliberate tax avoidance
device (if it were such a device, we could anticipate a rash of suicides by estate
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owners In December of this year, depending on what Congress does with the
moratorium!). Why add to the already substantial burdens of the families of
deceased estate owners and fiduciaries that already exist in meeting substantial
estate and Inheritance tax levies that, in themselves and apart from the fact
of the death of the estate owner, may jeopardize the continuity of family busi-
nesses and farm and ranch holdings? Is it sensible to subject them to the expenses
and frustrations of the carryover basis requirements, the possibility of penalties
for insufficient compliance, and the potentiality of lawsuits by heirs and dis-
tributees unhappy with their assigned carryover basis and built-in tax liabili-
ties? Is this kind of "solution" to the academician's "problem" of untaxed appre-
ciation at death consonant with the mood of the country today as evidenced by
Proposition 13, an obviously growing popular antipathy toward government
regulation and harassment, and the very flavor of the Congress which just
enacted the Revenue Act of 1978?

In view of the above, the Colorado Bar Association urges as its first preference
a return to prior law regarding the step-up of basis at death.

2. Return to the Pre-TRA '76 Law Involving "Step-Up" In Basis Together With
a Modest Increase In Estate Tax Rates To Serve As a Trade-Off For a Loss
of Revenue Associated With Untaxed Appreciation at Death

This proposal makes sense only if Treasury and other proponents of carryover
or taxation of appreciation at death are actually motivated by concern for re-
sulting loss of revenue under prior law. Spokesmen for the Treasury Department
have sometimes given the impression that revenue is really not the issue when
ft addresses the subject of untaxed appreciation at death. Just what the issue may
be, if not revenue, is not very well articulated but one is forced to conclude it
has to do with considerations that may be outside the traditional and proper
role of the Treasury. While such non-revenue objectives are properly within
the purview of the Congress, they should be identified "up front" and not hidden
under the guise of alleviating revenue losses. Consideration of such fundamental
changes in the direction of this country ought to be undertaken only against a
background of public debate.

Departing from matters of policy and indulging the assumption that the
concern of Treasury and other advocates of change In prior law relating to
"step-up" has to do with loss of revenue, the Colorado Bar Association suggests
that a "toll-charge" be exacted from estate owners for the privilege of stepping-
up the basis of estate assets to estate tax values at death, thereby providing
(1) basis certainty for heirs and distrihutees, (2) elimination of the necessity
to produce historic basis records and make further administrative adjustments
to such bases, and (3) restoration of settled techniques and expectations In
providing required liquidity for estates (Sections 303 and 306 redemptions, relief
provisions for the payment of death taxes, conventional buy-sell agreements,
etc.).

Such a "toll-charge" should probably be modest in rate, particularly in the
light of the possible effect of inflation on estate values, and could be a flat sur-
charge against all assets of the estate over a certain threshold value or against
particular schedules on the Form 706, probably excluding charitable bequests
and possibly excluding family homes, Insurance and other cash items, and
other non-Investment property. If the proposal is viewed to have merit, we would
be pleased to submit detailed suggestions for implementation.

We understand Congress may have responded in 1942 to suggestions then
arising regarding carryover basis by adding to estate tax rates Instead.

While arbitrary, this approach to dealing with a loss in revenues flowing from
non-taxability of appreciation at death has simplicity to commend it. It is no more
arbitrary than numerous other provisions of the Tax Code . . . such as per-
centage depletion; non-proration of dependency exemptions and gift splitting
or joint income tax filing privileges, despite status changes within the taxable
year; use of sales tax tables and standard deductions; requirements to use
actuarial assumptions at odds with actual facts; differentials between tax tables
for married tax payers and singles; disregard of the effects of inflation in defining
taxable capital transactions; the rates of progressivity in income and transfer
tax rate schedules; and all references to time periods or effective dates that
determine whether a transaction falls within or without a particular tax result.
In the final analysis, everything in the Tax Code, in its ever-changing form, is
arbitrary, being totally disassociated from any "natural" law. There would
seem to be room for one more arbitrary addition in the interest of simplicity.
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3. A "Fixed-Up" Carryover Basis that Includes the Various Changes Agreed to
January 27, 1978 at Scottsdale Arizona, Bctzc(cn Treasuiry i'cprcsecntatices
and the American Bar Assoiation, Taxation Siction Carryorer la.is Con-
mnittee llus a Total 'Grandfathering" of All Decenber 31, 1976 (Or Decen-
ber 31, 1979) Assets

Efforts have lieen made to "fix-up" some of the worst features of carryover
liasis. At the meeting of January 27. 1978. at Scottsdale, Arizona, attended by
Harry L. Gutman. Deputy Tax Legislative Counsel of the Treasury. and muem-
hers of the American Bar Association Taxation Section Carryover Basis Com-
inittee, a number of these fix-up attempts were articulated and agreed to in
princiIpal. The attached seunnnnary uif "('arryvnvr Basis Siiplification Proposals"
prepared mIy the Treasnry Department is reflective of such agreements but not
necessarily identical therewith.

The residual tlaw in these agreements is the Treasnry reluctance to eliminate
the retroactive need to determine the dec.edant's basis in property where the
eoos! and date of aeiuisilinn are unknown. Since this need, which springs en-
tirely from carryover basis t(Jr any realization of gain at death h app roach)
could not have teen antih'iiated iy estate o\\ners wiho had no intention of
making taxable disiwsitions (if lkey assets in their lifetimes, fairness dictates
that the need be prospective only. This wmidl lie a('eoninlisied by "grand-
fathering" all assets owned by the decedents on a key date I tecenniner 31. 1176
(or Iecnlber 31, 197.1. for ex. innine i and onking the pri pr "steli-up'' provisions
applicable to such assets in their states. At least everybody then starts equally
with actual or constrmctive knowledge (if the rules and is in a position to pro-
tect hiniself. While Congress certainly has the power to nake tax laws changes
retroactive in effect, there is no requirement that this lie done and, certainly,
equitale reasons exist in tinis case inot to do so.

Consequently, it is the reconnnezndat ion of the Colorado Bar Association
that, if the (' ngress is persnaide that some funrm of carryover basis is ap-
propriate at lie expiration (of the current mnnratorinn, the frmni reflect the
nost liberal and favnraiute features (frnin the point of view of taxpayers aind
estates) heretofore or thereafter agreend to by the Treasury pus the aniplic-
alility of stepped-up basis to ail assets owned by decedents on a key date not
earlier than Decembner 31. 1976.

The Colorado Bar Asoniatin. while not fvuriag any form of realization of
gain at death (including AE-T. I,'wul nevertheless urge that any such system
adopted by Congress have a similar "gramnfathering" provision in the interest
of fairness and initimization of administrative costs and nurdelns.

Thank you.
CARRYOVER IlASIS S1MPI.IFICATION PROPOSAtS

This meniorandunn sitnianrie- a nmninaer of proposals the Treasury Depart-
lent believes will simplify tine operation of the luresent carryover iuasis pro-
isiuns. nThe material in this ;nennrnmlni is inn part a distilntion of tine s'lg-

gostions and comments received Iby le "'reasiry nuver the last 1S nnths from
the professional tax cnmninnity nil other interested Ipersons. Many of tlnese
ipruinsalq are incorporated in 'Sction 2-161, introduced by Senator Iathaway dur-
ing the 95th Congress.

The proposals runtitained herein are not exhaustive and suggestions for modi-
fie:ition will certainly lie ennertained. Truasunry is continuing to study the reso-
tul ion of other issues raised toy the carryover provisions.

The menorandun is divided into three parts. The first sets. forth proposals
for long range similification: the second, proposal for additional transition
relief; and, the third, proposals for conforming changes.

1. LONG RANGE SIMPLIFICATION

A. Exclude from the operation of carryover basis all estates which are not re-
quired to file estate tax returns. Basis for assets held by estates not required to
file federal estate tax returns would be determined under prior law. Executors
nf these estates will not, therefore, be concerned with the basis of any property
iticluded in the estate except for items of income In respect of a decedent.

B. Increase minimum basis from $60,000 to $175,000. The minimum basis would
me allocated in the discretion of the executor first to capital assets and. if any
minninum basis remains, to assets which would produce ordinary Income In whole
or part when sold by the estate or an heir.
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C. The minimum basis wmld he calculated prior to tile calculation of the basis
adjustment attribnutable to death taxes. It will therefore lie a tlor to which tile
death tax adjustment can lie added rather than a ec:ij as is presently the ease.

1). A sinjilified single tax adjustnent would replace the three separate lit
lnterdeienlent adjustments reniiirel under present llw. A simple percentage
niUnilier wocll tie taken from the estate tax rate table and applied to each itenm
of pro ierty subject to tax to give tine addition for Ilth federal and state death
taxes. The percentage to lie applied votuld lie the highest tax rate to which tine
estate is subject before any credits are applied except that if ai estate does not
hlve at least $SOAXXJ worth of propierly ii that bracket, the next highest rate
would apply.

To illustrate, a taxable estate Of $100.0M0 will be in the 34 percent bracket.
Each item of appreciated property which gi oes to funmd a taxable ltiejest wou)lll
have a basis increase of 34 liercent tof the alilrecition in that property. The total
federal estate tax payable on a $4 00K) estate, after suitracting the .17,000 ini-
fled credit is $T4.S4). or aitnroximtely 19 lerciit cf the total estate. Yet. in think
case, the adjlstieltt would tie :14 iercelnt even thmgh tile effective rate oa the
estate is Only 19 percent. Under tint' 11476 Act the 19 percent rate would lie the
rate of adjustment made to lasis.

Where all estate is non-taxable beca lse of the unified credit. an adjursttment,
iased ill~n tile schedule rate aiplicale under Sec lion 29111 i e I. woril ilitlthe-
less tie allowed. tlIs lIerm ittilig :i1 a mlle :riljlstlmelit for' ally state taXes.

No arljilstllerlt wolld lie mradie where t li'| lei'dint's estate va.s rot required to
file a federal estate tax return Iievause. inn t iat pi'. iriir law will apply.

I. Redefine, tine persirnal alrid hiuselri 'd effects exell'40oi and increase tire
exclusion from $10.000 too $2.ts.I. The .25.0JKK exclusion virihl cover all tangible
personal 1prils'rty which was iii n-lnsir ie-s ln li',rty ill tlii hands if tile decedlti.
Tine exclsi in woulilt nt lie elective. Iroh1rty siliect to tile ex.lsiiOn wolh](,e
determined irn asmending order of fair market 'alue On the relevant estate tax
valiatiou date. starting with the least vahimle property included in the de-
eedent's gross estate. Pieces if prolperty. none if whinh has a fair market value
ill excess (if AO0 and all of w-hich are related in function or use. may. at tile
executor's election, Ire treated as a single piece of iriiperty, e.g.. dishes, clothin,
stamps. coins, etc.

F. Permit am elective average hasis for similar property acquired at different
tines, e.g., mutual finid divided reinvestment shares Or securities in the same
corpora t ianl.

G. Provide, in addition to the $17.0M) minimum task. a $250 per year addi-
tion to tine bicisis of a personal residence fir airy year ir whilh capital imprve-
lmellits ill excess of that a mon et Cairot ibe sltlst. lit intel. 'tis alleviates record-
keeln I liurdeis with respect to ii bir homlre imprnt nvemn-uts.

11. Basis information reportitnix would lie required only frort tine execltors of
estates sihiject to carryover basis arid penalties worihl tie assessed pnrsuait to a
llegligeite stalldci!rd.

I. A proileduire would exist for exe.utiirs ci livr ntreficiaries to achieve a final
deternliatiir (of tiasis. Iiiiriding iiiion tie exeeutr anl the l.i.., at tine titie (of
audit of the decedent's estate tax return.

It. PROPOSALS FOR TRANSITION REIEP

A. The discnnrt rule if the Reventre Act of 197.s couirhl iie applied at i rate of (i
percent to determine ai elective mininiirun 'fresh start" basis for all property
hehl )1I )ecemier 31, 19701 Other than market tile ltclis otd securities, However.
alplicattioll of tine forlah cilld in in i event result in i Iaisis less tlln 25 percent
of estate tax value. Alterna t'vly, th nlis, n t run nitinil be adoloted as tine sOlt
innethod (f deter ining fresh start basis fn,r Ili n-narketatle prol nerly. This
vonhl eli tininate the nen'd for cinollex rie,; tc accmint for the appreciation
attrilltalit to inirovennits to Ihe proj rly'.

It. Tine "fresh start" Icasis i irld iliily for toss as vell as gain imrposes. Ti
worId elenniliite the lineed to retain rw'rds (of two separate bases for "fresh
start" property.

C. Tine fresh start adjustment wold lie calculated in the basis of estate tax
rather than dte of death value.

1). Non-cinnivertilie. non-partleilpating preferred stock would be treated as
having in fresh start value equal to Its redemption price.
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E. The Secretary would lie granted regulatory authority to devise alternatives
to the present time proration fresh start formula for assets which will not sub-
stantially appreciate in value after )ecember 31. 1976, such as lion-marketable
notes, and assets, the vale of which could toe readily ascertained as of )ecember
31. 1976 by a method othej than appraisal. e.g., property subject on that date to a
bInding buy-sell agreement that has the effect of fixing estate tax value.

III. CONFORMING CIANGOFS
A. The unused capital loss of a decedent would carryover to the decedent's

estate and to the dist rilute.-s of the dependent's estate.
13. Section 1221 (3) ( relating to) works of art. etc. i. would Ie inotified so that

carry-over basis Iorolierty wmld not automatically be disqlualitied from (al)il
gain status in the hands of the heir.

C. Section 453 wVoulld lie oimended to permit an estate to ,ell assets on the in-
stalhment method and distribute the instant Obligation to beneficiaries of the
estate without accelerating the deferred gain.

I). Sect ihu 101 (a 1 (2) vould lie amemled to permit the transfer of an in-
sliran.e policy by a corporation to o (.o-shareholder of the insured. Thus, cor-
pirations AN-ill lie aide to transfer existing insurance policies to shareholders with-
out rimming afoul of the "transfer for value" rules.

E. The re{-al)ture provisions would lie anen(led to provide that where property
sullipjet to recalituro is iised too fimil a ec-uniary 1iequest the amoiInt of gain
recogtnize(l as ordinlary income cammot exceed the animist recognized under Sec-
tion 1040.

Senator Been. 'Ie next witness is Mr. Arthir J. I)ixon. the chair-
man of the Federal tax di'i -ion of the Anicican Institute of Certitied
111)lic Accountants.

M'. 1)ixon0?

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR 3. DIXON, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL TAX
DIVISION OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUB-
LIC ACCOUNTANTS

.1-, I )xoN. 'Iha'i ok -oitl'. ('ha irmaii.
Mvx" statement will be quite short, and tler' is attacliedi to the

st'tt:etnt SomW -1ig'gestioms we have. and I wouhl request that the
tatetllent and tlie ,l_,ge0tio11s lie included ill the record, sin,

Senator Bym). It will le )lae(l ill tile record.
Mr'. I)Ixo.'. hlatik v(it veiv tiich.
.MIv name is Artln' .T. I)ixon and I a plea ed to testify before you

today in IilY capacity as chail-titan of the Federal Tax I)iv'i-ionl of
the, American Instituite of ('crtilied Pu)lic Accountants.

As ln'acticing ('IA's we are. of course. very much concerned with
making tle tax laws a.- simple and as equitable as possible.

The AI('PA neither' supl)orts nor oppo.--es carryo\er of basis as a
matter of pIrinciple. We do. ho.e ver. oppose the carrIyovier provisions
plresently contained in the Internal Revenuie ('ode to become effective
January" 1. 19S0. If ("onoi-ress deterhlines tiat cary-over is to be the
solution to the )roI)lem of iltrealize(l alplreciation at death, we be-
lieve that earrvover ntm-t and cinl ie made workable.

At hearings on the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and the Technical
Corrections Act which followed. we Ol)moed carrvover. We deeply
1ielieved that the ca-ryov-ei legislation then being discussedd was ex-
trmely complex and iniworkable to the point of being inequitable.
We have been very gratified to note that ill response to suggestions
from onr organization and from many others, that the Department
of the Treasury has made responsible, corrective proposals. We be-
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lheve that the Treasury proposals, with certain further corrections
which we recommend, and possibly with other modifications, would
make carryover workable, though continuing to be quite complex.
I must emphasize again, however, that under our voting rules, we do
not have a sufficient consensus to support or oppose the principles of
either carryover or step-up.

On March 1, 1978, we sent all members of the Committee on Fi-
nance our clean-up recommendations, and I call those to your atten-
tion, and they are attached to our statement. We would obviously be
very pleased to discuss any of those, or others, with the committee.

Senator BYRD. If I could ask one question, does your proposal have
a grandfather clause?

Mr. DIxo.r. Our proposal does not have a grandfather clause, Sen-
ator, but we do think that it is appropriate for a grandfather clause
to be considered. WWe have no position either in favor or opposed to a
grandfather clause, but we think it is an additional modification that
is worthy of consideration, sir.

Senator BYD. Thank you.
Mr. DixoN.. We have also submitted our recommendations to the

administration at its request.
Mr. Chairman, the choice between carryover of a decedent's basis

and stepped-up basis at death presents a very difficult problem of
where to draw the line based on considerations'of equity and govern-
ment revenue between the relative complexity of carryover basis and
the relative simplicity of stepped-up basis. We recognize that there are
strong and sincere convictions on both sides of the issue, as there are,
indeed, within our own membership. Tlie AICPA has been unable to
come to a consensus as to where this line should be drawn.

We believe that Congress, as the elected representatives of the
people. should appropriately make that difficult determination.

We do, however, oppose the alternatives to carryover and stepped-tip
basis which would make death an income recognition event. These
alternatives, such as capital gains at death--

Senator BYRD. May I interrupt there? There has been no such pro-
posal about which I know.

Mr. DixoN. Well, there has been no proposal, I think, that has been
as yet come upon the legislative scene, but certainly in testimony before
the House Ways and Means Committee-ioyb r

Senator BYRD. But there has been no legislative proposal to do that.
Mr. DixoN. No, there has been no legislative -
Senator BYRD. And there has been no recommendation from Treas-

ury to do this.
Mr. DIxoN. All I am saying here is that if there is such a proposal,

we would oppose it.
As I say. we do oppose. if such a recommendation is made-and it

has certainly been discussed-
Senator BYRD. I will almost guarantee you it will not be passed, if it

is made.
Mr. DixoN. I am delighted to hear that because we think it would

be inappropriate.
Senator BYRD. But T do think it is being used by Treasury -J try to

scare individuals into supporting carryover basis.
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I can almost guarantee you it is not going to be passed.
Mr. DIxox. I am delighted to hear that, but we wanted to put on

the record that if such a recommendation is made, that is one we do
have very much of a consensus of opposing.

We think that there are other possibilities that should be considered,
and without, at this point, either favoring them or opposing them. they
include the possibility of making some overall estate tax rate adjust-
inents and grandfatlering of the carryover provisions. Other possi-
bilities should be considered before this entire question is disposed of.

We do strongly believe that Congress should provide a transition rule
for the (leferal of carryover basis enacted by the Revenue Act of 1978.
For those who relied on the existing law between December 31. 1976
and November 6, 1978, it seems entirely inequitable to make a retro-
active change without providing some transition rule.

We reconumend that an election be provided for those who relied
on the carryover basis provisions between the date of their enactment
and the date of their deferral, to use either carryover or stepped up
basis.

Senator BYRD. If you would permit me to interrupt you at this
point, we tried to get that accomplished in the Committee of Con-
ference last October, but the Treasury Department representatives at
the Conference told the conferees that an election under current
law could not be administered.

So I do not know. That being the case, the conferees decided not to
push the matter. But the votes were there to do exactly what you
wanted until Treasury testified, which astonished me, that even if we
did that, they could not administer it.

Mr. D Wxox. \ell, frankly, we would disagree very stronalv with
Treasury in that view, and'we believe that the equity considerations
far outweigh the other tax policy considerations on this issue.

We supported the current deferral of t lie effective date of carryover.
We believe that it provides, and it ought to provide, an excellent op-
portunity for Congress to determine whether carryover or some alter-
native should 1e the answer to the problem of unrealized appreciation
at death, and if Congress decides to do so, to clean up carryover basis.

We. believe that our cleanup suggestions are constructive and would,
of course, be pleased to assist in-evaluating them and other possible
solutions to this very important issue and we very much appreciate
the opportunity to testify before you, Mr. Chairman, and before this
Subcommittee.

Senator BYR. Thank you very much, Mr. Dixon. Let me ask yon
just one question. Do you" feel that carryover basis as it now stands in
the law is workable?

Mr. Dixo-.. No, sir. Definitely not.
Senator Bnnt. Well, then this is why I say that Treasury said that

even if the conferees had made provision to'utilize carryover basis as
it now exists in present law for those who have died in the meantime
that they could not, administer it, even though the law might. permit it.

fr. Dixo-.. Well, that is a little bit of a catch-22 because all that we
are saving is that in the case of a particular decedent who died during
that period and whose executors decided that they would, in their
particular case, have to live with it, and went forward on that basis
and had consequences as a result of that, now, to deprive them of at
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least the option of doing what they determined they could do seems to
us to be very unfair.

Senator BYRD. I do not disagree with that at all, and the conferees
were prepared to do exactly what yon said until Treasury said that
if yoil do that, we cannot administer it. This is another way of saying
the law which Treasury played such a big part in putting oni the
books is not only unworkable'from the point of view of the attorneys
an1d those. who have, to administer estates and the taxpayer, but it also
cannot be administered by the Treasury itself.

Thank you very muel.
Senator Dole?
Senator I) . I have no questions.
Senator ByRi. 'l'hank you, sir.
[The )relared statement of Mr. Dixon follows:]

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR J. DixoN', CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL TAX DIvisioN OF TIlE
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

Mly name is Arthur J. Dixon, and I ama pleased to testify before you today in
ily capacity as Chairman of the Federal Tax Division of the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants (ATCPA).

The AICI'A has over 140,000 meInbers. innny of whon advise clients on tax
matters, prepare tax returns. and work generally with the tax provisions which
you lielp to write. We are vitally concerned with making the tax law as simple
and equitable as possible.

The AICPA neither supports nor opposes carryover of basis as a matter of
principle. We do. however, oppose the carryover provisions presently contained
in the Internal Revenue Code to become effective January 1, 1980. If Congress
determines that carryover is to lie the solution to the problem of unrealized appre-
ciation at death, wve believe that carryover Inust and can be made workable.

At hearings on the Tax Reforml Act of 1976 and the Technical Correction Act
which followed, tile AIUPA opposed carryover. We deeply believed that the carry-
over legislation then being discussed was extremely complex and unworkable to
the point of being inequitable. We have been very gratified to note that in re-
spinse to our specific suggestions, time departmentt of the Treasury has made
responsible, corrective proposals. We believe that the Treasury proposals, with
certain further corrections, which we recommend, would make carryover work-
able. though continuing to be quite complex. I must emphasize again, however,
that under our voting rules. we do not have a sufficient consensus to support or
olplose either carryover or stepup.

()n March 1. 1978, we sent all members of the Committee on Finance our
cleanup recommendations. I would call the attention of the Subcommittee to
these recommendations and ask that they be included in the record of this hearing
at the completion of my testimony. Our "Comments on Various Proposals to
Modify Carryover Basis" were made with reference to corrective legislation
which was introduced during the last Congress. Although these comments address
most of time commonly mentioned cleanup proixsals, ve would lie pleased to com-
ument on the specific provisions of any similar legislation introduced during this
Congress. We have also submitted our recoinmendations to the Administration
at its request.

The choice between carryover of a decedent's basis and stepped-up basis at
death presents the difficult problem of where to draw the line, based on consider-
ations of equity and government revenue, between the relative complexity of
carryover basis and the relative simplicity of stepped-up basis. We recognize that
there are strong and sincere convictions on both sides of the issue, as there are,
indeed, within our own membership. The AICIPA has been unable to come to a
consensus as to where this line should lie drawn. We believe that Congress. as
the elected representatives of the people, should, appropriately, Inake this
determinat ion.

Tie AICPA does oppose the alternatives to carryover and stepped-up basis
which would make death an Income recognition event. These alternatives, such
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as capital gains at death and the "additional estate tax," would be a significant
departure from the established principle that taxes on appreciation should be
imposed only when gains are realized and when cash for the payment of taxes is
generated. In addition, many of the basis determination problems of carryover
would also be present with such proposals.

Other than those alternatives to carryover which would make death an income
recognition event, the AICPA supports the exlloration of alternatives to, or
additional modification of, carryover basis. Without commenting favorably or
unfavorably on them, such alternatives or modification might include estate tax
rate adjustments, grandfathering of carryover provisions, or a prospective valu-
ation date for certain types of assets. We believe that it may he useful to take
a fresh look at such alternatives or moditcation In an attempt to find a simpler
and fair solution to the problem of unrealized appreciation at death.

The AICPA strongly believes that Congress should provide a transition rule
for the deferral of carryover of basis enacted by the Revenue Act of 1978. For
those who relied on the existing law between December 31, 1976 and November 6,
1978. It seems entirely inequitable to make a retroactive change without providing
sone transition rule. We recommend that an election be provided for those who
relied on the carryover of basis provisions between the (late of their enactment
and the date of their deferral to use either carryover or stepped-up basis. We
believe that the equity considerations far outweigh the other tax policy consid-
erations on this issue.

The AlCI'A supported the current deferral of the effective date of carryover.
We believe that it provides an excellent opjlortunity for Congress to determniie
whether carryover or some alternative should lie the answer to the probleni of
unrealized appreciation at death amid, if Congress decides to do so, to clean ulp
carryover of basis. We believe that our cleanup suggestions are constructive and
would lie pleased to assist in evaluating other possible solutions to this very hm-
lrtant issue.

FEDERAL TAx DIvIsION OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS

(Comments on various proposals to modify carryover of basis)

INTRODUCTION

In letters dated March 1, 1978, addressed to Senator Russell B. Long, Chairman,
Senate Comnittee on Finance, and to Representative Al Ullnan, Chairman,
house Committee on Ways and Means, we stated that the Executive Committee
of the Tax Division hiad determined that the AICPA should withdraw Its oppo-
sition to carryover of basis.

The letters expressed the belief that the provisions of S. 2461, introduced by
Senator lathaway oin January :1. 19I.l. if anmiendod by certain other prn)posnls
which have Ieen made by the l)epartmeent of the Treasury, and others which the
AICPA would proffer, would change our previously expressed conclusion that the
current law is unworkable. Accordingly. we recommended that the effective (late
of carryover lie deferred-as las !cen ]Iasscd u1)ii]ti by time Senate Fillil.e (,Ill-
mittee--mnd that S. 2461, as appropriately amended. lie enacted to become effec-
tive at the end of the deferral period. We also urged that further hearings be
held in the near future so that the merits of further proposals to amend carry-
over could lie weighed.

The AICPA has been pleased to see that sincere criticisms of the carryover
basis rules have icen met by responsible and constructive proposals, of expand-
ing sole and liercelition, by the I)epartment of tile Treasury (in the fori of a
memorandum dated January 9, 1978, and addressed to the Joint Comnmittee oin
Taxation) and those embodied in blls introduced by Senator William I). Hatha-
way (S. 2461), and Representative William A. Steiger (1I.R. 10617). There are
some differences among the proposals to change and improve the carryover
l'asis rules, and there are matters as yet untouched by the proposals. In the corn-
nients which follow, the AICPA expresses its supl)port for various proposals, its
preferences where differences exist, and offers suggestions for further improve-
ment In tile rules.

In addition to the Hathaway and Steiger bills cited above, reference will lie
made to the bill introduced by Senators Harry F. Byrd, Jr. and Robert Dole
(S. 2228).
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PART I-PROPOSALS FOR MODIFICATION OF CARRYOVER BASIS WHICH ARE
SUPPORTED BY THE AICPA

1. Exclusion from carryover
Under the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the carryover basis rules apply to estates

containing $60,000 of carryover basis property. Consequently, although the exec-
utor may not be obliged to file a Federal estate tax return, he may nonetheless
be obligated to perform the search of the decedent's records-for purchase dates
and prices of assets-make the extensive computations, and maintain records
and issue information called for under the carryover rules. The process is time-
consuming, expensive, and unproductive of sufficient revenues to make the rigors
of compliance justifiable in the case of estates of modest size.

The AICPA strongly urges adoption of the immediate outright exception
from carryover provided for estates consisting of $175,000 or less of carryover
basis property granted by both the Hathaway (S. 2461) and Steiger (H.R. 10617)
bills. The $175,000 figure corresponds to the exemption equivalent of the estate
and gift tax unified credit when it is fully phased-in by 1981. This approach,
as opposed to a phase-in of the exception would be particularly appropriate and
would result in little revenue loss if the effective date of carryover is deferred
until 1979, as contemplated by the Senate Finance Committee and as we have
recommended.
S. Ex-emption from carryover for personal and household effects

Under current law, au executor can elect to exclude $10,000 In personal and
household effects from carryover. This provision purports to solve the prob-
lems which would beset executors who must ascertain the bases for multitudes
of assets which were in the possession of most decedents.

The AICPA supports the position in the forewords to the Hathaway and Steiger
bills, that the exemption is inadequate to accomplish its purpose and should be
increased to $25,000. It would be appropriate for the terms "personal and house-
hold effects" to be broadly defined so that the intended relief would apply to
widely-held non-business tangible assets.
3. Minimum basis adjustment

Consistent with our recommendation for the exclusion of estates with less
than $175,000 of carryover basis property from the carryover rules, the AICPA
believes that the minimum basis adjustment should be increased from the figure
of $60,000 under the Tax Reform Act of 1976 to $175,000 without phase-in, as
proposed by the Hlathaway and Steiger bills.
4. Adjusted basis of personal residence

Determination of the decedent's basis for his personal residence is a particular
problem for the Executor under current law. An accurate determination requires
identification of every payment for improvements over what might be decades
of residency. The Treasury proposals and the Hlathaway and Steiger bills each
offer resolutions of the problem, but vary in their details. The approach is an
assumption of a dollar amount of improvements for each year the property was
held. The Treasury's figure is $750 with a limitation of $30,000.

The AICPA recommends adoption of the Treasury's position. The figure must
stand the test of time, and thus should take cognizance of future inflation. We
believe that, in the long term, $750 will be reasonably proximate to the improve-
meits made by the typical homeowner subject to carryover of basis.
5. Fresh start adjustment

(a) Determining both gains and loss.-The fresh start adjustment Increases
the bases of the decedent's assets to their values at December 31, 1976 only when
gains are being recognized. The adjustment is not applicable for the purpose
of determining a loss. Consequently, under present law, two sets of basis figures.
each changing by reason of the death tax adjustment, etc. must be maintained.

The Hathaway and Steiger bills provide that fresh start would apply in
computing both gain and loss. The AICPA recommends adoption of this solu-
tion to a particularly burdensome aspect of the current law.

(b) Extcnsion of the narkctable security rule to other property.-Securities
which are listed on a stock exchange, in an over-the-counter market, and the
like, are given valuations based upon their quoted prices. All other assets are
valued In accordance with a formula which embodies the assumption that
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appreciation takes place evenly over the entire holding period. The assumption
is patently false when the asset has an established price, or readily determinable
value.

The AICPA supports the adoption of the provisions of the Hathaway and
Steiger bills which would extend the method of valuing marketable securities
at December 31, 1976 to non-convertible, fixed dividend preferred stock, and
to other property subject to buy-sell, redemption or other agreements which
establish relatively fixed values. (See "11-4", below re Section 306 stock).

(c) Estate tax value to calculate fresh start adjustment.-The fresh start
adjustment is calculated with reference to the excess of the date of death values
over the decedent's adjusted basis for the property. The Treasury Department's
Proposals contain the following recommendation. "The fresh start adjustment
would be calculated on the basis of estate tax value rather than date of death
value".

The AICPA agrees with the Treasury's recommendation. Where the estate
tax return contains the election for alternate values for estate tax purposes,
those values are finally determined as a result of the ensuing tax examination;
the date of death values for nonmarketable securities may receive little atten-
tion. We believe that the formula method could have reference to estate tax
values, and the holding period factor could be modified accordingly.

(d) Discount alternative to formula method for determining the value of
property other than marketable sccurities-.The formula method for valuing
assets other than listed securities at December 31, 1976 employs the date of
acquisition and cost of every item of property other than marketable securities.
Determination of these facts from a decedent's records will often be time-
consuming and expensive, if not wholly impossible. The Technical Corrections
Bill (11.11. 6715) passed by the House of Representatives and reported out by
the Senate Committee on Finance on April 19. 197S, recognized the difficulties
of proving basis and holding period in the case of tangible personal property
such as items of art, antiques, and collections of stamps and coins. The solution
provided in H.R. 6715 Is to permit the valuation of such property at Decem-
ber 31, 1976 to be established by discounting the date of death valuation at the
annual rate of 8 percent.

The Hathaway and Steiger Bills provide the executor with an election to
adopt the discount method of establishing a minimum basis for non-business
tangible personal property (i.e. such property which was a capital asset in
the hands of the decedent), and for certain personal, principal residences;
furthermore, they reduce the discount rate to 6 percent. The bills differ to some
extent: The Steiger version would not reduce the minimum basis below 50 per-
cent of the date of death valuation : the Hathaway bill sets the floor at 25 Percent.

The AICPA supports the Hathaway and Steiger concept of extending the
opportunities to use the discount method of valuation; their adoption of a 6
percent discount rate; and establishment of minimums below which bases deter-
mined by the discount rate would not fall. We believe that a 6 percent assumed
rate of appreciation of assets over a prolonged period is more reflective of eco-
nomic realities than the 8 percent rate appearing in H.R. 6715. We also believe
that the floor under the valuation determined by the discount method is appro-
priate recognition of the fact that market prices generally do not rise indefinitely
without abatement. Accordingly, we support the 25 percent floor as a minimum
basis provided by the Steiger hill.

We note that the Treasury proposals afforded greater scope to the elective
discount rate than the bills. According to the Proposals, "The elective discount
rule of the Technical Corrections Act would he applied to determine a minimum
'fresh start' basis for all property held on December 31, 1976 other than mar-
ketable bonds and securities". We believe that carryover basis raises so many
valuation issues that It has the potential of clogging court calendars far into
the future. We believe that executors will need a fair and reasonable alternative
to specific proof of decedent's basis for all varieties of assets so that they can
protest the estate's interest without engaging in litigation. Accordingly, we urge
that serious consideration be given to broadening the coverage of the elective
discount rule in line with the Treasury's recommendation.

(e) Basis information furnished by execpttors.-Carryover presents a challenge
to those who must compute and then alter the computations of the bases of
assets. Because of the need in most cases to resort to imperfect records to estab-
lish the fresh start adjustment under the formula method; because of the likely
impermanency of the initial determination of death taxes allocable to the appre-
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elation of each asset (discussed in "6", below) ; In general, because of the poten,
tially Innumerable variations which would alter basis assigned to an estate's
assets, an executor's responsibility-to reeport to both the Internal Revenue
Service and beneficiaries under threat of severe and automatic penalties for
inadvertant errors of ommisslon-is a heavy responsibility indeed.

The AICPA supports the provision in the Hathaway and Steiger bills which
require submission of information on basis only if the estate contains more than
$175,000 of carryover basis property, and then only to the beneficiary receiving
such property. Furthermore, the penalty would be imposed only if the failure to
furnish information is due to negligent or intentional disregard of rules and
regulations. We believe that the present law constitutes an ill-advised barrier
to service as executors by indiviuals. Those who are aware of the severity
of the penalties for purely inadve.,tant, even trivial transgressions, especially in
small estates where the assessinert would outweigh commissions, are justified iu
declining appointment as executors. The tax law should not operate to deny
the testator his choice of a representative.

6. Death tax adjustment
The Federal and state death and succession taxes attributable to the unreal-

ized appreciation of each asset are added to basis. The adjustment is made asset-
by-asset; and the tax rates employed in the computation are the average rates to
which the estate is subject. The prescribed method requires recomputation of the
bases of all assets whenever a tax examination or amended estate tax return
revises the value of any single asset or the amount of any deduction. The Treas-
ury proposals and the several bills take cognizance of the unusual burden
imposed by this method of determining the death tax adjustment. In order to
simplify the original computations and reduce the )robability of an examination
causing a multiplicity of re-computations, they propmse that the adjustments be
determined by reference to the highest Federal estate tax rates reached by the
estate before being reduce(] by credits.

The AICPA recognizes the critical need to simplify thee computations re-
quired under the present method of computing the death tax adjustment. In our
testimony o2 carryover basis we protested against a formulation which in the
normal course of an estate's administration obligates fiduciaries and beneficiaries
to file, and the Internal Revenue Service to process innumerable amended income
tax return. The method prol)osed by the bIlls is a vast improvement over pres-
ent law, and we support the proposed modification. It does not-as does present
law-take account of state taxes which exceed the amount of the Federal ere(lit
granted for such taxes; and in some states the excess can be substantial. How-
ever. since the adjustment is based upon the highest rate of Federal estate tax
to which the estate is subject, the impact of the resort to a single table of rates
will be tempered.

Additional comments on the death tax adjustment appear below (at "11-1").
7. Dcecdent's capital lo.s carryo rcrs

The advocates of carryover embraced the concept of equality of tax treat-
meat. A mainstay Of their side of the long debate has been a comparison of the
tax treatment accorded a taxpayer who sells appreciated property before his
death. in contrast to One who holds such assets throughout hi. lifetime. however,
at this juncture. inequality of tax treatment is a Iy-product of carryover since
present law prescribes that a decedent's used loses expire as concusively
as lie does. This fact leads to a correlative illustration of inconstant tax treat-
ment: the estate and heirs of a decedlent who had capital loss carryover. and
who sold his appreciated assets before lie died are greatly favored over the estate
and heirs of a decedent who neglected to take advantage of his carryovers.

Every proposal referred to in this cnnimentary-that of Treasnry. and the
virious I'lis--recognizes that this anomaly should not exist. The Treasury
phrased its proposal as follows: "'The unused capital loss of a decedent will
carryover to the decedent' estate and to the (listrillutees of the decedent's
estate". The IHathaway and Steiger bills authorized the allowance of a carry-
over, "for the estate's first taxable year".

The Institute recommends adoption of a carryover of a decedent's unused
capital losses, where the carryover of basis rules apply, to the estate and to
Its dlstributees.
S. Depreciation recapture on fundibg of pecn iary bcquc.st.

If appreciated property Is transferred in satisfaction of a pecuniary bequest
the estate must recognize gain to the extent of the appreciation occurring be-
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tween the valuation date for estate tax purposes and the date of distribution.
The Treasury proposed, the Hathaway and Steiger bills provide, and the A1CIJA
supports a conforming provision: if the prosperity has had basis adjustments
subject to recapture the ordinary income recognized will be limited to the post-
death appreciation.

9. Installment obligations distributed by executor
If property is sold by an estate and the Installment method of reorting gain

is adopted, the transfer by the estate of the installment obligation to a legatee
will cause the gain to be recognized. Carryover has made the problem especially
acute, although it existed under prior law, since the gains on sales of carryover
basis property may be substantial. Treasury proposed not to treat the transfer
of an installment obligation to beneficiaries of the estate which sold the property
as a disposition accelerating the gain. The Hathaway and Steiger bills adopt
this position.

The AICPA believes that the current rule unduly impinges upon the executor's
fulfillment of his duties. The installment method of reporting gain reflects the
financial realities attending deferred payments. Yet, an executor should termi-
nate his period of administration promptly. If distributions in termination
accelerate the gain the tax law has created a quandary and snare for no per-
ceptible reason. Accordingly, the Institute supports the provision which removes
transfers of installment obligations to beneficiaries from dispositions accelerat-
Ing gains.

10. Limitation on section 303 redemptions
In testimony before the House Ways and Means committee e on October 6.

1977. we addressed the problem of the estate of the owner of a closely-held
family business. We pointed out that carryover liles income taxes upon estate
taxes when the obligation to pay the later necessitates the sale of assets and
that the problem was especially acute in the case of such a business. It w'as in
this context that we expressed concern that Section 303 fails to shelter from
dividend income treatment the proceeds of a redemption to pay the income taxes.
and. that the overall tax burden resulting from a shareholder's death can force
the sale of family businesses.

The AICPA is pleased that the bills introduced by Senators Byrd and Dole, and
by Representative Steiger would extend the limits upon a redemption qualifying
under Section 303 to cover the amount of income taxes generated by the redenip-
tion. We enthusiastically endorse these proposals.

11. Conforming the qualification tests under the relief provisions
In order for an estate to avail itself of tie installment payment privilege

mder Sections 6166 or 6166A. the (lecedent must have held an "interest in a
closely-held business". The definition of such an interest is different for iirpses
of each section. Under Section 6166, the partners or stockholders may number
as many as 15. Under Section 6166A. the figure is limited to 10. The AICPA urged
that Section 166A's definitional standard be conformed to that of Section 6166
in its Recommendations for Technical Amendments to the Estale and Gift Tax
Provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1076. submitted to the Ways and Means
Committee on February 18, 1977. We are pleased that the Byrd-Dole, Hathaway
and Steiger bills embrace the proposition, and we re-affirin our support of its
adoption.

12. Capital gain treat went of inherited ercatirc works

Adoption of carryover of basis had the effect of denying capital gain treatment
to the estate and heirs of artists, composers and writers upon sale of the inherited
creative work. The combination and sequlelce of estate taxes followed by income
taxes at ordinary rates on sales of inherently low basis assets causes the tax
burden to reach confiscatory levels.

All of the proposals discussed herein-except for the Hathaway bill--would
extend capital gain treatment to inherited created works. The AICIA enthusi-
astically supports the adoption of such a provision.

PART II-ADDITIONAL PROPOSALS BY TIE AICPA FOR MODIFICATION OF CARRYOVER BASIS

1. Decedcnt's loss and deduction carryovers
We have endorsed the carryforward of a decedent's capital losses to his estate

and distributees. As nod above tat "1-7") this relief provision appears in
the Treasury proposals and the various bills. However, other items of loss

43-45-70- 6
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and deduction which are allowed to be carried over during the decedent's lifetime
expire upon his death. This expiration results in an unfair distinction between

taxpayers, as we mentioned in the earlier section cited above.
The AICPA proposes that, during the period of deferral of the carryover of

basis rules, the subject of loss and deduction carryovers be studied. The study
should determine which items are suitable for allowance from decedent to his

estate and its distributees in order to equitably counterbalance the impact of

carryover of basis on income producing activities continued to be conducted
after the taxpayer's death. a

2. Removal of the taint on section 306 stock
Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the "taint" (in general, the application

of ordinary income treatment In the event of sale of certain preferred stock)
was removed upon the death of the stockholder. This rule was present In the
Code since the adoption of Section 306 in 1954. The carryover of basis rule
had the technical consequence of leaving Section 306 stock with its taint after
the death of its owner. As a result, the combination of estate taxes and ordinary
income taxes on dividend income could reach confiscatory levels.

The Technical Corrections Bill (II.R. 10617), to a limited extent, addresses
the effects of carryover on Section 306 stock. It extends the fresh start adjust-
ment to such stock; and permits redemptions to pay death taxes and funeral
and administration expenses to qualify for capital gain treatment under Section
303. However, the AICPA in its testimony before the House Ways and Means
('onmittee on September 8, 1977, and in earlier written comments, declared
that the amendment applying the fresh start adjustment would fail in its avowed
purpose. We pointed out the fresh start adjustment is computed under the special
valuation method which presupposes that appreciation occurs at an even rate,
day-by-day, over the entire holding period. As a result, when applied to assets
having a fixed value such as Section 306 stock, the adjustment to basis would
decrease for each day the owner lives past 1976. We believe that this particular
problem should be resolved by the extension of the marketable security valuation
rule to non-convertible, fixed dividend preferred stock, as provided in the
Hathaway and Steiger bills. We expressed our support of this provision above
(at "1-5-b").

Nevertheless, the taint remains after the death of the owner of Section 306
stock; and, unless redeemed under Section 303. post-1976 issues will be exposed
to an unwarranted level of taxation. No proposal discussed herein offers a remedy
for this problem.

The AICPA testified in favor of removal of the taint. We believe that in
most instances the closely-held corporation is recapitalized and preferred stock
is issued so that retired employees will have a source of income, and younger
employees will he encouraged-by sharing to a larger extent in the equity of
the business-to remain with a small company rather than seek positions in
large public companies. The death of the preferred shareholder adequately rebuts
the supposition of Section 306 that the issuance of such stock may well be the
first step in a plan to bail-out the earnings of the corporation.

In light of these comments, the AICPA re-submits its appeal for reinstate-
Ment of the long-standing rule removing the taint from Section 306 stock upon
the death of the shareholder. We believe that the Technical Corrections Bill and
the Hathaway and Steiger proposals ameliorate but do not cure the problem
facing closely-held corporations. Unless the taint is removed, Section 306 will
constitute a barrier to recapitalizations designed to perpetuate the existence of
many family-owned corporations.

Senator B ivn. The next witness is Mr. Vester T. Hughes of Hughes
& Iill, Dallas, Tex.

Mr. Hughes. I am glad to see you again. You and I had a talk last
fall, as I recall, and I enjoyed chatting with you and I am glad to
see you today.

Mr. liruriEs. Mr. Chairman, it is a 'Pleasure to be here. If I may. I
would like my prepared statement to be put in the record and I will
speak more infonnally.

Senator BYRD. Yes ; it will be published in full, and you may proceed
informally.
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STATEMENT OF VESTER T. HUGHES, JR., ATTORNEY, HUGHES &
HILL, DALLAS, TEX.

M1r. HUoHES. I have practiced law in Dallas, Tex., for 23 years,
specializing in Federal income, estate, and gift taxation.

Carryover basis is a subject of considerable interest, both histori-
cally and in terms of its immediate application. The purpose of the
enactment of carryover basis for gifts in 1921 was the protection of
the income tax. Affording a stepped-up basis to property received by
gift could provide a relatively easy opportunity for an individual to
avoid income tax by giving away appreciated property. For example,
a father holding appreciated stock could give the stock to his child. If
the child thereby received a stepped-up basis, the child could immedi-
ately sell the stock at no gain, and the family would have. avoided the
capital gains tax by the simple means of a voluntary transfer. The
Supreme Court, in upholding the validity of carryover basis for gifts,
said that such protection of the income tax seemed fair, in the context
of a voluntary transfer. For transfers at death, however, a fair market
value basis was considered proper by most thinkers of the period.

The first time that there was any real impetus toward imposing a
tax on involuntary transfers by reason of death was in 1942, when
Randolph Paul proposed the imposition of a capital gains tax at
death. What is the justification for requiring income to be recognized
at death? there is, in fact, no realization of income at death. In order
to require recognition of income at death, death itself must be made
a taxable event for income tax purposes, and all taxpayers must be
put on the accrual basis by reason of death. Only by those two far-
reaching departures from tax law as we know it can an accrual of
unrealized gains be required on the decedent's last return.

I am pleased to hear your view, Mr. Chairman, that the imposition
of an income tax at death, as suggested by Mr. Paul, is not a real
posibility. It is vital to acknowledge, however, that carryover basis is
really just a variation on the same theme. The only difference between
4 i) imposition of capital gains tax at death, and (ii) carryover basis
at death, is timing. The first alternative is a tax on the dikerence be-
tween basis and fair market value of property upon the owner's death;
the second alternative merely postpones such tax until the eventual
disposition of the property. Capital gains tax at death and carryover
basis at death are the same phenomenon; the difference is merely the
date of occurrence of the taxable event.

X point which sometimes concerns proponents of carryover basis at
death is the difference in tax treatment between the man killed on his
way to the brokerage office and the man killed on his way from the
brokerage office. The same difference in treatment applied in October
and November of 1978 when the capital gains tax deduction was
changed. The man who sold on October 31st was taxed differently
from the man who sold on November 1st. If the criterion of fairness
required that all taxpayers at all times be subject to the same tax
treatment, tile tax law could never be changed. It is axiomatic that
fairness requires only that two taxpayers who are in the same circum-
stances be treated the same. Surely, a transferor by death and a trans-
feror by sale or gift are in different enough circumstances to justify
a distinction in tax treatment.
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The "inequality" of treatment resulting from stepped-up basis at
death is simply a consequence of acknowledging the substantial differ-
ence between voluntary lifetime transfers, whether by sale or by gift.
and involuntary deathtime transfers, and according then correspond-
ingly different treatment. Such a difference is a valid distinction which
has long been recognized in American law.

Some will argue that carryover basis at death will not add to the
burdens of compliance with the tax laws, since the necessary records
must be kept anyway for annual income tax purl)oseS. Such an argu-
ment, is not altogether correct. Basis of )m'operty is not usually com-
puted annually, since basis is normally significant for t-ax purposes
only when property is transferred. The transferor in a voluntary life-
time transfer commonly either knows what his basis is, or knows how
to determine it. In an'involuntary deathitime transfer, the decedent
frequeintly carries such information with hmim to the grave, leaving
his widow, his children, or others who are not even acquainted with
the decedent, to try to divine the information from records that. often
have not been kept. at all, or that have been kept inadequately because
they are so rarely needed.

The administration of the carryover basis rules requires retrieval of
complicated, obscure information regarding the original cost of an
asset, basis of l)revious holders, adjustments to basis, and date of acqui-
sition. Such an investigation can be time-consuming and will often
vield little more than a guess. For example, ascertaining the year of
purchase of a stock would seem to be a fairly simple task. Unfortu-
nately, such is frequently not the case. What if there have been periodic
stock dividends? What if there was a program of reinvestment of cash
dividendss? This is only one illustration of the very, very difficult prac-
tical problems of application of the carryover basis rules.

An interesting study was recently done in Dallas to determine the
ages of decedents with estates of at least $250.000 who died between
1074 and 1977. The average age was 74.2 years. The implications of
this fact with respect to the imposition of c'arryover basis at death are
(lc1)ressing. Upon retirement at 65 or 70, a person gives ul) the office.
moves to a smaller home, and can look forward to spending the re-
maining few years of his life constructing and maintaining coil)li-
cated, detailed accounting records of his every transaction. Such a
burden seems unduly oppressive.

('arrvover basis at. death results in the imposition of a double tax
on inflation. This is because. (i) an estate tax is imposed on inflationary
appreciation at death, and (ii) carryover basis results in the impo-
sition of an income tax on the same' inflationary gain on disl)osition
of the pop)lerty involved. Attached to mv testimonv is an example
prepared by a )allas real estate )erson which provides a striking
illustration of the effects of this double tax on a $500,000 net. equity
investment in a piece of real estate. In round fignures, $60,000 would
be left. of $50).000 after the imposition of both the capital gains tax
imposed as a result of carryover basis and the estate tax.

The imposition of carryover basis will result in fewer small busi-
nesses being able to copewith such heavv additional taxes, and will
therebv exacerbate such trends as the Increasing concentration of
ownership of property by tax-exeml)t and foreign entities, and the
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direct involvement of institutional investors in business. Such a conse-
(iercC would have a terribly unfortunate effect on the faith of the
individual American in Government, his legislative representatives,
and the free enterprise system.

The hearings of the Joint Economic Committee in 1977 on the sub-
ject of capital formation reveal the potentially adverse-if not dis-
astrous-efects of carryover basis on capital formation for small
business. The. hearings demonstrated that. the high capital gains tax
rates during the period 19 70 to 1978 had a highly detrimental effect on
capital formation. Carrvover basis, which requires replacement of the
income tax resulting from disposition of property received by death
before capital growth is possible, would ,erve only to intensify that

In sum. I think that the time. energy and effort that would be neces-
sary to retain basis records. find basis information, and translate it to
tax returns, will be much better spent in productive pursuits. More
taxable income will e generated, and engagement. by the population
in useful activities will not be restricted.

Senator lhY'm. Thank von., Mr. 1ughes.
Let ie, ask you just one question, and I ask it. for information,

because I cannot. quite visualize what. the situation would be.
W~e do know that in the 1920's property in Florida went up very.

very rapidly to very high prices and thlen came the )epression and
the values dropped, in sori( cases, almost to zero. Now, we know now
that real estate, prices are very high. Let's assume we have carryover
basis, and let's assume 10 years from now someone who had bought
property at a very high piice today (lies and the price of that prop-
(,it' has dropl)ped 50 percent o' 7.5 percent or whatever it might, be.
W'iat. is his situation. or his beneticiary's situation, at that point under
the proposal that now exists?

Mr. I[olmI-S. Under current law which is now subject. to the mora-
torium, a transferee of a decedent's property does. under certain cir-
cumstances, receive the decedent's basis even if it is higher than fair
market, value. at (late of death. However,. this treatment is inconsistent
with the gift. tax law. and I suggest that it will not last. I do not
believe that beneficiaries will long continue to be allowed to get built-in
losses from a high cost basis to the decedent and a. low fair market
value at date of death. I feel that this provision of the present law,
if it goes back into operation, is likely to be the subject of a recoin-
mended change in the future, resulting in a basis to the decedent's
beneficiaries of the lower of fair market value or carryover basis.

Senator B TR). Secretary Lubick said where there. are no records
available then lie has some sort of a curve which that lie uses.

Mr. IUGmurs. Tihe problem there, of course, is to find out. the year of
the initial purchase.

Senator IRD. Thank you, Mr. -ughes.
I have a message here from Senator Bentsen. Ile asked me to say

to you that he wanted to Ix here for your testimony but he is tiel
up on another meeting at the present "tine and cannot be. here. Ife
extends to you his warimi good wishes. Ile is sorry that he could not be
here while you were testifying.

Mr. Ilvomiis. Thank yogi, Senator.
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Hughes follows:]

STATEMENT OF VESTER T. IUHoES, JR., ATTORNEY, DALLAS, TEx.

Mr. Chairman: My name is Vester T. Hughes, Jr. I have practiced law with
particular emphasis on federal income, estate and gift taxation In Dallas, Texas,
for twenty-three years. I appreciate this opportunity to appear before your
Committee today.

She 1942 there has been some impetus from time to time among certain
academicians and some governmental employees for a modification of the tax law
to impose. in addition to the estate tax, a capital gains tax on the difference.
between l1asis of assets and fair market value at date of death. Carryover basis
at death is merely a variation of the idea of a capital gains tax imposition at
death : the difference Is simply a matter of timing.

An immediate capital gains at death has never gained widespread popularity
and indeed the last strong push by its advocates was in 1963. However, in 1976 the
proponents of a capital gains tax at death did bring the carryover basis proposal
to the attention of Congress, and they persuaded Congress in a very rushed
action without hearings on the subject to enact carryover basis at death. Hear-
ings like these being held today should have certainly been a prerequisite to any
such enactment, and I strongly applaud the fact that your Committee is con-
ducting these Hearings to explore the matter further.

Equity is asserted to be the chief justification for carryover basis at death.
One question proponents of carryover basis ask is. "Why should there be carry-
over basis in a transfer by gift and not on a transfer by death?"

A review of history may be helpful in dealing with this perceived inequity.
From the history surrounding the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1921 and
from the opinion of Mr. Justice 'McReynolds in Taft v. Bowers, 278 U.S. 470
(1929), one is left with the clear Impression that Congress intended carryover
basis in the gift situation to serve merely as a backstop to the income tax on
capital gains. It appears that most thinkers felt that in both the gift tax setting
and the estate tax setting. fair market value at date of gift or at date of death
should be tile rule but a problem developed in the gift situation. For example. a s
was noted at the time, If Mr. X gave his stock with $100 fair market value and $.5,0
basis to his son and his son had a stepped up basis to $100 by reason of the gift.
the capital gains tax upon a sale following a voluntary transfer could he avoided.
So at a time when the gift tax was only a fraction of the estate tax, Congress de-
termined that It would not lie unfair to impose carryover basis on gifts in order
to prevent avoidance of capital gains tax by a voluntary transfer which generated
an excise smaller than the excise imposed upon the usually involuntary act of
death.

The asserted Inequality between tax treatment of sales while living and sales
right after death is not so persuasive when to get this so-called advantage, a
person must die. The oft-cited truck example of one man killed on the way to
and the other man killed on the way from the stock sale is not any more per-
suasive than saying a tax rate should never be changed because someone will
sell on December 31 and someone on January 1.

The answer to the argument that there is inequality in not giving stepped up
basis to a transfer by gift as well as to a transfer iy death Is that there is a
totally voluntary aspect to the transfer hr gift. There is a capital gains tax im-
posed on a voluntary transfer by sale and a carryover basis resulting in a later
capital gains tax Imposed on a voluntary transfer by gift. It is inaccurate to
characterize carryover basis at death as being a concept which reintroduces
equality-the difference in treatment of voluntary lifetime transfers and tran,-
fers at death is a distinction that has4 been recognized and accepted since 1921
and Indeed certainly appears to be worthy of continuation.

Other considerations that affect the Imposition of taxes in the Iast quarter of the
twentieth century may be even more important. The first of these is capital
formation. During the period July 12-19. 1977. the Joint Economic Committee
of the Congiess helm lVenrings on The Role of Fedoral Tax Policy in Stimulatinr
Capital Formation and Economic Growth. It Is clear from these Hearings that
each incursion of the tax system into the economy In such a way as to tax a part
of the existing capital always has the effect of Intensifying the problem of capital
formation. The imposition of a potential capital gains tax through carryover
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basis at death as well as the estate tax at death would result in further diminu-
tion of capital. After that, before growth in the economy can occur, the amount
of capital reduced toy successive estate and capital gains taxes must be restored.
A careful study of the July 1977 Hearings indicates that it is not in the interest
of capital formation and economic growth in this country to impose the two
taxes with the resultant diminution of capital and the necessity of replacing
such capital before growth can occur.

A second problem with carryover basis is that in order to generate the funds
to pay estate and capital gains taxes, in many instnces the total asset will
lie virtually consumed if there is a carryover of basis on transfer at death.
Attached to this testimony is an example generated by a Dallas real estate inaii
showing how $500.000 fair market value real estate net interest can be reduced
to $60.000 after the successive estate and capital gaiis taxes. One effect of the
very high capital gains taxes in the period 1970-1978 has been that in the real
estate and other industries there has been a continuing concentration of owner-
ship among tax exempt organizations, be they qualified protit-sharing and len-
sion funds, universities and hospitals, or foreign interests. Further, institutional
investors have entered the real estate business directly to an increasing, extent
and obviously would do so to a much greater extent were carryover basis to
become the rule of the future. Rather than fostering the American dream oif
independently owned businesses, the effect of carryover basis would be an evet
greater concentration of ownership of both real estate and other businesses.

A consideration of the inflation figures of the past five years and of the most
optimistic projections for the next five years indicates that the capital gailis
tax Imposed by reason of carryover basis at death would exacerbate the eff*,ct
of taxing "appreciation" which is due merely to inflation. Inflation not only
increases the estate tax bracket but, if carryover basis were applied, would result
in ati eventual capital gains tax on ant illusory in,.rease in the value of the
assets. Thus, the effect of carryover basis would be a double tax on inllatioiary
gains.

Finally, and very significant from the standpoint of the considerations Involved.
there is the matter of complexity. The 1976 Act as initially passed was unwork-
able. The changes have not made it appreciably more workalde for a great nium-
ber of taxpayers. For example, a study of the Probate Court records in Dallas
County, Texas, discloses that for estates of $250,000 and more the average age
of decedents was 74.2 years. Why add this burden to a taxpayer who diligently
kept records during his productive years but after retirement and the closing of
his office failed in his later years to keep accurate records? The facts before tht
1978 moratorium demonstrate that it is the elderly decedent whose estate ik
most often entangled in the carryover basis rules. Even if most taxpayers cani
reasonably be thought capable of adequate record keeping. should the elderly be
expected to continue meeting such requirements in their later years? Must they
abdicate to professionals or younger family members, robbing themselves of dig-
nity and independence? And should the younger citizen not only have to keel)
records so that he can pay his taxes but write an accounting history for hia
executors and heirs?

The advocates of carryover basis respond to the more extreme examples of the
adverse impact of the administrative complexities of carryover basis by propo.,-
Ing to remove more and more taxpayers from the scope of the provisions. If this
be the answer, why Isn't the real answer to remove all taxpayers from the bur-
dens of carryover basis? It is not valid to answer the complexity argument with
"only a few are affected"-the estate tax and income tax are generally applicalile
laws. America has been not a nation of bookkeepers and record keepers, but a
nation devoted to increasing the value of its assets through labor. The time
entailed In trying to keep records for carryover basis purposes or to find records.
when the one man who has the facts from which such information can be ascer-
tained is the one who is deceased, makes the proposition absurd. If the time.
energy and effort that would go into trying to determine historical basis or keep
records on historical basis is instead used for productive purposes, it is highly
likely that any amount of revenue loss from additional capital gains tax gen-
erated by carryover basis will be more than made up by the increased tax eol-
lected from productive economic enterprises. The economy as a whole well benefit
substantially from the removal of this burden.
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Example
A owns lands and a building (acquired after the effect of the carryover basis

rules) which has the following fact history:

OFiginal Value at date
amount of death

Land -------------------------------------------------------------------------- $100,000 $150,000
Building ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 900 ,00 1,250,000
Oebt -------------------------------------------------------------------- 1,00:0 900,

I Remaining principal.

Tie land and building were owned by A for ten years prior to his death. A has
depreciated the building over a 3 3 1/1 year life on a straight line basis. Total
ac-uiulated depreciation prior to A's death was $270,000 meaning A's adjusted
basis in the building is $630,000.

A's estate pays an effective federal and state estate rate of 70 percent on the
excess of fair market value of the property over the debt ($0,000X70%=
$350.000).

A's heir has a basis in the property of $1,080.000 ($350.000 in estate taxes+
$730,000). If the heir sells the property for $1,400,000, there is a $90,000 capital
gain tax as follows:

Proceeds ------------------------------------------------- $1,400, 0O
Basis -------------------------------------------------------- (1,080.000)

320, 000
Capital gain rate -----------------------------------------------. .. 2,

Tax --------------------------------------------------------- 90, 000
'[lie net cash available on the project is:

lPr4ceeds from sale -------------------------------------------- $1,400, 000
Paydown of debt ---------------------------------------------- (900. 000)

500. 000
EDtate taxes -------------------------------------------------- (350. 000)
Capital gain taxes -------------------------------------------- (90.000)

Net cash available --------------------------------------------- 60.000
The carryover basis provision has significantly reduced the available cash left

at the end of this project.

Senator BfYn). We have one additional panel of two individuals,
Mr. Lat Turner. chairman of the Taxation Committee of the National
Cattleman's Association and Mr. Robert Delano. president of the Vir-
ginia Farm Biireal and vice president of the American Farm Bureau.

I am happy to welcome both of you.
Mr. D.rr. Senator Byrd, I am John Datt. I am director of the

Washington Office for tle American Farm Bureau. Mr. Delano called
me. at 8:30 this morning atnid Ile expressed his regrets. but he. developed

severe case. of laryngitis and called me from the farm down at 'ar-
saw and indicated that lie coul not talk and he said there is not much
point in his coming ul) and testifying if he could not talk, so in his
absence, I would like to present the statement.

Senator Rvirm. Fine. We are very glad to-have you. When you talk
with Bob, tell him we miss him. He is one of tle finest meii in our
whole State, and I have worked very closely with him. Tell him when
hisi voice gets better to come see me.

Mr. l)ArT. Thank 'ou.
Senator BYim. Yout gentlemen may proceed as you wish.
Mr. TuRNER. All right. Thank you, Kenator,
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My name is Lat Turner. I am a rancher from the State of Florida,
by the way, Senator.

Senator BYRD. The State of Florida?
Mir. Tun-XER. That is correct, and I represent the National Cattle-

man's Association, which represents approximately 280,000 producing
cattlemen all over the Nation.

We have a rather large exhibit for you here. I will not. read it all, of
course-we do not have the time-but we do have a summary which I
would like to give you at this time, relative to carryover basis.

STATEMENT OF LAT TURNER, CHAIRMAN OF THE TAXATION
COMMITTEE, NATIONAL CATTLEMAN'S ASSOCIATION

Mr. Tuit-,NER. The National Cattleman's Association submits that the
carryover basis provisions enacted in 1976 are unworkable and there-
fore must, be. repealed. Because of its complexity, carryover basis is
impossible to comply with and administer. Additionally, these tax
provisions will increase the tax burden and compound the illiquidity
of estates of farmers, ranchers and other family business operators
who sell inherited property in the normal course of business or have
to sell such property in order to raise sufficient cash to pay the death
taxes and the administrative expenses.

The association further submits that atteml)ts should not be made
to "patch up" carryover basis in an attempt to make it workable be-
cause of the economic and social faults in the premise upon which it is
founded. As the chairman so aptly put it, we should remember that
carryover basis is not merely a technical problem of legislative draft-
ing, but raises fundamental questions of social and economic policy
which were not debated in 1976. Since I do not assume that death is a
welcome. event, I am not impressed with the argument that death is a
tax loophole. I doubt that the average American is, either.

The National Cattleman's Association also linds that the two main
alternatives which have been discussed in the past to carryover basis,
the capital gains tax at death or an additional estate tax called an
Al. T, are entirely unacceptable.

Tlie proponents of the capital gains tax at death, and the AET argue
that these proposals are needed to prevent umrealized apl)reciation
from escaping taxation at death. However. what these proponents over-
look or choose to ignore is that the present Federal estate tax already
imposes a tax on unrealized appreciation by including it in the value
of the property subject to the estate tax. The adoption of either of"
these alternatives would, in essence, constitute dolible taxation of the
appreciation of these assets.

The only acceptable alternative or modification is to repeal the carry-
over basis, and to return to the law in existence prior to the enactmelt
of the 1976 provision.

I certainly thank you for your attention.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. DATT, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON OFFICE,
AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

Mr. DATr. Senator Byrd, Senator I)ole, Farm Bureau members
were active in seeking estate and gift tax reform in the Tax Reforni
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Act of 1976. However. as our testimony before the Senate Finance
Committee in July 1977 and the House Committee on Ways and
Means in October of 1977 indicated, much of the relief provided by
this act was offset. by the burden of the carryover basis provision.
Carryover basis is an unacceptable provision of the Tax Reform Act
of 1976 and Farm Bureau members expressed their strong opposition
at our 1979 annual meeting by making repeal of the carryover basis
a priority issue for the Farm Bureau in the current year.

Most of the assets owned by farmers and ranchers, such as land,
machinery, and livestock, fall within the definition of carryover basis
property, thus the gain on its sale by an heir is subject to the increased
capital gains taxes before the heir must take the decedent's basis.

The heir must pay tax on appreciation that accrued prior to his or
her inheritance. Designed to remedy so-called inequities between tax-
payers, carryover basis fosters an ;nsidious bias against farmers and
ranchers. It does this by taxing appreciation in capital assets which
stems largely from inflation rather than an increase in the produc-
tivity of the land or other assets.

Statistics emphasize the contribution that inflation, largely in-
dired bv Government policy, has placed in increasing land values.

The Cong-essional Research Service indicates that between 1967
and 1977 the compound average rate of increase was 10.4 percent
per year, and the average farmland price has not shown a year-to-
Year decline since 19)65. In 1972, the average price for an acre of farm-
lanl in the 48 contiious States was $216. By early 1977, the figure
had reached $452. an increase of 109 percent in 5 years.

The national average prices jumped as much as 17 percent yearly
and yearly increases in the Corn Belt and lake States have ranged
front 20 to 40 percent.

It should be emphasized that much of the appreciation in land
tha.-, may later be taxable to an heir under carryover basis is an arti-
ficial gain caused by inflation, not increased productivity. Modifica-
tion of the provision will not remedy this inequity. Neither the fresh
start adjustment, nor an increase in'the minimum basis, can provide
relief from the problems of heirs selling inherited farmland.

The further we move from the fresh start date of December 31,
176, the greater will be the capital gains tax liability and the less
effivtive any increased exemption.

Let me comment here, Senator, that while there has been discussion
about revenue, that I do not have it with me. but while it, may appear
that in the immediate years there may not be much revenue, but we
have seen some figures that down the road, 4. 5. 8. 10 years, that this
area will become a substantial source of revenue as far as the Treasury
Denautment is concerned.

In addition, the lock-in effect that some contend will be remedied by
carryover basis will actually be intensified. Heirs will be more reluctant
to sell inherited property because of the prospect of increased capital
gains taxes.

In addition to the taxation of appreciation caused by inflation,
carryover basis calculations for land, buildings, machinery, livestock,
and timber have been described as. at best, potential nightmares. And
let me say that if you talk to any of the Farm Bureau people who are in
the business of estate planning and this sort of thing, the last 2 years
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where they have had to deal with estates, to describe it as a nightmare
is a mild statement.

When Congress passed the Revenue Act of 1978, it recognized the
urgent necessity to provide greater incentive for capital investment
in the Nation's business. We now urge Congress to provide
incentive for farmers and ranchers to grow and prosper by repealing
carryover basis. In so doing, Congress will recognize the contribution
of a sector of our society and economy that has taken great economic
risk to build a product ive and efficient agriculture.

Heirs must not be penalized for the skill, enterprise, and vision of
their benefactors. The Farm Bureau urges complete repeal of the
carryover basis and a return to the stepped up basis provision of the
pre-1976 tax law. We do not believe that the present law can be niodi-
fied to address fairly the tax concerns of our 3 million member families.

Thank you for an opportunity to present this statement.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir.
Senator Dole?
Senator DoLE. I presume the full statements will be made a part of

the record?
Senator BraD. That is correct.
Let me ask this question. I assume you heard the Agricultnre De-

partment testimony. Were you surprised that the Department of Agri-
culture would take the view which it did in regard to carryover basis?

Mr. TURNx.R. Sir, I was shocked.
Mr. DA=r. I was quite surprised that they would take this point of

view, except that they are. part of the administration.
I should say, Sena'tor Byrd, that we have had several meetings with

the administration and they have made it very clear that any attempt
to repeal this will be literally over their dead body. in a sense.

Senator BYRD. Well, that was certainly the position they took last
rear-that any attempt to defer it would be over their dead body.
Senator Dole and I were conferees, and the issue was debated back and
forth all day long. We started at 9 in the morning-, or maybe it. was 8
and we took the first vote at about 2 that afternoon, and the Senate
conferees approved overwhelmingly the deferral. But to shov you
how determined the Treasury was, ihey insisted that another meeting
be called and brought the Secretary of the Treasury in to sit with us
while they made another plea not to defer carryover basis. After that
plea, the members seemed to look toward me. since, I had introduced
the legislation, and I said well, I will take only a couple of seconds;
there are only two points that I want to make.

No. 1 is, just 2 hours ago we voted on this and made the decision;
and No. 2. call the roll and let's vote again.

I cite that just to show that Treasury said last year over its dead
hody would carryover basis be deferred. So this is nothing new from
their point of view.

But I must say that I was very much surprised that the Agriculture
Department would testify because I have not seen any farmers who
support carryover basis. Maybe they see farmers that I do not see:
maybe they see farmers who farm in the District of Columbia, but'I
have not seen any farmers who have taken that view, and you gentle-
men work every day with farmers and I gather that you feel that most
farmers do nottake the view that carryover basis is beneficial to them.
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Mr. TURNER. I would say our association considers this one of tile
greatest threats to capital formation in agriculture that we have ever
seen.

Senator BYRD. That is a very significant statement.
Mr. DArT. I would like to say, Senator Byrd, that this is a major

priority because the Farm Bureau views this as a major threat to agri-
culture and to continue the kind of agriculture that we have had.

Senator BYRD. Agriculture and the small farm is so important to
the future of this country.

Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. I under-stand the statements. You are suggesting out-

right repeal rather than soine patch up job.
Mr. TURNER. Very definitely, sir.
Mr. DTrr. Senator Dole, w e do not think you can patch this thing

up. We think you ought to repeal it and get rid of it and get on with
the business of allowing us to farm.

Senator DOLE. TIhere is a lot of frustration. This is not a big revenue
item but if it were a big revenue item, I could understand the Treas-
ury's concern, but I guess that overall we are talking about $800 mil-
lion in 20 years.

Senator BYR). I do not think the revenue loss is anything like that.
Senator DOLE. Maybe we just ought to carry this over into another

administration. It might be one way to solve it.
Mr. JONES. Mr. Chairman, might I identify myself and make one

comment? My namei s B. 1I. Jones and I am with the National Cattle-
man's Association.

Wo would like to emphasize one point, I think, before leaving the
bench. The Treasury people talked a great deal this morning about
relieving this problem by exempting estates of $175,000, and said.
that this would exempt approximately 98 percent. I think we have to
remind the subcommittee, however. that very few farmers would be
exempted under a $175,000 exemption because of the equity that they
hold in land and other assets of that nature.

Also, as inflation continues it would very definitely erode that ex-
eml)tion to where it would pull more and nore family-and correctly
defined as family farms-into the carryover and would not exempt
them.

So we would like to make that point for the subcommittee.
Senator BYRD. I think that is a very important point, and I am glad

vol did make it. My guess is, and I must say I do not have any facts
and figures to back it up, but my guess is that that so-called all but
2 percent is nowhere near correct. But let's assume that it eliminates
85 percent.

We get into a question of fairness here. We get into a question of
fairness.

Politically it, is desirable to eliminate 85 percent so we will not get
any pressure from those 85 percent, but we will make the other 15
percent comply with a law that we cannot even administer.

Mr. JoxEs. Mr. Chairman, if you read our statement carefully you
will find in there a statement that pretty much parrots what you have
said, that the Treasury's main purpose in making this proposal is
simply to take away enough of the opponents so as to dissipate their
effect'in stemming the carryover. This is the main reason why the
exemption is coming through, that is, to just take enough of the op-
ponents out of the picture so that it dissipates their objection.
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Senator BYRD. I think you are quite right.
Mr. TuRNFR. One other point that I would like to make-and we

-did make this point--is that there is a capital gains at death built
into the present estate tax, and it is a graduated tax. As to that point
of equity, the bigger the estate, the more the tax, well, I think you have
al ready got that built into current taxation policy.

Senator BYRD. It seems to mne also that this prOvision will hit hardest
farms and small businesses because farms and small businesses are
iot very liquid. They do not have the liquid assets to pay the estate
tax. and that forces'them into sales which, in turn, forces them into
ad(lditional taxes at that point.

Mr. D.vrTr. Senator Byrd. we have found another thing that has
hal)pened that deals witl this. almost the opposite from that, and that
is that because of this-and there has been a lot of discussion in recent
weeks, yon know, about young people, the ability of yoni folks not
to be able to get, into farmiliig, and so oii, you get someliwhat the opposite
effect, that if von have laud and you are faccd vith paying this kind
of a tax, you do not sell it, you just hold it, you just keel it. Therefore,
instead of selling it and allowing seie other young person who might
want. to get started, you lock in land in the hands of one family and
So on and so forth and you make it. because of this. ill o1r jildglient,
mch more difficult for a young farmer to get started in agriculture

than -vol wvoldl without the carr'over basis.
This is tlhe other thing that we have found.
Senator lhnmn. Well. ill that coinietiou, Mr. Field, Who prefers a

leath tax, but be testified in favor of the Treasmy 1)ll)Orsal, said in
his testimony that this pIrovision makes the lock-in problem worse,
which is what you are indicating.

Mr. l)vii. It makes it mubth iaore difficult for a yomg person who
desires to get in there and buy farmland and get started.

There has been quite a lot of concern about that in recent years, as
far as the Congress has been eomcerne(1.

Senator BY1RD. Yes, I think it is an extremely important l)rolblem
and, as each of you know, it came about not as a result of hearings )e-
fore the Finance Committee, not as a result of Senate debate, but it
came about at the last-at 5 minutes to midnight before the Congress
adjourted in 1976 as a result of being put onto the tax bill in the coin-
inittee of (oiferenee.

I am confident that hardly any Member of the Senate knew that it
was in there. I am confident that had heariigs been held. had it been
debated in the Senate, that it would never have been enacted in the
first place.

Thank you. gentlemen, very much.
Mr. l.rr. Than'k you, sir.
[The l)rel)ared statements of the preceding panel follow :]

STATEMENT OF TiW NATIONAL (CATTLEMEN's ASSOCIATION', PRESENTED BY LAT 1I.

TURNER, ('IIAIRMAN, TAXATION COM.MIrTEE, NATIONAL CATTLEIMEN's ASSOCIATION

SUM MARY

('arryorcr bMs
The National Cattlemen's Association submits that the earyover basis provi-

sions enacted in 1976 are unworkable and, therefore, must lie repealed. Because
of Its complexity, carryover basis is impossible to comply with and to administer.
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Additionally, said tax provisions will increase the tax burden and compound
the illiquidity of estates of farmers, ranchers, and other family business opera-
tors who sell inherited property in the normal course of business or have to sell
such property in order to raise sufficient cash to pay death taxes and adminis-
tration expenses.

The Association further submits that attempts should not be made to try
to "patch up" the carryover basis in an attempt to make it workable because of
the economic and social faults in the basic premise upon which it is founded.
As the Subcommittee Chairman so aptly stated, "... we should remember that
carryover basis is not merely a technical problem of legislative drafting. It
raises fundamental questions of social and economic policy, which were not
debated in 1976. If one can assume that death usually is an unwelcome event, I
amn not impressed with the argument that death is a tax loophole. I doubt that
the average American is either." I

The NCA also finds the two main alternatives which have been proposed to
carryover basis-a capital gains tax at death and the additional estate tax
(AET)-also to be entirely unacceptable. The only acceptable alternative or
modification is to repeal the carryover basis and return to the law in existence
prior to the enactment of the 1976 provisions.

STATEMENT

Carryover Basis Should Be Repealed

Since passage of the 1976 Tax Reform Act, there has been a ground swell of
opposition to the carryover basis provisions from all quarters. This was evi-
denced in the widespread support given to the 1978 Revenue Act provision to
postpone the effective date of carryover basis. Because of its complexity, carryover
basis will be extremely difficult to comply with as well as to administer, will
adversely affect the traditional manner of estate administration, and will
increase the cost of such administration. As the Subcommittee Chairman recently
noted.

"Today, virtually everyone acknowledges that the present carryover basis law
is unworkable." I

Additionally, the carryover basis will increase the tax burden and compound
the illiquidity of estates of farmers, ranchers, and other family business operators
who sell inherited property in the normal course of business or have to sell
such property in order to raise sufficient cash to pay death taxes and adminis-
traition expenses.

The NCA agrees fully with the statement of the Subcommittee Chairman:
"Indeed, carryover basis would not have been approved if Congress had been

aware of what it was doing."

A. Complexity of Carryover Basis Creates Problen of Compliance and
Administration Which Are Burdensome and Unduly Expensive

On the death of a farmer, rancher or other decedent, the executor of such
person's estate is required by the carryover basis provision to compile extensive
all(1 detaile,i information about the income tax basis of each a, et (other than
certain exempted property) owne(l by the decedent. When the decedent's income
tax basis in each asset is determined, the executor must then make as inany as
four different adjustments to each income tax basis involving a number of separate
computations.

Attached as Exhibit A is an outline entitled Computation of Carryover Basis
drafted by William R. McDonald, an attorney and former trust officer of the
First National Bank of Denver. This computation form, which represents over
100 hours of research, shows sixty-one separate steps which can apply in coni-
puting the income tax basis in property transferred at a decedent's death be-
cause of the carryover basis rules. Mr. McDonald has indicated that before this
computation form may be used there are approximately seven additional com-
ltations which may be necessary in order to determine the figures to insert on
the computation form.

It is clear that sophisticated and expensive computers will be required to com-
pute the correct basis figures under the carryover basis provisions. Even then,

1 Quotes throughout Statement are from speech before the New York Bar Association
on Wednesday, January 24. 1979.
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computation cannot be accomplished unless the correct information is first
obtained by the executor.

Determination of the decedent's income tax basis in property acquired in the
1930s or 1940s is going to be extremely difficult-and in most cases a virtual
impossibility-especially for family farm and ranch estates where the farm or
ranch has been held for a number of years. This problem will be particularly
acute if property must be traced through several transactions, or generations,
to determine the decedent's income tax basis. During the period after enactment
of the 1976 Tax Reform Act and prior to postponement of carryover basis in the
1978 Revenue Act, the impossibility of making this determination of basis by
farmers' and ranchers' estates was clearly indicated.

Recognition of the record-keeping and basis-determination problems of carry-
over basis were addressed by the Subcommittee Chairman:

"Record keeeping problems associated with carryover basis deserve close
attention. Even the most sophisticated taxpayers have difficulty producing ade-
quate tax records when alive. This problem becomes almost impossible under
carryover basis when the taxpayer is dead, and -he estate must produce basis
information for every conceivable asset-some held for decades or a lifetime." "

The provision that where the decedent's basis in property is unknown, such
basis will be the fair market value of the property on the date the decendent
acquired such property is more Illusionary than helpful. In the case of farm and
ranch properties acquired in separate parcels, and at various times over a number
of years, such calculation will be very burdensome, if not impossible. Moreover,
any fair market value so determined can be expected to be examined and ques-
tioned by the Internal Revenue Service, resulting in additional and further
controversy and expense, since the burden of proving the decedent's original basis
in farm or ranch land and other property will be on the decedent's estate. Also,
the determination of the date and cost of acquisition of each and every head of
livestock in an estate, required by carryover basis, will be virtually impossible for
estates of farmers and ranchers.

In addition to the hardship of collecting Information and making determina-
tions of the basis in each item of property owned by a decedent, the executor must
supply such information to the heir who inherits such property and also file such
information with the Internal Revenue Service as may be required by regulations.
Failure to supply or file such information will result In a monetary penalty being
imposed on the executor.

Serious Equity and Legal Problems of Distributing Assets to Heirs

Carryover basis will adversely affect the traditional manner of administering
the estates of farmers, ranchers, and other persons. Executors will have to
drastically alter their preivous methods of handling estates, will be faced with
additional burdens in distributing property to a decedent's heirs, and will be
exposed to the likelihood of lawsuits claiming impropriety and breach of fiduciary
duty.

If all the heirs of a decedent do not receive property of equal value and having
the same income tax basis-which is a virtual impossibility where farms and
ranches are involved-then the executor encounters an insoluble problem in
determining which heir or heirs receive property with the highest income tax
basis. Yet, the failure to consider the income tax basis of property in making
distributions to heirs can, in some states, result in violation of local law.

Similar problems will be encountered by executors in determining whether
to allocate high-basis assets to the marital deduction fund, thereby maximizing
the basis step-up on the other assets in the estate, or allocate low-basis assets to
meet the estate tax obligation, thus minimizing the estate's income tax obligation.

The Subcommittee Chairman has recognized this problem as evidenced by his
statement:

"Another consideration is that carryover basis poses real dilemmas for fidu-
ciaries. If a fiduciary wants to treat all beneficiaries fairly, he must take into
account not only the market value of an asset, but also It basis. Otherwise, some
beneficiaries will receive low basis assets and others will receive high basis
assets." 1

1 Quntes throughout Statemrnt are from speech before the New York Bar Association
on Wednesday, January 24. 1979.
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Distrust, family iniharmony, and litigation will be the natural consequences of
these problems caused by carryover basis, in addition to the virtual impossibility
of administering estates in compliance with existing law.

Uncertainty of Income tax liability on sales of farm assets

The fact that assets passing from a decedent will receive a basis increase for
the estate tax attributable to the appreciation on these assets will also result in
uncertainty and administrative problems where the assets are sold before tle
estate tax obligation is finally resolved. Until the estate tax obligation is finally
determined, which could take considerable time, the basis of the property for
purposes of determining gain or loss cannot be determined and, accordingly, the
income tax liability i selling such property would lie unknown. Tile result would
4)e confusion, uncertainty, and the impossibility of determining the actual amount
of income tax which is payable. This will be particularly harsh on farm and ranch
estates where regular marketing of products is essential.

Admi istration costs inflated by carryover basis

Time burdens, imposed on executors by the carryover basis provisions will sub-
stantially increase the cost of a(hministration of a decedent's estate. It Ias been
estim:itcd that such costs would le increased between 10 orcemt and 5K) percent.
(See letter of experleumcl (state planning attorney. Exhibit B.) A concomitant
cost will also be incurred by the Internal Revenue Service in administering this
proymstin. The result will lie to increase tie cost of transferring property at death,
requiring inore federal revenue to lie spent it administering this complex and
imneessary provision. Further, to the extent carryover basis increases admiis-

I ratiom costs, federal revenues will lie decreased because these costs will lie deduc-
tilde omi tle federal estate tax return.

'rhe real beneficiaries of carryover basis are lawyers. accnuntants. and corpo-
rate Ilduciries who will reap larger fees in performing time additional work re-
quired by tie carryover basis provision. However, many professionals do not want
this kind of work (see Exhibit B), and the ltential malpractice claims which it
can spawn.

It is also possible that carryover basis will force most estates to have large
corporate institutions as executors or is consultants to executors because of the
i'liems Inierent in complying with carryover basis. Such ai impetus away from

the traditional concept of having trusted family relatives serve as executors,
especially where estates are comlsed primarily of farms, ranches, and other
family 1iusiuesses is deplorable and unjustified.

The added complexity. burden of coiiine and administration, the adverse
effect on the traditional method of admit. tering estates, and the atteidant costs
resultbig from carryover basis clearly support repeal of this undesirable and
harniful provision.

B. Carryover Basis Creates Additional Tax Burdens

There will be a pyramiding of federal taxes because of the interplay of the
federal estate and income taxes under the carryover basis provision. Tils will
lie particularly acute in many estates, especially In estates of farmers and
ranchers. Where estates have to sell property to pay death taxes an( administra-
tion expenses, a "double tax" occurs which further compounds the iiliquidity
liroblen of farm and ranch estates. Also, the requirement for regular marketing
oif farm products following a farmer's or rancher's death will have the same
deleterious tax impact.

An example of how carryover basis can virtually destroy a tenant farmer's
estate is illustrative of this problem. A widowed tenant farmer dies in 19)80
having an estate valued at $545,000 to a son. Most of the estate consists of corn
and beans which were raised in 1980. The corn and beans are sold in the normal
course of the farming business. After payment of federal estate taxes and state
inheritance taxes and after payment of federal amd state income taxes oi the
proceeds received on the sale of the farm crops, the son would have only $154.000
left froni the total estate of $545,000. The estate shrinkage In this example is
about 74 percent as a result of a combination of federal and state death and
income taxes.

In most farm and ranch estates, there are few liquid assets available to pay
death taxes and administration expenses on the death of Fm farmer or rancher,
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largely because the bulk of the estate consists of farm or ranch land and other
non-liquid assets owned by the decedent. Thus, the farmer's estate may be
required to sell some of the assets to pay death taxes, even when the impact
of such taxes may be lessened by the special farm use valuation and extended
tax payment provisions. Such sale will increase the total tax liability of the
estate, since the estate will have a "capital gains" tax to pay on the appreciation
built into the assets plus a federal estate tax on the value of the assets.

Because the income tax basis of farm land is traditionally law, reflecting
the number of years it has been held, the amount of capital gains can be quite
high. The result of such a "forced" sale is a capital gains tax at death in addition
to the federal estate tax. The estates of many farmers and ranchers will not be
able to bear this double tax burden-even though the 1978 Revenue Act reduced
the income tax rate on capital gains-forcing the-liquidation, in whole or part, of
the family farm or ranch.

Negative Impact of Carryover Basis on Capital Formation
The Subcommittee Chairman has placed the issue of the negative effect of

carryover basis on capital formation in proper perspective In his statement:
"The idea of taxing appreciation of capital assets must be looked at closely

In the overall context of American capital formation. American productivity
lags greatly behind our competitors in Europe and in the East. If we are to have
a strong, vigorous economy which is essential to maintain the American Stand-
ard of living, we must provide Individuals with incentives to take risks and
accumulate capital." I

Being highly capital intensive, It is essential that agricultural operations have
sufficient capital at each generation level to permit efficient and effective opera-
tion. Typically in Agriculture. capital formation occurs primarily by the transfer
of economic units from members of the older generation to younger generation
members.

Carryover basis can strike a lethal blow to this system of capital formation.
Said system is necessary to assure the continuation of family farm and ranch
operations, which, in turn, is essential in maintaining a financially sound, pro-
ductive Agriculture and an adequate supply of food and fiber for the consuming
public.

Whether forced to sell farm property to pay death taxeq and administration
expenses, or whether sale, occur in the normal marketing of farm crops and
livestock following the death of a farmer or rancher, there will be significantly
more tax ot pay because of carryover basis. The strain this added tax burden
will place on many family farms and ranches can force liquidation of the
operation.

Carryover Basi.q Causes Lock-In Effect

Carryover basis causes a lock-in effect in that it tends to freeze assets within
estates because tho heirs may not be able to afford to sell them and pay the tax
which results. This can impede the free flow of capital and have an adverse
effect on the economic structure of our country. With respect to Agriculture.
specifically, carryover basis can have an adverse effect on tie transfer of personal
property used in fPrmin and ranching. Additionlly, this lock in can interfere
with the orderly sale or disposition of farm land where it is advisable to transfer
such land because of climatic conditions or other similar factors.

C. Amendments or Modifications Cannot Solve Problems Created by Carryover
Basis

In an attempt to try to correct the multitude of technical and practical problems
of carryover bazis, a number of bills were introduced in both the House and
Senate during the last session of Congress. Also, in light of the acknowledge-
ment that carryover basis in its present form cannot be administered, the Treas-
ury Department has undertaken a study of various ways to try to make the
concept workable and susceptible to enforcement.

NCA ubmits that no number of modifications can cure the ills of carryover
basis which have been previously described. The Association further contends
that the very fact the bills were introduced and the Treasury studies undertaken

I Ountrs throlahout Statement are from speech before the New York Bar Association
on Wednesday, January 24. 1979.
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underscores the Impossibility of complying with or administering carryover basis
and, also, supports the reasons enumerated above for its repeal.

One of the principal proposals advanced for amending carryover basis Is to
exempt estates of $175,000 or less from its provisions. The Treasury Department
has indicated this would exempt 98 percent of the estates from carryover basis.
This proposal raises the fundamental question of whether it Is fair and equitable
to have only 2 percent of the estates subject to carryover basis. The Subcom-
mittee Chairman has addressed this question and observed:

"While such a proposal may be politically expedient, it certainly offends one's
sense of fairness. By subjecting a very small minority of our population to a very
complex law--one that cannot be complied with nor administered-we would
violate the fundamental principle that tax laws should apply equally to all
taxpayers." '

Moreover, because of Inflation, almost everyone would be required to main-
tain the burdensome records required by carryover basis since there would be no
assurance that at the person's death the estate would be under $175,000 and
thereby exempt In addition, inflation would also erode tie $175,000 exemption,
which would mean that, as each year passed, there would be a correspondingly
larger number of estates which would fall outside the exemption.

This proposal would also discriminate against farm and ranch estates which
usually exceed $175,000 because of their large investment in land. resulting in
high asset value and low income production. Most farm and ranch estates would
be placed in Treasury's 2 percent category, subject to carryover basis and its
associated problems and attendant costs, but with fewer dollars available to pay
thees costs and added tax burdens.

It would appear that the reason for this proposal is to assist the proponents
of carryover basis by reducing the number of taxpayers subject to Its provisions
and thereby helping to dissipate the opposition. Such proposal is not supported by
either tax equity or simplification, both of which are desired goals of the tax
system.

NCA has carefully considered various proposals for change to carryover basis,
including those introduced in bill form in the last session of Congress, and has
come to the firm conclusion that neither the $175.000 proposed amendment nor
any other amendments which have been offered to date, or which could be offered
in the future, will solve the problems created by carryover lasis. In fact, from
the standpoint of simplification, many of the suggested modifications would cre-
ate further complexities and could result in the cure being worse than the exist-
ing carryover basis disease.

D. Alternatives Proposed to Carryover Basis Should Also Be Rejected

The Treasury Department and others have suggested consideration of two
primary alternatives to carryover basis: (1) A capital gains tax at death on
unrealized appreciation in assets owned by the decedent and (2) An additional
estate tax (AET) on assets included in the decedent's estate. NCA opposes both of
these alternatives.

Both alternatives would create many of the same problems and complexities
of compliance and administration as carryover basis. The income tax basis of
each asset in the estate would have to be determined. The difficulties caused by
such determination are legion and have previously been discussed.

In addition to the problems encountered in trying to determine the decedent's
income tax basis in each asset would be the costs involved in making such deter-
minations. Again, the chief beneficiaries of such added costs would be lawyers
and accountants.

The additional tax burden caused by the.e proposals could be impossible for
many farm and ranch estates to satisfy. The AET would in essence result in a
"double tax" on appreciation of assets, and the capital gains tax at death could
have a somewhat similar effect. Furthermore, the capital gains tax at death would
be regressive in nature since, by virtue of the deduction of such tax from the fed-
eral estate tax, the larger estates would pay a proportionately smaller tax. The
illiquidity problems of farm and ranch estates would be further compounded by
the AET or the capital gains tax at death. In many of these estates, the resulting

I fhoteq throichnont Statement are from speech before the New York Bar Association
on Wednesday. January 24. 1979.
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problems of Illiquidity would be formidable, forcing liquidation of many farm
and ranch operations.

The proponents of the capital gains tax at death and the AFT argue that
these proposals are needed to prevent unrealized appreciation from escaling tax-
atlon at death. However, what these proponents overlook or choose to ignore is
that the present federal estate tax already imposes a tax on this unrealize!
appreciation by including it in the value of the properly subject to the estate
tax. The adoption of either of these alternatives would in essence constitute
double taxation of the appreciation in these assets.

E. Conclu8ion

NCA urges the repeal of carryover basis and contends that attempts to modify
Its provisions to make them workable will be fruitless. The AET and capital gals
tax at death are equally objectionable and should be rejected. The Assoclatioji
takes the strong position that the only viable alternative is to repeal carryover
basis and return to the law as it existed prior to the 1976 Tax Reform Act.

EXHIBIT A

COMPUTATION OF CARRYOVER BASIS

(As of May 15, 1977)

Complete this form for all Items except excluded personal goods, life insurance,
and transferred property disposed of prior to death.

I. Computation of fresh start basis (2). (If traded security com-
plete lines 1 and 5, enter 12/31/76 value on line 10, skip lines
2-4 & G-9) -----------------------------------------------

1. Estate Tax value of asset. (If income in respect of de-
cedent, Svec. 72 annuity, or certain stock options. enter
(lee(dent's adjusted basis here and on lines 10 and 26.
Skip lilies 2-9 and 11-25)------------------------

2. Date of death value of asset (2031 or 2032 A if elected;
not 2032) ------------------------------------------

3. Decedent's cost or acquired basis ..................
4. Total depreciation, depletion or amortization for total

holding period ---------------------------------
5. Decedent's adjusted basis at death (line 3 minus line 4) ---
6. Net appreciation of asset during total holding period (line

2 minus lies 4 and 5)--------------------------
7. Pre-1977 holding period (days) (percent)............

Total holding period (lays) ------------------------
S. Assumed pre-1977 net appreciation (line 6 times line 7)--
9. Actual pre-1977 depreciation, etc-------------------

10. Fresh start ba.1sis (total ilies 5, 8 and 9), (Not to exceed
line 1. excpt traded security)

11. Remaining allocable appreciation (line 1 minus line 10)__

II. Computation of property subject to tax.
12. Non-recourse mortgage on property at (late of death. (If

none, enter amount on line 11 on line 14)
13. Amount of asset subject to tax (line 1 minus line 12) ....
14. Remaining appreciation subject to tax considering mort-

gage (line 13 minus line 10).......................
15. Net value of asset for Federal estate tax purposes ------
16. Amount of asset qualifying for marital or Charitable

deduction --------------------------------------
17. Amount of transfer subject to tax (line 15 minus line 16) -

18. Percent of transfer subject to tax (line 17 divided by
line 15) (percent)------------------------------

19. Amount of transfer subject to tax attributable to basis of
asset (line 18 times line 10).......................

20. Remaining appreciation subject to tax considering de-
duction (line 18 times line 11) -----------------------
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IIl. Adjustment for taxes paid by estate. (3).
21. Maximum adjustment for taxes (lesser of lines 11, 14,

o r 20 ) --------- -------- --- -------------- ------ ------
22. Federal gross estate

Less:
Marital deduction ....
Charitable deduction ....
Non Recourse mortgages

Total property subject to Federal tax ----------------
23. Total toxes paid by estates:

a. Federal estate tax ..................
b. State death taxes ---------------------------------

24. Overall tax rate (line 23 divided by line 22) (percent)_-_
25. Adjustment for taxes paid by estate (line 21 times line 24)
20. Basis after adjustment for taxes paid by estate (line 10

plus line 25) .......................................
IV. Minimum basis adjustment.

27. Basis for purposes of minimum basis adjustment (for non-
excluded personal and household goods, the lesser of line
1 or line 26. For all other items, line 20)............

28. Total aggregate adjusted basis of all assets subject to
carryover basis rules (total all lines 27)

29. Minimum basis adjustment -------------------------- 60,000
30. Maximum allocable minimum basis adjustment (line 29

minus line 28)---------------------------------
31. Aggregate estate tax value of all assets subject to carry-

over basis rules (total all lines 1)
32. Remaining net appreciation of all carryover basis property

(line 31 minus line 28) .............................
33. Portion of minimum basis adjustment allocable to each

asset (line 30 divided by line 32)-
34. Remaining allocable appreciation (lesser or line 11 or

line 14, minus line 25)..........................
35. Minimum basis adjustment for asset (line .33 times line 34)
36. Basis after minimum basis adjustment (line 26 plus line

35) -----------------------------------------------
3. Remaining appreciation subject to tax (line 34 minus line

35) --------------------------------------
V. Adjustment for State taxes paid by beneficiary.

38. Amount of asset subject to State death taxes. minus line 36
39. Total State death taxes paid by beneficiary
40. Value of all property subject to State death tax passing to

beneficiary (separately computed)
41. Overall tax rate (line 39 divided by line 40)
42. Adjustment for State death taxes (line 41 times line 38)_-
43. Final adjusted basis for purposes of determining capital

gain or sale of asset (line 36 plus line 42) ------------

VI. Basis for loss purposes.
44. Net appreciation of asset for loss purposes (line 1 minus

lin e 5 ) ---- -- --- -- -- -- ---- ---- -- -- -- --- ------ --- ----
45. Remaining appreciation subject to tax considering inort-

gage (line 13 m inus 5) ------------------------------
46. Amount of appreciation of transfer subject to tax for loss

purposes (line 18 times line 44)
47. Maximum adjustment for taxes (lesser of lines 44, 45,

a n d 40 ) -- -- -- -- --- -- ---- -- ---- ------ -- -- --- --- -- ---
48. Adjustment for taxes paid by estate (line 47 times line 24)
49. Basis after adjustment for taxes paid by estate (line 5

Spilus line 48) ---------------------------------------
50. Remaining allocable appreciation (lesser of lines 44 or 45

m inus line 48) --------------------------------------
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51. Basis for purposes of minimum basis adjustment (For
nonexcluded personal and household goods lesser of line
1 or line 49) For property subject to nonrecour. e mort-
gage, line 45 minus line 48. For all other items, line 49--

52. Total basis all assets subject to tax (Total all lines 51)--
53. Minimum basis adjustment -------------------------- 60,000
54. Maximum allocable minimum basis adjustment (line 53

minus line 52) -------------------------------------
55. Remaining net appreciation of all carryover basis prop-

erty (line 31 minus line 52) .........................
56. Portion of minimum basis adjustment allocable to each

asset (line 54 divided by line 55)..................
57. Minimum basis adjustment for asset (line 50 times line 56)
58. Basis after minimum basis adjustment (line 49 plus

line 57).......................................
59. Remaining appreciation in asset (line 50 minus line 57)_
60. Adjustment for State death taxes (line 41 times line 59)
61. Final adjusted basis for purposes of determining capital

loss on sale of asset (line 58 plus line 60)..........
(1) H.R. 6715 proposes several changes to the carryover basis rules, Including:
(a) Treating estate taxes on income items in the estate as an addition to basis.
(b) Ignoring non-resource debts against the property.
(c) Making the basis for loss purposes same as for gain, ignoring the fresh

start adjustment.
(2) It is not necessary for the decedent to have actually held the property on

December 31, 1976. If the property held by the decedent at his death was acquired
in a non-taxable exchange for property that he did own on December 31, 1976, the
fresh start adjustment will be available. Also the property on December 31, 1976.

(3) The adjustment for taxes paid does not include any additional tax hm-
posed because of a disposition of property which qualified for the special form
or closely held business valuation.

The taxes used in the computation of the second adjustment are the regular
federal estate taxes and any estate, inheritance, legacy or succession taxes, for
which the estate is liable, actually paid by the estate to any State or the District
of Columbia.

EXHIBIT B

RIDER, BENNETT, EGAN & ARUNDEL,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,

Minneapoli8, Minn., Octo ber 11, 1978.
Vice President WALTER F. IONDALE,
lWashington, D.C.

DEAR VICE PRESIDENT "MONDALE: I am writing this letter as an attorney spe-
cializing in estate administration to urge the repeal, or at least the suspension,
of the "carryover basis" rules contained in the Tax Reform Act of 1976. This
letter has been simmering in my mind for many months, but I have never writ-
ten It because I have never had any confidence that a letter such as this wvill even
be read. I am making the effort now because I am so convinced that the new
carryover basis rules are a drastic mistake. I sincerely hope that you will read,
and consider this letter.

The American people have been clamoring for the following reforms in the
law in recent years:

(1) Simplification of the administration of estates (probate)'
(2) Reduction of the cost of probate;
(3) Simplification of the tax laws;
(4) Reduction of the cost of compliance with tax laws;
(5) Reduction of bureaucracy;
(6) Enactment of laws which are obeyed because they are respected.
You certainly will agree that these are desirable goals, however, all the probate

specialists I know agree that the carryover basis rules are a substantial setback
to all of these goals.

Application of the carryover basis rules is very difficult and time-consuming.
Public sentiment calls for a probate system which permits laymen to administer
estates, but laymen cannot correctly handle carryover basis. Attorneys and ac-,
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countants have spent literally millions of hours learning how to handle carry-
over basis, but they remain intensely frustrated by the subject.

Carryover basis is not only difficult to comipute, but it dramatically eompli-
cates estate administration and estate planning. For example, payment of be-
,juests and division of assets are complicated by the fact that assets of equal
value have different cost bases; liquidation of assets to raise money causes tax
problems; and the final carryover basis cannot be determined until after the
estate and inheritance tax audits have been completed sometimess years later).

Carryover basis computations require a determination of original cost basis,
aind the task of obtaining this information is dillicult and time-consuming. It is
difficult enough to obtain original cost information from someone who is living,
and it b, often impossible to develop such information after the only person with
Lnowledgc of the subject is dead.

All of the foregoing difficulties translate directly into increased costs. The
kcarryover basis rules dramatically increase the costs of probate while the Amer-
lean people are demanding reduced costs of probate. I estimate that the cost of
administering an estate will increase from 10% to 50%, depending upon the

Facts, and this increased cost will occur in virtually every estate. I suspect the
largest dollar increase in cost will be in larger estates, but the greater percentage
increase in cost will be in smaller estates.

The consumers of professional services will have to pay the cost of this diffi-
Quit and time-consuming work (except to the extent that the government pays
.Its share because fees for estate services are deductible). I expect carryover
Imasis to increase my gross revenues, but it is wasteful work and I do not want it.
It will be many years before the revenues from the carryover basis "reforms" to
•the government will equal the direct nontax cost to the public of such "reforms"
and even in the future this cost, when compared to revenues, will be an insult
;to the public which is entitled to nn efficient system of tax administration.

It is no secret that our system of taxation is losing the respect of the people,
end many commentators predict that we are moving toward the European sys-
tem of taxation where cr eating on taxes has become not only acceptable but ex-
jiected. I deplore this trend, but I have observed it. Carryover basis is compli-
(-ated. costly and frustrating, and too obscure to a layman, and I predict wide-
spread ignoring of the law, guesswork, and even cheating. Carryover basis is
a significant stop toward a system that is losing respect.

If the carryover basis rules are going to be enforced, a greatly increased bur-
eaucracy and vast computer storage capacity will be necessary. We have enough
bureaucracy already, and our government might better spend its time enforcing
our good laws.

Any advantage of the carryover basis laws in terms of taxpayer equity (there
are arguments on both sides) is vastly outweighed by the numerous serious dis-
advantages described above. Every attorney I have talked to believes that carry-
over basis is a serious mistake. As one of the persons "out in the trenches" trying
to work with this difficult and costly monstrosity, I urge you to repeal the carry-
over basis rules, or at least suspend them (and then repeal them later). I believe
this action is consistent with one's political principles regardless of whether
.one is a liberal, conservative or moderate.

Very truly yours,
DAYTON E. SOBY.

;TATEMFNT OF TIHE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION PRESENTED BY
ROBERT DELANO, PRESIDENT OF THE VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU AND VICE PRESIDENT,
AFBF

SUM M ARY

1. Most farm assets are classified as carryover basis property and subject to
Increased capital gains taxes upon sale by an heir.

2. Mulch of the appreciation in a farmer's capital assets, particularly land,
stenis from inflation rather than an increase in productivity.

13. Farm and ranch heirs should not be forced to pay increased taxes on an
artificial gain in land values, especially when the appreciation occurred prior to
their ownership.

4. The fresh start adjustment, increased minimum basis, and other suggested
reform are unworkable.

5. The lock-in effect will be intensified rather than diminshed by carryover
basis.
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6. Carryover basis presents an administrative burden to fiduciaries, valuation
problems, and the spectre of double taxation through tie aggregate effect of
estate and income taxes.

7. Farm Bureau urges complete repeal of carryover basis and a return to the
stepped-basis provision of pre-1970.

STATE ENT

The American Farm Bureau Federation, representing over three million mem-
ber families, appreciates the opportunity to present its views on the carryover
basis provision of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.

Farm Bureau members were active in seeking estate and gift tax reform in the
Tax Reform Act of 1976. However, as our testimony before the Senate Finance
Committee in July, 1977, and the House Committee on Ways and Means in
October, 1977, indicated, much of the relief provided by this Act was offset by
the burden of the carryover basis provision. Carryover basis is an unacceptable
proN iion of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, and Farm Bureau niembhers expressed
their strong opposition at our 1979 annual meeting by making repeal of the
carryover basis a priority issue for Farm Bureau.

Most of the assets owned by farmers and ranchers, such as land, machinery,
and livestock, fall within the definition of carryover basis property. Thus, the
gain on its sale by an heir is subject to increased capital gains taxes because
the heir must take the decedent's basis. The heir must pay tax on appreciation
that accrued prior to his or her inheritance.

Designed to remedy so-called "inequities" between taxpayers, carryover basis
fosters an insidious bias against farmers and ranchers. It does this by taxing
appreciation in capital assets which stems largely from inflation rather than an
increase in the productivity of the land or other asset.

Statistics emphasize the contribution that inflation-largely induced by gov-
ernment policy-has played in increasing land values. The Congressional Re-
search Service indicates that between 1967 and 1977, the compound average rate
of increase was 10.4 percent per year. and that average farmland prices have not
shown a year-to-year decline since 1955. In 1972, the average price for an acre of
farmland in the 48 contiguous states was $216. By early 1977, the figure had
reached $452, an increase of 109 percent in five years. The national average
price has jumped as much as 17 percent per year (1977), and yearly increases
in the Corn Belt and Lake States have ranged from 20 to 40 percent.

It should be reemphasized that much of the appreciation in land that may later
be taxable to an heir under carryover basis is an artificial gain caused by infla-
tion, not increased productivity. Modification of the provision will not remedy
this inequity. Neither the fresh start adjustment nor an increase in the minimum
basis can provide relief for the problems of heirs selling inherited farmland.
The further we move from the fresh start date of December 31, 1976, the greater
will be the capital gains tax liability and less effective any increased exemption.
In addition, the lock-in effect, which some contend will be remedied by carryover
basis, will actually be intensified. Heirs will be more reluctant to sell inherited
property because of the prospect of increased capital gains taxes.

In addition to the taxation of appreciation caused by inflation, the carryover
basis calculations for land, buildings, machinery, livestock and timber have been
described as, at best, potential nightmares. The administrative burden placed
upon the fiduciary, as well as the aggregate burden of both an estate tax and
income tax upon the sale of inherited property, concerns Farm Bureau. An
additional reporting burden with heavy penalties for failure to comply is imposed
on all estates with carryover basis property. In the case of real property the so-
called "fresh start" actually calls for the proration of gains that occurred before
and after December 31, 1976. This makes It necessary to establish the decedent's
basis. In many cases this is a practical impossibility due to the unavailability of
adequate records. Where the decedent's basis Is unknown, the basis is to be
treated as the fair market value of the property as of the date of acquisition by
the decedent or by the last previous owner who actually purchased the property.
This. also, is difficult to determine in many cases and is, at best, only a rough
approximation of the decedent's actual adjusted basis.

When Congress passed the Revenue Act of 1978, It recognized the urgent
necessity to provide greater incentive for capital Investment in the nation's busi-
nesses. We now urge Congress to provide the hIcentive for farmers and ranchers
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to grow and prosper by repealing carryover basis. In so doing, Congress will
recognize the contribution of a sector of our society and economy that has taken
great economic risks to build a productive and efficient agriculture. Heirs must
not be penalized for the skill, enterprise, and vision of their benefactors.

Farm Bureau urges complete repeal of carryover basis and a return to the
stepped-up basis provision of pre-1976 tax law. We do not believe that the
present law can be modified to address fairly the tax concerns of our three
million member families.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views.

(Whereupon, at 1:10 pan. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at the call of the chair.)

[By direction of the chairman the following communications were
made a part of the hearing record:]

STATEMENT O WILLIAM P. MCCLURE, OF MCCLURE & TROTTER

It is essential that the legislative solution to the carryover basis controversy
include a provision that will permit the executors of the estate (or heirs of belle-
ficiaries) of a person who died while the carryover rules were in effect to
elect to have those rules apply to assets included in the decedent's estate for
Federal estate tax purposes. The failure to include such an elective provision will
result in serious inequities in many cases. The fairness of not penalizing a person
for relying on the law in effect when lie made a decision is self-evident.

Between December 31, 1976 and November 6, 1978 the carryover basis rules
required a decedent's estate and his heirs or beneficiaries to take his adjusted
basis as their basis In assets included in his estate for Federal estate tax pur-
poses. These rules permitted some upward adjustments to reflect various estate
and inheritance taxes, the December 31, 1976 values of the assets then held, and
certain other items. On November 6, 1978 these provisions were retroactively sus-
pended by the Revenue Act of 1978, Public Law 95-600. The effect of this suspen-
sion was to reinstate retroactively the prior value-at-date-of-death rules.

Because property tends to appreciate in value, tie date-of-death basis rules
normally produce a higher basis for an heir than do the carryover basis rules.
However, sometimes property depreciates, and the basis under the carryover basis
rules will exceed that under the date-of-death basis rules. In addition, adjust-
ments allowable under the carryover basis rules could result in a greater basis
than under the date-of-death rules where property depreciated between Decenm-
ber 31, 11976 and the date of death. For example, under the fresh start rules mar-
ketable securities worth $100 on December 31, 1976 but only $60 at the date of
death will, nevertheless, have a basis of $100 for purposes of (leterminhng gain.
In these situations, the ret.'oactive suspension of the carryover basis rules works
to the detriment of taxpayers.

Persons acquiring property from a decedent must decide every day whether to
continue to hold that propert. or to sell it and reinvest the proceeds in other
property. Numerous factors influence this decision, and the Federal income tax
consequences are among the most impotrant. Thus, a taxpayer owning property
worth $100 may decide to hold it if lie believes his basis is $120 (since the next
$20 of appreciation on that asset would not be taxed while appreciation on other
assets would be taxed) but sell it and reinvest the proceeds if lie believes his
basis is $,0. This is especially true where the property is depreciable since the
amount of his depreciation deduction depends on the amount of his basis. Between
December 31, 1976 and November 6, 1978 many investment decisions were made
on the assumption that the basis in property acquired from a decedent was to
be determined under the carryover basis rules. Many taxpayers sold property for
an amount equal to or less than basis under such rules (but greater than basis
under the date-of-deati rules), and many taxpayers refrained from selling prop-
erty (and reinvesting the proceeds in other assets) because they reasonably
expected that subsequent appreciation on such property would not be taxed upon
a later sale. The effect of the suspension of the carryover basis rules was to change
retroactively the circumstances under which these decisions were made.

To illustrate, a beneficiary may have inherited an asset, such as an office build-
ing. whose basis in the decedent's hands was substantially greater than its fair
market value at his death. This could happen where the building's cost was
above its value because of factors beyond the decedent's control (labor strikes
during the construction period, unforeseen additional costs, a decline in the value
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of rental properties in the neighborhood, etc.). Under the now suspended carry-
over basis rules the beneficiary was permitted to depreciate the building by ref-
erence to its actual cost basis, just as the decedent did. Such a beneficiary had
two incentives to retain the property until its value increased to its basis: (1)
depreciation based on actual cost and (2) the prospect of nontaxable apprecia-
tion in the future equal to the difference between basis and the date-of-death
value. With the suspension of the carryover basis rules, fhe beneficiary's basis
has been retroactively limited to the date-of-death value and both of the men-
tioned incentives have been retroactively eliminated. It Is quite possible that the
lower depreciation and the absence of any prospect of future nontaxable appre-
ciation under the value-at-date-of-death rules would have caused hin to decide
to sell the asset, but his reliance on the carryover basis rules caused him to retain
it.

Another ease In which a beneficiary logically vould have retained an asset in.
volves listed securities that declined in value between I)ecember 31, 1976 and
the decedent's death. If the beneficiary had reason to believe that the inherited
securities subsequently would increase in value, lie would have had a very strong
incentive to retain those securities at least until they appreeiatd to their De-
ceinler 31. 1976 values in order to realize the appreciation on a nontaxable basis.
If the (late-of-death value is used, however, this incentive disappears completely.

In both of the cases mentioned above, the carryover basis rules caused the bene-
ficiary to retain assets that otherwise would have been disposed of soon after
the dicedent's death. The then existing law strongly influenced his investment
decisions. 'Tihs, retroactive suspension of the carryover basis rules without a
transition rule permitting an election to continue to use the carryover basis pro.
visions for such assets is patently unfair. Accordingly. an elective transition
rule, such as the one recommended by the Finance Committee and adopted by
the Senate last year, clearly should be included in the legislation to be enacted
this year.

,NT. VERNON UNITED .[ETIODIST.
Wichita, Kans., March 5, 1979.

MU'ITAEI. STERN,
.spratc Finance Committee,
Waliington, D.C.

Dn..A M.R STERN: I request that you make my comments part of the hearing
record.

I strongly urge you to support legislation to get "carryover bas s" repealed.
Paying taxes on the appreciated value of property that my father struggled

so hard to acquire, appreciation of property value before the property comes to
me. is a tax revenue gimmick that we can do without.

"The "carryover basis" rule. a new idea in estate tax law passed by Congress
in VIT76. amounts to double taxation. The law's formula makes accurate tax cal-
culation a nightmare if not ain impossibility.

With inflation running rampant the "carryover basis" tax bite becomes
devastating.

I urge you to use your influence and your vote to repeal the "carryover basis"
on estates.

In Christ,
GENE 31. TROMBLE.

CLIFFORD AND LEONA LEHMAN,
Fairmont, Minn., March 2, 1979.

IICIAEL STERN,
Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR COMMITTEE MEMBERS: We would like our comments on carryover basis
on Inherited property lie made part of hearing record when Senate Finance
Subcommittee has hearing March 12, 19, and 20.

We own 240 acres of land and h.Lve two children. Even if stepped-up basis Is
used we believe they would have to put a large mortgage on the land or sell
some to pay the large inheritance tax.

If carryover basis with It's complicated formula is used the taxes would
double or triple. For that reason we think the carryover basis should be repealed.
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Over the last 35 years we have paid many thousands of dollars in income taxes.
It's seems a shame that we can not give our heirs what we have saved without
paying many more thousand of dollars in taxes.

We believe that all inheritance and gift taxes should be repealed.
Thank you,

CLIFFORD AND LEONA LEHMAN.

HINDALS ilORSES AND HOGS,
We8t Concord, Minn., March 4, 1979.

DEAR MR. STERN: This letter is to inform you on our position on the Carryover
Basis in the Revenue Act of 1978. As farmers, we are against the taxation that
this represents. We feel the inflation and the double taxation is wrong.

We would like our comments to be part of the hearing record.
Thank you.

Yours truly,
MARY LOU IIINDAL.
DEAN H. HINDAL.

OAKLAND, IOWA, February 26, 1979.
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE: Please make my comments a part of the hearing

record on repealing the "carryover basis" tax law.
The American Indian was beaten because of his trust and vision in generations,

as we American farmers are being beaten. At least I ask you this chance to slow
it down while someone up in Washington comes to their senses!

We are the owners of a small family farm. The Myers' and Rocks of Pott
County, Iowa are decendents of German immigrants who cleared and worked the
land. Our grandson is the fifth generation of Myers' to walk, play, and work on our
land.

We want to pass the honor and challenge of taking good care of this land, as
our ancestors did. on to one of our six children.

You on this committee and in the Senate, can repair a cog In the chain that's
slipping in the machine called America by removing this tax law now.

The inheritance taxes, both state and federal have tied one hand behind our
backs now.

'This law "carryover basis," with inflation as it is ties the other hand.
Didn't someone tell you, you people are supposed to be working for us tax-

payers, not against us?
If you pass this law again you are setting up the governments license to steal,

but you won't be stealing just money. It will be the honesty, faith, truth, years,
and spirit of every young generation of family farmers, both male and female.

We farmers can't and God won't, compromise our integrity of the land with the
United States Government!

Sincerely written from a heart in Iowa.
MRS. DOROTHY MYERS.

THEODORE M. FORBES, JR.,
Duntcoody, Ga., February 28, 1979.

In re Carry-over Basis.
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

DEAR SiRs: This is in response to your Invitation for comments concerning
the carry-over of a decedent's basis in his property Into the hands of his heirs.

As a tax lawyer and taxpayer, I am unalterably opposed to the carry-over basis
concept. It Is totally unfair and unworkable as well.

To say that property escaiTes taxation if there Is no carryover basis is the
worst kind of demagoguery. The property is taxed at its fair market value in the
decedent's estate at the exceedingly high estate tax rates. A capital gain tax on
top of the estate tax penalizes the decedent's surviving widow and orphaned
children, who must look to their inheritance to keep out of the poor house.

Not only is the gain in value already taxed at estate tax rates, but most of
the gain that is exposed to taxation Is the consequence solely of economic infla-
tion. over which the decedent and his heirs have no control whatever. It may
be said fairly that inflation has been a conscious or unconscious United States
Government policy ever since the end of World War II, to enable the Govern-
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ment to pay its debts in ever cheaper dollars. To add the capital gains tax to the
estate tax punishes the widow and the orphan for the economic sis of the United
States Government.

If the decedent's basis is carried over beyond his death, then in fairness the
estate tax also should be calculated on that amount.

The decedent's property was bought with after-tax dollars. A substantial in-
come tax was extracted from the decedent before he bought the property, and to
tax the inflated value of the property with a capital gains tax as well as with an
estate tax is egregious.

The purpose of the carry-ove r basis Is not to raise revenue: it would increase
only minutely the total tax take of the United States Government. It is designed
instead to insure that no widow or orphan should live upon an inheritance, but
instead all should lie viji iliv poor olz tiit' goreiUm'e It dle.

It Is one thing for a taxpayer to pay his taxes as a part of the cost of ciIliza-
tion : it is something else again, however, to take money from the one who earned
it and give it to someone who did not, as a matter of government policy to re-
distribute the wealth of the nation. That is plainly immoral.

In addition to the inequities and immorality of the carry-over basis, it imposes
an undue burden upon an unsuspecting executor or administrator to have to
ascertain the basis of his decedent in any particular piece of property. Records
get lost after even a short time, and there Just is no way that it can be done. The
ban!:s and professional tiducinries will not he willing to undertake the respon-
sibility unless they are granted some kind of indemnification, and the individual
fiduciary-widow, son, brother and the like-will be penalized, perhaps even
prosecnted criminally, if he comes up with the wrong numbers. Value at date of
death is a readily ascertainable figure; value on the date of acquisition 25 years
ago is asking too much.

I urg you to repeal the carry-over basis provisions antI not to let them go into
effect after the end of this year.

Yours very truly,
TnE.)DORE M. FoRBrS, JR.

RinER. BENNETT. EOAN & ARuNEL,
Minneapolis, Minn., October 11, 1978.

VICE PRESIDENT WALTER F. MON DALE,
Washington. D.C.

DEAR VICr PRESIDENT ONDALE: I am writing this letter as an attorney special-
izing in estate administration to urge the repeal. or at least the suspension, of
the "carryover basis" rules contained in the Tax Reform Act of 197(. This letter
has been simmering in my mind for many months, but I have never written it be-
cause I have never had any confidence that a letter such as this will even be read.
I am making the effort now because I am so convinced that the new carryover
basis rules are a drastic mistake. I sincerely hope that you will read and col-
sider this letter.

The American people have been clamoring for the following reforms in the law
in recent years:

(1) Simplification of the administration of estates (probate) -
(2) Reduction of the cost of probate:
(3) SImplification of the tax laws :
(4) Reduction of the cost of compliance with tax laws;
(5) Reduction of bureaucracy;
(6) Enactment of laws which are obeyed because they are respected.

You certainly will agree that these are desirable goals, however, all the probate
specialists I know agree that the carryover basis rules are a substantial setback
to all of these goals.

Application of the carryover basis rules Is very difficult and time-consuming.
Public sentiment calls for a probate system which permits laymen to administer
estates, but laymen cannot correctly handle carryover basis. Attorneys and ac-
countants have spent literally millions of hours learning how to handle carryover
basis, but they remain Intensely frustrated by the subject.

Carryover basis is not only difficult to compute. but it dramatically complicates
estate administration and estate planning. For example, payment of bequests
and division of assets are complicated by the fact that assets of equal value har
different cost bases; liquidation of assets to raise money causes tax problems; and
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'the final carryover basis cannot be determined until after estate and Inheritance
tax audits have been completed (sometimes years later).

Carryover basis computations require a determination of original cost basis,
and the task of obtaining this Information is difficult and time-consuming. It is
difficult enough to obtain original cost-information from someone who Is living,
and it is often impossible to develop such information after the only person with
knowledge of the subject Is dead.

All of the foregoing difficulties translate directly into increased costs. The carry-
over basis rules dramatically increase the costs of probate while the American
people are demanding reduced costs of probate. I estimate that the cost of ad-
ministering an estate will Increase from 10 percent to 50 percent, depending upon
the facts, and this increased cost will occur In virtually every estate. I suspect
the largest dollar increase in cost will be in larger estates, but the greater per-
centage increase in cost will be in smaller estates.

The consumers of professional services will have to pay the cost of this dif-
ficult and time-consuming work (except to the extent that the government pays its
share because fees for estate services are deductible). I expect carryover basis to
increase my gross revenues, but it is wasteful work and I do not want it. It will
be many years before the revenues from the carryover basis "reforms" to the
government will equal the direct noniax cost to the public of such "reforms" and
even in the future this cost, when compared to revenues, will be an insult to the
public which is entitled to an efficient system of tax administration.

It is no secret that our system of taxation is losing the respect of the people,
and many commentators predict that we are moving toward the European system
of taxation where cheating on taxes has become not only acceptable but expected.
I deplore this trend, but I have observed it. Carryover basis is complicated, costly
and frustrating, and too obscure to a layman, and I predict widespread ignoring
of the law, guesswork, and even cheating. Carryover basis is a significant step
toward a system that is losing respect.

If the carryover basis rules are going to be enforced, a greatly increased bu-
reacucracy and vtt coml)uter storage capacity will be necessary. We have enough
bureaucracy already, and our government might better spend its time enforcing
our good laws.

Any advantage of the carryover basis laws in terms of taxpayer equity (there
are o rglinnts on both sides) is vastly outweighed by the numerous serious dis-
advantages described above. Every attorney I have talked to believes that carry-
over basis is a serious mistake. As one of the persons "out in the trenches" trying
to work with this difficult and costly monstrosity, I urge you to repeal the carry-
over basis rules, or at least suspend them (and then repeal them later). I be-
lieve this action Is consistent with one's political principles regardless of whether
one is a liberal. conservative or moderate.

Very truly yours,
DAYTON E. SonY.

AMERICAN ]B3ANKERS AqSOCTATTON.
February 26, 1979.

lTon. RUSSFz.L LONG,
iV.S. Senate, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR CTTA7RfAz rONo: Enclosed iq a statement of the American Bankers As-
soia tion on carryover basis and related matters.

The Association has given detailed study to the entire issue of taxation of un-
realized appreciation at death for a period of over nine years. It is our firm con-
clusion that neither carryover basis nor any of the known alternatives which
depend on proof of basis can be made to work.

The enclosure discusses the problems of etirryorer and proposals to clean it
up. Based on the enclosed analysis and the experience of its member banks dur-
Ing the 22 months that carryover was In effect, the Association urges the Con-
gres to repeal the carryover basis provisions and retain the current stepped-up
basi- rule.

Sincerely yours,
W. KsN ETn BONDS.

Enclosures.
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COMMENTARY OF AMERICAN BANKERS AgSOCIATIoN ON CARYOVER BASIS AND
RELATED MATTERS

INTRODUCTION

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 changed the law with respect to the Income tax
basis of a decedent's property to provide in general for a carryover of the
decedent's basis with certain adjustments. The change was very controversial
and applicable to estates of decedents dying after December 31, 1976. The Revenue
Act of 1978 delayed the effective date of the carryover basis provisions for three
years until December 31, 1979. The American Bankers Association (the ABA) ist
vitally interested in carryover basis and has pieliared this commentary on the
Important subject which will be considered by Congress later this year.

SUIMM'ARY OF POSITION

The ABA urges the repeal of carryover basis and a return to prior law. with
the result that the income tax basis of property included in a decedent's gross
estate would be its estate tax value. The carryover approach as applied to a
decedent's property is in practice so deficient that no amount of "clean up"
can solve its major defects. Carryover basis cannot be made to work in a rela-
tively simple, fair and straight forward manner.

Our reasons for urging the repeal of carryover basis are several. First, the
difficulty of, and not infrequently the impossibility of, proving basis, ,vhich will
result in a significant increase in the time required in, and the sost of, adniln-
Istering estates; second, the inordinate complexity of carryover, which cannot
be eliminated tby "clean ul": third, the increased fiduciary responsibility cain-
blned with an uncertain state law; fourth, the excessive rate of taxation when
the estate tax and income tax on appreciation are combined in effect and the
regressive impact of the income tax; and fifth, the perpetuation of the "lock-in"
problem.

The taxation of appreciation at death, whether in the form of ant Income tax
or an additional estate tax, is also undesirable for essentially the same reasons.

COMMENTARY
Background
Carryover basis for a decedent's property was enacted In the Tax Reform .A,'t
of 1976 over the virtually unanimous advice of interested persons and orgativa-
tions, including our association. Statements by three of the panelists, reque.-td
to testify by the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, are
representative of the criticisms of carryover:

Professor Graetz: The carryover basis proposals seem to Involve more in-
herent complexity than proposals for a tax on appreciation at death. This is
true because the carryover proposals require not only determination of the basis
of transferred assets but also maintenance of records of basis over several
generations. Moreover, with a carryover basis, it would no longer be possible
to divide assets by simple fractions or percentages. Each asset would carry with
it a potential tax liability Ihieh would affect its real value. (page 1241.) [1]

Professor ('asner: I think the vorst thing to do Is what some people are apt
to suggest, and that is a carry over basis, because that just contittues the lock i
that we are faced with now with respect to the intervivos situation. The ca rryover
basis sometimes is suggested ais the solution and then you have, as I say, a
lock in for people that prevents tle from disposing of their property and caulses
theta to think they are unable to dispose of It because of capital gains. (page
1435.)

Professor lalbach: We (n committee of the Real Property. Probate and Trust .
Setion of the .%tierican liur Assiovlatit] coneiitded. however, and I ternaintly
agree with this. tat tily inroposal fi3r 'arryover bals is fraught with prulilm.i.
It Coittitni's 1 lie Ink-in problem. ini a sence anyway, amid it al.so inv'onltes giat
eonliph'xity. If Yon just think aboit Isla.nitng a will under it, you hlive to start
thinking t1ilout 'it. lie 1(114 ti.'ry N-il got wil ' asset. depitndilig oil iitielh'iaiih s'
prolbnbil ti¢une t x brtair eI.s anl the ilacis o' eo. of the vliient's asset.s. Now
there are car'yri\or It't I1jiie other tho itll-ni'I-Penat, lit I think e rvinxor
is. it, goit'io. inli, 'yn, if niian3y irope l11 eertiihly in my owni r'ighl li to ',
tihe w, I 1 ofth s.il'' :ltc''niiiti. i pagn 14 11.1

No painnolist het,'"' liii' ('me :intni lt,' in s l alnl nli'iai hail a gt il won',! f,r
carr.3over Iasl s. It is r t' it, i n lotmliIlsts, who tire u-nun lly silect,,d to ritirvs'irnt
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disparate views, are of one mind on any controversial tax subject. The Chairman
of the Ways and Means Committee said "Tile (arryover of basis Is obviously
difficult. No one seems to favor it very much." (page 1444). In retrospect, the last
sentence is a monumental understatement.

The ABA's criticisms of carryover basis were more specific than those of the
panelists and are contained in our materials filed with the Committee on Ways
and Means in 1973 and again in 1976 (pages 117-120). The problems discussed
were:

1. Determining basis;
2. Administrative complexity and "suspended basis";
3. "Lock-in";
4. No satisfactory way to increase basis;
5. Mushroom tax effect of carryover;
6. Funding pecuniary (fixed amount) bequests; and
7. Net tax increase

Only problems 6 was addressed (by section 1040 with only partial success)
in the carryover basis law. Even a road map of tile potential problem areas did
not lead to a satisfactory end product.

Since the 1976 Act, criticism of carryover basis has come from all directions.
For example, Professor Stanley Surrey of Harvard Law School has-said it is
"too complicatedd. [2] )r. Gerard Brannon of Georgetown University has re-
ferred to carryover basis as a "disaster" involving "hopeless complexity".[3]
Frederick W. Hickman, former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax
Policy said "the administration of estates and transactions involving inherited
property will be infinitely more complicated for everyone and forever."[4]

During the second session of the 105th Congress, many bills attempted to
"clean up" carryover basis. The most publicized was S. 2461 introduced by former
Senator William Hathaway of Maine. This bill, and all others, were inadequate
responses to tile real (no, ingillary) problems presented by carryover basis.
They contained numerous technical deficiencies and, at the same time, failed to
deal wvith a hot of joroblems presented by integrating carryover basis into a
detailed and highly complex tax systen.[5] Resolving many of the integration
problems,. such as what to do with so-called "negative basis" property, would
be difficult and controversial and further clutter up an already unwieldy income
tax law.

The integration problems have become more difficult as a result of the changes
made by the Revenue Act of 1978 in section 121. which permits a "once in a
lifetime" exclusion from gross income of $100,000 of gain from the sale of a
principal residence for certain individuals. With carryover basis, a sale shortly
before death ("in contemplation of death") would in many cases produce a
significantly lower tax (or no tax) than a sale after death, Such a difference in
result wohild be difficult if not inlwNssible to justify, but what is the solution?
ABA Re(uona for Repeal of Carryover

1. PROOF OF BASIS

Much hast been said regarding the problems of obtaining a decedent's bases for
assets included in his gross estate. The painful expie'lelte of our nlb'llers (luring
1977 n1d part of 1978 ill attetllting to estailisil Nvasi information for estnte-s
of det'edents ('llfirins our convictioll that nli:jor difficulties wold lie ailead in
this area. 'ontllesi' hours were exlpndel hil futile attempts to ascertain cost
figures at (olsiderable cost in terms of increased fees.

Statements of Treasury officials Ihat d iffiultlits in proving basis are limited
to ''e-iterlc assets or careless taxspayers"[ti] are at odds with tlill facts dis-
e'oseud ill responiss iv) ail ill1liry Iby till' ABHA as to probl('ls el'ollnterd til tr
liit' cilrryi ver ia sis law. Tiheo rt onses will ibe sul1llitd Is a1 part ofi the
AIA 's' inti y 1i,ef!r 'I''t rt'ss ihr tills year. ill virtually eu'y e vase, little
or tvii t',' ialh' fil-Is Inforitnt ion wa. available for niost taligilli' i'rso a

r rt,I-n)1. whlh \i' wv 114i') nlot i'ui is ''I w"ttt'i'e". The l'Treasury' promised
Ii li ': t? lii S2'.111 illi tie ll xtlotill fr, 'in ea rryver I'ns s for lel'sitial ind

h,,1i-fl0l01 ('ltv.s will not solve lhe pro of lrolileins fir ntlly 1'.stathes relqulred
t,, thi' feileral estate lax riltlrlts l'eealuse the value of sucl property will exeel
S'27,.ttlW I. Silhstllittlll pro'f liruhleits ui) vo oxlled with rv al lii'(lirtyv and. to
It -mt' vwlih lt, , s'r u-sxtl. stiv il osi . .%s 1ll ullib'r if 411 of st r lth' i-'oli'r hmonks,
sttlctl. "'l'WE''ry i'slate .sI l ll 4 to itive tit i'ast ole slgnuilehillt 'Inystery' llislsl

. t'xn'lusiv' of luingiblesj.
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The absurdity of the situation becomes apparent when one recognizes that
wedding gifts could be carryover basis property. In order to be able to prove
the basis of this property, the bride and groom will have to write to the wedding
guests and ask them what they paid for the wedding gifts, or is it contemplated
that basis information will as a matter of accepted practice be included with
nuptial wishes on wedding congratulatory cards? Are the bride and groom
"careless taxpayers" If they do not seek to discover the cost of the wedding
gifts?

In niany cases, basis Information for property Inclu ted in a decedent's estate
dieA with him, andl in other cases the proof problems are magnified by death.
This suggests the desirability of securing such 'information prior to death.
However, as one Florida lawyer noted in a letter to one of our member banks:

"I concluded after several months of struggling with clients' poor efforts
at obtaining information, or poor results after extended efforts at obtaining
information, that the effort to obtain Information amounted to a fruitless search
at great expense to the client. It was Indeed frustrating both to the client and
to me. This frustration would no doubt be compounded immeasurably where
the burden is placed upon the surviving spouse to begin anew the search for
basis information. If I could not obtain it over a period of months in direct
dealing with the individual who had the greatest access to the infornmtion,
how heavy would the burden be for an executor who would be dealing without
the first hand knowledge available to the dependent?

Further. clear and convincing evidence of the legitimate concerns in obtain-
ing and retaining basis information is presented by the Internal Revenue
Service's refusal to participate In the record retention process for carryover
basis information despite a clear congressional mandate to do so. Section
6039A requires an executor to supply carryover basis information to the Service
and to the persons acquiring carryover basis property from a dcedent, and
section 6694 imposes fines for failure to furnish such information. The fine
for a failure to supply information to the Service is $100 for each failure
with a total not to exceed $5,000; the fine for a failure to supply a beneficiary with
information is only $50, with a total for all beneficiary failures not to exceed
$2,500. The legislative history clearly stated that the Service was to receive
carryover basis information.

"In order for the Service and the recipients of property from a decedent to
know the carryover basis of that property, the act adds a provision which
requires the executor to provide such information concerning carryover basis
property to the Service as may le required by regulations."[7]

Nevertheless, in T.D. 7540[8] the Service, with the acquiesence of the Trea-
sury "ran away" from its obligations in this regard by stating that no specific
carryover basis information is to le sent to it. An executor is only required to
provide the Service with answers to three questions:

1. Was a federal estate tax return filed?
2. Did the decedent have carryover basis property?
3. llas carryover basis information been supplied to the beneficiaries?

With only three questions and a $100 fine for each violation, wily did Congress
establish a maximum fine of $5,000 for failure to comply vith section 6039A
In terms of supplying the Service with carryover basis information?

We find it incredible that S. 2461, and other "clean up" bills. would eliminate
the requirement to give the Service carryover hasls Information. Our position is
sinitle. If the Service is not prepared to receive, retain and supply carryover
bnsis information to persons who have a legitimate need for it. the carryover
basis system srould be repealed for this reason alone. Any system which is too
troublesome for the 'nited States Government to participate in regarding the
retention of such Informtition should not ie imposed upon its citizens.

No mechanism is created for establishing the iasis of property Included in a
decedeni's estate. Thus basis vontroversies cannot lie resolved prior to the sale
of carryover l'asis property. 'nle Treasury has suggested ti'e establishment of
a pr'cuilure for securing a hinlhmr determination of basis. (91 Suh a procedure
would create nddlllonal complexity and raise irolocaks of :a substantial nature.
This ay explain why the delalis of the procedure have yet to lie described by
h T reasury.

2. 'oMtPI.xIT~y or. it sTs AfJI'5TMKENTrS

Mlih ha bicen sai ni'out simplfyin our tax laws. whi-b the President has
referred to as a "national disgrace". Carryover I'asis is not simple in operation
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or, upon close study, in concept. Tile subject is so complex that significant errors
have been made in tentorary regulate ions issued by the Internal Revenue
Service. Even a supposedly simple provision for an election *out" of carryover
basis for certain personal and household effects is shrouded in mystery and
confusion. The regulations do not even define the term personn and household
effects", although the legislative history does so. What is the reason for this
glaring omission ?

Under carryover basis, adjustments are required for estate tax on apprecla.
tion, minimum basis and "f'r1zh start". 'T'hese adJnstnenls are loli defective
and complex. In fact, the situation is so bad that accurate income tax relurnsl
reporting sales of property acquired froi at decedent cannot in inllaiy ca'es lie
prepared until a substantial period of time after the returns are due. This
makes no sense.
a. Appreciation Basf8 Adustnicn t

If an income tax and an estate tax were Imposed on the entire appreciat-lon
In a decedent's estate, the aggregate federal and -isate taxes on the appreciation
could exceed 100 percent. The federal estate anld income taxes aione could come
close to this percentage since ihe highest estate tax rate is 70 percent and the
highest capital gains tax rate including IiI. alternative nininum tax) is ap-
proximately 28 percent. In additimi, state estate antd inolnte taxes must be
considered. Titus four separate taxes-two federal and two state-may be
Imposed on the appreciation.

To prevent the obvious unfairness of multiple taxes on the appreciation, sectionn
1023 provides in general for increasing basis by the federal and state (,state taxes
on the appreciation. We will refer to this increase as tie ";lilpreciation basis ad-
justment". The Increase Is determined for each appreciated carryover basis prop-
erty by multiplying the total taxes by a fraction having a numerator equal to the
appreciation in the Individual property and a denominator equal to the totalvalue of all property subject to the tax, viz., the gross estate reduced by the lmari-
tal and charitable deductions. It cannot be computed accurately until tile federal
and state estate taxes are finally determined. wihh will usually not occur untilseveral years after the deeedent's death. In tie nneant ine eacl aploreciatd :ser
will have a "suspended" basis. This Ioint was Ilade during tile 171 hearings
before the Committee on Ways and Means of the House by Charles M. Walker,
former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Polley, when lie said:

Allowance of ..n increase lit the carryover basis for a portilo of death taxes
means that the exact aniotmt of gain realized on sales made during adininistra-
tion of tihe estate cannot lie computed until fl al determination of State inheritance
and Federal estate tax liability, Including the final calculation of tile total value
of the estate and the amount of unrealized appreciation. As a result, income tax
returns filf-l prior to such final determination of death tax liability may have to
be reopened and the tax recomputed. (page 1181).

The complexity of the aplpreclation basis ad.fustment Is demonstrated by re-
contling the errors which have been made to date in attempting to itake it work
prolrly.

(1) Section 1023 originally provided n single adjustment for the federal
and state estate taxes Ihaid by the estate lsig tle "filial" federal figures. Tis
npprineh was erroneous because the amount subject to the federal estate tax
might be siralfleantly difTerent from the anittlit .tttie't Ip It stItle Instle ax.
To Illustrate. nio.t site. do not exempt from tax property qualifying for the
federal estate tax ninrital deduction.

(2) In respone to the poilt nu1tde it Item (1). the enle Act of 197,
nmended section 1023(e) to provide for separate eonplitlton., of tine fede-rai
nl state amtirecitlion hasis adlitsttlient. W1'il. tine cinalige is soitldl fai tlnory.
tlie h:isi "din11 jit t cotlipitatloimis are itic-i.ied yIN Oi inP l ri, iale lore
en ilI\,ex. Fntrtilriore" tlse revise inet'ih d of iiakinc Ihv n' dilttl nients i. (ltfte.
tive. -eetlon 10-23(ff , defining net api reroinlioni' . , l114-i0il i' ! ii lv th l1,1 Aet
to provilo ht, III nitttlill IIi ti e io - li 10:14fS :4lhiliii ,t ftoI- stlle o natotq., tlie d(,l e n 'In . hasi 1-4 inir o'ol I lbi the atIlir I It i !,:s.Iu.m :1 1 sk it.l.t Im i IIt fIr
tit e'cderl es 4a o tax. 1i! w llJ':1-i4l 'id i iq1,ilc . wI w ll ils it,(, 4f4 ,,- f roil
file I"-'-z fif'"-r f-, 'r P t t'ir i 1, --. isn P,-t lrv ti- 0 vlilz., If t li t'o 1llItrOiw1I fin
tN It'- for '4te inlr'ls.q tMan for federal itrllooe s t ei triplee or idruple tax"fere'l '11 pv.'tllr, Illllj 1ll,4 il NIl\ o 1i l ll st Io l~ll !:IN !,,v- Ii "fitlvl t'Il-vQ : t- 11i 1

tl,',' n I N) 'x) eolliit (q)I lie Satmttne Irotirty works ninrfereely.
ion miwarral'le t:)x lNiieflls reN l I l r i !l! h, 1 li i' t oti -l a t, "li'

ftr Ii, ' l fv vri:il sl I : 1h i ros ' , . Ins ti flcnti-tll I ll, 'ilItu'r,alt l inl correm
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way of computing the section 691(c) deduction. Furthermore, under the 107(1
Act the section 1023(c) adjustment for state estate taxes was correctly based
upon the same net appreciation amount as the adjustment for federal estate
taxes. The full amount of the net appreciation for federal purposes is also taxed
for state purposes. Current section 1023(f) (2) is also erroneous in making an
upward adjustment for federal and state estate taxes in computing net apprecia-
tion for purposes of the subsection (e) adjustment for state inheritance taxes.

(3) Even if the changes described in Item (2) are made, the basis adjustments
will still not work properly. The computation method uses an average rate of
estate tax. The adjustment should be made at tile marginal estate tax rate, as the
Treasury has acknowledged.[10] The method initially suggested by the Treasury
was deficient.[11]

(4) The Treasury has now shifted to a different approach for computing the
appreciation basis adjustnent-the increase would I e computed by multiplying
the estate's marginal federal estate tax rate (as provided in section 2001(c) ) by
the appreciation in the particular asset involved, subject to the qualification that
if the decedent does not have at least $50,000 subject to tax in the marginal rate
bracket, the next lower rate shall be used.[12] This approach would be applied
even though under a "pure" approach the appreciation would be taxed in several
rate brackets and even when a foreign tax credit or previously taxed property
credit is available. It would also be applied even though an estate pays no federal
estate tax, but is required to file a federal return. To illustrate (and ignoring
minimum basis), an estate of $300,000 with a $125,000 marital deduction alnd theunified credit of $175,000 would have a basis increase equal to 30 percent of
the appreciation In appreciated carryover basis property, subject to the applica-tion of section 1023(f) (4), which we will discuss later. On the other hand, no
basis increase would be permitted for any state death tax.

We agree that the Treasury's current proposal has the virtue of simplicity, but
does it satisfy any reasonable fairness test? A basis increase is permitted for
a "phantom" federal estate tax that is not paid because of the unified credit, lut
an increase for a state death tax in excess of the state death tax credit allowed
by section 2011 is not permitted even though the tax exceeds the credit by a sub-stantial amount. In some states, New York is one, the state death tax actually
paid will almost always exceed the state death tax credit. In other states, Ii-
linois is one, with inheritance taxes where the rate of tax depends upon the re-cipient of the property the tax on property passing to non-related beneficiaries
may be at rates that produce a death tax substantially above the state death tax
credit.

We are as bewildered as you no doubt are with the upside-down results of
the Treasury's proposal. This indicates how bad carryover lasis is. Significantly,
the Treasury does not propose to use its simplified approach In computing the
section 691(c) deduction for estate tax attributable to Income in respect of a
decedent or the basis increase under section 1015(d) (6) for gift tax attributable
to appreciation, which involve the same adjustment problem. Further. tie co-
ordination problems presented by the dual application of sections 1015(d) (6),
which applies to the basis increase attributable to the gift tax on appreciation,
and the appreciation basis adjustment are difficult and not correctly handled in
S. 2461. Finally, the appreciation basis adjustment is conceptually unsound when
the decedent has "loss" property. For example, if a decedent owns asset A with
a value of $300,000 and a basis of $150,000 and asset B with a value of $100,000
and a basis of $300,000, an appreciation basis adjustment Is allowed for asset
A even though the estate has no net gain. Why? Only time net appreciation should
be taken into account in determining time adjustment.

The answer is not to "clean up" carryover with an irrational approach, but
to repeal a concept that will not vork ini the real world without making changes
which make no sense in terms of policy.
b. Minimum Basis Adjustment

The treasury would increase the minimum basis for carryover basis property
froni $60,000 to $175,000 and make this adjustment before the appreciation basis
adjustment. [13] The first of these changes is, in effect, a repeal of carryover basisfor a sulbstantial number of estates tlnt would lie affected 1iy carryoer iwsis,
namely. t)rse that do not have to ilde a federal estate lax return.

The Treasury has asserted that as a result of lim increase carryover basis
would apply to only two percent of tile states of all darcedetsjl4v In terms of
Poli('.- it Is saying that time "old" lawV is inequitalle only for tills two percent or
that the mrdens or carryover basis are sufficient to justify excluding substan.

43-465-79-8
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tially all estates from its operation. We reject either of these positions, partlcu-
ladly vlen the inequity argument is premised u1)on what is appropriate under
the income tax law. What does filing a federal estate tax return have to do with
income tax concepts?

Caryover basis should be repealed for all estates and not just the smaller
estates. Absent such action, serious problems would remain for estates not "pro-
tected" from carryover by the increased minimum basis amount, the Treasury's
"lucky" two percent. Of course, a minimum basis of $175,000 would not free 98
percent of all individuals from the need to keel) accurate basis information
because an individual will not know for a substantial period of time whether he
or she will have a gross estate of this amount.

e. Problem for Estates Above Minimum Basis
(1) "Suspended" basis.-When the estate has a value in excess of $175,000,

the minimum basis must lie allocated anong the individual appreciated carryover
basis properties. Under the current law due to take effect for decedents dying
after l)ecember 31, 1979, the allocation would be made by multiplying the amount
by which $175.000 exceeds the aggregate bases of all carryover basis property
times a fraction with a numerator equal to the appreciation in the individual
asset and a denominator equal to the appreciation in all appreciated carryover
basis property. The result is the sane as discussed above in connection with the
appreciation Iasis adjustment, naiiely, a "suspended" basis problem for all appre-
ciated carryover bsis property where tile decedent's provable basis does not
exceed $i75,000. Actually, the situation is worse than with the alpreciation basis
adjustment. If the basis of any carryover basis property is unknown or uncer-
tain, tile application of the rninimnm lasis rule to every al)preciated carryover
basis property is uncertain because the common denominator of the fraction is
uncertain. This result is intoleralle. Further, if the uhinimum basis adjustment is
made Ibefore the appreciation basis adiustinent, as the Treasury suggests, then so
long as the minimum basis adjustment is uncertain the appreciation basis adjust-
maIt must necessarily be uncertain. The Treasury describes its suggestion as
"simiplifying" the basis adjustments.[151 thus giving the word a meaning which
Is directly at odds with our view of the effect of the proposed change.

Ionle have said that the points of concern discussed above would ie avoided by
giving the executor tile right to allocate the lminitiuni. basis increase to alpreci-
ated carryover basis property in any manner lie determined. Such a right would
not solve the problem because, as noted above, if the basis of any carryover basis
property is uncertain the amount of the lasis increase to be allocated remains
uncertain. Further, as fiduciaries our members are concerned about choosing
between beneficiaries in the sense of awarding a tax benefit to some but not to
others.

(2) Comm inity property.-The operation of the minimum basis rule for com-
munity property is deficient. The Treasury has advocated the increase from
$60.000 to $175,000 so that no estate not filing a federal estate tax return will have
to cope with carryover basis. However, the minimum basis rule applies to both
halves of community property. If a decedent and his spouse own $300,000 of com-
munity property and no separate property, the decedent's gross estate will lie
$150,000 and no federal estate tax return will have to be filed. The irilinura
basis of $175.000 is slit between both halves of the community property, the
decedent's share is $-'7.500 and his estate is subject to carryover basis. This
result is unsound, inconsistent with the stated purpose of increasing the minimum
basis amount to $175,000 and also inconsistent with the Treasury's statement
that:

"Where the decedent's estate was not required to file a Federal estate tax
return * * *, the basis of the decedent's property would lie its fair nlarket
value."[16]

'[lie minimum liasis provision should apply first to the decedent's share of the
conniilly properly.
(3) "Notch" problcm.-lBefore leaving the minimual basis adjustment, another

problem should be mentioned. To eliminate carryover basis for smaller estates,
gross estates of $175.000 or less would lie governed by "old" law In the sense
that the basis for assets included In the gross estate would lie their federal estate
tax values. On the other brnd. a decedent's estate with a gross value of $175.100
world le subjeet to the carryover basis rules. Thus, a "notch" problem is pre-
-mied. The Income tax result 1ay lie conilderally different depending upon
wviither the gross estate Is under or over $175.000. For example, if delits are paid
"in eontel)ldationi of death". the payment would have no estate tax (con1sequences
but may have a significant Income tax effect if It reduced the gross estate below
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$175.000. Also, cash is carryover basis property and ente.'s into the computation
of any minimum basis increase. Thus. a benefit may be derived in terms of max-
inizing the miniiznun basis increase from satisfying debts with cash before death
rather than after death.
d. Section 1023(f) (4)

The complexity of carryover basis does not end with the basis adjustment
difficulties previously mentioned. Section 1023(f) (4) states that, for purposes of
the appreciation basis adjustment, property qualifying for the marital or charit-
able deduction shall be treated as not subject to tax. In theory, this result is cor-
rect- Iroperty not subject to tax should not be entitled to a basis increase. How-
ever, given ti way estates (and revocable trusts) are administered, It is unwork-
aide in many cases without major modifications. The needed modificltions would
lie either (1) 1ndesirably complex or (2) inconsistent in some respects with the
theory of section 1023(f) (4) and carryover basis.[17]

In over half of [le states and the District of Columbia, death taxes are Imposed
ul1on proplierty whicli qualifies for the federal estate tax marital dductioni.[,IS]
When this occurs, is the basis of the property qualifying for the deduction
entitled to a basis increase for the state death tax attributable to the apprecia-
tion in such property? Under S.2461 and other "clean up" bills, no basis increase
would lie permitted because the property was not subject to federal estate tax.
This result is clearly wrong. An incerase should be permitted. but how is it to
be determined? The resolution of this problems is made more difficult by the laws
of many states granting exemptions from tax specified amounts for particular
beneficiaries or classes of beneliciaries. Thus, a bequest to a surviving spouse
may lie taxable under a state inheritance tax law suhjct, however, to all exemp-
tion which may or may not le limited to bequests to the spouse.

Assuming the problem mentioned ill the preceding paragraph is solved, the
application of section 1023(f) (4) is still uncertain in many respects.t19] Widely
disparate results (which cannot be justified) occur depending upon whether sales
of appreciated property are made before or after the funding of marital deduc-
tHon formula bequests of either the plcuniary or fractional share type. The effect
of section 1023(f) (4) is to require flint appreciated property be treated differ-
ezitly d1enlilg upon its ultimate destination. Any such hybrid, or dual, basis
system is troulblesome in operation.

We believe tile proponents of carryover basis should be required to explain in
detail and in writing how this l)rovision would apply. After two years of analysis,
the Treasury is still searching for the answer. Izi a December 19, 1978 letter to
ill( Chairnan of our Taxation Conmzittee, the Treasury solicited solutions for

five carryover basis issues, including the "(f) (4)" issue. Frankly, we (1o not
believe it can be made to apply in a relatively simply manner without doing vio-
lence to the underlying rationale of carryover basis.
c. "Fresh start" basis adjustment

The "fresh start" basis adjustment provided iiy section 1023(h) applies differ-
ently to marketable bonds or securities as compared with all other assets. In the
case of a marketable bond or security. the adjustment (increase) is the amount
ILy wiich the Decenler 31, 19TW value of the asset exceeds Its basis on that date. In
tin' case of any other asset. the adjustmenit is determined by a forznula lirsuant
t) which the anlount i)y which its ipreciation at death is multiplied by a frac-
tion hzivii1g a numerator equal to the number of days the asset is held before
January 1, 1977 n n a denominator equal to the total number of days held until
death. Thus a conilusive presumptioli is created that the apprecialion ill a lion-
nmarketalie asset occurs at ali equal daily rate ov-r the entire holding period. A
slieeinl rule is applied'l wien tie asset's basis has been adjusted for delireciation,
amiortization or depletion, and if a -substantial" izmlirovement is made in all
asset. such improvement is treated as a separate property for fresh start purposes.
'he substatitlhl inprovenient cuzicelt is Uncertain iii effect and needlessly com-

ilex. Its elhmiimnatim Nvoul lie a substantial similification.
The re.-ult (if the duil fresh start aloproach is to treat assets other thlan market-

able t.nds alid seclirities as secolld (lass (,itizemis. 'li:e basis of a i marketable lond
or security (after the fr'e.]l start adjuiszitnit) may vxc (eul its estate tax value,
;"It tisN ('aniliot occu r for a ll3 other lst. I ider the titime ampr1tiozi nent formula
its4 appm'erin tin ik couch lively presumed to occur in an equal daily amomznmt. Thins,
('v''It ill rare eases, the sale of slll ail asset will result ill some guinill 'ld tile
rf,'et of carryover lasis wNuhl ife inlnlediate if it lakes effect oil January 1, 190.
hi addition, the dividing lie between a marketable ioud or security and any
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other bond or security may be imprecise and disputes will arie because of the
different results under the two approaches.

l'referred stock, or for that matter any other asset whose change in value is
largely attributable to Interest rate changes, receives widely disparate treatment
delienihng upon whether it is a marketable security. If marketable, its fresh
start adjustment is frozen and will remain constant. If the preferred stock is
"tonmarketable," the time apportionment formula will apply and the fresh start
adjustment will decrease as time passes. This difference in treatment is untenab,.
Proposals have been made to eliminate the difference by treating certain non-
marketable preferred stock as If It were a marketable preferred stock having a
December 31, 1976 value equal to its par value. [20] Hlowever, other assets present
the same problem. The response Is to grant regulatory authority to change the
frosh start rule for "certain other property" having "a relatively fixed value'. [211
The vagueness of this concept is apparent. The creation of these special rules.
and others, emphasizes the difficulties with the dual fresh start approach. When a
company whose stock Is "nonmarketable" owns substantial marketable securities
no benefit is derived from the December 31, 1976 values of such securities. This
result Is not equitable.

In summary, we believe the dual fresh start approach Is unsound in theory.
certain in effect and unacceptable even after it is "cleaned up". A different
aziproach is needed.

3. INCREASED FIDUOIARY BESPONSTBILIT COMBINED WITH UNCERTAIN STATE LAW

Carryover basis presents significant problems under applicable state law. It
our opinion it would improperly Intrude in the administration of estates, where
tbe procedures developed have been premised upon the income tax bases of estate
asset., being equal to their estate tax values. We are concerned with the increased
.responsibility which would be imposed upon fiduciaries and would exist with
substantial uncertainties. A law review comment inserted in the Congressional
Record last year by Senator Kennedy says:

Not only are executors now burdened with the responsibilities of computing
the lases 9f all the assets included in the estate-a different task even with respect
to decedents with excellent records-but they are also saddled with new and
undeteriiiiit'd rdllcj:-r. mO fics hi"'rid tile he.irs and lhgotees." [22]

Is a fiduciary required to take income tax basis Into account in distributing
property in kind to different beneficiaries? The answer to this question is not
clear. The duty of impartiality that a fiduciary owes to all beneficiaries suggests
an afrmative answer, but this may depend upon the facts of a particular case.
To illustrate, assume that a decedent by his will leaves a legacy of $5R000 to X
and tile balance of his estate to his surviving children. Under prior law if the
legacy were funded with property in kind (as was permitted under the law of
inny states), the estate recognized a gain in an amount equal to the difference

hietween the date of distribution value of the property and its estate tax value
and X would have an income tax basis in the property equal to Its date of distri-
tiution value. Under carryover (section 1040), the estate would recognize the
same amount of gain but X would have an income tax basis in the property equal
to the decedent's basis plus any basis adjustments and the gain recognized by the
estate. X would, of course, prefer to receive cash. The children would, however.
prefer to satisfy X's, legacy with property having the greatest amount of apprecia-
tion. Courts would have to resolve this conflict. If a duty to take Income tax
1,asi Into account exists under applicable state law when distributions in kini
a ei made to different beneficiaries, this duty may be negated by a provision in the
':,merning instrument, but the effect of specific language will in mnay cases be
;,mmt before the courts for construction.

Section 1023(f) (4) creates a significant problem for a fiduciary, which may
be illustrated by a hypothetical case. Assume that an estate of a decedent
dyin.g affoer iPS O consists of two assets. as-,,t A with a basis of $100.000 and a
value of $500o00 and asset 11 with a basis of $400,000 and a value of $500,000,
thnt a ma :i nlinnini mrital dediumtieoi pecuniary formula provision is used. with
the result tim t tha' smr-viviiig spouse receives one-half of the adjusted groZ
estate. viz.. S.00,000 and thit thei v;-alue ,,f each as,-et remains constant afte-r
the de'-ed'nfs 1l-ithm. T11ig imo ' Treasury's simplified apc-ef.i-iion basis adlnrt-
went i I aplilyins e.tioin 10231f) (-I). if a.:set 1t is used to fund the formula
proviMio. t ],,,, 4,Ss i'mre:vso ofi azsot A Aitrilufal he to th, l-'emhrai estate tax
is, S 100.00 x '31 percent, or 8136.000'. an l if a.set A is so used the b;sis ineen,
of aso P. is .S100.0fl x 3,3 ler-oient, or $3-1,000. The executor is thus presented
with an unenviale and unpleasant choice-lhe must eho,-,se between maximizing
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the basis Increase for the estate by selecting asset B to fund the marital bequest
or minimtizing the capital gains taxes that will have to lie incurred to raise
funds to pay tlese taxes and the federal and state death taxes by selecting
asset B to fund the nonmarital bequest.

When the decedent's will leaves a fixed amount bequest to his spouse the
amounts received by tile residuary beneficiaries will vary considerably depend.
lg upo whether the executor funds the spouse's bequest in cash or with

appreciated property. If the funding is in cash and appreciated property is
sold to raise the cash, the capital gains taxes will be charged to the residuary
beneficiaries. If appreciated property is distributed in kind in satisfaction of
the bequest, capital gains taxes may be reduced or eliminated and the shares
of the reSiduary beneficiaries "increased". It nhnny states the law is not clear
whether the executor my distribute property with pre-death appreciatioi in
satisfaction of a pecuniary bequest.

4. EXCESSBE AND REGRESSIVE TAXATION

a. Total tax burden
Carryover basis secims more palatable than a tax on alipreciation at death

liecalise tile tilig of tle tax may lie controlled by the estate or its b,,neficiaries.
This 1,)tion is, however, to a signilieant degree specious because there may le
little difference lietween carryover basis and a tax on appreciation at death to
the extent that sales are required to pay estate taxes and other esi do oiliga-
tions. which would include income taxes on sales required to raise funds to pty
the estate taxes.

Fl.'r medium sized eates-estates of between $175,000 and S5t10Ot---the
ImOrginal rate, f income tax and estate tax on atlireciation is surprisingly high.
The estate tax rate is between 32 percent, and 31 lircent 0n11 the income tax
rate, after providing an appreciation basis increase and taking into account
the capital gains changes made by the Revenue Act of 1978, may fall in the
I) to 12 i:ercent range. Thus, the combined mnarginal fedral estate and income

taix r.mtv on the apprecia tion is will abi v, 40 'ercent well compared vith onily
a 32 percent estate tax rate under ol law. For larger estates, the highest -(illi-
bied rate will oftet be above the highest estate I;lx rite under the od law
until the gross estate exceeds approximately $8,000,000. This result is not appro-

riate at any estate level.
The foregoing discussion has Ignored the effect of state taxes which often

reduce the disposable estate further. l.ir a New York decedent, the highest
Cilhined incolme an(l estate tax rates for federal and state purposs may
exceed 85 percent for estates in excess of $5,000,0(t0. In malny cases, the com-
loined federal and state taxes on the appreciation will be abve 50 percent for
e-tateA of not more than $50000. This (-ild occur, for ex;imple, In Vermont
wviere the state death tax Is 30 percent of the federal tax before the unified
credit.

The opponents of a return to the "old" law pursuant to which property
included in r decedent's gross estate will receive inrorne tax basis equal to its

estate tax value contend that such a result is unfair because the unrealized gain
at death escapes Income tax. This gain is. however, subject to estate tax. There-
fore. the issue is whether a second tax should lie imposed on the appreciation
in addition to the estate tax. We reject the desirability of imposing a second tax
because tile present level of estate taxation is already substantial. Also, as
estntes Increase in value they consist generally of proportlonately more unreal-
ized appreciation and the iurden of the "additional" tax on farms and other
closely-held bIsinesses ANill ibe significant beratse the appreciation in these assets
is higher than tile average appreciation In estates of the same size without such
as. sets. The progressive estate tax rate schedule does a fair job of taxing the
appreciation at little or n- administrative cost, which cannot be said about
carryover.

The Treasury. In responding to the level of taxation argument. states:
"Both Treasury and Congress could review the burden of all taxes Imposed

upon property transferred by decedents, hut that review should take place In
the entext of a comprehensive Income tax base" [231

We disagree and see no valid reason why a proper level of taxation at death
(including unrealized appreciation) cannot be determined without being tied
to an Impractical and uni'se goal.

When carryover basis was enacted In 1976. the estimated long term (18 to
20 years) annual revenue to ibe derived from its application to property Included
i decedents' estates was $ b.S billion. This figure would lie reduced by the
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proposed increase in the minimum basis (estimated to cost $243 million), the
proposed marginal rate basis adjustment (estimated to cost $109 million) and
be increased by an estimated $35 million as a result ,of a change In tile alloca-
tion of the basis adjustment. The net reduction of $317 million would decrease
the annual revenue yield from $1.08 billion to $763 million. A further sibstailtial
reduction must he made for the changes made by the Revenue Act of 1978 with
respect to capital gains which reduced the taxable li),rtion of the capital gains
by twenty percent,

b. "Upside-Down" taxation
Assuming that revenue of the estimated magnitude referred to in the preced-

ing paragraph is required from decedents property, carryover basis obtasins the
revenue in an undesirable manner. D uring the 1976 Hearings before tie CIm-
mittee on Ways and Means of the IHouse Charles M. Walker. former A, sishnt
Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy, int commenting upon th.w capital gains
tax at death proposal said:

"Moreover, because of the deductibility of the capital gains tax against the
gross estate, the net effect of a capital gains tax would ie more severe for smaller
estates than for larger estates. As an example. consider two estates that Iboth
have $1,000 of appreciation taxed at a 25 percent capital gains rate Nut with
marginal estate tax rates of 30 percent and 7) percent. For both estates the
Initial capital gains would be $250. But the reduction in estate taxes resulting
from time deductibility of that $250 would be $75 for the smaller estate with tile
30 percent marginal rate and $175 for the larger estate with the 70 percent
marginal rate. The net tax on appreciation would be 17.5 percent for the smaller
estate and 7.5 for the larger estate. Certainly many people would instinctively
question the justice of a proposal that would tax small estates more heavily
than large ones." (page 1189)

We believe most people would question this result.
Carryover basis Is subject to the same .riticism as capital gains at deoth in

this regard. A panelist before the Co mmittee on Ways and Means of the llouwe
during the 1976 hearings stated:

"The same problem is presented by the carryover basis approach. The basis
carried over is Increased by the estate tax attributable to appreciation. TLarze
estates, will have more estate tax per dollar of net appreciation because they are
in higher estate tax brackets and pay a higher average [or marginall tax rate.
Thus partial 'step up' inder the carryover basis approach benefits the heirs of
large estates most." (page 1217)

The same point was made in another article discussing carryover basis where
the author states:

"One curious effect of the interplay between the estate tax and the tnefome t'ax
should be mentioned. In each of the four variations of bass, more dollars 'if
Income tax will be collected on the sale of (ie asset from the lower bracket case
than the higher bracket case. although the latter will pay more total estate and
Income tax. This Is because the higher estate tax will nrolee more bnsis which
in turn more than offsets the higher Income tax rate." [24]

The point being made may be demonstrated by comparing n S1.00.0a cross
estate and a $5.000,000 grnss estate with each estate having a basis equal to
one-fourth, one-half and three-quarters of the gross estate. The results art, as
follows :

Gross estate of tl,000,000: If bnsis 1A hais bais
Pross estate ------------------------------------------------- 1, 205, Oo 1 000rim, 6M 5 1, 0M 0
Basis ........................................................ 25000 500,000 750,000

Aonreciatio .................................................. M n 00n, f0 250. 000
39 percent adjustment [251 ..................................... 22, 500 195,000 97, 000

( - ....................................................... 457, 10, 0 157, mo0
60 percent exclusion 1261 ....................................... 274, 500 183, 000 91. 503

Taxable income ............................................... 183,000 122,000 61,000

Gross estate of $5,000,000:
Gross estate .................................................. 5, 000, 0 5, 0, o0 5,000 000
Basis .........------------------------------- 1,250,000 2,500, 000 3, 750.000

Aspreciation .................................................. 1, 750 MO0 2 500, 000 1, 2 .M0
69 percent adjustment ---------------------------------------- 2, 587, 500 1, 725,000 862.500

Gain -------.................................................. 1, 162, 500 775 000 187, 500
60 percent exclusion ........................................... 697, 500 465, 0,0 232. 500

Taxable Income ............................................... 465,000 310,000 155,ON0
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Although the $5,000.000 estate has five times as much appreciation as the
$1,000.000 estate at each level, the actual taxable income of the larger estate is
only 254 percent more than that in the smaller estate at each level. Thus, the
income tax burden of carryover falls proportionately harder on the smaller
estate than the larger estate given the same percentage of appreciation in each
es tate. We question the soundness of any such result.

Since our testmony before the House Committee on Ways and Means in 1973,
we have consistently opposed any change in the basis rule which has this
"regressive" effect. The result is in part attributable to the Treasury's simplified
appreciation Iasis adjustment giving a greater proportionate benefit to larger
estates than smaller estates when -compared with the results under an "exact"
basis adjustment, particularly when the estate has a high percentage of apprecia-
tion. To illustrate, if gross estates of $1,000,000 and $5,000,000. with three-quarters
appreciation, are compared, the Treasury's approach gives the $1,000,000 a
basis increase which is 6 percent more than under the exact method but the
spread becomes 23 percent for the $5.000.000 estate.

The "upside down" effect of carryover basis may be demonstrated clearly
by use of the figures set forth above. With a $5.000.000 gross estate having a
basis of $1,250,000, the taxable income is only $465,000. If this taxable income
were taxed entirely at 70 percent, the income tax would be $325,000 and the
effective rate of tax (325.000/3,750.000) would be 8.6 percent. The likelihood of
the gains being taxed at 70 percent is remote. The estate could recognize gains
of $200.000 (prior to taking into account the 110 percent exclusion) in a taxable
year before the tax on the gains would exceed 50 percent. If a 60 percent rate of
tax is used. the effective rate of tnx leonies 7.4 percent. If a 50 percent rate
of tax is used, the effective rate drops to 6.2 percent. [271

With the $1.000.000 estate consisting of three-quarters appreciation, the taxa-
ble income is $183.00. If a 50 percent rate is used. the effective rate of income
tax is 12.2 percent. Why should the effective rat- of income tax in this case be
almost doubt that in the $5,000,000 case using the same 50 percent rate of tax?
There is no satisfactory answer to this question.

Taxpayers almost uniformly consider changes in the law in terms of whether
their taxes are increased or decreased. When this is done. and the effects of
carryover basis (as modified by the suggested Treasury changes) and the 1976
estate tax changes are considered in combination, the results confirm that the
increased tax burden will lie primarily upon the "middle" estates and not the
"largest" estates, a re.sult which we reject as sound tax policy. The same point
was made in an article which states:

"An irony related to the amount of additional tax produced by carryover
basis should be noted. Another part of the 1976 TRA altered the federal estate
tax rates. At lower levels of the taxable estate. the marginal estate tax rates
were increased slightly. But for the largest estates, the top estate tax rate was
cut from 77 to 70 percent. Little publicity attended this change, as compared
with the self-congratulation for achieving carryover basis.

"In the very largest estates. the combined effect of carryover basis as enacted
and the lower top rate results at most in a total estate and income tax much
the same as the old estate tax by Itself. Indeed, carryover basis and a lower
estate tax rate together ordinarily will reduce the death tax on the largest
estates. They may increase the total tax on death in other estates, which are
large when compared to the entire population. but midling as great family
fortunes. At this point it becomes important to ask what the purpose of the
exercise is. If the principal target of death taxation is the very largest estates,
deflection of the tax from this target to smaller estates is no advance."[28]

5. PERPETU'ATION OF TIE "LOCK-IN" PROBLEM

Economists and others have for many years referred to the "lock-in" problem
created for assets with substnntial appreciation. The theory is that an elderly
person is reluctant to sell such assets and pay a capital gains tax because at
death the assets receive a new income tax basis and may be sold without pay-
ment of an income tax. Tds result Is criticized as inhibiting the flow of capital.
The significance of the lock-in has been reduced by the Increase in the capital
gains deduction made by the Revenue Act of 197.

Clearly, carryover perpetuates rather than solves the "lock-in" problem. It is
a less satisfactory solution than current law which frees up the flow of capital
assets no later than at death. Carryover has this effect only to the extent that
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appreciated property must be sold after death to raise funds to satisfy estate
obligations. For other property, the "lock-in" will continue. An article states:

"Since the heirs will have to pay capital-gains tax only when they sell the
properties, they will have a strong incentive to hang on to assets that have
greatly appreciated in value. That will perpetuate the 'lock-in' problem inherent
in the old law, which influenced wealthy owners to avoid capital-gains tax by
hanging on to appreciated property un til death. The new loek-in will simply he
one generation removed. 11ow pervasive it will become nobody knows." [29]

6. "COST" OF CARRYOVER BASIS

The additional time required to ascertain the income tax basis of property
included in a decedent's gross estate will result in higher exec.utors' commissions
and attorney,' fe,,s. The law review comment inserted in the Congressional Record
last year by Senator Kennedy tmid previously ref-rred to states:

"At a time when the public often complains of the high cost of administering
estates, the effect of imposing these additional duties upon the executor will be
to increase those costs." [30]

In some cases, this increased cost will be higher than the additional income
lax revenue that would be derived from carryover basis. For example, with a
5175.000 mh1num basis this cost for a de(-eden's citate having a gr- ss value
of $175,100 would exceed the additional revenue derived from carryover. The
income tax on the largest possible potential gain of $M10) could l'ot exuced $28.
Th alIllicaton or carryover basis in such a case Is asurd.

What l .,rceentage of estates filing federal estate tax returns would he In this
"negative" position? With tlhe "fresh start" provisions, a large perce tave of
such estates will be In this position In the early years of carryover basis.
In iter years the percentage Will dlccrease. 'Tihe latest statistics for estate ta1x
retriiris (those filed (urilg 1973) provide slonic, long term gtlidlane. [311
174.S99 returns. bol taxable and nontaxnle, wero filed. 10,.0s of these- returns
weret for estates of 1,s thair $150.000. Thus, (5.49l returns were for estates of
over this amount. Of these returns, 20,973 were in the range of $150,000-200,000
with 45,018l over ,N20.1.000.

If we assume that roughly 8,000 of these returns would fall In the $175.000-
200.000 category. fe(lral estate tax returns for gross estates of over $175,000
would total Z3,018. We a!o lelieve a reasonable assumption in that tl results
of carryover basis would he negative for gross estates of at least $200.000 in
the sense that the additional costs of It would exeel the revenues derived
therefrom. In making this estimate, we have taken into account that a decedent's
gross estate will usually Include assets which are not carryover basis property,
viz., hou-eho d and personal effects covered by the section 1023(b) (3) election,
life insurance a-id income In respect of a decedent and the fact that the income
tax on the maximum possible capital gain of .417.500 (70 percent of S25.000),
after allowing for the appreciation basis adjustment, would be $1,300 after
providing for the capital vain deduction if this gain were taxed in one year to
an estate with no other Income and no deductions. 8,000 represents 15 percent
of 53.0185. Thus to us It Is Indisputable that carryover basis would be undesirable
for a significant percentage of estates filing estate tax returns.

The discussion In time preceding paragraph has Ignored the effect of the
"fresh start" adjustment which would limit the revenue to be derived from
carryover basis for a substantial period of time. During this period, and partieu-
larely during tire early years, the "cost" of carryover Wvould be high In relation
to the revenue it would produce. Also, the increased administration expenses
attributable to carryover basis will result In a reduction of federal revenues
because of these amounts being deductible for estate or income tax purposes.
Restatement of ABA position on carryover

The Treasury asserts that:
"Carryover basis is a reasonable policy solution to the equity deficiencies

of prior law." [32]
Whatever theoretical merit carryover basis may have, we believe this com-

mentary demonstrates that In the real world it will not work and cannot be
made to work in a reasonable manner. A letter to Vice President Mondale discus.
sing carryover basis makes this point simply and compellingly and is attached
for your consideration. In his State of the Union speech on January 23, 1979,
President Carter said:
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"We cannot resort to simplistic or extreme solutions which substitute myths
for common sense.

To us, carryover basis is a myth and lacking in common sense.

Tax on appreciation at dcath
Two approaches other than carryover basis have been discussed as alternatives

to a return to "prior law". They are imposing an income ta-x on unrealized
appreciation at death or imposing an additional estate tax (AET) on such
appreciation. The details of these alternatives are not clear and difficult issues
as to their application exist. For example, should property qualifying for the
marital or charitable deduction be subjected to the new tax?

We have analyzed these alternatives In terms of our reasons for urging the
repeal of carryover basis, which were discussed above, and found each of them
deficient.

Dificulty of proving basi.-Each alternative presents the same proof problems
as carryover basis.

Inordinate complexity.-The complexity of each alternative depends upon its
terms. The exemption of marital deduction property from tax would produce a
complexity of significant proportions in that we would have a partial carryover

basis and a partial return to prior law.
increased fiduciary responsibility and uncertain state law.-Eacb alternative

could be less objectionable than carryover basis, the degree of improvement

depending iii part upon the details of the alternative.
Excessive and regressive taxation.-Each alternative would in our opinion

result in excessive taxation and an income tax on unrealized appreciation at

death would be regressive.
Perpetuation of "Lock-Tn".-Each alternative would be less objectionable than

carryover basis to tie extent that an appreciation tax is imposed at death, thus

increasing the basis of property to its estate tax value.
Since 1973 when the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Repre-

sentatives held hearings on estate and gift tax reform and a change in the basis

rule for a decedent's property, the ABA has consistently taken the position
that the basis rule should not be changed. During the 197:3 and 1976 hearings
our organization suggested an AET as the least objectionable approach if any
change should be made. We do not intend to support any alternative to repeal
at the 1979 hearings. Based upon the experience of our members for estates
of decedents dying while carryover basis was effective during 1977 and 1978,
the proof of basis problems have been more significant than we expected and
only a return to prior law will avoid them.

AMiERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION.
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DARREL N. VAN ALLEN,
Clearwater, Kans., February 17, 1979.

DEAR SIR: I ask that this letter be made part of the hearing record regarding
the carryover basis in taxing estates.

The carryover basis is double taxation-or perhaps even quadrupled-we paid
for the land with inflated dollars at inflated interest rates. The property is taxed
when probated and again when sold by heirs. Our heirs are living with inflation-
everything they buy or sell is inflated-what makes you think they are receiving
a bonanza when they inherit property that is assessed on an inflated basis.

Besides being terribly unfair, it is, as a practicality, an impossible tax to
determine-much of our property is impossible to know or guess the carryover
basis (or original cost)-and then the tax formula requires 61 separate calcula-
tions to arrive at the carryover basis for each piece of property-do you realize
the paper blizzard that requires and the attorneys fees that curtails?

This seems a very unAmerican process to take property away from heirs after
we havp worked very hard to accumulate something for our children. It smacks
of socialism !

Mrs. DARREL (ARLENE) VAN ALLEN.

LAW OFFicFs FLAME, SANOFR. ORAYSON & GINSBERG,
Eneino, Calif., February 15, 1979.

Re Carryover Basis Repeal. File No. 20.29.
COM.MiTrEE ON FINANCE.
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIRS: Because I will be unable to personally be present to testify at the
scheduled hearing set for March 12, 19, and 21, on the carryover basis provisions,
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I am writing this letter in hopes that it might be considered by the Senate Sub-
cilulittee on Taxation and I Debt Manageneiit.

I am a tax attorney, certitled as a "Tax Specialit" by the State Bar of Call-
fornia and have an LL.M in tax. My law practice is restricted to tax related
matters. Needless to say, I have iore than a passing interest in the adoption by
the Congress of meaningful tax legislation. It is to that end, that I'm writing
this letter.

With respect to carryover basis, I urge total repeal of the concept. If Con-
Congress wishes to raise additional tax revenue, then as President Carter said
when le was running for office, enact laws that are clear and simple to under-
..tand and to administer. )o not raise taxes by making the law so complicated
Through carryover basis rules. I personally view as a fraud the "tax reduction"
granted by raising the "exemption" from $iO.O00 to an "exemption equivalent"
of about three times that figure . . . only to offset such action by creating income
taxes through carryover basis rules where income taxes never previously existed.

Communicate to the Committee, and to the President, that if they wish to in-
rease taxes, then just merely increase the tax rates. The Internal Revenue

Code is complicated enough, and after ten years of experience practicing tax
law, I'm convinced that the complexity of the law is in major part attributable
to the lack of backbone of our Senators and Congressmen who seek to "reduce"
taxes with one hand, and at the same time, with the other hand, increase taxes
... camouflaging such increases by making the tax law complex, obtuse.

In summary, carryover basis rules are a horrendous morass. I urge total re-
peal of the carryover basis statute. And, if additional revenue is needed, I sug-
gest that the President and Congress take the simple, straightforward approach,
of merely increasing the estate and the income tax rates.

Sincerely yours,
HOWARD L. SANGER.

FOLLMER, VE-ST. ERDMANN & C.EM,
Champaign, IlL., Scptember 12, 1978.

1on. CHARLES PERCY,
U.S. S senate, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR I'ERCY: As an attorney practicing extensively in the area of
probating estates of decedents, I have been pondering for some times what to say
il a letter to yoll regarding tile dreadful carryover basis provisions of the 1976
Tax Reform Act. Even if the wisdom of the theory of the provisions were conceded,
which I do not concede, administratively the provisions are absolutely unwork-
able for the average modest estate. As noted in a recent issue of the Kiplinger
Tax Letter, a xerox copy of the first page of which is enclosed herewith for your
reference, I fear that a great many of my colleagues are not even aware of the
substantial problems of the Act and that their clients may be incurring enormous
civil, if not criminal, penalties for failure to comply with these unworkable
new laws and the regulations which have only recently begun to come out.

For those of us who are well aware of the provisions and are trying desperately
to meet the new requirements, the task is great and the cost of comillance to our
clients must evenmuiliy reflect the enormous additional burden which has been
thrusvt upon them by this most illconceived provision, which was rushed through
the Congress at tl e eleventh hour without even a minute of debate.

Assuming that your own personal and household goods exceed $10,000 in
value, including jewelry, silverware, furniture, automobiles, and other property
held for your family's personal use, could you determine how much you paid
years ago for a sofa or a set of china or a stamp or coin collection or a painting?
What about your tax basis in items which were given to you, such as silver or
china or crystal received as wedding presents (your tax basis Is its cost to the
people who gave it to you many years ago-do you know what they paid?)?
What about the family heirloom which has been handed down by gift from
generation to generation probably without any federal gift tax returns having
ever been filed? If even you don't know these items of Information-and I would
suggest that many of them, such as the cost of the wedding presents, are un-
knowable--how in the world do you expect your Executor to be able to find out?
The only help which the new provision gives for such unknowable situations
is that in such cases the basis shall be treated as the fair market value of the
property as of the approximate date that the property was acquired by the
decedent or by a preceding owner (in the case of a gift to the decedent). In the
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stamp collection and ninny other rituations, this Is no help at all because the
Executor would have no idea even when the property was acquired. The kicker.
of course, is that new Code Section 6694 provides for penalties tip to $7,500 for
failure to provide such information unless "it Is shown that the failure Is due
to reasonable cause and not to willful neglect." The burden of showing such
rensoiible cause, of course, is on the Executor.

Beyond the lpenalties, the same problems of discovering tax basis apply if the
estate or beneficiary sells the carryover basis property and is thereby forced
to try to figure out how much income tax he owes.

As with so ninny other unduly complex provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code, I fear the result is that our taxpayers, the overwhelming majority of
whom are honest and want to file a proper and complete income tax return,
are deciding more and more that there is no way In the world that an accurate
return can he filed, even with the best of intentions. So why even try? I'm sure
you can see the practical ramifications of Congress' playing an active, even if
unintentional, role in making our country a nation of tax cheaters. I am ab-
solutely convinced that this is becoming a serious problem.

I strongly urge you to introduce or support legislation to repeal the carry-
over basis provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 or, in the alternative, to
introduce or support legislation to postpone the effective date of the carryover
basis provisions until a more workable system can be worked out.

I would also note that the several Internal Revenue agents with whom I have
discussed this are as frusrrated and confused by the new law as my clients and
I are. I don't think the IRS even has grass root support from Its own agents
in the field for this terrible change.

Very truly yours,
RICHARD 0. ERDIMANN.

Enclosure.
FOLLMER, WEST, ERDMANN & CLEM,

Champaign, Ill., September 12, 1978.
Hon. ADLAI STEVENSON,
U.R. Senate. lVa.hington, D.C.

I) AR 'SENATOR STEVENSON: As an attorney practicing extensively In the area
of probating estates of decedents, I have been pondering for some time what
to say in a letter to you regarding the dreadful carryover basis provisions of
the 1976 Tax Reform Act. Even if the wisdom of the theory of the provisions
were conceded, which I do not concede, administratively the provisions are ah-
soitely unworkable for the average modest estate. As noted In a recent issue
of the Kiplinger T.x Letter, a xerox copy of the first page of which is enclosed
herewith for your reference. I fear that a great many of my colleagues are not
even aware of the substantial problems of the Act and that their clients may
be inv.urring enormous civil, if not criminal, penalties for failure to comply
with these unworkable new laws and the regulations which have only recently
beaun to conie out.

For thoce of us who are well aware of the provisions and are trying desparately
to meet the new requirements, the task is great and the cost of compliance to
our clients must eventually reflect the enormous additional burden which has
been thrust upon them by this most illconceived provision, which was rushed
throw ulr the Congress at the eleventh hour without even a minute of debate.

AsnAmiug that your own personal and household goods exceed $10.000 in value,
Including jewelry, silverware, furniture, automobiles, and other property held
for your family's personal use, could you determine how much you paid years
ago for a sofa or a set of china or a stamp or coin collection or a painting? What
about you tax basis in terms which were given to you, such as silver or china or
crystal received as wedding presents (your tax basis Is its cost to the people
who gave it to you ninny years ago-do you know what they paid?)? What
about the family heirloom which has been handed down by gift from gener,1-
tion to generation probably without any federal gift tax returns having ever
been filed? If even you don't know these items of information-and I would
suggest that many of them. such as the cost of the wedding presents, are un-
knowable-how in the world do you expect your Executor to be able to find
out? The only help which the new provision gives for such unknowable situa-
tions is that In such cases the basis shall be treated as the fair market value of
the property as of the approximate date that the property was acquired by the
decedent or by a preceding owner (in the case of a gift to the decedent). In the
stamp collection and many other situations, this is no help at all because the
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Executor would have no idea even when the property was acquired. The kicker,
of course, is that new Code Section 6694 provides for penalties up to $7,500 for
failure to provide such information unless "it is shown that the failure is due
to reasonable cause and not to willful neglect." The burden of showing such rea-
sonable cause, of course, Is on the Executor.

Beyond the penalties, the same problems of discovering tax basis apply If the
estate or beneficiary sells tile carryover basis property and is thereby forced
to try to figure out how much income tax he owes.

As with so many other unduly complex provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code, I fear the result Is that our taxpayers, the overwhelming majority of whom
are honest and want to file a proper and complete income tax return, are deciding
more and more that there is no way In the world that an accurate return can be
filed, even with the best of intentions. So why even try? I'm sure you can see the
practical ramifications of Congress' playing an active, even if unintentional, role
in making our country a nation of tax cheaters. I am absolutely convinced that
this is becoming a serious problem.

I strongly urge you to introduce or support legislation to repeal the carryover
basis provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 or, In the alternative, to intro-
duce or support legislation to postpone the effective date of the carryover basis
provisions until a more workable system can be worked out.

I would also note that the several Internal Revenue agents with whom I have
discussed thisgare as frustrated and confused by the new law as my clients and
and I are. I don't think the IRS even has grass root support from its own agents
in the field for this terrible change.

Very truly yours,
RICHARD 0. EUDMANN.

Enclosure.
STATEMENT OF THE TAX CoUNcm

The Tax Council is a non-profit business membership organization concerned
with tax policy. Since its inception in 1967, The Tax Council has emphasized
the benefits accruing to all sectors of our economy from increases in our nation's
stock of capital. The Council consistently has advocated a tax return structure
that would encourage capital accumulation and preservation.

These are important matters in the context of the current condition of our
economy. Lagging capital investment in this country has contributed to low pro-
ductivity levels and minimal real economic growth. The rate of private net sav-
ings (personal and corporate) as a percentage of GNP was only 5 percent in
1978, the lowest rate in thirty years. We continue to save at a much lower rate
than other western industrial countries.

Thus, It is important to avoid tax policies which have a negative Impact on the
formation and preservation of capital. The Tax Council believes that the carry.
over bav'is provision of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, if implemented, would have
such an impact on the growth of capital in this country, particularly with respect
to risk capital. We urge the repeal of tile provision.

The Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy, Donald Lubick, has
stated: "To us the issues is not the workability of the 1976 carryover rules.
The issue is instead whether income tax liability on gains accrued by a de-
cedent at his death ought to be entirely and irrevocably forgiven." We would
agree with the Secretary that the issue is not workability. We believe the real
issue is whether additional taxation of capital should le imposed at death.
We're not disturbed, as is Mr. Luloick, over the possibility of some income tax
liability on accrued gains being entirely forgiven.

In the first place, the income that builds most estates has been subject to tax
during the lifetime of the individuaI, often at high marginal rates. A lnd secondly,
there is the estate tax itself. Regardless of the liberalization of the exemption
under the Tax Reform Act of 1376, the estate tax can still serve as a heavy im-
post on the transfer of capital.

In fact, the Treassury's argument as to f'rgiveness of Income tax liability on
capital gains is seriously undermined by its own proposal, in the nnie of equity
and administrative feasibility, to raise the minimum basis for carryover purposes
to $175,000, the same as the expanded estate tax exemption. Treasury would
forgive a lot of gains, lIt not those whicl most likely would be nssociated with a
significant family business enterprise or farming operation that other public
policies purport to encourage.

'The corporate net savings component Is adjusted for the overstatement of inventory
profits and the understatement of depreciation caused by inflation.
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It is the position of The Tax Council that not only should the carryover basis
provision be eliminated, but that we should encourage the preservation of such
capital by enacting a credit for capital gains taxes paid during one's lifetime
against estate taxes due at death. This may be too much to accomplish at this
particular time but a worthwhile objective nevertheless.

Tile present carryover basis process does appear to be completely unworkable,
especially with regard to establishing original basis and for determining a fair
distribution of the assets of an estate. But no matter what "clean up" admiinlstra-
tive procedures are advanced, we believe the concept of carryover basis is too
badly flawed to retain in any form.

Because we believe the case against carryover basis to be basically one of
capital preservation, The Tax Council emphatically rejects so called "trade off"
alternatives such as imposing capital gains tax liability at death or an addi-
tional estate tax on appreciated assets. These measures might impose less ad-
ministrative cost than carryover basis but would merely switch one economic
burden on the capital sector for another.
Explanation of the provision

Under prior law, an heir was able to use the market value of inherited assets
at the time of the decedent's death (or alternate valuation date) as the cost
basis for calculating capital gains when selling the assets. The carryover basis
provision of the 1976 Act would require that gains be calculated by using the ori,-
inal cost of the assets to the decadent as the basis. Estates with a gross valuation
of less than $60,000 would not Ix, subject to the carryover basis process.

Under carryover basis, a "fresh start" transition rule holds that the adjusted
basis of an asset which the decedent held on December 31, 1976, is increased,
for purposes of determining gain, to Its fair market value on that date. With
regard to this rule, every asset, except marketable bonds and securities, is as-
sumed to have appreciated at a constant rate during the entire period the asset
was held by the decedent. The value of marketable bonds and securities is to be
based on the actual market value on Deceinber 31, 1976.

When carryover basis was enacted, the Treasury estimated the longrun annual
revenue yield of the 1976 provision to be a little over $1 billion. A more recent
estimate by the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation suggested an annual
yield of $830 million, based on the 1978 law revisions, and down to $560 million if
the Administration's'new minimum basis proposal were accepted.
Rationale for, and conceptual problems with, carryover basis equity

In testimony before Subcommittee on March 12, Treasury defended carry-
over basis on four points. First, carryover basis is intended to equalize time tax
liabilities of those selling assets after death to those selling assets prior to death.
But that intent is not necessarily met. as income taxes paid on predeath sates
of assets can substantially reduced the estate and the impact of the federal estate
tax. If an asset is sold after death, with no fresh start adjustment, the combined
tax may be greater than if the asset had been sold immediately prior to death
because of the sequence in which the estate and income tax obligations are In-
curred. Because of pyramiding taxes, a greater tax may be levied on the postdeath
sale of appreciated assets. In such Instances, carryover basis would operate coun-
ter to the intended impact, as pointed out in more detail in an excellent statement
to this Subcommittee by Doris D. Blazek of Covington and Burling on July 25,
1977.

The Tax Council's position Is that a double tax should not he imposed on
capital, but that there should lie a credit against estate taxes for capital gains
taxes paid during life. The effects of our proposal would ie a greater preserva-
tion of capital and a reduction of the disparity between pre(leath and post-
death sales.

Lock.in
The second reason given for the adoption of carryover basis was to overcome

the tendency to freeze assets to avoid paying income taxes on predeath sales.
Treasury contends that, under prior law, there was a "lock-in" of capital, as
people in their later years who might otherwise sell assets hesitated to (14) so
because the appreciation of the assets would be subject to income tax. On the
other hand, no income tax would be imposed on assets hld until death.

However, carryover basis could well encourage a different lock-in of assets.
Because assets generally appreciate over generations and the applicable tax
rates are progressive, heirs will be encouraged to retain investments, rather
than liquidate them and pay taxes on the appreciation of assets increased by
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carryover basis. The greater the tax rate, the greater the incentive for holding
assets to avoid incurring the tax, thereby diminishing the capital available to
finance new ventures. The expansion of the availability of risk capital was an
objective of Congress when it reduced the capital gains tax rates in tile Revenue
Act of 1978. Implementing carryover basis would run counter to this objective.

It should be noted that the Treasury Department has acknowledged the po-
tential new lock-in problem in carryover basis. Its testimony on March 12
states that ". . . if the [inherited] l)roperty continues to appreciate in value. the
capital gains tax would be greater when the heirs consider selling, and then their
lock-in would be somewhat increased."
Rev iuc yield

The third defense of carryover basis cited by Treasury was that Implement-
ing the provision will yield additional revenues to the federal Treasury. As
noted above, if implemented, the present carryover basis procedure could re-
suilt in an additional annual revenue yield of $830 million. The staff of the Joint
Committee on Taxation estimates that Treasury's proposed revisions of carry-
over basis would reduce the long-term annual yield to $560 million.

Revenue estimating in the area of capital gains tax liability has been notori-
ously inaccurate in the past. particularly, of course, because it depends upon in-
vestment or other actions of taxpayers which are subject to change in changing
circumstances. The above mentioned potential lock-in effect could greatly reduce
the revenue yield of carryover basis.

On the other hand, continuation of a 8-9% annual inflation rate could greatly
expand the extent of inheritances subject to carryover basis above the mini-
muni-potentially at least well beyond tie 2% of total estates currently
projected for such liability.

Lifetime gifts
The fourth justification of carryover basis is the claim that lifetime gifts,

which are currently subject to carryover basis, and deathtime transfers should
lie treated similarly for income tax purposes. It is our position that there is a
vast difference between the act of a person who, in the prime of life, permanently
foregoes further use of property by giving it away. aind the act of a person in
providing by will for the disposition of property at the time when he can make
no further use of it.

When a person makes a gift of property, the continuity of ownership Is broken
and his capital worth is diminished accordingly. By contrast, when )roperty Is
sold, the seller's capital worth is diminished only by the amount of the capital
gains tax. Unless subsequently given away, the property remains in one forn or
another for inclusion' in his estate when finally disposed of by will. Thus, there
is no break in the continuity of ownership before death, except for the part of
ownership taken away by capital gains taxation.

The Council's position is that continuity in ownership of capital, in whatever
form through life and until disposed of at death, provides a connection between
tax ott lifetime transfers and on the final transfer at death, which should be re-
flected iii a credit for time former against the latter. By the same reasoning, there
is nothing to connect lifetime gifts and the transfer of property still owned at
death, and thus, there Is no rationale for connecting the taxes paid on the two.
Despite the unification of the gift and estate taxes under the Tax Reform Act of
1976, we believe this reasoning still holds with respect to carryover basis.

ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS
Fresh Start

There are several additional reasons why carryover basis should be repealed.
The "fresh start" rule of the 1976 carryover basis provision is inherently dis-
criminatory and will work to the disadvantage of taxpayers whose assets were
purchased after December 31, 1976. While time fresh start rule is designed to
soften the Impact of carryover basis, it will increasingly implige on capital pres-
ervation in years to come.

In addition, the fresh start rule provides for inequitable treatment for assets
other than marketable bonds and securities, the basis of which cannot exceed
estate tax value. Treasury acknowledges this problem but the specific reform
measures proposed would be applicable only to a fraction of such assets.
Inflation Penalty

Treasury minimizes the effect of Inflation on the appreciation of assets and con-
tends that the impact of inflation is neutral under carryover basis. We disagree.
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The carryover basis provision subject assets sold after death to an inflation pen.
alty, as it incorporates inflation into the tax base. Because of progressive tax
rates and the inflation factor, the effective rate of taxation may be much higher
than the statutory one. Thus, carryover basis would exacerbate the erosion of
capital by inflation.

One thing is almost certain, if current rates of Inflation are not substantially
reduced, hundreds of thousands of what are now considered small or middle-sized
estates are going to face a very substantial problem with a carryover rule, fresh
start or not. Either assets will be frozen to the detriment of the most useful
allocation of resources, or capital will be eaten away on its transfer.

Administrative costs
Carryover basis inevitably complicates the process of estates administration.

Without going into detail, which has been developed by other, it is important to
note that there will be obvious adverse economic impact. Because of the complex
process in establishing asset valuations and fairly apportioning assets to heirs
under carryover basis, the administration of a significant estate with a variety of
assets could require much more professional assistance than is currently the case.
Additional expenses would be incurred for the services of attorneys, accountants,
financial institution trust departments, and quite possibly, for computer time. It
is reasonable to assume that in many cases assets would have to be sold to meet
such expenses, which would be particularly unfortunate for estates largely com-
prised of a farm or a small business. While the reform measures proposed by the
Treasury Department may be of some help in simplifying carryover basis, it
appears certain that there still would be considerable administrative complexity
were the process implemented.

Raisfng the minimum basis
Tle Administration would exempt from the carryover basis process all estates

exempt from the estate tax by raising the minimum basis to $175,000, the same
as the estate tax credit equivalent by 1981. By so raising the minimum basis,
Treasury estimates that only 2 percent of total estates would be subject to carry-
over basis. Our position is simply that if carryover basis is inappropriate for 98
percent of estates, the provision should be repealed.

Treasury, of course, claims that the 2 percent segment that carryover basis
would apply to is the segment that own more than 75 percent of all appreciated
assets. Implicit In this position is the notion that concentrations of wealth and
capital are the problem and ought to be reduced through taxation. The amount
of capital passing by testament or gift in any year is only a small fraction of our
total capital and is small in relation to the contemporary rate of accumulation.
According to Professor Michael Boskin, only about 20 percent of our nation's
total stock of capital is passed from generation to generation through wills and
bequests and loss than 1 percent of the total is so distributed in any given year.
But just as the accumulation of capital means time creation of new and better jobs
and higher living standards for the public at large, so does the conservation of
capital assure an even higher base from which to build. Capital preservation
through genertions can be a critical source for risk and small enterprise. Though
no known econometric model has measured this effect, its importance is obvious.

The view of The Council, therefore, is that there is not a major problem of
concentration of wealth in contemporary America. If there were such a problem
moreover, the tax mechanism would be an inappropriate instrument for dealing
with it because taxation destroys, rather than redistributes wealth.

CONCLUSION

Because of the considerable negative economic consequences of carryover basis
and the inequitable treatment of estates that wouhl result from Its application,
The Tax Council urges the repeal of the provision. We also suggest that serious
consideration be given to the proposal for a credit for capital gains taxes paid
during life against estate taxes due at death.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS P. SWEENEFY, MEMBER, RicrARDS, LAYTON & FINGER,
WVILMINGTON, DEL.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: I thank you for the oppor-
tunity to come before you to present our views with respect to the repeal of the
carryover basis provisions contained in § 1023 of the Internal Revenue Code of
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195-4, as amended. I am sulibmitting these comments as a private practitioner,
having been actively engaged in the practice of tax law for approvinmtely 19
years. 12 of which have been with the firm of Richards, Layton & Finger in
Wimington, Delaware and in my capacity as head of the Tax )epartment of
that firm. As will be set forth later iil this statement, the carryover basis pro-
visions, if retained, will cause a very considerable increase in the amount of time
and expense involved in the settlement of estates; therefore, it should be noted
that we speak against our own economic Interests as attorneys whose practice
includes a substantial number of estates.

INTRODUCTION

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 introduced the concept of carryover basis with
respect to assets acquired front a decedent dying after Decemiber 31, 1976. Prior
to this the basis of assets acquired from a decedent was generally the value of
the property at the date of the decedent's death.' This "step-up" in basis per-
mitted the Executor and/or beneficiaries to sell the decedent's appreciated prop-
erty without incurring an income tax on that portion of the appreciation occur.
ring prior to death. Of course, any unrealized losses \vith respect to a decedent's
property would als o Ite lust for income tax lUrl)ose-.

The announce rationale for carryover I,asis is to subject the appreciation in
value of prolierty to income taxalion whether it is sold by a decedent during his
lifetime or by his beneficiaries after his death, thereby y removing any apparent
inequity as between th oe who have accumulated wealth and tlose who have not,
for whatever reason. Other reasons have also been given in support of the
crryover' basis provisions: (i) tlt prior law had a "lock-in" effect which dis-
couraged the sale of ajpprociated assets thereby impairing the moblitv o capital ;
(iH) that large amounts of p).-iile revenue were being 'lost' through the
'stei-lilp" ill basis at death; and liii) that there is already a carryover basis
with re)-pe,.t to lifetime gifts.

On tin' other hand, the carryover basis provisions have met with increasingly
vocal criticism as tax practitioners, fiduciaries and ben'eficiaries have had the op-
pm4rtunity to study, interpret, explain and administer these extremely complex
provisions.

Wo :are here tcdaiy to emplhatially support the repeal of the carryover basis
provisions. In doing so, we would like to comment on the tax policies underlying
carryover basis and on the extreme difficulties which will be encountered In
administering estates.

TAx rOTICY UNDERLYING CAIIYOVER BASIS

Before getting into a more detailed di.scuision of the stated tax policy oljeetives
of carryover husk, we wil like to set forth vhlt we hleve to be 3 very im.
portant considerations In determining whether legislation, such as the carryover
basis provisions, satisfies the overall Federal tax policy. These considerations
are: (1) that the tax laws should be clear and should avoid complexity: (2)
that the tax conseqifences of everyday events anl transactions should lie
generally comprehensible to the Individual taxpayer: and (3) that tax legisla-
tion must Ie enforceable as a practical matter so that all tax provisions may Ibe
full y a nd consist tently en forced.

In ether words, even if proposed tax legislation lhs the appearanc, of reduc-
ing allcgcd inequii', in the current tax system. is this tax legilation going to
lie practical, or is it going to suffer from extreme costs in terms of complexity,
misinterpretation, lack of enforcement, and financial cost to taxpayers (who must
reexamine and perhaps overhaul current arrangements based on prior Income,
gift and estate tax laws) and to beneficiaries (who must bear the brunt of
higher income taxes resulting from carryover basis).

The recent flurry of tax legislation has served to complicate rather than
simplify the tax laws and their application. Something so ordinary as the sale
of a residence by a hiihqlind and wife has become a major tax planning event
given the various elections which may be based on particular circumstances.
This unfortunate trend away from simplicity is nowhere more evident than in
carryover b-qsi. The old system of wrrnittin, a stop-ip in basis with respect to
n-ssets acquired from a decedent has many practical advantages which we
strongly believe far outweigh any disadvantages.

I For these purposes, this Is deemed to Include the alternate valuation date.
- 43--465-79-9
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(1) Equity
In his statement before this Subcommittee' Mr. Lubick reiterated the stated

position of the Department of Treasury that step-up in basis creates significant
horizontal and vertical inequities, Ile repeats the oft stated example of two
taxpayers, A and B, who each own the same number of shares with the same
basis in the same corporation. A goes to his stockbroker and sells his shares.
After leaving his broker's office he and his friend B are both run over and killed
by a car. It is stated that B was about to go to the stockbroker to seel his shares.

Because A sold his stock before he died, a capital gains tax is incurred on
the appreciation of his stock. However, B's stock passes to his heirs with the
increased basis and no capital gains tax. If B's heirs sell the stock the next day
at the same price as A sold his stock, B's heirs would pay no capital gains
tax because of the step-up in basis.

The fact that A's heirs receive less total value in property because the stock
was sold prior to A's death is pointed out as demonstrating disparate Income
tax treatment occurring solely because of the timing of capital gains recognition.
However, the argument that the above example illustrates a total lack of hori-
zontal and/or vertical equity as between taxpayer A and taxpayer B says too
much.

Mr. Lubck correctly states that the estate tax and the income tax systems are
separate systems, the former applying to the transfer of property and the latter
to the receipt of income. Let there be no mistake, however, that the primary
reason for the 'existence of these tax systems is to raise revenue and that only
in structuring these systems are a variety of other policies given consideration.
As a result, there are various types of "inequity" throughout our tax system.
such as graduated income, estate and gift tax rates, charitable and marital
deductions, ex'eniptions for dependents, credits to reduce or eliminate taxes for
gifts and estates, exclusions for small gifts, and special treatment with respect
to gains and losses on the sale or exchange of capital assets, to name a few.
All of these are integrated into our tax system for social, economic and prac-
1rcal policy reasons, even though they may be inequitable on a horizontal or

vertical basis.
There are also inequities In our tax system based on the timing of events, such

as the one illustrated above. But to say that the illustration above stands out as
an-example of extreme tax inequities is going too far. For instance, assume that
taxpayers A and B had a basis in the stock far in excess of its current market
value. Is it not inequitable to have the unrealized losses disappear with respect
to B and not with respect to A? Yet this is the current state of the law. Or sup-
pose that taxpayer B's wife was killed earlier that day, thereby losing the marital
deduction for taxpayer B's estate? From a tax standpoint, this unfortunate event
may represent a financial catastrophe to B and his beneficiaries, solely due to
timing.

In other words, hypothetical fact situation, can be used to illustrate nearly any
point desired. The basic questions are whether the "inequity". if any, is such
that the carryover basis provisions represent a practical solution and whether
the "solution" would produce other inequities.

For instance, it has been suggested (and apparently agreed to in principle
by Treasury) that carryover basis is so complex that it should not apply to estates
not required to file Federal estate tax returns, thereby eliminating nearly 99%
of estates from the proposed carryover basis rules. However, this points up very
clearly the implicit problem with carryover basis-that It is so complex that It
would be unworkable to have it apply across the board to all decedents and.
therefore, it is necessary to limit its application only to large estates. Is this
"eqi+y"? We think not.

(2) Lock-in effect
It is alleged that the owner of highly appreciated property will not Sell such

property during his lifetime but will, instead, make a decision to hold such prop-
erty until his death so that his beneficiaries may receive a step-up in basis. Cer-
tainly. there are cases where this is true; however, we dispute the blanket state-
ment that this is an overriding consideration. If the owner of several assets must
sell one, he is going to choose to sell the one with the least tax impact to him,
whether or not carryover basis is the law. It is simply a question of selective

2 Statement of Donald C. Lublck. Assistant Secretary of Treasury for Tax Policy,
before the Sennto Committee on Finance, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Manage-
ment, Mar. 12. 1979.
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buying and selling, based on current income tax law. It should be noted that
the Revenue Act of 1978 has increased the long-term capital gains deduction in
an effort to soften the impact of the sale of appreciated capital assets. Therefore,
assuming there Is any "lock-in" effect with respect to highly appreciated assets,
the Revenue Act of 1979 would appear to relieve this pressure.

More importantly, carryover basis would aggravate rather than relieve the
"lock-in" effect because beneficiaries would receive the highly appreciated assets
with a low basis (with certain adjustments), and would, therefore, be further
discouraged from making any sales. The longer the beneficiary holds the appre-
ciated property and the more the property appreciates, the more severe the
"lock-in" effect will become.

If the proponents of carryover basis believe that decisions concerning the dispo-
sition of appreciated assets are distorted by the knowledge that if the asset were
not disposed of there would be a step-up in basis upon death, then we believe
that decisions concerning the disposition of appreciated assets will become even
more distorted by the possibility of reducing one's assets below the limit for the
application of the carryover basis provisions. We are not saying that we disagree
with raising the minimum limit for the application of carryover basis; we are
simply stating that the necessity for doing so illustrates clearly that carryover
basis Is so complex that it should not apply across the board and that this fact
alone is sufficient reason to repeal carryover basis in its entirety.

(3) Revenue loss
The proponents of carryover basis have stated that up to $20 billion of gain

escapes income taxation annually, although we are not sure how this figure was
determined. Nevertheless, if carryover basis is simply a revenue-raiisng measure,
then there are certainly other more simple ways of approaching the problem.

At the heart of this Issue, however, are the questions whether there Is any
justification for simply increasing the revenues and whether there is any justifi-
cation for taking this revenue from a very small segment of our society, simply
basid on some feeling that they should not profit from their investments. The
inet uity of singling out a small segment of taxpayers in order to raise the
revEnnes is of serious concern to us. especially In light of the lack of fiscal respon-
sibility demonstrated by the United States Government over the past 20 years.
Government expenditures continue to rise, putting more pressure on Congress to
increase the revenues. Because inflation has made It nearly impossible for the
lower and middle classes of our country to contribute more to the revenue,
revenue-raising measures are aimed at "soaking" those who have had the fore-
sight to form, accumulate. and preserve capital. Rather than increasing the
revenues in this way, we sincerely believe that cutting Government expenditures
(and lowering the revenues) should be the primary task of Congress.

(4) Capital formation
As a corollary to the above we firmly believe that carryover basis would have

a decidedly adverse effect on capital formation. This assumes that it is still the
policy of the United States Government to encourage capital formation and not
to remove capital from the economic system or to discourage capital invest-
nients. It would certainly appear to be anomolous for the United States Govern-
ment to discourage capital investment when such investment creates jobs
(thereby increasing taxable income) and gives the country a more sound eco-
nomic base. It has been the desire and ability of the people of this country to
start their own businesses or invest in business that has permitted this country
to grow and expand as rapidly as it has and to provide a very high standard of
living for most of its citizens. This is not a time to remove the incentives for
Individual capital formation.

(5) Gif t tax carryover basis
It has often been mentioned by the proponents of carryover basis that because

property transferred by gift during the donor's lifetime has a carryover basis to
the donee that the same should apply to property passing through an estate to
the decedent's beneficiaries. Ilowever, as has been often pointed out, a gift is a
voluntary event acid a donor must consider the various consequences of making
a gift. Including the fact that he should provide the d'inee with tile l,.is of the
gift. Also. gifts are usually isolated situations involving a small portion of the
donor's overall estate.

On the other hand, death is an involuntary event and affects all assets owned
by the decedent at the time of his death. There is certainly no reason to believe
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a person dies to obtain a tax advantage, even though a person might know that
by dying his appreciated assets will be subject to an estate tax and will receive
a step-up in basis. More importantly, the decedent is not here to tell us what the
basis is or to give useful information in determining the basis. The reasons for
not applying carryover basis to the situation of a transfer related to the death
of the transferor far outweigh the desire to make carryover basis apply to death-
time transfers just because it applies to inter-vivos gifts.

(6) Tax on inflation
It is an inescapable fact that much of the appreciation in value of assets Is a

result of inflation. In other words, a house purchased for $30,000 in 1960 and
sold for $70,000 in 1978 would simply permit the seller to buy another house of
the same quality and size for $70.000. The problem is that after paying a capital
gains tax (ignoring for these purposes any permitted deferral of such tax), the
taxpayer will be unable to purchase an equivalent house because lie has been
deprived of his capital. Granted, not all appreciation is due to inflation; how-
ever, inflation is a significant consideration which should no longer by ignored
by the tax laws.

(7) Liquidity
With step-up in basis an executor could sell appreciated property if, for in-

stance, it were necessary to raise funds for the payment of debts, taxes, etc.,
without the threat of incurring high capital gains taxe.. Under carryover basis
an executor will have an exceedingly difficult problem because of the threat of
incurring income taxes on the sale of appreciated assets, the incurrence of
which taxes may necessitate further sales of property.

As a corollary to this liquidity prodiem it should be noted that carryover basis
would serve to ag-ravate the l)rohlenis of the owner of a closely-held family
business. Section 303 of the Internal Revenue ('ode is ul,,ii "Ivi to enlse the
burden of having to sell closely-held stock after the death of the owner, but the
carryover basis provisions did not coordinate piroperly with § (0:. S1,:ilar proi-

lems exist with respect to § 306 stock and the lack of any proviion N\ith respect
to the removal of the paintt " upon the death of the owner of such stock. These
two Irobleins have been the subject of much comment and although the Revenue
Act of 1078 partially dealt with tiose riohlems. they sev'e to illvtrmale the lack
of coordination of time carryover basis provisions with the mlltmwn , d tax policy
of Congress to relieve the overall tax burden on the owners of elh.ehy-held fai-
ily businesses.

COM1PLEX1TY OF CARRYOVER BASIS

As we previously stated, we firmly believe that tax laws should he practical-
i.e., they should he comprehensilde to taxpayers, capable of being allied, and
capable of being evenly enforced. Carryover basis does not fulfill any of these
objectives.
(1) Proof of basis

Probably the most unworkable aspect of carryover basis is the requirement
that the executor ascertain the decedent's cost basis in each 4of 1lL, assets in the
estate, With few exceptions. It is our position that this iro,,f o" hasis require-
ment will become a nightmare because of the passage of time betwoei tie (late
of acquisition and date of death, the fact that the owner of the property is not
alive to explain whatever records lie may have kept or their locating, the prob-
ability that many taxpayers will not keep adequate records, and tie extreme dif-
ficulty of ascertaining the basis of certain types of personal property and collec-
tions.

The proponents of carryover basis have said thit the fact that taxpayers may
not keep adequate records is an insufficient reason for reiei ,Vg., t:ax law re-
quiring the production of records. However, the problems a rising from the
failure of a taxpayer to retain adequate records with respect to the cost of vari-
ous assets is not a matter to be taken lightly. Even though a taxpayer must know
his basis for income and gift tax purposes, these are generally voluntary matters
the result of lifetime decisions, and the taxpayer is usually alive to take the
responsibility of proving his basis. However, it is difficult to explain to a 25
year ohl taxpayer that lie must keel) records of everything lie liurehla ses Ill case
he still owns the property when lie dies because the 25 year old taxpayer cannot
imagine himself dying within the next 40 years. Neither is there any reason
to expect that records with respect to closely-held businesses or capital improve-
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ments to personal residences will be any more carefully retained, given the fact
that these records have had tax significance for years and people simply ignored
such record-keeping. There is no reason to expect this to charge just because the
basis In such assets will carryover to their beneficiaries. In fact, the attitude of
many individuals is that what happens to his assets after his death is not his
worry but is the problem of his beneficiaries. There comes a point when a tax
provision becomes unworkable as a practical matter, and carryover basis repre-
sents such a situation.

Again, the need to substantially increase the minimum amount of personal
property which would be subject to carryover basis points out the obvious hard-
ships which would be created by having carryover basis apply across tile board
to all taxpayers. The Treasury Department is, in effect, admitting that it will
not treat a taxpayer with a $15,000 stamp collection whose total estate is $100,000
equally with a taxpayer who also has a $15,000 stamp collection but whose total
estate is $1,000,000. This is, of course, an inequity created by carryover basis.

Further, the fact that the owner of the property is no longer living will make
it extremely difficult to find, interpret, and reconstruct whatever records the
decedent may have left. If no records can be found, -then it is the apparent in-
tention of the Internal Revenue Service to make some sort of haphazard guess
as to the cost basis of the decedent. If the executor attempts to construct a cost
basis himself, and the Internal Revenue Service later wishes to challenge this
basis, then any income tax return filed with respect to the sale of such assets is
also called into question. This matter of "suspended basis" may continue for
years. It is this type of provision that will make it extremely difficult to comply
with or enforce carryover basis.

In our firm we have had sonic first hand experience with the problems of as-
certaining the basis of property owned by a decedent. To illustrate, a decedent
had a collection of silver spoons whieh had been acquire(i over a period of nearly
50 years from places all over time world. Some of the spoons had also been gifts
to the (lecedent by her parents and by her husband. There were no records of
the cost, time, nor place of acquisition of these sipoons. Were it not for the sus-
pension of carryover basis, we are sure we would still be trying to construct the
basis of these spoons.

We were also involved in the settlement of an estate involving a number
of valuable intiques and a book collection which had been passed down to the
family by gift rather than by inheritance and the decedent had been given the
book collection prior to the passage of a gift tax statute. Again, little or no infor-
mation vas available which would lead us to a reasonable determination of the
basis of the books.

Another very real problem in ascertaining the basis of stock and securities is
the need to account for capital changes, such as stock dividends, stock splits, etc.
Our firm represents a corporate fiduciary and we have been Informed that the
following amount of time was spent determining time basis of securities in the
estates listed:
Gross estate ---------------------------- .------------------------ $52, 000
No Federal return ......
11 securities (hours) --------------------------------------------- 6
Gross estate ------------------------------------------------- $138, 000
Federal estate tax payable ---------------------------------------- $45
14 securities (hours) --------------------------------------------- 12
Gross estate ------------------------------------------------- $802,600
Federal estate tax payable --------------------------------------- $80, 787
30 stocks and 9 bonds (hours)---- -------------------------------- 12
Gross estate ------------------------------------------------ $10, 700
Federal estate tax payable ------------------------------------- $106, 138
23 securities (hours) ---------------------------------------------- 23

It was reported that the reason it took so much time to ascertain the basis
of the stocks in the above estates is that there were inadequate records from the
d(ce(lent and that many assumptions had to be made, such as using the date of
the stock certificate as a starting point, assuming fractional shares purchased,
using values determined front capital change services, and determining sales on a
first in, first out basis.

And ever if adequate records are found by the executor and the executor com-
plies with the reporting requirements by notifying the Internal Revenue Service
and tile beneficiaries of the basis of such assets, the sheer magnitude of tile infor-
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mation to be compiled would render the system unenforceable. Under the proposed
regulations with respect to reporting requirements as promulgated, the executor
does not have to supply exact information to the Internal Revenue Service but
only to beneficiaries, How, then, will the Service enforce carryover basis?

Thus, the question is not whether taxpayers should be expected to keep records
with respect, to the costs of their acquisitions, but whether such expectancy is
practical considering the difficulty of enforcing an executor's representations with
respect to a decedent's basis In property or the beneficiary's representation years
later when the property is actually sold.
(2) Increased fiduciary responsibilities

Another aspect of the carryover basis provisions that causes us great concern
is the increased responsibility and liability of fiduciaries. Not only lmust a fiduciary
ascertain the cost basis of the decedent's assets, but he must also make elections
concerning which personal and household effects will qualify for the present
$10,000 exemption; must decide which assets may be sold in order to raise funds
for debts, taxes, etc., with the smallest amount of tax consequence: must decide
whether high or low basis assets will be used to fund pecuniary bequests such as
a marital deduction bequest; and may, under State law, be responsible for decid-
ing how to distribute high or low basis assets among beneficiaries (possibly by
taking Into consideration the income tax brackets of the various beneficiaries).

It is argued by the proponents of carryover basis that executors already have
various elections to make and the addition of a few more should cause them no
problems. This is the same as saying that a person already has so niany problems
that the addition of a few more problems should not be noticed by him. When will
It stop?

We have found that the administration of an estate under current law (and
without carryover basis) is an extremely tiine-consuntiug, difficult job. There
Is absolutely no justification for making the death of an individual taxpayer
even more of a burden on the family of tbp deceased and those who are attempt-
ing to administer the estate in good fathti and in full compliance with current
tax laws. Fees charged by corporate fiduciaries and attorneys are high enough
as it is and the addition of more time-consuming work in the administration
of an estate will most certainly increase the amount of these fees simply as a
matter of recovering time and effort spent in compliance with the carryover
basi,4 provisions. Rather than seeking to complicate further the matter of
administering an estate, thereby increasing the cost to the survivors of decedents.
Congress should be seeking to simplify the passage of the assets at death so that
the survivors may receive the same with a minimum of cost and time.
(3) Computations

The number of computations required in order to ascertain the carryover
liasiq of an asset is staggering. If the asset was acquired prior to Decembpr 31.
1976. then the "fresh start" value of the asset must be determined as of Dpcem-
ber 31. ,1976. This determination depends on whether the asset 1, a marketable
security or not (a question that is replete with problems). After the "fresh start"
value Is determined, then the basis must be determined both for gain purposes
nnd losq purposes. Thus, an asset will often have two bases that must be
computed.

Once the fiduciary has made the above computations. then there are certain
death tax adjustments that must he made, which death tax adjustments have
been the subject of milch controversy since it does not appear that they are
work-able. Of course, in the face of such an attack. the Treasury Department has
decided to "simplify" the death tax adjustments. However. the sirMifted system
suffers from a lack of equity as between taxpayers living in different states.

After the death tax adjustments are made then there Is a minimum basis
adjustment which is based on the relative net appreciation of all carryover
basi, assets. Since this adjustment can only le made if the basis of all carry-
over basis property is known, it is clear how problematical the unknown basti
of only one asset will be.

The offer of Treasury to simplify these adjustments so as to remove much of the
complexity of the computations Is welcome. Nevertheless. It again points out the
Incredible Imperfections of the carryover basiq provisions, even though these
provisions are supposed to be n method of making our tax system more equitable.
We submit that the carryover basis provisions are a needless complexity.
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THE ALTERNATIVES

The two primary alternatives that have been mentioned in connection with
carryover basis are the additional estate tax (AET) and the capital gains tax
at death, both of which are considerably simpler than carryover basis. However,
these alternatives suffer from the primary problem of carryover basis and that
is the requirement that the decedent's basis in his property be ascertained by
his executor or beneficiaries. They also present liquidity problems since the
taxes are triggered by the owner's death. Therefore, an estate may not only have
to pay estate and inheritance taxes, but also income taxes based on the apprecia-
tion of assets in the estate, whether or not the assets are sold.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it is our position that carryover basis should be repealed in its
entirety, based on our strong belief that it is too complex, too costly, too difficult
to administer and enforce, and is not a satisfactory solution to whatever tax
equity issues may be raised by step-up in basis. Our tax system is already so
complex and is already taking so much money from taxpayers that the voluntary
aspect of our tax system is being stretched to tile limit. If people find tile tax
laws too complex to understand and also believe them to be confiscatory, volun-
tary compliance will quickly become the exception rather than the rule.

Carryover basis is an example of tax legislation that should be repealed be-
cause it does not fulfill the goal of practicality and enforceability that is the
cornerstone of our tax system.

NATIONAL COTTON COUNCIL OF AMERICA,
Memphis, Tenn., larch 22, 1979.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : We respectfully request that this letter and the attached
statement of Mr. W. F. McFarlane on behalf of the National Cotton Council
be put in the record of the hearing on carry-over basis provisions of the Tax
Reform Act of 1976.

Mr. McFarlane's statement demonstrates (1) the bewildering complexity
of thope provisions, (2) the virtual impossibility of complying fully with them,
and (3) the confiscatory impact on estates which include a commercial family
farm or other real estate held for many years.

National Cotton Council delegates, at their 1979 annual meeting, unanimously
Instructed the Council to work for repeal of the 1976 carry-over basis provi-
sions and return to those provisions of the prior law. Accordingly, we respectfully
urge your committee to support such repeal.

Sincerely,
C. HOKE LEGGETT, President.

STATEMENT OF V. F. 'MCFARLANE FOR TIlE NATIONAL COTTON COUNCIL OF AMERICA

I am W. F. McFarlane, a cotton, grain and vegetable farmer of Clovis, Cali-
fornia. My statement is in behalf of the National Cotton Council, the central
organization of the raw cotton industry, representing cotton growers, ginners,
warehousemen, merchants, cooperatives, manufacturers and seed crushers, It
was prepared in collaboration with my personal tax attorney, Mr. Baxter K.
Richardson, of Fresno, California.

I. BACKGROUND

(1) Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976. all property passing from a decedent
took a new cost basis for all income tax purposes equal to the value thereof at
the date of death (or, if the alternate valuation date were selected for federal
estate tax purposes, then the value on that date). Thus, if an asset were plur-
chased for $50 was worth $100 at the date of death, and was then sold for $110,
taxable gain would be $10. Similarly, that asset would from tie date of death,
if depreciable, have a depreciation base of $100.

(2) Under the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (as modified by the Revenue Act of
1978), approximately speaking, the cost basis of property in the hands of a
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decedent's successors shall be the same as in the hands of the decedent, subject
to certain adjustments:

(a) The cost basis of marketable securities will be their value on Decem-
ber 31, 1976, if owned on that date.

(b) Appreciation in value since acquisition by the decedent will never-
theless be added to cost basis, in an amount which is proportionate to the
percentage of days thalnt the asset was held up to l)e. ember 31, 1976, of the
total number of days the asset was held from the (late of acquisition to
date of death (less, however, depreciation taken on the asset, if depreciable,
prior to death).

(c) Approximately speaking, the amount of death taxes attributable to
the appreciation in value of an asset will lie added to cost basis (but basis
can never exceed the fair market value at date of death).

(3) Revenue impact of carried-over basis: According to the Joint Committee
on Taxation explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, by 1981 all the estate
and gift tax changes in that legislation would result in a revenue loss of
$1,449,000,000. However, carry-over basis alone would result in a revenue gain
of $162.000.000. Thus the carry-over basis provisions were projected to save
to the Government an amount equal to about 10 percent of the revenue to be
lost from the other provisions. (The principal revenue loss of $1,380,000,000 per
year was attributed to the unified rates and credit.)

(4) Argument in favor of carry-over basis : A main argument in favor of
carry-over basis is that elderly peoPle would no longer hold off selling property
in order that it might have a new income tax cost basis after death. Also, chance
(sale of property ilumediately 1,efore an unexpected deal versus inability to
complete projected sale before death) ,vould not affect the tax status of any
taxpayer.

(5) Arguments against carry-over basis:
(a) Compliance problems will be formidable and substantial noncompli-

ance will be widespread due to complexities and ignorance and lack of avail-
able time of tax return preparers and advisers, and neglect of property own-
ers and their successors.

(b) Tax motivations will still enter Into pre-death and post-death planning
of transactions, in a substantial way, and indeed, tax consultants will have
more work to do than before.

()As time passes, a substantial addition to tax burden at the death of
the family farmer.

These arguments against carry-over basis are elaborated below.

fl. DISCUSSION IN DETAIL

(1) To illustrate both the compliance problem, and the possible problem of
prohibitive taxation of the successors of a family farmer, the impact of carry-
over basis on a family farm may be illustrated by an example. In this example
it is assumed that land and buildings were acquired on January 1, 1967; that
equipment was all purchased from time to time after December 31, 1976; and that
the date of death is December 31, 1996. (The assumption is further made that
the dollar remains constant as to the property from this date to December 31,
1996, the date of death.) The details of the family farm example are as follows:

Item : Assets
320 acres land at $1,750 per acre ----------------------------- $560,000
Buildings -------------------------------------------------- 56,000
Equipment (depreciated value) -------------------------------- 123,000
Equity in growing and harvested crops ------------------------- 100,000
Cash and equipment ------------------------------------------ 7,700
Cooperative retains -------------------------------------------- 31,000

Total assets - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 877,700

Liabilities (long-term and crop financing) ----------------------- 219,700
Equity --------------------------------------------------- 658,000

Total -------------------------------------------------- 877, 700
'The example is for the most part constructed on the basis of appendix table 13 to

"Returns to Equity Capital by Economic Class of Farm." Economic Research Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Economic Report No. 347 (August 1976).
These items are approximately twice the percentages shown on the table referred to.
The larger percentages are used on the basis of the writer's experience with family farms
in the area of Fresno, California.
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Further, it will be assumed that there are many different items of equipment.
Under S1023 (carry-over basis provision enacted in 1976), the cost basis of

each item must be computed separately. The formula to be applied in every in-
stance is as follows:

X=A-FB+C,
where:

X =total carry-over basis
A=cost basis of asset just before death
B=adjustment for appreciation (if purchased before Jan. 1, 1977)
C=adjustment for death taxes.

B is ascertained by application of the following formula:

B=[(DD-A--AD) -- P]+Q
where

DD=date of death value
AD=total amortization or depreciation deductions taken with respect to

asset
OHP=number of days asset held prior to Jan. 1, 1977 ("old holding period")
THP=total number of days asset held ("total holding period")

Q=pre-Jan. 1, 1977 amortization or depreciation allowed or allowable
NoTE.-The B adjustment cannot be made for the purpose of computing loss.

Cis ascertained by application of approximately the following formula:

DD- (A+ B)
TA-X(FT+ST),

where

TA=total fair market value of all assets subject to estate tax
FT= Federal estate tax
ST=State death tax.

NNOTE.-This formula accurate only If the State death tax Is an estate tax, and Is an
approximation. Most States Impose death taxes not computed in the same manner as
I? ederal estate taxes. In every uch case there must be two computations-one for Federal
estate tax and one for State death tax adjustments.

To illustrate application of the above formula, assume that when the property
was purchased in 1969 $30,000 as properly allocable to a building depreciable
over 40 years, and that straightline depreciation was taken. Further assume that
federal estate tax is $103,000 and that state death tax is $17,000. Application of the
formula would then be as follows:

Application of FormulaAssumptions:
Original cost of asset ------------------------------------ (A)$i,0, 000
Value at (late of death ------------------------------------- 49, 000
Depreciation taken to date of death- 22, 500
Federal estate tax ---------------------------------------- 103, 000
State death tax ------------------------------------------- 17, 000

B=[(40,000- 7,500-22,500) 3,J± +7,500

= 3,333 + 7,500 = 10,833

0=40,000- (7,500 + 10,833) x (103,000± 17,000)
877,700

=2,962

Carry-over basis thus is:
A = pro-death cost ------------------------------------------- $7, 500
B=adjustment for appreciation ------------------------------- 10, 833
C=adjustment for death taxes -------------------------------- 2,962

Carry-over basis ------------------------------------------ 21,295
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The frightening complexity of compliance is apparent if it is assumed, instead
of as set forth above, that death occurred in, say, 1985, at which time there were
still on hand ten pieces of equipment purchased at various times prior to Janu-
ary 1, 1977. The above formula must be applied separately for each and every such
item to determine carry-over basis. The complexity does not disappear as to items
of equipment purchased after January 1, 1977; rather, the adjustment for appre-
ciation, item B in the first formula above, is not made, but the adjustment for
death taxes must still be made--separately as to each item.

Suppose further, as is certainly often the case, that the decedent had acquired
some of the real estate and buildings from his parents many years ago by gift, ant
that the parents had purchased the property long ago and records were no longer
available; or perhaps, the parents had inherited the property in, say, 1910. Under
these circumstances the ascertainment of original cost and interim depreciation
would be impossible, yet the computations must be made under the statute, some-
how. In this connection one must keep In mind that each improvement to the real
property is a separate item for the purpose of computation of carry-over basis.

In a typical case, the farm may not be the only asset of the family. Let us
assume that the family has in addition the following assets:

Acquisition Date of
Item Cost date death value

Baby grand piano ------------------------------------------------ $3, 500 1959 $8, 000
Antique chest ------.-------------------------------------------- 700 1959 5.000
Other items of furniture. -------------------------------------- (7) (7) 3, 500
Stamp collection ------------------------------.----------------- (V) ) 20, 000
Personal automobile -------------------------------------- 6,000 1978 4,000

In the first place, there Is no authority in the statute for aggregation of assets.
Therefore. a separate carry-over basis computation would have to be made, except
for a point discussed below, as to each and every of the above items. including
each and every single stamp In the stamp collection and each and every single
item of furniture. However, the present law allows a $10.000 exemption to the
computations for personal Items. The executor would have to select which per-
sonal-items against which to use this exemption. Presumably. he would select low-
cost. high-value item., such as the piano. Supposing the grand piano Is given to A,
the antique chest to B, and the stamp collection to C; and the executor allocates
$15.000 of the $10,000 exemption to the chest. $5,000 to the piano. and none to the
stamp collection: do A and C have a right of action against the executor for dis-
criminating against them? If so, may they require the exemption to be prorated
to each and every appreciated asset in some manner? If so, would the executor
further be required to consider different probable income tax brackets of the
various distributes. should they sell the asset distributed? That these questions
are not frivolous is shown by the decisions already in the books that remainder-
men are entitled to an adjustment if an executor deducts administration expense
for income tax purposes rather than estate tax purposes. Estate of Blrby, 140 Cal
App. 2d 326, 295 P.2d 6, and that a proportionate share of postdeath apprecia-
tion of estate assets must be allocated to the widow's share when distribution is
to be made at the lower of date of distribution or estate tax values, Matter of
MrDonnell, 45 MISC. 2d 57, 256 N.Y. Supp. 2d 149 (Surr. Ct. Nassau County,
1965).

Possibly a suggestion would be made for aggregation of household furniture
items or all stamps in a stamp collection, but any such aggregation would miss
the mark as to specific, unusually valuable items. If aggregation were permitted
except for such items, who would make that decision, and according to what
criteria ?

Thus it is seen that the problems of compliance are formidable. The writer of
this memorandum recently conversed with a well-respected, old-time attorney,
who has practiced in the writer's county for 50 years and has for years specialized
in probate work. Ile remarked, as to carry-over basis, that-in his opinion most
practitioners would not give it any consideration at all, and that non-compliance
(not deliberate. but because of inability to cope) would be massive. Informal con-
versations with examining Internal Revenue agents shows that they have the
same expectation and consider the problem formidable. There is no question hut
that most practitioners would prefer an increase In the estate tax rates, in the
rather minor percentage amount that would necessarily be involved, to offset the
revenue loss that would result from permanent repeal of the carry-over basis
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provisions. Many taxpayers would undoubtedly prefer this because the increased
tax would likely be less than the extra practitioner fees required to work out the
complexities of the tax liability.

The 1978 Act provided some relief, by providing for a "minimum basis." Where
records do not exist or it is more advantageous, that provision can be applied.
However, no fiduciary would dare to neglect making all the computations so
that If the computed carry-over basis were more advantageous It could be
used. Therefore, under principles of estate and probate law, it is doubtful that
the minimum basis provision will be helpful to fiduciaries. It is to be kept In
mind that fiduciary problems exist even though family members serve as
fiduciaries. Other family members may well criticize the fiduciary in question,
involving the family In expensive litigation.

The compliance problem Is compounded by the face that one must assume
that a death tax return may be audited, and that adult will produce changes in
the federal or state death tax. Audits frequently do not occur, or are not even
commenced, until two years or more after death. Changes in the taxes would
necessary produce changes in the carry-over basis adjustment for death taxes.
Thus, every Income tax return filed until completion of audit proceedings may be
wrong and, due to the possibility of lengthy litigation over the death tax returns,
it would appear that protective claims for refund of income tax must be filed in
every case.

At this time, there is a $60,000 overall exemption to carried-over basis. It will
be apparent that such exemption is meaningless for a family farm of 320 acres.
The suggestion has been made that the problem would be alleviated if the ex-
emption were increased to $175,600. The foregolg discussion shows that such
increased exemption will be of little help to the family farms. In the wirter's
area (Fresno County, California) there are many 40- and 80-acre operations
improved to vineyards or orchards, almost all of which would greatly exceed
$175,600 in value on today's market. For true relief from formidable compliance
problems, the exemption would have to be a minimum of $500,000.

(2) Overall tax effect. The foregoing discussion has pointed out the problems
of compliance which render carry-over basis undesirable. However, the combina-
tion of death tax and income tax can render taxation on top-bracket assets
almost confiscatory. Let us assume that the estate above posited must sell 60
acres of unimproved land in order to meet demands of the bank for pay-off of
financing and of the state for death taxes. (The estate tax payment would
probably be deferred under 86166 or 96166A.) Assume further that the 60
acres cost $400 in 1969. Carry-over basis is computed as follows:

A=400X60 -------------------------------------------------- $24,000
B= 1 X135X60 ------------------------------------- 27,000

54.000
C=.0 7 7 0 0 X 120,000 -------------------------------------------- 7,383

Total carry-over basis ----------------------------------- 58, 383

If the property is then sold at $1,750 per acre, the death tax value, the total
price is $105,000, for a taxable gain of $46,617. Probable maximum federal capi-
tal gains tax would then be amout 28 percent of the gain or $13,053. Thus, on
the 60 acres, total taxation would be as follows :

lIte Amount
Federal estate tax (top bracket, 33 percent net of State death tax credit- $34, 650
State, death tax (top bracket, estimated at 10 percent) ----------------- 10.50)
Capital gains tax --------------------------------------------- 13, 053

Total taxation -------------------------------------------- 58, 203
It is thus seen that on this moderate-sized family farm, top dollar taxation is

in reality at 55 cents on the dollar. The only solution to the family is not to
sell any property for a long time, if ever. It Is argued that carry-over basis
removes taxation as a consideration In economic decisions, because elderly
people will, with carry-over basis, have no motivation to freeze or hold onto
property. To the extent, if any, that that might be so, It is obvious that the
converse result will obtain after death, so that heirs will be tempted to assume
unreasonable debt burdens (to pay death taxes-state death taxes usually
are not deferrable), expenses and debts, rather than making sales which other-
wise might be economically more desirable.
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What if family farmers, and fiduciaries among them or involved with them,
simply ignore the provisions? Under 86039A, and applicable regulations, any
executor must furnish a notice to the Internal Revenue Service within 9 months
after the (late of decedent's death as to whether or not certain information
has been provided to the distributees. That Information consists, essentially,
of the basis adjustments to determine carry-over basis, broken down to each
step in that adjustment. If there are subsequent adjustments because of
examination of the estate tax return, then amendatory information must be
furnished within 3 months after completion of those proceedings. Failure to
do so involves $100-per-failure penalty as to the Treasury (per item?) with
$5,000 maximum, and $50 per failure (each item?), with $2,500 maximum, as
to each beneficiary of the estate. It would also seem that failure to comply
might be a crime as defined in $7206 (felony of filing a false return-false
because of erroneous basis information), or S7203 (wilful failure to file a
return or supply Information). Upon the basis of the writer's experience, it
appears -there would not be enough prosecutors and judges to handle the volume
of these offenses which almost inevitably must occur with continuation of the
carryover basis provisions, because of the near impossibility and burdensome-
ness of compliance.

III. REVIEW OF ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAIN ST CARRY-OVER BASIS
The argument is made. as pointed out, that with carry-over basis, elderly

people will no longer hesitate to sell property because of the near-confiscatory
level on moderate-sized estates of the combination of death taxes and income
taxes. flowever, an implication of the pro-carry-over basis argument is that
less tax planning will be involved. The opposite will, however, be true. Follow-
ing are only some tax planning points which will have to be considered and
done if carry-over basis becomes and stays a part of the law:

(a) Plan for sales before death, so that the capital gains tax will be re-
moved from the taxable estate. Careful computations; would of course be
required to determine relative brackets and the profitability of this approach.

(b) If a corporation or partnership exists, which has been held for a long
time before 1976, or which was formed in a tax-free transaction from assets
held for a long time before 1976. then transfer new assets a,; acquired to
that entity. Thus, "new" assets will be turned into "o'l" assets.

(C) Gift planning must be done with cost basis in mind-select "new"
assets rather than "old" assets for lifetime gifts.

(4) Give sul)stantially appreciated assets to charity.
(e) Avoid cash bequests in wills-instead, provide specific gifts, which

under new S1040 can be distributed without incurring tax, whereas, cash
gifts might require sale of assets by the estate with income tax consequences.

(f) As already indicated, estate distributions must be plarnd with alloca-
tion of high- and low-cost-basis assets to various distrilintes to minimize
taxes overall, with broad area for possible controversies among distrilbutees
or among distributees and fiduciary.

(.g) Do lifetime mergers with conglomerates in order to receive conglom-
erate stock which will then be an "old" asset-thus destroying the family
farm.

IV. CONCLUSION

Carry-over basis should never become effective and should he repealed perna-
nently, for the following reasons:

( ) Compliance in maly cases will be blurdensome and expensive, possibly
involving lit igation within the family or with fiduciaries, and may be prac-
tically impossible.

(2) Because of the near-confiscatory effect of a combination of doath taxes
and income taxes on appreciated assets sold after death, assets will be
"frozen" after death.

(3) Many new complexities will Ire introduced into tax planning, with
artificial tax considerations interfering seriously with economic decisions.

(4) A point not made above--state laws are at this point in confusion:
the federal government should promptly take a clear position that there vill
be no carry-over basis so that state legislatures may be encouraged to drop
the idea once and for all and the handling of estates be simplified and
clarified.
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INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SHOPPING CENTFRS.
New York, N.Y., March 21, 1979.

Senator HE.RMAN E. TALMADOE,
Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510

DEAR SENATOR: I am Exec'utive Vice-President of the International Council of
Shopping Centers (ICSC), the trade association of the shopping center industry.

The ICSC is a business association of more than 6,500 members consisting of
shopping center developers, owners, operators, tenants, lenders and related enter-
prises. ICSC represents a majority of the estimated 18,500 shopping centers in
the United States.

It is my understanding that this year the Senate Finance Committee will be
considering the carryover basis provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 which
were suspended by last year's tax bill.

ICSC testified before the Finance Committee during the last Congress on the
serious deficiencies and inadequacies of the carryover basis provisions, and urged
their repeal. (A copy of this testimony is enclosed.)

We contiie to urge the repeal of these provisions. Further examination of
these provisions by ICSC has deepened our conviction that the 1970 Act created
an administrative nightmare for taxpayers, added substantially to the cost and
complexity of managing a decedent's estate, and produced provisions which vio-
late the basic goals of tax reform: simplicity, fairness, and efficiency.

The carryover basis lkovisions will have an adverse Impact on ile economy
by reducing the total supply of investment capital and inhibiting the free flow
of capital through a disincentive to sell appreciated property.

Ti' carryover basis provisions are theoretically unsound and administratively
univo,'kahle, and we urge your support of efforts to repeal them.

If you have any questions or comments regarding our position. please contact
our Washington counsel : Edward C. Maeder. Winston & Strawn, Suite 1040, 1730
Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006, 202/393-5550.

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

ALBERT SUSSMAN.
Enclosure

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SHOPPING CENTERS,
New York, N.Y., October 6, 1977.

S1' MARY OF STATEMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL Or SIIOPING CENTERS
ON II.R. 6715

A. Carryover basis of property acquired from or passing from a decedent under
tli' 1976 act.

1. Tj carryover basis; provisions of the 1976 Act have increased the tax burden
111)011 owm.rs of small tusiiesses, discriminating against small business and favor-
i:. la rge corporations.

',The 17; Act has also created an administrative nightmare for taxpayers,
adding substantially to the conijilexity and cost of managing a decedent's estate.

i. - carryover basis provisions are diametrically opposed to the basic goals
(if tax reform-simplieity, fairness, and efficiency.

(a) Sinplicity.-(1) The carryover basis rule has added greatly to the com-
ieloxity of the laws which will be manifested in higher professional and adminis-
trative costs.

(2) Because, most taxpayers did not have notice of the necessity of keeping
records of the purchase of various items, few if any records of pIurchases have
iven maintained. .Many taxl)ayers acquired assets with the intention of holding
thein until death and had no need under prior law to maintain record.. They ac-
quired such assets in good faith with thoughtful planning and now the ground
rilevs have been suddenly and drastically changed.

(b) Fairnes.-(1) The "fresh start" formula which determines the carry-
over basi, as of December 31. 197, is based on an erroneous assumltion that the
:lipreclation in the value of the property occurs ratably over the period the
decedent held the property. A shopping center's value does not Increase In a steady
.t inumn.

(2) The arbitrary nature of the "fresh start" formula will encourage heirs of
a decedent-owner to dispose of a business by means of a tax-free merger. The
affect of the carryover basis provision, thus, Is to encourage mergers between
small business and larger companies.
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(3) The "fresh start" formula fails to account for the actual high inflation
rate occuring during the several years preceding December 31, 1976.

(4) The "fresh start" formula also discriminates against owners of property
other than marketable securities. Holders of other securities, small business
owners and shopping center developers are penalized because they have no public
market and because they have created the value in their assets rather than mak-
ing initial, substantial capital investments.

(c) Effcieney.-(1) Income tax revenues are generated only if the heirs sell the
property acquired from the decedent.

(2) Carryover basis provisions have an incentive which encourage heirs of
property acquired from a decedent to hold on to the property unles it can be
transferred by means of a tax-free merger.

(3) As a result, investment capital, rather than having mobility may become
frozen, thereby limiting the supply of capital required for economic progress and
depriving the Treasury of revenue from its accretion.

4. RecommednatIons.
(a) The carryover basis provision should be repealed.
(b) Alternatively :

(1) The carryover basis provisions should be amended to permit assets
owned by decedent prior to 1977 to fall within the provisions of the old law.
Gains and property previously acquired would still be subject to income taxa-
tion when sold by living owners, and there would be notice so that adequate
records could be kept.

(2) The law should be amended to give taxpayers the option of either com-
puting the basis under the "fresh start" formula or establishing a date of
death value or basis by an independent appraisal.

(M) The provisions should be amended to apply prospectively from a date
sufficiently in the future which would permit banks, executors, and other
interested parties to comprehend the new rules and plan accordingly.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: This statement is submitted
on behalf of the members of the International Council of Shopping Centers
("ICSC"). The ICSC is a business association of more than 5,000 members.
About 60 percent of our members develop and/or own shopping centers. About
15 percent are retail companies, the major share of whose stores are operated
In shopping centers. Most of the developer-owner members of ICSC own from
two to four shopping centers each, and collectively represent a major share of
the estimated 16.000 shopping centers in the United States.

New shopping center construction requires a total annual investment of over
$6.6 billion per year for buildings, stores, fixtures, and equipment. It is esti-
mated that shopping centers provide regular employment for more than 5 million
sales and store personnel and that several hundred thousand more are en-
gaged In the construction end of the business. The rippling affect on employ-
nient and related businesses, among them display advertising, maintenance and
cleaning. leal nnd accounting, and the manufacture of goods sold in the centers,
is considerable. We have a significant influence on the total l'nited States econ-
omy. Previously, retail trade was concentrated in individual stores and center
business districts. But, by 1976. 36.3 percent of all retail trade amounting to
$217 billion was conducted in 17.523 shopping centers. It is estimated that in
the 1977-78 period 80 percent of total new retail square footage constructed
will be in shopping centers. In the same period 88 percent of new department
stores square footage will be constructed in shopping centers.

One of the principle purposes of the 1976 Act was to reduce the tax burden
upon the owners of small business, many of whom are participants in shopping
centers. The 1976 Act, however, has increased the tax burden for these tax.
payers, discriminating against small business and favoring large corporations.

The 1976 Act has also created an administrative nightmare for taxpayers,
adding substantially to the complexity and cost of managing a decedent's estate.

II. CARRYOVER BASIS OF PROPERTY ACQUIRED FROM OR PASSING
FROM A DECEDENT UNDER THE 1970 ACT

A. PRIOR LAW

Under prior law, the cost or other basis of property acquired from or passing
from a decedent generally was "stepped-up" to its fair market value at the date
of death or the alternate valuation date.
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B. 1976 ACT CARRYOVER BASIS PROVISION
1. General.

The 1976 Act provides that the basis of most property acquired from or passing
from a decedent who dies after December 31, 1976, is to be the same as the
decedent's basis immediately before his death (with certain adjustments). The
basis of appreciated property is increased by Federal and State death taxes
attributable to the appreciation In that property. In addition, the aggregate
basis of all carryover basis property may be increased to a minimum of $60,000.
A $10,000 exemption is provided for household and personal effects of the de-
cedent. However, the basis of property cannot be increased above the estate
tax value by these adjustments.

The carryover basis provision is effective for property acquired from, or pass-
ing from, a decedent after December 31, 1976.

2. Transition rule.
(a) Fresh start.-As a transitional rule, the adjusted basis of property which

the decedent is treated as having held on December 31, 1976, is increased, for
purposes of determining gain (but not loss), to its fair market value on De-
cember 31, 1976. In essence, this rule was designed to continue the application
of prior law with respect to appreciation in property occurring before January 1.
1977, and to provide everyone with a "fresh start" with respect to the carryover
basis rule for property acquired from a decedent.

(b) Special valuation rule.-In order to avoid the necessity of obtaining
an appraisal on all property held on December 31, 1976, the 1976 Act contains a
provision which requires that all property. other than a marketable bond or
security, be valued under a special valuation method for purposes of this transi-
tional rule. In general, the special rule determines the adjustment by assuming
that any appreciation since the acquisition of the property until the date of the
decedent's death occurred at the same rate over the entire time that the decedent
is treated as holding the property.

The special valuation method must be used for all property other than market-
able bonds or securities. Thus, the special valuation method must be used even
though the executor or beneficiary of the decedent can establish that the fair
market value of the property on December 31, 1976, is other than the value deter-
mined under the special valuation method. Under the 1976 Act, the value of
marketable bonds or securities for purposes of the transitional rule is to be based
on actual market value on Iecember 31. 1976.

Under the special rule, the amount of the increase in basis is equal to the sum
of (1) the amount of all depreciation, amortization, or depletion allowed or
allowable with respect to the property during the period the decedent is treated
as holding the property prior to January 1, 1977, and (2) the portion of the
appreciation on tile asset since its purchase that is assumed to have occurred
during the period that the decedent is treated as holding the property prior to
January 1, 1977.

The appreciation treated as occurring before December 31, 1976, is determined
by multiplying the total amount of appreciation over the entire period during
which the decedent is treated as holding the property by a ratio. The ratio is
determined by dividing the number of days that the property is considered to be
held by the decedent before January 1, 1977. by the total number of days that the
property is considered to be held by the decedent.

The total amount of appreciation is computed by subtracting from the fair
market value of the property on the date of the decedent's death a recomputed
basis, which is basically equal to the purchase cost of the property.

3. Example of carryover basis provision applied to shopping ceters
This complex provision can best be explained by an example of the computa-

tions necessary to arrive at the "fresh start" basis. Although the example coil-
cerns the owner or developer of a shopping center, its principles are applicable
to small businessmen and other parties comprising a shopping center.

Mr. Jones died in 1979 owning a shopping center which cost $500,000 and was
worth $2,500,000 at the time of his death. In his will. Mr. Jones devised the
property to his son. Mr. Jones held the property for 3.000 days. 2.000 of which
occurred before 1977. Total depreciation allowed or allowable on the property
up to the time of his death amounted to $100,000, and of this amount R,70,000 wvas
allowed or allowable before 1977. The fair market value of the property on
December 31. 1976 was $2.000.000. The adjusted basis of the property itnilled!.
ately before Mr. Jones' death was $400,000. For purposes of determining the son's
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adjusted basis In the shopping center for purposes of future depreciation or gaii
on sale, Mr. Jones' basis at death is increased to the December 31, 1976 value as
follows :

(a) $70,000-depreciation allowed or allowable before 1977; plus
(b) $1,333,333-$2,500,000 fair market at death less the $400,000 adjusted

basis at death, less the $100,000 total depreciation taken by Mr. Jones up
until his death, multiplied by the fraction 2,000;

3,000
(c) $1,403.333-pre-1977 appreciation adjustment.

The son's basis for the property would therefore equal his father's basis at death
of $400,000, plus the pre-1977 appreciation adjustment of $1,403,31.3 or $1,803,38'23
(plus adjustments made for Federal and State death taxes and minimum basis).
This is the result even though the actual fair market value on December 31, 1976
was $2,000,000.

C. PROBLEMS WITH TILE CARRYOVER BASIS PROVISIONS

Three of the acknowledged basic goals of tax reform are simplicity, fairness,
and efficiency in the tax laws. The carryover basis provisions are diametrically
opposed to all three of these goals.
1. Simplicity

Tile concept of tax simplicity refers to the ease of administration and com-
prelension of tile tax lavs. The carryover basis rule has added greatly to the
complexity of tile laws which will be manifested in higher professional and
administrative costs.

As illustrated above, the computation of the appropriate carryover basis which
an heir will report upon the sale of property acquired from a decedent will re-
quire at least four separate sets of calculations for each item of property. These
calculations are further complicated by the requirement of records substantiating
the cost of these items.

For the average taxpayer, this will involve many items, perhaps thousands.
bought at different times for various prices. Some of tile items may have been
purchased in groups without a price allocation for each item but for a total
unallocated suni.

Because most taxpayers did not have notice of the necessity of keeping such
records, few if any records of purchases have been maintained. Many taxpayers
acquired assets with the intention of holding them until death and had no need
under prior law to maintain records. They acquired such assets in good faith
with thoughtful planning and now the ground rules have been suddenly and
drastically changed.

Moreover, determining the purchase price of items acquired many years ago,
occurs at a time when the individual-purchaser is not available to recall the
transaction. In many circumstances it will be difficult even to determinee the date
on which the decedent acquired the property. This proldem is further aggravated
in situations where post-acquisition costs are associated with various items of
property. Without adequate records the potential for disagreement and litigation
between the taxpayer and the federal government is enormous.

Consider the confused situation where an individual purchased property in
1960, added to it again In the form of land and/or buidling in 1905, then put an
addition on the building in 1970. How can one possibly determine the basis under
these circumstances under the prescribed "fresh start" formula ?

2. Fairness
(a) Erroncous assumption of ratable apprcciation.-The "fresh start" for-

mula which determines the carryover basis as of D ecember 31, 1976, arbitrarily
prorates appreciation over the period from the date a business first began to tie
(late of death of the owner. The formula is based on an erroneous assumption
that the appreciation in the value of the property occurs ratably over the period
the decedent held the property. This assumption is invalid and inequitable when
applied to property where the actual rate of appreciation prior to January 1,
1977 is greater than the rate of appreciation after Janury 1, 1977. The example
above illustrates this inequitable result.

With respect to a shopping center, the execution of long-term leases prior to
the completion of the project substantially enhances the value of time center. As
the appreciation rate of the shopping center slows down, the longer the owner
keeps the shopping center, the greater the amount of value which will be subject
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to capital gains tax. For example, If a shopping center is constructed in January,1975 and long-term leases are executed in March, 1975 and the owner of the
shopping center dies iii January, 1980, the "fresh start" formula would pro-rate
appreciation evenly over the full period the decedent owned the shopping center
even though substantially all of the increase in value occurred before I)ecem-
ber 31, 1976. This would preclude the heirs of the decedent-owner from a properstepped-up basis reflecting the more rapid appreciation rate occurring prior to
January 1, 1977.

Assume that the shopping center w-as owned equally by two partners. Theheirs of the two partners would be arbitrarily treated differently where onepartner dies early in 1977 and the other partner dies many years later, even
though there may be very little difference in the value of the shopping center
between the two dates of death.

Similarly, the heirs of a decedent who developed a shopping center many yea rs
ago would have a significant difference in their tax treatment conIared to the
heirs of a decedent who developed a shopping center in the 1970's.(b) Discrimination against small busincss.-This inequity will encourage heirs
of a decedent-owner to dispose of a shopping center by means of a tax-freemerger. Instead of selling for cash and paying a large capital gains tax ol thegain resulting from the lower basis, the heirs will look for a tax-free combina-
tion with a larger enterprLse. The affect of the carryover basis provision, thus,
is to encourage mergers between small business and larger companies. Becauseof the desirability of merger, moreover, the heirs will he in a weaker negotiating
position vis-a-vis, a larger company, and the law results in a discrimination infavor of big business at the expense of small business.

(a) Failure to account for actual inflation ratc-.The "fresh start" formula
also fails to account for the high rate of inflation occurring during the severalyears preceding December 31, 1976. This rate was significantly greater than thepresent or reasonably foreseeable rate of inflation. The formula thus arbitrarily
denies an heir the higher step-up in basis for pre-January 1, 1977 inflation and
unrealistically requires a lower basis for the property.

(d) Discrimination against o-ners of properly other than marketable seen-
rilics.--The "fresh start" formula also discriminates against small business
owners and holders of property other than publicly traded bonds and securities.
The quoted price of listed securities on I)ecemher 31, 1976 determines the basis
on that (late, but other property is arbitrarily deemed to be a value determined
by a mere proration from the acquisition to the value at (late of death, Holders
of securities in small businesses, many of whom are tenants iii shopping centers,
are penalized because they have no public market. This is aggravated by the
fact that very small companies have their greatest growth during early years
and the rate of appreciation levels off as companies approach their maximum
potential and their founders age. Moreover, this formula discriminates against
real estate developers, especially shopping center developers vho initially createthe value in their assets during the development and construction periods ofthe project-in contrast to taxpayers who make substantial initial capital invest-
meats and thus have a relatively higher initial cost basis.
3. Revenue raising efficiency

Income V Ix revenues are generated only if the heirs sell the property acquired
from the decedcnt.-According to legislative history, the reduced tax on capital
gains was designed to encourage the sale of assets so that capital can flow tonew enterprises and move into new industry. The carryover basis provision hasan opposite incentive which encourages heirs of property acquired from a dece-
dent to hold on to the property unless it can he transferred by a means of atax-free merger as discussed above. As a result, investment capital, rather than
having the mobility desired by Congress, may become frozen, then-by limiting
the supply of capital required for economic progress amid depriving the Treasury
of revenue from its accretion. This is particularly serious in light of the neces-
sity to encourage capital formation in industry.

The following example of "negative basis" property Illustrates a potentialreason for the reluctance of heirs to sell appreciated property acquired from a
decedent which is subject to a mortgage or other liability.

Assume that the decedent bought real estate In 1960 for $20,000; the real
estate appreciated In value to $150.00. The decedent took out a loan securedby a mortgage In the amount of $100,000 on the property and died when theproperty-apart from the mortgage-was worth $110,000. Assuming that the

43-465--79 10
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"fresh start" adjustment and the addition of the estate taxes on appreciation
raise the decedent's $20,000 basis to $70,000 for his daughter to whom he left
the property by will. The heir thus acquires property from the decedent with a
net worth of $100,000 to her ($110,000 minus $100,000 mortgage). However, if
she sells the property, she will have a taxable gain of $40,000 ($110,000 minus
$70,000 basis). If she is in the 35% tax bracket, the sale costs her a tax of
$14.000 (35% of $40,000). The tax would be $4,000 more than her economic
benefit of $10,000. Consequently, she would incur an economic loss and would
not sell the property.

The 1970 Act has enhanced the "lock in effect" of a large gain in the value
of an asset. The testator-to-be used to be locked in to a gain. knowing that it
would disappear for income tax purposes if he would hold the property until
death. The heir is now also locked in. This carryover of basis thus promotes
ever increasing concentration among successive generations of a successful
wealth-accumulating family, as each heir faces a substantial tax if he disposes
of the appreciated property. This provision provides a permanent disincentive
to sell appreciated property which becomes greater the longer the property is
held.

D. RECOM MENDATIONS

Because of the complexity and problems created by the carryover basis provi-
sions, we recommend that these provisions be repealed.

A less desirable alternative would be to permit assets owned by a decedent prior
to 1977 to fall within the provisions of the old law. This would be a great step
toward alleviating some of the hardships and gross inequities inherent in the new
law.

Gains on property previously acquired would still be subject to income taxation
when sold by living owners, and there would be notice so that adequate records
could be kept for use where the sale was eventually made by an estate or by heirs.

We also recommend that if the carryover basis provisions remain in th" law
that they be amended to give taxpayers the option of either computing a lsis
under the "fresh start" formula or establishing a date of death value or basis by
an independent appraisal. This would also alleviate much of the burdens and
Inequities existing in the present law.

If, because of the very complex and substantial problems presented by the
carryover basis provisions and the relatively short time for study of these provi-
sions since the enactment of the 1976 Act, the time for immediate action is inade-
quate, we recommend that the provisions be amended to apply prospectively from
a future date. Setting an effective date sufficiently In the future (sometime after
December 31, 1978) would permit banks, executors, trustees, attorneys, account-
ants, the Congress and other interested parties to comprehend the new rules and
plan accordingly.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF W IFAT GROWERS.
Wa.ihington, D.C., March 30. 1979.

ion. HARRY F. BYRD,
Cliairman, Subcommittee on Taxation and Drbt Mana qement Generally, Senate

Committee on Finace, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: The National Association of Wheat Growers, a commodity

organization representing wheat producers in the states of Arizona, California,
Colorado, Idaho. Kansas. Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico. North
Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Texas. Washington, and Wyoming,
wishes to express its support for the repeal of the carryover basis provision
established by the Tax Reform Act of 1976.

Prior to the enactment of this provision, beneficiaries inheriting appreciated
property received a stepped-up basis on the property at the time of Inheritance.
and each generation of a farm family was subject to capital gainq tax only on
the appreciation which occurred while they owned the property. This procedure,
however, was radically changed by the carryover basis Provision which bases
capital gains on inherited property on the decedent's acquisition price.

An efficient wheat unit requires a substantial investment In property to he eco-
nomically viable. Tax policy which imposes a heavy capital gains liability on top
of the regular estate tax. will force liquidation of family farm property to satis-
fy tax bills and lead to the division of family farm enterprises into lesq efficient.
uneconomic units. Estates which are valued below the exemption and do not have
to pay any estate tax are also hit by the carryover basis provision, if some of the
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property or assets must be sold by the heir. Additional and potentially insur-
mountable problems can be seen in the distribution of farm property to a de-
cedent's heirs when the property to be divided is not of equal value and carries
different tax bases. Also, the determination of the basis on farmland acquired
forty to fifty years ago will be extremely difficult and must be made even if the
decedent's estate is exempt from any estate tax.

We see no relief from the impact of the carryover basis on family farms
through an increase in the step-up basis to a higher dollar amount. Any figure
which might reflect present conditions will soon be rendered meaningless by fur-
ther unrealized appreciation. Repeal of the carryover is the only workable'solution
to the problem as it affects wheat farming operations.

We appreciate your consideration of our views and ask that they be included in
the record of the Subcommittee's hearings on this matter.

Sincerely,
WINSTON WILSON, President.

COMMITTEE OF BANKING INSTITUTIONS ON TAXATION,
New York, N.Y., April 27, 1979.

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
U.S. Senate,
Dirksen 1enatc Office Building,
lrashington, D.C.

GENTLEMEN - The Committee of Banking Institutions on Taxation is an asso(,i-
ation of officers of various financial organizations who are charged with the re-
sponsibility for tax compliance. Founded in 1913, CBIT represents nearly 60
financial institutions as set forth in the attached directory. Its membership In.
eludes representatives of most of the major trust departments in the nation.

We do not wish to join the trend to politicize the subject of carryover basis;
the thrust of our Committee's statement is from the point of view of the pro-
fessional executor In his role as a tax practitioner. Our membership has been
actively engaged in working with complexities of carryover basis and Ias en-
countered a variety of substantial difficulties. Statements from various individual
member banks will he found in the appendix. These statements are extracted
from comments by the following banks:

Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.
Chemical Bank.
Garden State National Bank.
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York.
New Jersey Bank.
Provident National Bank.

I. Complexity Defeats Compliance.-Our experience to date proves that the
entire concept is extremely complex for most executors. attorneys and testators.
In a very substantial number of cases we have found that most people have not
kept correct and complete records of costs and dates of acquisition.

The law may be unenforceable. While every estate is subject to these pro-
visions, even those that may not Mie an estate tax return, we believe that mnot
non-corporate fiduciaries have made little or no attempt to comply with the
law. Furthermore, the Internal Revenue Service has abdicated Its statutory
function of enforcing the statutes in this area as evidenced by Form 5970 and
Treasury Decision 7540. which did not answer the requirements of the law nor
demonstrate ability so to do by the IRS.

II. Is There Really a Loopholc?-!'fhe current trend in legislation is directed
toward reduction of tax on capital gain as evidenced by recent legislation. Carry-
over basis is in conflict with this trend. Appreciation In assets Is subject to the
estate tax on death so that carryover basis Is an added tax burden. Some con-
sider the traditional "step-up" on death to be a "loophole" for Income tax purposes.
What Is a "loophole" or Is not is really a philosophical and political question.
For example. there are those who suggest that not subjecting the proceeds from
life insurance to Income tax is also a loophole-most would disagree with this
conclusion.

Most approeition In assets results from inflation. The asset has not increased
In value; rather the dollar has decreased. Witness the fact that the Consumer
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Price Index based upon 1967 as 100 has just crossed 200. This leads us to the
concept of "indexing" which would also be a burden to administer.

Capital gains are certainly not the sante as interest, dividends and wages.
Most nations do not tax capital gains at all, and those few that do, have rates
Imuch lower than in the United States.

III. Is Cost Worth the Resultsf-Carryover basis provisions have proven to he
far too costly to administer by those who have made tWe attempt. Added to this
burden are the lengthy and complicated computations necessary to comlute the
fresh start or Section 1023 adjustments particularly where a marital or charitable
bequest is made. This problem is compounded when there is one simple "line
adjustment" on audit of the estate tax return since it will cause a recoinputation
of all adjustments.

l)ealing with carryover basis is an extremely expensive procedure, the cost of
which must ultimately be borne not only by an estate but also by the public
generally. For examples, see attached exhibits. Chase Manhattan estimates an
additional $50,000 of expense annually. Chemical Bank has already experienced
a 15 percent increase in time to administer the average estate. Morgan Guaranty
cites an example where 100 hours of time was consumed in determining the cost
basis of certain property.

IV. Solution is Repeal.-If loss of revenue is a factor, then the tax rates for
taxable estates of $5,100,000 or iore may lie increased to make up for the loss
iii revenue.

Banking institutions acting as professional fiduciaries feel that it is in the lest
interest of the public we serve to recommend repeal of this statute. We make
this recommendation even though the nore complexity that is enacted into the
tax law the greater the opportunities for the nppintnent of a professional
fiduciary such as ourselves. Nevertheless, we support the real of this ill-con-
ceived lian of taxation.

In reviewing the various alternatives proposed, we note that for the most part
ill take into account the decedent's basis. This is tle crux of the problem. It
is our recommendations that if an alternative is found necessary, it not be
dependent upon the cost basis of the decedent.

Respectfully submitted by,
COMMITTEE ON BANKING INSTITUTIONS ON TAXATION,

By ROBERT A. GARBER, Vice Chairman.

THE CItASE ANIATTAN BANK. N.A.,
New York, N.Y., January 11, 1919.

Mr. RICiARD J. BUSnELON,
Vice President, United States Trust Co.,
115 Wall Street, Ne, York, N.Y.

DEAR DicK: CBIT Response on Carryover Basis.
In response to your memo of January 5th, a canvass of our adninIistrative

officers and estate tax staff reveals that in approximately one-half of all (state
assets administered since the 12/31/76 carryover basis rules no deternuinable cot
basis could be found and 12/31/76 values were employed.

The most severe case was one estate of 300 listed securities where through the
years the assets had passed through a number of brokerage accounts and sreet
nanes and the decedent maintained no cost records. In this instance over $20.000
in long term gains resulted from the use of 12/31/71 values with no offsetting
losses.

In those Instances where some records were available, invariably -the estallish-
ment of cost became an after hours or weekend activity on the part of the admin-
istrator since our work loads are such that they do not easily adjust for additional
non-fee productive jobs.

In my earliest estimate I projected that carryover could add $503! to my tax
expenses and have no reason to change this estimate based upon our experience to
date.

Sincerely,
Jack
JOH N K. DALY.

Vice President.
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'MARMCH 2, 1979.
RCIIARD B. COVEY, Esq.,
Carter, Lcdyard d Milburn, Es8s.,
2 Wall Street, New York, N.Y.

DFAR DIcK : In response to your recent request for information concerning the
Chase experience with carryover basis in estates, a canvass of our estate adninis-
trative officers and our estate tax staff reveals that in approximately one-half of
the 30 estates administered between the 12/31/76 introduction of the carryover
basis rules and the announcement of the postponement of the effective date, no
determinable cost basis of assets could be found and 12/31/76 values were eii-
ployed. In the case of tangible personal property no basis could be found in all 30
estates except for a few recent purchases discovered in check books. We detected
no discernible trend that the size of the estate Influenced the development of basis
information. If the decedent was a careful recordkeeper, facts to determine basis
existed. If the decedent was careless, no useable records could be found. The one
significant discovery we made was that If the decedent had maintained either a
custody or investment management account with our bank and subscribed to our
tax service, rather complete basis record as to securities were in our possession.

The most serious case we encountered was one estate of 300 listed securities
where the decedent was a heavy trader and through the years his assets had
passed through a numberof brokerage accounts and street names and the dece-
dent did not maintain cost records. Estate Counsel engaged the ser-ices of an out-
side broker who devoted 57 hours to research at $50 an hour and produced nothing
in the way of usable basis records other than a bill for the estate for .2.,i0.

In those Instances where some records were available, invariably the establish-
ment of basis became an after hours or weekend activity on the part of the estate
administrator as our account work loads are such that they do not easily adjust
for additional non fee productive Jobs.

In my earliest estimates to Bank Management. I projected that carryover and
the introduction of systems to maintain these records could add $50.000 per
annum to Trust Department expenses and I have no reason to change this esti-
mate Wsed upon our experience to date.

Cordially,

Manager, Tax Scrrirs aro up.

C(HEM ICAL BAN K-INTROFFICE
FEniR'ARY 16, 1979.

'o: John Fisinger V. P.
From : Paul P. P'eilzer.

Subject: Administration of Estates in reference to establishing Information to
determine tax basis of assets in accordance with the Tax Reform Act of 1976.

Since the 1976 Tax Reform Act took affect on January 1. 1977, 170 New Estates
have entered Administration under the authority of The Chemical Bank as
Executor, Co-Executor or as agent for individual fiduciaries. The additional time
and personnel used in the administration of these new estates has been
considerable.

The efforts of the Estate Administration staff is outlined below, hut does not
take into consideration the time spent by the Fiduciary Tax Department, who
must calculate the tax basis of assets, when and if adequate information can be
obta fined. I know that this procedure takes a great deal of tinie in Itself.

As of January 1. 1977 the Estate Administration officers and administrators
made extensive reviews of all records on decedents after January 1, 1977. This
procedure included the collection of all of the decedents records (when avail-able), including check records. inivestaient records, personal correspondence. tax
records, statement of paid hflls, inventories of tangible property, -nd. inter-
views with associates and business partners. Although this roviw n'oul(l ordi-
narily appear Impressive, the facts show that in the majority of Estates the
decedent did not maintain records that provided the necessary Information to
prepare new basis information.

The Estate Administration staff has spent many hours on each new estate.
in review of check book records to determine when stocks, real property or
tangibles were acquired. In most cases, the assets were purchased and/or re-
ceived by the decedent in years prior to the records available. (On average, most
(states have available checking records for six to eight years prior to death).
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It is a very rare case, when we find detailed records that describe a period longer
than ten years. Most assets of v lue that have appreciated on date of death,
were owned for twenty or thirty years. This is particularly the situation in
regards to personal property, real estate and stock interests.

We have found that it is not the exception, to find literally no records at all.
This situtalon exists in the $100.000 estates ahd the $1,000,000 estates. Even
in these situations, (where no apparent records are found) the estate adminis-
tration staff will spend several days looking for records, and duplicating infor-
mation that may be found. For instance, duplicating stock and bond certificates
to record registration dates (which will be lost when these assets are trans-
ferred into the estate names). The registration dates often give a clue as to when
a stock may have been acquired, but in no way can this information be con-
sidered accurate. Checkbook records are reviewed, a procedure that often takes
several days. When checkbook records are not available, attempts at receiving
duplicate records from banks has proven fruitless.

For one reason, bank records are usually destroyed after a period of years,
and, If records are available the effort needed by the issuing bank to recover
the records is often very time consuming. Another bank does not want to take
the time of their staff to recover old records on an account that is usually
closing, or may have closed several years prior to a decedents death. Even in
cases when Chemical Bank as Executor, has offered to pay the other bank for
their efforts, we have not been able to obtain adequate information. In most
cases it is simply not available.

The exception to the above, is in those estates where the decedents employed
an accounting firm to audit their records, or. when a decedent had an Invest.
meant advisory account at Chemical or another banking or investment institu-
tion. There are several estates that fall into this category, but for this procedure
the decedent paid accounting and/or investment fees of several thousands of
dollars a day.

The time spent on obtaining (trying to) information to properly document
estate records in accordance with the 1976 law, has averaged almost 15 percent
over and above the average estate administration time. Even with this extra
time. proper information has not been found in the majority of the accounts.

I understand, that in those estates where complete information was found,
that there still remained many long days by the tax department before proper
basis information was calculated.

GARDEN STATE NATIONAL BANI,
Paramus, N.J., February 2, 1979.

Mr. RICHARD J. BUSHELON,
Sceretary, Committee of Ranking Institutions on Taxation, United States Trust

Co., .5 Well Street, New York, N.Y.
DEAR 7Ma. BuSHELON : I am writing vith respect to the carry-over tax costs

about which you wrote over a month ago. Our greatest difficulty is learning
the decedent's costs. The fresh start valuation on listed securities is useful for
one set of adjustments only.

In the suburbs, real estate frequently is an asset, but no cost records are
found.

Example A. (46-02S56). Real property acquired by decedent as vacant land.
Executor can find no records of cost of construction or otherwise finds obviously
incomlete records.

Example R. (41-02549). Improved real property acquired by decedent who
from time to time made additions and improvements. Executor has copy of
original closing statements but has no knowledge of dates and costs of im-
provements and additions.

Personal effects present a similar problem where the value at death greatly
exceeds the $10.000 exclusion. Stamp collections, coins, and various collections
are other examples. Under that Example A (46-2.56). we have an estate with
a collection of paintings appraised at $110,000. The decedent displayed the col-
lection as being entirely of old masters that he had acquired at various tlmes
at bargain prices. Upon death, it was found that many were not genuine but
were good pictures by artists of the same period who commanded lower prices.
Our question is whether or not there was a loss on the basis of the decedent's
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costs? There are no formal records of the purchases. Although we do have
checkbooks, we have no knowledge who sold him the paintings.

Parenthetically in this estate, recomputing the Federal Income Tax Return
of the Executor under the 1978 Tax Reform Act resulted in additional Federal
income tax.

Although we have some records of man hours employed in working out the
carry-over cost basis in estates, these records are not complete. We have not
had the staff to have someone work uninterruptedly on such matters. I am in-
formed that we estimate we must budget 15 minutes per investment when costs
are known. Without costs, we estimate the time to be fifteen minutes to one hour
per investment.

Example A. (46-02934). In an account having 59 securities with an accountant
who could supply most of the initial costs, four and one-half (4 ) hours were
consumed in developing costs of those few investments for which there were no
records.

Even when the decedent's costs are on his records, we find such records are
not complete when the investments include stocks of corporations which charac-
teristically pay "return of capital" dividends. Usually the decedent takes no
notice of the fact that such dividends result in a reduction in his cost basis.

Example A. (41-02854) (46-02934) :
American Electric Power Company, common.
Central Vermont Public Service, common.
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company, common.
Philadelphia Electric Company, common.
Consolidated Edison Company of New York.

Example B.:
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, common.
Hackensack Water Company, common.
Public Service Electric Company, common.
General Public Utilities, common.
United Corporation, common.

We have no experience after the carry-over basis became effective with estates
holding E. I. duPont deNemours stock. You will recall that many years ago there
was a spin-off of General Motors capital stock. There is a foreseeable calculation
in estates having holdings of duPont before the spin-off dates. The General
Motors stock will be a part of the computation if that stock is also on hand at
death.

You will obm,2rve that the latter two kinds of adjustment that stockholders are
required to make themselves on such holdings call for a measure of knowledge
and recollection by the fiduciary. Because it is not self-evident which corpora-
tions paid "return of capital" dividends, the fiduciary must investigate ALL5
stocks to make sure the costs are properly adjusted.

Very truly yours,
JoirN P. RosE.

Senior Vice President.

MORGAN GUARANTY TRUST CO. OF NEW YORK,
New York, January 31, 1979.

Mr. RICHARD BIrSnIEION,
Vice President, U.S. Trust Co.,
Xcw York, N.Y.

DEAR DICK: In accordance with your letter of January 5th. I have attached
data on several estates in which the determination of cost basis has been par-
ticularly troublesome.

With respect to carry over basis itself I think our committee's position in favor
of repeal is correct. As for any alternative, I believe v% e should oppose any plan
that requires the determination of the decedent's cost basis such as the taxation
of gains at death. A discounted valuation of a percentage each year with a
maximum limitation on the total discount might be on acceptable substitute
provided the annual percentage wns not too high. For simplification there should

be no adjustments to this discounted value. One drawback of this route would
be that tax cost figures and estate tax values would be different and might well
lead to administrative problems.

Perhaps the best and most simple route would be an additional estate tax of a
certain percentage or a scaling back of the unified credit or a combination of
both. This puts. us basically back to pre 1976 reform act law.
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Finally, it is conceded by just about everyone including the Treasury that carry
over basis Is incapable of administration and In order to correct some of Its
defects changes have been suggested that would eliminate all but 2% of
all estates from its provisions. It seems to me, and I think that this point should
be emphasized, that If carryover basis is bad law for 98% of all estates it is bad
law for 100% of them and 2% should not have to suffer under a bad law merely
because of their size.

Sincerely,
Boa
ROBERT F. NEUEIRVOER,

Vice President.
CARRYOVER BASIS EXAMPLES

('ase No. 1
This estate included a stamp collection of over 500,000 stamps held in a cor-

poration of which the decedent was the sole stockholder. After many hours of
research it was determined that it was imposislle to determine the decedent's
costs. However, since the estate vas primarily distributable to charity, the tax
problem was mitigated. In this same estate over sixty hours time was spent
in determining the cost of some of the decedents securities. For other securities
it was impossible to determine costs.
Case No. 2

This involved a very substantial estate where the tangible personal property
exceeded $5,000,000.00 covering thousands of items acquired over a prolonged
period of tine. Over 100 hours time was spent In determining the cost basis of
these items from the decedents records. Some costs were impossible to determine.

Case No. 3
This estate involved a very elderly lady who had no cost records for either

her personal property or securities. Ier brokerage firm is no longer in existence
nor was possible to secure any information from transfer agents. In all. over
thirty hours were spent in a futile effort to determine costs.

NEW JERSEY BANK, N.A.,
Pa terson, N. J., January i8, 1979.

Mr. RrCITARD .T. BISTIELON,
'nited Stale. Trut Co..

.15 Wall Strcet, New York, N.Y.
DEAR MR. BUsnr:.rox: I am responding to your letter of January 5. 1970 wherein

you ask ls to supply :ou with examples where we have had difficulty with carry-
over basis. We have had a few problems In this area which this letter will outline:

1. Specific examples of cases In which proof of basis was not possible: a) we
had a decedent who had inherited stocks from her mother and father's estate
who (lied in the 1920's and 1930's. The E.4ate tax returns of the parents were not
available and there were no colse relatives to confirm date: of death. b) we had
a decedent who was single vith no close relatives and had acquired stocks and
honds through purchases and kept no records. The brokerage agency which the
decedent had dealt with no longer had records or knew when the assets were
acquired.

2. Specific example of cases In which determining the basis involved an ex-
traordinary amount of time and expense in relation to the size of the estate: we
had a deedent who acquired stocks and bonds through purchnsest, inheritance.
and subsrintons. Only the brokerage slips were kept. Tax costs Fad to be worked
up by hand choking all capital changes for each lot. Sometimes we had to ask
for quote. from brokerage agencies if only the dates of acquisition were available.

If I can be of any further assistance to you please do not hesitate to contact
'lle.

Would yon please correct your mailing 1 4 to reflect the correct address of Mr.
Richard F. Ward. a member of CBIT, as follows:

d/o New ersey Bank, N.A.
P.O. Box 2177,
Paterson. New Jersey 07509.

Sincerely yous, .Mrs. GAi,'. CASS.

Tax and Accounting.Superrisor.
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PROVIDENT NATIONAL BANK,
Philadelphia, Pa., January 15,1979.

Mr. RICHARD J. BUSHELON,
Chairman, Conference Committee, Committee of Banking Institutions on

Taxation, % United States Trust Company of New York, 45 Wall Street,
Xewo York, N.Y.

Di a MR. BUSilELOx: In response to the Committee's request for information
describing specific examples of problems encountered with carryover basis, we
are pleased to submit the following:

1. Specific examples of cases in which proof of basis was not possible and the
reasons.

a. In an estate grossing more than $1,500,000, tile decedent had absolutely
no records of cost bases or dates of acquisition of any of his assets. Repeated,
strenuous and very time-consuming atteml)ts were made by the Bank.
counsel for the Estate, the individual Co-Executor, who was a close business
associate and friend of the decedent, and the surviving spouse to uncover
information relating to basis; but it was impossible to do. Causing the
greatest problems was the decedent's tangible personal property-more than
400 items valued over $332,000. The lack of information concerning both
cost bases aml dates of acquisition made it inpossilde to even estimate the
carryover basis of these items. Although the amendment by the Revenue Act
of 1978 to Section 1023(h) of the Code could be assumed to have provided
some relief for us in this specific estate, this would definitely not be true
if death had occurred even during the early 1980s, since no assumption could
be made validly which items, if any, of this property had been owned by the
decedent on December 31, 1976.

b. To date, our experience has shown that it is impossible to definitively
establish bases of assets in more than 25 percent of the estates we are
handling because the needed records are not available either among the
decedent's papers or from any other sources, such as stock brokers, attorneys,
or other lifetime advisers.

2. Specific examples of cases in which proof of basis involved an inordinate
amount of time and expense in relation to the size of the estate.

a. During his life, the decedent was an extremely active trader (not a
broker) of securities. Although lie had maintained reasonably good (although
not always legible) security records, the sheer number of individual assets
owned at death involved an inordinate amount of time and expense required
to be devoted to computing carryover basis in relation to the size of the
estate. The estate was valued at $580,000, composed primarily of more than
120 individual securities, representing over 200 individual tax lots. The
time required to prove the basis of these assets consumed more than 90 hours.
considerably increasing our costs (including overtime wages) for the ad-
ministration of this estate.

b. In 1972, our customer purchased for $10,000. 897 shares of a mutual
fund. Dividends were reinvested in additional shares, and she receives a $75
quarterly cash distribution from the fund. Althou-h our customer is still
living, we felt that it was advisable to develop cost information concerning
this asset now, rather than in the future. As of December 31, 1977, the total
holing was valued at approximately $13,100, and was composed of 29 indi-
vidumal lax lots. It required 19 hours to compute the basis for each lot of this

a set.
3 The details of any time studies made by trust institutions or law firms in

complying with the carryover basis requirements, and particularly the proof
of basis aspect of the law.

a. A the study of the work involved with carryover basis was made by
an in-houso slpecialist in that flod. Baeed on a detailed collection of data
during a continuous six-week period, it was concluded that, on average, 52.9
minute,; was required per asset per tax lot to handle the requirements of
carryover las]. Although the study did not allocate this tiie between
proving lasib; an1( computation of the adjustments to basis, It can he cate-
gorieall." stated that at least two-thirds of the total tinie, or 35 nilinites. is
required to prove basis. Moreover. the study did not include any tiie required
for re-compnutatlon of adjustments to basis by reason of changes In estate of
inheritance tax liabilities, which would tend to further increase the amount
of time needed to fulfill the requirements of tle carryover basis law.
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We have provided the American Bankers Association with a similar response
to their request for this same information.

Please let us know if we can provide you with further information or assistance
in any way.

PAUL A. GERNEY,
Vice President.

LAW OFFICES OF MILLER & CHEVALIER,
Washington, D.C., June 15, 1979.

lon. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
Chairman, Subcommnitee on Taxation and Debt Management Generally, Com-

mittee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: Pursuant to the Subcommittee's press release of January

31, 1979, the following comments are submitted to encourage the Subcommittee
and the Congress to repeal the carryover basis provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code. These comments are submitted on behalf of the H. E. Butt Grocery Comn-
pany of Corpus Christi, Texas, a family business of the type which Congress has
frequently sought to protect but which could be subjected to serious injury if
carryover basis remains in the tax law.

The Subcommittee has been presented with ample evidence that carryover basis
is unworkable and unfair. It is unfair to the investor, and especially the entre-
preneur, who is confronted by a radical change in the tax rules applicable to his
investment. It is unfair to the executor, who bears the brunt of the enormous ad-
ministrative burden imposed by carryover basis. And it is unfair to the heir or
other recipient of carryover basis property.

UNFAIRNESS TO THE INVESTOR

Small businesses in America derive their strength in large part from tile will-
Ingness of Investors and entrepreneurs to risk their capital in new and develop-
ing business ventures. In the context of the family business, it cannot be gainsaid
that an important, and often paramount, factor in motivating such investments Is
-the prospect of passing the business on to one's descendants, free from substantial
encinbrances. The potential income-tax liability imposed in a carryover basis
system Is such an encumbrance. It is true that the tax Is not due until the business
or part of the business is sold. Meanwhile, however, like an unpaid mortgage, it
will limit the beneficiary's freedom and frustrate the businessman's natural am-
ldtion to pass the business on to his children intact. To the extent that any bust-
ness property muqt he sold to pay administration expenses and taxes, Including
the new income taxes imposed on such sales under carryover basis, the difficulties
of passing a family business intact to one's descendants are only aggravated.

At the hearing on March 12, 1979. members of the Subcommittee correctly
pointed out the particularly oppressive effect of carryover basis on small busi-
nesses. In the estate tax provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, Congress re-
vealed a commendable concern for small businesses, in providing for special
valuation, deferred payment of estate taxes, and. more generally, an estate tax
credit equivalent to an exemption substantially greater than under prior law.
Nevertheless, with the enactment of carryover basis, also in the Tax Refrom Act
of 1976, Congress may well have taken away with one hand even more than it
had intended to give with the other.

Continuing concern for small businesses in the present Congress is Indicatel
by the introduction of various bills, including 5. 545. to increase the amount of
depreciation allowed with respect to certain small business property, by Senator
Chafee. a member of the Subcommittee: S. 653. the "Small Business Capital
lPreservation Act of 1979." by Senator Nelson. chairman of the Committee on
Small Business: and S. 655. the "Small Buslnesq Investment Incentive Act."
by Senator Weicker. the ranking Republican on that Committee. To honor its
demonstrated commitment to small businesses, it is necessary that Congress
relieve them from the burdens of carryover basis.

UNFAIRNESS TO THE EXECUTOR

Perhaps the most consplicuoul burden imposed by carryaver basis is the burden
of determining cost basiq itself. It is one thing to expect a living person to recall
the cost of property he has acquired long ago. It is an almost impossible task
for his executor in the absence of complete records. It must be remembered that
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in family businesses which have grown fom small beginnings to substantial
enterprises, the recordkeeping in the early stages of development may have been
minimal. In a noninvestment context such as the acquisition of household goods,
records of cost simply do not exist. It Is no answer to provide a so-called "mini-
mum basis." like that contained in § 1023(h) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code.
An executor is a fiduciary, under a high standard of duty to the beneficiaries of
the estate, Including, we suggest, the duty to establish a basis higher than the
minimum if he can. Moreover, the minimum basis provided under § 1023(h) (3)
is available only for computing the "fresh start" adjustment for property held
on December 31, 1976. Thus its availability will decline as time passes. The
assumption seems to be that In response to the 1976 Act the public has now begun
to keep complete records. That this will never be the case is illustrated daily
to those Involved with the administration of decedents' estates.

Even where It is possible to determine or reasonably estimate the carryover
basis. the process will greatly Increase the expenses of administration. Moreover,
because of the znany complex interrelated computations required, the process
will be slow. At the same time, the executor will be required to raise the cash
needed to pay debts, taxes, and expenses-frequently by selling assets for which
a basis has not been finally determined. In other words, he will be selling blind,
without the opportunity to assess the tax consequences of his actions that simple
fairness dictates every taxpayer should have. Under present law. in effect through
December 31. 1979, the executor always has that opportunity. He can be certain
that the basis of any property ie sells will be its value on the date of the dece-
dent's death. Even if he later elects the alternate valuation date provided under
§ 2032, he knows that the basis of any asset sold before that date is its value on
'the date of sale.

Under carryover basis, once an executor does determine basis, if he can. he
still faces the formidable task of distributing property to beneficiaries in a
manner consistent with his fiduciary duty to treaty all beneficiaries equally. The
proponents of carryover basis have not suggested how the executor can do this
when lie must consider not only the value of property he distributes, but also
the large potential income-tax liability he thereby imposes on beneficiaries. While
executors have experience under present law dealing with the appreciation that
occurs during the administration of the estate, these amounts of appreciation
are scarcely to be compared with the unrealized appreciation accumulated during
a lifetime (or even successive lifetimes) that the executor in a carryover basis
system would have lo allocate among beneficiaries.

Proponents of carryover basis sometimes charge that professional fiduciaries
and tax practitioners have had no difficulty employing carryover principles in
the case of lifetime gifts and income in respect of a decedent. But these alleged
precedents are by no means the same. A gift, unlike death, is a voluntary let.
and a carryover baiis is an appropriate means of preventing ablse. The prop-
erty which iN the sulject of a lifetime gift is specifically selected for that pur-
pose. and the gift tax return provides a record of the basis, made by the do,,.r
while he is alive. Moreover. the donor of a lifetime gift is not a fiduciary and
has no duty to treat donees equally. Income in respect of ai decedent, on the
other hand, typically results from a recorded transactir-i. frequently entered
into only shortly before death, and generally basis is considered to be zero in
'aIy event.

a'nder carryover basis, the executor's problems are aggravated by his increased
need for cash to pay the ineonie taxes generated by hiq sales , even when tho.se
sales themselves are compelled iy hits need for cash to pay debts. expenses, and
other taxes. As previously stated, when Congress passed the Tax Reform Act of
1970. It was clearly concerned about the liquidity of estates-especially those
including small and closely-held businesses. If Congres, a t that time had under-
stnod the adverse effects of carryover basis on liquidity, It i s doubtful Indeod
that carryover basis would ever have been enacted.

Tt is no answer to provide a mininum aggregate basis for estate a. setq or
exemptionQ for various types of assets, even with the Increased limits now nrn-
posed by the Treasnry Department. Estates which fall below the limits will be
benefited because, for those estates, carryover basis will have been effectively
renealed-which Is the correct snIntinn. But exeentors of estntes above the lim its
will have all the problems previously described, plus the additional problem of
selecting the property to be eligible for the varies exemptions, all within the
rigid requirement that a fiduciary treat all benefielarte equally. Thus,. any
rationale for such exemptions and exclusions applies with equal force to estates
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of any size and compels tile conclusion that carryover basis should be entirely
repealed.

Finally, either of the currently proposed alternatives to carryover basis-a
capital gains tax at death or an additional estate tax on unrealized apprecia-
tion-would be at least as objectionable. Under such alternatives, the problems
of uncertainty and fiduciary duty might be somewhat relieved. But the problem
of estate liquidity and the effects on closely-held businesses would he greatly
aggravated. And, of course, the chief problem-the problem of determining a
decedent's basis-Is common to all three proposals. Only a forthright and simple
repeal of carryover basis will solve these problems in a manner that is fair and
administrable.

UNFAIRNESS TO TIE HER

Carryover basis not only produces difficulties in its administration, it is un-
sound in principle. In the first place, ilie soundness if taxing ally cal)ital gain
as "incoliei" Is openu to considera)le doubt, especially to the extent that gain
merely represents the well-recog-nized effects of general inflation. At least it
must be acknowledged that the views of reasonable ptenple (liffer on (lie subject.
Thus, tile method under present law of assigning property a basis equal to its
date-of-death value produces a rough compromise to coniliensate for inflation.
As a result, iider present law, the heir or other beneficiary of a decedents estate
begins to measure his taxable gain or loss approximately at the time lie receives
the property. In other words, his tax consequences depend on a hldding period
which is within his control. If lie recognizes a taxable gain, it is attributable
to his ldecisen to hold the property for as long as lie does. and to dispose of
the property when lie does, thus maintaining consistency with the fundlaental
principle that realization of income is somehow related to the taxpayer's vohin-
tary acts or choices. Carryover basis subverts this principle by compelling the
heir to pay tax on gain accrued during a period for which lie is not responsible.

The l)ropomients of carryover basis frequently distort the issue by referring
to the result under present law as a "stepped-up" basis, thus implying a windfall
to the taxpayer. Although the present law frequently produces a 'stepped-nil;"
hasi., in mast imistances this merely reflects the fact of general inflation, for
which such step-ups are rough compensation. Ili fact, basis under present law
is simply the date-of-death value, whether "stepped up" or "stepieI down." Thus,
the heir i,4 )roperly held acomulable for both gains and ]losses accruing while
lie holds the property, and none before. For example, markelable stocks gen-
erally declined during 1977 from their Deicember 31, 1976, "fresh start" values.
Whemn carryover basis was deferred from 1977 to 1980, some lhe'rs off ilecedlelits
who had died in 1977 found that the basis of those stocks was lower than the
"fresh start" basis tlcy would have had. Ili other words. sume of those heirs
ittight have actually saved income taxes as a result of carryover basis. Congress
might provide transitional relief for those taxpayers whru sold property iii re.l-
ance on the law Comgress had enacted, bitt carryover basis remains an unsound
con-ept, even iii 1977 when it miglit have saved some tax.

The unfairness of imputing to the recipient of carryover basis property the
gain accruing before it comes under his control is magnifiedl when that recipient
is the executor. Proponents of carryover basis often cite the example of the two
imvestors wih) decide to sell their stock and are run over by a truck one minute
after the fir:t investor has made his sale and realized his gain, but the second
investor is still on his way to the broker's office aid his sale must lie made
by his executor. Under present law, these two salse are indeed treated differ-
ently. simply because they are indeed different. The lifetime sale is a voluntary
act of realization. In contrast, the executor's primary task is liquidation. In
addition, lie is made responsible not only for the decedent's debts but also for
administration expenses, ineuding taxes. Thus, the executor's stile is pursuant
to duties thrust upon hin; it is no more "volnutary" than death itself. There
L5 no inconsistency in treating the executor's obligated liquidation differently
from an investor's voluntary act to realize his gain. The mere "intention" to
visit the broker's office cannot be given any tax significance, any more than
would an "iitetitioti" to make a charitable donation. The law should tax only
the act of realization. and for that reason both carryover basis and any alter-
native system of taxing appreciation at death are altogether unsound.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

For the reasons stated and for other reasons amply demonstrated by the
testimony and connents submitted to the Subcommittee, carryover basis should
l:e entirely repealed.

The problems raised by carryover basis are fundamental and cannot be solved
by "cleaning up" the statute. If Congress nevertheless decides to retain carry-
over basis in a modified form, then, as a. minimum, assets acquired before the
date of enactment of the legislation should be exempted. In this way, the ill-
vestor or entrepreneur who has made investments over a lifetime in reliance
(on prc.-esit law would not fild the rules changed in the middle of his life or,
worse, at the end of his life. Such all exception would also create the greatest
likelihood that citizens would respond by beginning to keep adequate records,
at least of najor purchases.

Any attempt to, make carryover basis acceptable, short of outright repeal,
slaidd give (onsideration to the special circumstances of family businesses, in-
cladia, tihe unusual problems which can le caused by illiquidity. For example,
stock which is redeeaned to pay deal taxes and administration expenses under
§ 303 should be exempt from carryover basis, in addition to any other exemptions
that might lie applicable. Similarly, the Subcommittee should recommend an
exemption from carryover basis for an "interest in a closely hel business" which
qualities an estate for deferral of estate taxes under § 0166 or § 6166A. In addi-
tion, whenever any corporate stock is valued with reference to time value of
the assets owned by the corporatim, in accordance with Treasury Regulation
§20.2031-2(f)(2), and the underlying assets themselves would qualify for
tan exemption or other special treatment under the carryover basis rules, then
the stook slauld also qualify for the same exemption or special treatment.

Consider: t i(m should to' given to jre'erred stock, which plays a critical role
in the captnl structure of inany el,:vly-hehl family corporations. Of course,
a "fresh start" ad.utamnt wiil not Le needed if previously el assets are
excluded from carryover lsis, ns th:ey ?-l~ihi be. Bat if a "frosh start" adjust-
anent is no d'd. prnvis;on should 1e made to recognize the fact Ihtat unnmaparticipat-
ing, notaconvertilk!e prcfcrrcd stock never aplpre.iates above its stated redemption
price, and The ficti on of a. instit , iy-liy-olua aplirei;at)m. mnow rellectel in
. 1023 (ha) (2), should be abandoned. New § 1023(h) (5). which vould have been
added by .. 2.21 in the Wit ,1l1 i., at i at id vhid lbai ' Tre:smry P' ,-irtimnt sup-
ported, would have achieved this desirable result with respect to preferred
stock issued I'fore 1977. But olvi-,usly. it is only fortuitous if stock qualities
for such a limited provison. The aplreciation taken into account with respect
to preferred stock issued ia exchange for commmaon stock at any time should lie
limited to the period of time attributalble to the coznimon stock before the
exchange.

In conalsn, carryover lasis should )9 entirely rojacalcd, or at least its
offectiv,,c'cs should Ve iade purely prospective and its severe ilnelct otn closely.
held family lishie4es sho-ald lie reduced. The Subcommittee is trged to use its
best efforts to secure such a legislative solution before January 1, I9)0, to avoid
the uncertainly that prevailed throughout the consideration of the "Technical
Corrections Act" in 1977 and 1978.

Respectfully submitted,
DAVI) W. RicIIOND.



APPENDIX

BACKGROUND AND ISSUES

RELATING TO

CARRYOVER BASIS

I. INTRODUCTION

The carryover basis provision described in this pamphlet has been
scheduled for hearings on March 12, 19, and 20, 1979, by the Subcom-
mittee on Taxation and Debt Management Generally of the Senate
Committee on Finance.

In connection with this hearing, the staff of the Joint Committee on
Taxation has prepared a description of the prior and present income
tax treatment of property acquired from a decedent, the principal
issues raised by carryover basis, and possible alternatives to carryover
basis. The estimated revenue effect from repeal or certain possible
modifications of carryover basis also is presented.

(154)



11. SUMMARY

Under the law prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the basis for
determining gain or loss from sales of property acquired from a de-
cedent generally was the value of the property at the date of the
decedent's death. This was commonly referred to as a "step-up" in the
basis of property at death. Thus, if property owned by a decedent had
appreciated after it was acquired, that appreciation never was subject
to the income tax. On the other hand, if nondepreciable property had
declined in value after the decedent acquired it, the decline in value
never could be deducted for income tax purposes.

Where property is transferred by gift, the basis in the hands of
the donee is generally the same as tile donor's basis. Also, where in-
come had been earned by a decedent but was not properly ineludible
in his last income tax return, the recipient is taxed in essentially the
same manner as the decedent would have been if he had lived to receive
it. i.e., the tax attributes are carried over to the beneficiary.

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 provided that the basis of most prop-
erty acquired from a decedent after December 31, 1976, was no longer
generally to be determined in reference to its fair market value on the
(late of the decedent's death.' In general, the basis of such property
was to be the same as the decedent's basis immediately before death
with certain adjustments (i.e., a "carryover basis").

The 1976 provision was added because Congress believed that prior
law resulted in discrimination against those persons who sell their
property prior to death as compared with those whose property was
not sold until after death. Postponement of a sale until after the
owner's death could result in all appreciation occurring before death
not being subject to the income tax. In addition, Congress was con-
cerned that prior law resulted in persons postponing sales to avoid
tax on the appreciation and that this "lock-in" effect impaired the
mobility of capital.

In order to prevent a portion of the appreciation from being taxed
by both the estate and income tax, an adjustment was provided to in-
crease the carryover basis by Federal and State death taxes attributable
to the n~t appreciation of property subject to tax. In addition, in order
to exempt smaller estates from administrative burdens arising from
carryover basis, a $60,000 minimum basis adjustment was provided.
Also. in order to prevent retroactive effect from the adoption of carry-
over basis, a 'fresh-start" adjustment was provided. Under that adjust-
ment, the basis of an asset acquired from a decedent was to be stepped-
up to its value on December 31, 1976, for purposes of determining gain
if the asset had been held by the decedent on that date.

'The carryover basis provisions were added to the 1976 Act by the Conference
Committee. These provisions had been included in a separate bill dealing with
estate and gift taxes which bad been reported by the Ways and Means Committee.
The Senate Finance Committee has ot reported a carryover basis provision.
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The. carryover basis provisions have been criticized as being ex-
tremely complex and administratively unworkable. Administrators
of estates testified that compliance with the provisions caused a tre-
mendous increase in the time required to administer an estate and re-
salted in raising the cost of administration. In response to the prob-
lems raised, the Revenue Act of 1978 postponed for three years the
carryover basis provisions, making the provisions applicable only to
property of decedents dying after 1979.

Tho Administration s tronigly opposes further deferral or repeal of
the carryover basis. provisions. It argues that the appreciation on in-
herited assets passing annually is about $20 billion (at 1979 levels)
and that, under prior law, this appreciation would not be subject to
the income tax. During the 95th Congress, the Treasury Department
endorsed a number of proposed amendments to simplify the applica-
tion of carryover basis and to have it only apply to larger estates. One
of these proposals would have increased the minimumn basis" adjust-
ment amount from $60,000 to $175,000. It is estimated that, if carry-
over basis applied only to estates having carryover property with a
value of more than $175,000, only about 2 to 3 percent of all estates
would be subject to the carryover basis rules.

On the other hand, opponents of the carryover basis provisions state
that no amount of "clean-up" can solve its major defects and make it
work in a relatively simple manner. They point out that it is extremely
difficult or impossible to prove the basis of certain property, and that
this proof of basis problem cannot be satisfactorily solve. In addi-
tion, they argue that it would be unfair to apply these provisions to
only a small number of estates. They also argue that coverage of only
a small number of estates indicates that the provisions are too costly
to administer in most cases.
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III. BACKGROUND-INCOME TAX TREATMENT OF PROP-
ERTY ACQUIRED FROM A DECEDENT

A. Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976

1. Summary of provisions
Under the law prior to the Tax Reform Act -of 1976, the cost or

basis of property acquired from or passing from a decedent was its
fair market value at the date of the decedent's death (or at the
alternate valuation date if that date was elected for estate tax pur-
poses). 1 Thus, if the fair market value of the property had appre-
ciated after the decedent acquired it, that appreciation never would be
subject to income tax. On the other hand, if nondepreciable property
declined in value after the decedent acquired it, the decline in value
never could be deducted for income tax purposes. The basis of property
acquired from or passing from the decedent under prior law was often
referred to as a "stepped-up basis." (Although basis may have been ad-
justed upward or downward at death, upward adjustments were more
common, partly because many types of property tend to appreciate
over time, and partly because in ividuals may have disposed of their
loss property prior to death, but tended to hold property which had
appreciated.)

For the purpose of determining what property was given a stepped-
up basis, the test was generally whether the property was included in
the gross estate of the decedent. In addition, the surviving spouse's
share of community property was treated as if it were acquired from
the decedent (and received a stepped-up basis) even though that por-
tion of the community property was not ineludible in the gross estate
of the decedent. The purpose of this rule was to equalize the basis treat-
ment of a surviving spouse's share of community property with prop-
erty passing to a surviving spouse in a common law State.

Where property is transferred by gift, the basis of the property in
the hands of the donee is generally the same as the donor's basis. How-
ever, this "carryover basis" was increased by the amount of any gift
taxes paid on the transfer by gift, but not in excess of the property's
fair market value as of the date of the gift. An exception to the carry-
over basis rule is provided in computing any loss resulting from the
sale or other disposition of property acquired by gift. Under that
exception, the basis of the asset for purposes of computing loss is the
lesser of the fair market value of the property on the date of gift or
the basis of the property in the hands of the donor. Where the asset is
sold at a price greater than the fair market value at the date of gift,
but less than the basis of the donor, their neither gain nor loss is recog-
nized on the transaction.

I For purposes of this discussion, a reference to the fair market value at the
date of the decedent's death will Include reference to the value of the property
on the alternate valuation date.
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In addition, where income had been earned by a decedent but was
not properly includible in his income tax return, the person receiving
the income must treat the income essentially in the same manner as the
decedent would have if he had lived to receive it. Thus, the tax treat-
ment of this income, called income in respect of a decedent, carries
over to the recipient of the income. However, a separate income tax
deduction for the Federal estate tax attributable to an item of income
in respect of a decedent is allowed to avoid double taxation.2

2. Previous proposals for change
Prior to the 1976 Act, the law relating to the income tax treatment

of property acquired from a decedent had remained generally un-
changed since the enactment of the income tax laws in 1913. However,
in 1963, the Kennedy Administration proposed imposing a capital
gain tax on unrealized appreciation on property held at death. Gen-
erally, gain would have been recognized in a decedent's final income
tax return as if the property had been sold immediately prior to death.
In response to that proposal, the Committee on Ways and Means,
during the markup of the bill which became the Revenue Act of 1964,
tentatively agreed to adopt a carryoverr basis"~ provision. The tenta-
tive decision was subsequently reversed, and the reported bill did not
contain any changes to the treatment of property held by or acquired
from a decedent.

In its tax reform studies published in 1969, the Treasury Depart-
ment recommended taxation under the income tax, in a manner similar
to that of capital gains, of the appreciation in the value of assets
transferred at death or by gift.

Finally, in 1972, the American Bankers Association recommended.
as an alternative to either capital gains at death treatment or carry-
over basis, the imposition of an additional estate tax on appreciation.
This recommendation was developed in connection with a proposal
for comprehensive revision of the estate and gift tax laws.

3 In the typical case where income is realized before death, an income tax is
imposed on the realized gain. In addition, an estate tax is imposed on income
retained after payment of the income tax. Thus, there is normally both an
income tax and an estate tax imposed on income. However, any income tax
paid on income realized before death reduces the amount of the gross estate
subject to the estate tax. As a result, there is no estate tax imposed on the
portion of the income used to pay the income tax. However, where the income
is realized after death, the value ineludible in the gross estate is not discounted
for any potential income tax liability. Consequently, in those cases where income
is recognized after death, the carryover basis rules and other rules where income
is taxed to the decedent's beneficiary (income in respect of a decedent, joint and
survivor annuities, etc.) provide that the amount of income subject to the income
tax is reduced by the amount of estate taxes imposed on the income item. In the
case of income in respect of a decedent, a deduction for estate taxes attributable
to the income Item is allowed. In the case of carryover basis, an adjustment to
the basis of the property is allowed.

All of these types of adjustments are designed to achieve a result similar to the
result reached when income is recognized before death. In the interest of brevity
and simplicity, that purpose is often referred to es "avoiding double taxation."
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B. Carryover Basis Under the Tax Reform Act of 1976

1. In general
Under the 1976 Act, the Congress adopted a carryover basis provi-

sion for property acquired from a decedent. The provision was to
apply with respect to property acquired from a decedent dying after
December 31, 1976.

The Congress believed that prior law resulted in discrimination
against those people who sell their property before death as compared
with those whose property was not sold until after death. Also, the
Congress believed that repeal of the stepped-up basis rules would re-
duce the lock-in effect upon investments which resulted when older
persons refrained from selling property because they realized that the
appreciation would be subject to income tax if the sale were made
then, but would not be if the property was held until death and later
sold by the estate or heirs. In addition, the Congress believed that a
carryover basis rule for property acquired from a decedent eliminated
an unwarranted difference in treatment between lifetime gift trans-
fers, which were subject to a carryover basis rule, and deathtime
transfers.
2. Description of provisions

General
Under the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the basis of most property

acquired from or passing from a decedent dying after December 31,
1976, was not to be stepped up (or stepped (lown) to reflect the fair
market value of the property on the date of death. Property which was
no longer entitled to this adljustment based on fair market value was
referred to. under the Act, as "carryover basis property." Property
which was not carryover basis property continued to be governed by
the basis rules of prior law.

The Act added a new provision (sec. 1023) to provide rules for
determining the basis of "carryover basis property. " In general, the
basis of carryover basis property acquired from or passing from a
decedent dying after December 31 1976, was to be the decedent's basis
immediately before his death with certain adjustments discussed below.

Where the carryover basis rules apply, the gain on the sale or other
disposition of property received from a decedent was to be taxed to
the recipient, who sold, or otherwise disposed of, the property. This
gain reflects any decrease in basis of the propertyT in the hands of the
decedent from' depreciation, depletion, or amortization deductions
taken by him. Therefore, the gain on the sale of such property was
characterized as ordinai'y income to the extent provided by the recap-
ture provisions (sees. 1245, etc.) of the Code. In addition, cost deple-
tion, depreciation, and amortization was to be computed in reference
to the carryover basis . -..
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The Act generally did not limit the adjusted carryover basis to the
fair market value of property acquired from or passing from a dece-
dent. Thus, in the case of investment assets held by the decedent, losses
as well as gains were measured by reference to the basis of the property
in the hands of the decedent.

However, losses that typically occur in connection with personal and
household assets were not allowed to offset gains attributable to the
investment assets of the decedent, since these losses would have been
treated as nondeductible personal losses if they had been realized by
the decedent during his life.

Definition of carryover basis property
Generally, the term "carryover basis property" includes all property

acquired from or passing from the decedent (within the meaning of
section 1014(b)). Thus, the term generally covers all property which
received a stepped-up basis under prior law. However, there are a
number of exceptions to the general rule.

First, the Act excepted life insurance on the decedent's life from
the definition of carryover basis property. Second, the Act made a num-
ber of other exceptions for property where the income attributable to
it is already taxed to the recipient under present law.2

Third, the executor of the estate may elect to exempt up to $10,000
worth of household and personal effects of the decedent from the carry-
over basis rules by making an election designating which items are not
to receive carr over basis treatment. If the executor makes such an
election, the personal and household effects to which the election
applies would receive a stepped-up basis, as under prior law.

Adjustments to caryoaver basis
In addition to a transitional "fresh start" adjustment described be-

low, the Act provided three adjustments that. are made to the adjusted
basis which is carried over from the decedent. Under the first adjust-
ment, the basis is increased by Federal and State estate, taxes paid by
the estate attributable to the appreciation in the carryover basis prop-
erty. Second. after the adjustment for Federal and State estate
taxes, if $60,000 exceeds the adjusted bases of all carryover assets, the
bases of appreciated carryover basis property is increased by the excess.
Finally, the basis of carryover basis property is increased by any State
death taxes which are paid by the distributee of carryover'basis prop-
erty and which are attributable to any remaining appreciation in carry-
over basis property received by that distributee. However, in no event
may the basis of any asset be increased by the three adjustments in
excess of its fair market value on the date of the decedent's death.

Adjustment for "fresh start"
Under the Act, the adjusted basis of property which the decedent

was treated as holding on December 31. 1976, was increased, for pur-
poses of determining gain (but not loss), by the amount by which the

'Sections 72, 402, 403, 423(c), 424() (1), 691, and 1014(b) (5) (and sec. 1014
(b) (9) with respect to property included in the grosq estate where the donee has
sold it before the decedent's death). For purposes of the exception with respect
to payments and distributions under a deferred compensation plan. life insurance
proceeds payable under the plan and excludible under section 72(m) (3) are
treated as taxable to the beneficiary and thus excluded from the term "carryover
basis property."
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fair market value of property on December 31, 1976, exceeded its
adjusted basis on that date. In essence, this modification continued
prior law with respect to appreciation in property accruing before
January 1, 1977, and provides everyone with a "fresh start."

In order to avoid the necessity'of obtaining an appraisal on all
property held on December 31, 1976, the Act contained a provision
which required that all property, other than securities for which mar-
ket quotations are readily available, be valued under a special valua-
tion method. The special rule was to be used where the carryover basis
property does not reflect the basis of property which, on December 31,
1976, was a marketable bond or security. In general, the special rule
determined the adjustment by assuming that any appreciation occur-
ring between the acquisition of the property and the date of the dece-
dent's death occurred at the same rate over the entire time that the
decedent was treated as holding the property.

Under the Act, the December 31, 1976, value of marketable bonds
or regional exchange: securities regularly traded in the national or
1976. Marketable bonds or securities are securities which are, listed on
the New York Stock Exchange, the American Stock Exchange, or any
city or regional exchange in which quotations appear on a dailv basis,
including foreign securities listed on a recognized foreign national
or regional exchange; securities regularly traded in the national or
regional over-the-counter market, for which published quotations are
available; securities locally traded for which quotations can readily
be obtained from established brokerage firms; and units in a common
trust fund.

Adjustment for Federal and State estate taxes
The Act increased the basis of carryover basis property by a portion

of the Federal and State estate taxes attritbutable to the net apprecia-
tion in value of carryover basis property. The purpose of the adjust-
ment for Federal and State estate taxes was to prevent a portion of
the appreciation from being subject to both the estate tax and the in-
come tax. For this reason, the adjustment was limited to the portion of
the Federal and State estate taxes that is attributable to the apprecia-
tion in the carryover basis assets. That portion for each individual
carryover basis asset was to be determined by multiplying the net
Federal and State estate tax after all credits by a fraction. The nu-
mierator of the fraction is the amount of appreciation in the individual
carryover bhsis asset and the denominator is the total value of all
property of the decedent subject to the estate tax.

The adjustment to carryover basis provided under the Act was made
only with respect to property which is "subject to tax" for Federal
estate tax purposes. For this purpose, the Act provided that prop-
erty for which a charitable or marital deduction is allowed (secs. 2055,
2106 or 2056) is not considered to be "subject to tax."

Income in respect of a decedent
The Act made two amendments to section 691 (relating to income

in respect of a decedent) in order to more nearly equate the treatment
of items of income in respect of a decedent with the treatment given to
carrover basis property. First, under prior law, the recipient of in-
come in respect of a decedent was permitted a deduction only with
respect to Federal estate taxes which were attributable to the income
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in respect of a decedent. The Act broadened the types of taxes for
which a deduction was allowed to all Federal and State estate taxes
(as defined in section 1023 (a) (3) ) attributable to that income.

Second, under the Act, the deduction for Federal and State estate
taxes attributable to income in respect of a decedent was computed on
the basis of the average estate tax rate on the decedent's estate rather
than the highest marginal rates.

Basis of property acquired by gift
The Act provided that the increase in basis of property acquired by

gift is limited to the gift tax attributable to the net appreciation on
the gift.

Procedural aspects of carryover basis
(1) Decedent's basis unAknown.-In some cases, it will be extremely

difficult, if not impossible, for the executor to determine the basis of
some of the property owned by the decedent. Consequently, the Act
contained a provision which permits the executor and the Internal
Revenue Service to assume that the purchase cost of the property to the
decedent (or last purchaser, where relevant) is the fair market value
of the property on the date that it was purchased. In essence, this pro-
vision permits the executor and the Service to assume that the decedent
(or other relevant person who last purchased the property) paid fair
market value for the property at the time of purchase.

(2) Information required to be furnished by executor.-In order
for the Service and the recipients of property from a decedent to
know the carryover basis of that property, the Act added a provision
which required the executor to provide such information concerning
carryover basis property to the Service as may be required by regula-
tions. Failure of the executor to provide this information was to re-
sult in the imposition of a penalty on the executor equal to $100 for
each failure with a maximum amount for all such failures equal to
$5,000. It was expected that the Service would establish a procedure
under which the executor was deemed to have met this reporting
requirement if the executor had done everything reasonable to obtain
the information, but was unable to do so.

In addition, the provision required the executor to provide to each
recipient of property from a decedent the adjusted basis of that prop-
erty with the adjustments provided for Federal and State estate taxes
and minimum basis, but before adjustment for State succession taxes.
Failure to provide this information would have resulted in the im-

osition of a penalty on the executor of $50 for each such failure (un-
ess such failure is due to reasonable cause) with a maximum amount

for all such failures of $2,500.
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C. Revenue Act of 1978

1. Postponement of the carryover basis provisions
The Revenue Act of 1978 postponed the effective (late of the carry-

over basis provisions so that they only will apply to property acquired
from decedents dying after December 31, 1979. For property passing
or acquired from a decedent dying before January 1, 1980, the basis of
property will be its fair market value at the date of the decedent's
death or at the applicable valuation date if the alternate valuation
provision is elected for estate tax purposes. The Act provided that the
basis of that farm or closely held business real property will be the
amount determined under the special valuation provision if elected
for estate tax purposes rather than fair market value based on its
highest and best use.

The Act also postponed the effective date of the changes made by
the 1976 Act relating to the deduction for estate taxes attributable to
income in respect of a decedent. For the postponement period, the
deduction will be based on the highest marginal rates rather than the
average rate and will be determined only for Federal estate taxes
rather than for both Federal and State death taxes. As a conforming
change, the basis of property included in a generation-skipping trans-
fer which occurs during the postponement period, as a termination
by reason of the death of the deemed transferor, will be determined
in the same manner as for property acquired from or passing from a
decedent during the postponement period (i.e., a stepped-up basis).
2. Technical corrections

The Revenue Act of 1978 also contained several technical corrections
to the carryover basis provisions. The following provisions were in-
cluded in the technical corrections.

An alternative method was provided to ascertain the fresh-start
bisis of tangible personal property. This elective method was pro-
vided because Congress believed that it would be difficult for an execu-
tor to determine the basis or acquisition date of some items of tangible
personal property. Under this rule, the fresh start value would be
determined by discounting back the date of death value under a for-
mula using an 8 percent annual rate, compounded for the period from
1976 until the date of death.

Another change provided that debt (including non-recourse debt)
is to be ignored in determining the amount. of appreciation for pur-
poses of making the various adjustments. This change was designed
to eliminate possible distortions in allocating the various adjustments
among assets on the basis of appreciation when an asset was subject
to a nonrecourse debt. Without the change, appreciation would be
measured without regard to debt in some cases but would be reduced
by nonrecourse debt in other cases.

Another amendment clarified that a fresh-start adjustment may
be made only once for any item of property.
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Another amendment provided that carryover basis property auto-
matically satisfied the holdingpeod for long-term capital gains.
Therefore, all capital assets sold by the executor or heirs will qualify
for long-term capital gains treatment.

Another amendment clarified that the adjustment for State death
taxes would be made on the basis of State death tax rules determining
which property is subject to tax rather than the Federal estate tax
rules.

Another amendment clarified that all stock redeemed under Code
section 303 (relating to treatment of redemptions of closely-held stock
to pay death, etc. taxes) would qualify for capital gains treatment.
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IV. CARRYOVER BASIS ISSUES

A. Tax Equity Issues

There are two principal arguments made in favor of carryover
basis which are based on tax equity considerations. First, it is argued
that it is inequitable to impose a greater combined income and estate
tax burden with respect to property sold during a person's life than is
imposed with respect to property held at death. Second, it is argued
that it is inequitable to discriminate in favor of deathtime transfers
and against lifetime gift transfers by allowing a step-up in basis for
appreciation which has not been subject to income tax for deathtime
transfers but providing a carryover basis for gift transfers.

The argument relating to unequal tax burdens may be illustrated
by comparing the net after-tax proceeds retained by a decedent's
beneficiary in the case of a sale before death for a $100 gain with the
case where property with $100 appreciation is retained until death,
subsequently sold by the decedent's estate and thien distributed to the
beneficiary. Assuming application of a capital gains tax rate of 28
percent and a marginal estate tax rate of 50 percent actually, a 49
percent rate applies to the portion of a taxable estate from $2 million
to $2.5 million), the net amount retained by the decedent's beneficiary
would be as follows:

Sale before Asset retained
death until death

Amount of gain or appreciation ----- $100 $100
Capital gains tax ------------------- 28 0

Amount included in gross
estate -------------------- 72 100

Estate tax ------------------------ 36 50

Net amount to beneficiary -.-- $36 $50
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Under these tax rates, the effective tax rate for the combined income
and estate taxes is 14 percentage points higher in the case of the sale
before death., Using the highest estate tax marginal rate of 70 percent,
the effective tax rate for the combined income and estate taxes is 8.4
percentage points higher in the case of the sale before death. The
proponents of carryover basis (or an alternative tax at death) argue
that this represents a significant difference in the respective effective
rates. In addition, the proponents emphasize the significance in the
difference in treatment by stressing the dollar amount of appreciation
which is estimated to pass annually from decedent's estates and which
would never be subject to income tax under the stepped-up basis rules.2

It has been estimated that approximately $20 billion in untaxed ap-
preciation passes from decedents annually.

Many proponents of carryover basis believe that this equality of
treatment argument makes a stronger theoretical case for taxation
of appreciation at death than it does for carryover basis. However, be-
cause of other considerations, such as additional stress on liquidity
needs if tax is imposed at death, there is a preference for carry-

1 Under carryover basis, the combined estate and income tax burden gen-

erally is the same as in the case of pre-death sale after taking the income tax
from a post-death sale into account. This may be illustrated as follows:

Amount included in the gross estate ----------------------- $100.0
Estate tax at 50% marginal rate ---------------------- 50. 0

Amount of gain subject to income tax (after basis adjustment
of $50) -------------------------------------------------- 50.0

Capital gain tax (28% of $50) ------------------------------ 14.0

Net amount to beneficiary ----------------------------------- 36. 0

In this illustration, the net amount to the beneficiary in the case of the sale
before death and the sale after death under carryover basis is the same. In
actual practice, the net amount to the beneficiary may not be identical in both
cases because the marginal income tax rate of the decedent and the beneficiary
may not be the same.

I Since a tax shelter investment is usually highly leveraged and usually results
in deductions in early years which exceed the amount of a taxpayer's cash
(and property) investment in the tax shelter, the tax basis of a tax shelter im-
mediately prior to the taxpayer's death often may be less than the amount of
the liability owed with respect to such a shelter. In such a situation, the taxpayer
cannot dispose of the shelter without recognition of gain. Also, if carryover basis
applies, the income recapture potential inherent in the shelter property cannot
be eliminated by retaining the property until death (or rolling over the property
into another tax shelter) because the liability in excess of basis problem will
remain for the taxpayer's executor or heirs. Conversely, under a stepped-up basis
approach, it appears that a substantial part of the income recognition inherent
in tax shelter property is usually eliminated (because the basis after the step-
up to fair market value will usually exceed the amount of liabilities to which
the property is subject). Proponents of carryover basis point out that carryover
basis tends to discourage, to some degree, investments in tax shelters and that
stepped-up basis tends to encourage tax shelter investments (and, in particular,
to encourage taxpayers who have invested in tax shelters to continue to invest
in additional shelters relying on the stepped-up basis as a bailout).

Opponents of carryover basis argue that, to some extent, tax shelter invest-
ments have been curtailed by provisions in the 1976 and 1978 Acts (other than
the carryover basis provisions) and that, if further limitations are desired, they
should be made directly, not through the carryover basis provisions. Some op-
ponents of carryover basis also argue that even if there are some inequities in
the tax shelter area under a stepped-up basis approach, these tax shelter
problems are relatively insignificant when compared with the problems in a
carryover basis approach.
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over basis, or an acceptance of carryover as the next best approach, by
these proponents. Since the unrealized appreciation ultimately will be
taxed if there is an actual disposition, the carryover basis approach
is considered generally consistent with the equality of treatment argi-
ment by these proponents although there may be considerable deferral
of the income tax compared with taxation of gains at death.

On the other hand, a number of persons acknowledge the theoretical
correctness of the equality of treatment argument for carryover basis
but favor its repeal for practical, administrative reasons. They are
convinced that the complexity, administrative burdens, and financial
costs incurred to comply with the provisions outweigh the need to have
complete equality for all similar situations. They argue that the prob-
lems under carryover basis are so great that its continuance in the tax
law will have a serious adverse impact on our self-assessment system of
taxation.

Others reject the correctness of the theoretical justification for
carryover basis or believe there are basic differences involved in selling
or retaining assets which justify different tax consequences. It has
been argued that a person who has accumulated wealth through tax-
able transactions usually has had an economic benefit of diversification
of investments whereas the person who has accumulated wealth by
holding assets for appreciation has had less diversification in invest-
ments and possibly greater risk in holding assets over a longer period.
In this light, it is argued that the differences in tax burdens in these
cases are justified.

Another distinguishing aspect urged by some opponents of carry-
over basis relates to the fact that, most pre-death sales are made volun-
tarily and with assumed knowledge of the consequences upon the
amount of property which eventually will be passed on to the tax-
payer's heirs and beneficiaries. Although carryover basis does not di-
rectly trigger recognition of unrealized appreciation, it is argued that
the involuntary act of dying will have the practical effect of causing
some income tax consequences under carryover basis since some portion
of the appreciated assets may have to be sold to liquidate debts or
pay administrative and funeral expenses.

Others argue that it is undesirable to impose an income tax on pre-
death from the sale of inherited property because it has already been
subject to the estate tax. It is argued that the progressive estate tax
rate schedule does a fair job of taxing appreciation at little adminis-
trative cost.

Carryover basis rules also have been criticized because they may in-
crease the financial burden placed on some estates due to tle income
tax attributable to sales of appreciated property to li(uidate debts and
pay expenses. It is said that the tax impact "mushrooms" because
it then is necessary to sell additional property to pay the income
tax on the other sales made to pay debts. Also, it is argued that in-
equities arise because many of these sales may occur under forced
and disadvantageous conditions, quite unlike those which prob-
ably would have been selected by the decedent for a lifetime sale.
Further, it is argued that the potential income tax burden resulting
from such a sale may be a particularly acute problem in the case of
illiquid estates consisting primarily of'closely held business interests.
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On the other hand, some proponents of carryover basis have sug-
gested several ways to provide some relief for the liquidity prob-
lem. It has been suggested that the special extended payment rules
provided for the payment of certain state taxes (e.g., secs. 6161(a)
(2), 6166, 6166A) and the special rule for capital gains treatment of
closely held business stock redemptions to pay death taxes (sec. 303)
could be expanded to cover the income taxes incurred by an estate on
the sale of carryover basis property.

Proponents of allowing a step-up in basis for property passing on
death also have criticized the carryover basis rules on the ground that
recent proposals to modify those rules would eliminate 98 percent of
all decedents' estates from the operation of carryover basis. For pur-
poses of coverage under carryover basis, it is argued that is unfair
to single out a small fraction of the estates whose executors must
contend with a complex provision. In this instance, it is argued that
reasonable classifications of covered and exempt estates should not be
based solely on the size of the estate.

In addition, these proposals also have been criticized on the ground
that a "notch" problem would be created if an exclusion is provided for
estates having carryover basis assets with a value equal to or less
than the minimum basis. That is, those estates valued at less than
the carryover basis threshold would receive a basis equal to their
estate tax values, and assets of estates which are equal to or
exceed that threshold would receive a carryover basis. Thus, the income
tax consequences to the recipients of property would depend substan-
tially on whether the value of the gross estate was under or over the
carryover basis threshold. It is argued that inequities might arise with
respect to the treatment of assets in estates of relatively comparable
value for estate tax purposes. For example, assuming that a $175,000
carryover basis exclusion was provided, as has been suggested by some
proponents of carryover basis, if two decendents had made an 'identi-
cal lifetime investment at a cost of $200,000 and the value had de-
clined so that one decedent's gross estate with one other asset was
$175,000 but the other decedent's gross estate was $1 less, then the
built-in loss of $25,000 ($200,000 cost less $175,000 value) would be
allowable for a sale of the investment by the estate or beneficiaries of
the first decedent, but no amount of loss would be allowable upon
the sale of the investment by the estate or beneficiaries of the second
decedent. It is further argued that undue stress might be placed on
planning possibilities in anticipation of death with respect to estates
within a reasonable range of the exclusion amount. Thus, for example,
debt payments might be deferred or accelerated, or new loans arranged,
to manipulate the size of the gross estate in order to come under the
carryover rules if it is advantageous to do so, or to avoid them if that
is advantageous. Accordingly, it is argued that routine transactions
might have far greater significance with new planning techniques for
those who have access to sophisticated counsel and that these rules
would be a trap for the unwary for those who do not.

Conversely, it can be argued that Congress continuously has found
it appropriate to differentiate between small and larger estates. Prior
to 1977, this line was set at $60,000 under the estate tax specific exemp-
tion, and subsequently set at $175,000 to conform to the unified estate
and gift tax credit. The proponents of carryover basis argue that a
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dollar amount exclusion for smaller estates is appropriate for several
reasons. First, a major portion of appreciation passing from decedents
annually will be attributable to estates of wealthier decedents. Thus,
it is argued that the significant portion of appreciation which is not
being taxed for income tax purposes will be covered even if a dollar
exclusion is provided. Second, it is argued that in the case of larger
estates, adequate cost records are more likely to be maintained for in-
vestments in stocks, bonds, and real estate.

Opponents of carryover basis also have argued that it may result
in inequities to beneficiaries depending upon choices made by the exec-
utor. For example, a residuary legatee may be adversely affected if an
executor sells property to fund a bequest, and apportions taxes to the
residue, rather than transferring property directly. Similarly,'an exec-
utor's choice of assets for the personal and household effects exemp-
tion, or in funding a bequest with high or low basis property, may
affect the incometsx consequences ultimately experienced by the bene-
ficiary or heir, and this is viewed as creating new tax disparities.
Proponents of carryover basis ar.-ue, conversely, that any executor dis-
cretion may result in some differences in the taxes finally borne by
heirs, and that this problem is not peculiar to carryover basis.

Another equity-related issue concerns the question of whether carry-
over basis results in regressive taxation. Under the carryover basis pro-
visions, an adjustment to basis is permitted for the estate and death
taxes attributable to appreciation. Because of the progressive nature
of the estate tax rates, a greater basis adjustment is permitted in the
case of larger estates where the marginal estate tax rate is higher. This,
in turn, may result in a proportionately greater reduction of income
taxes to larger estates upon an ultimate sale of the property. Using a
capital gains rate of 28 percent and the top estate tax rate of 70 per-
cent, the effective income tax rate for pre-estate tax appreciation is 8.4
percent (28% x30%) after reflecting the death tax adjustment. With
a capital gains rate of 28 percent and a marginal estate tax rate of 40
percent, the effective income tax rate is 16.8 percent (28%X60%).
It has been contended that this result is unsound and amounts to re-
gressive or "upside down" taxation.

On the other hand, proponents of carryover basis argue that the ad-
justment is greater in larger estates because they pay proportionately
more in estate taxes. They contend that this does not mean that the
income tax is regressive or that the adjustment should be denied. The
funds to pay an income tax on the entire appreciation are not available
due to the estate tax imposed on the appreciation and, therefore,
should not be. subject to income tax. It is argued that, although the
effective rate of tax may be higher in smaller estates, this comparison,
by itself, generally is inappropriate. They point out that, the proper
comparison is the comparison of the total of the estate and income
taxes to the value of the estate and that this is consistent with the
progressive rate structure, as it should be. Thus, usina the preceding
illustrations, the combined estate and income tax rate for appreciation
in the 70 percent estate tftx bracket is 78.4 percent (70%+8.4%) for
the largest estate and the combined rate for appreciation in a 40 per-
cent estate tax bracket is 56.8 percent (40%+16.8%).

, 1 ; n 70 i
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The proponents argue that the purpose of carryover basis and the
estate tax adjustment to basis is to treat a taxpayer selling property
before death and one selling property immediately after the decedent's
death in substantially the same manner. If a taxpayer sells appreciated
property prior to death, no estate tax is imposed on the income tax
attributable to appreciation. The estate tax adjustment. is designed to
achieve a similar result and prevent a portion of the appreciation from
being subject to both estate taxes and income taxes. Also, the carry-
over basis adjustment for death taxes provides the same kind of relief
from double taxation as is provided by allowing an income tax deduc-
tion for the Federal estate tax attributable to an item of ilicome in
respect of a decedent where the peson actually receiving the item must
treat it as taxable income.
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B. Liquidity Issues

Those supporting a stepped-up basis for property acquired from a
decedent frequently argue that any other tax rule is likely to generate
significantly adverse financial problems for illiquid estates. This could
result, under carryover basis, from a "mushrooming" of income taxes
due on the sale of appreciated assets which were being disposed of to
rise the funds to pay debts, expenses, and death taxes. Such income
taxes, in turn, could necessitate other sales of appreciated property,
which then would generate additional income taxes. This problem, it is
argued, may be especially acute where an estate is comprised largely of
a closely held business. It is said that liquidity needs and the carry-
over basis rules aggravate the difficulty faced by an executor in reach-
ing sales and funding decisions.

To the extent that illiquidity problems might be accentuated by in-
come taxes due on the sale of appreciated carryover basis assets, it can
be ara-ued that these concerns actually relate to the time when taxes are
payable, not the amount of the tax. To deal with these problems, and
thereby to accommodate illiquid estates, some would suggest that the
various special estate tax rules presently in the Code could be modified
or extended to the income tax. These provisions relate to special ex-
tensions for the payment of the estate tax secss. 6161 (a) (2), 6166,
6166A) and capital gains treatment for redemptions of stock in a
closely held corporation to pay death taxes and funeral and adminis-
trative expenses (see. 303).

Any, or all, of these special payment rules could be extended to in-
clude income taxes due on the sale of appreciated carryover basis prop-
erty where an estate meets certain requirements related to illiquidity.
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C. Lock-In Issues

"Lock-in" may be described generally as the reluctance of individ-
uals to incur taxes upon the realization of accrued appreciation in
assets they hold. Assuming an asset continues to represent a reason-
ably good investment, lock-in effects generally would increase if the
accrued appreciation will not be subject to income taxation if the
asset is held until some specified future event. Since parties who be-
come "locked-in" to their investments are reluctant to sell them,
lock-in may adversely affect the mobility of capital.

Proponents of carryover basis have contended that allowing prop-
erty which passes at death to attain a basis equal to its fair market
value at the time of the decedent's death accentuates lock-in and gen-
erates a significant immobility of capital. Since income taxes on ac-
crued appreciation can be avoided entirely if the basis of property
that passes at death is stepped up to its fair market value at that
time, many individuals may be reluctant to sell appreciated property
prior to death.

Since carryover basis would result in the imposition of income tax
upon the ultimate sale of appreciated assets, proponents argue that it
would de-emphasize the lock-in effect. In addition, they contend that
it would aid capital formulation.

Conversely, opponents of carryover basis argue that it does not elim-
inate, but rather perpetuates, lock-in since the potential income tax
liability also carries over to the beneficiary. Thus, under carryover
basis, the decedent's beneficiary may also refrain from selling an asset
because of the income tax consequences although the amount of un-
realized appreciation may not be as much as it was in the hands of
the decedent because of the increase in basis for death taxes. Opponents
of carryover argue that the stepped up basis rule removed the lock-in
effect once each generation. They also argue that the lock-in effect
under carryover basis increases for a beneficiary as additional appre-
ciation in value accrues after the decedent's death.
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D. Administrative Problems

1. Proof of basis problems
Opponents of carryover basis argue that proof of basis problems

are so significant that carryover basis is unworkable. They argue
that adequate records for ascertaining cost basis simply do not exist.
Moreover, they argue that records also do not exist for the purpose
of determining when a decedent had acquired -property by purchase
(rather than by gift or inheritance) so that the rule permitting use
of acquisition date fair market value as the basis will provide no re-
lief for inadequate cost records. Although the problem may be more
acute with certain types of property, it is argued that proof of basis
problems can arise with respect to any kind of property, including
marketable securities. Unlike the situations where basis must be deter-
mined for lifetime sales or gifts, the inadequate records problem is
said to be impossible for executors for deathtime transfers because the
person who was in the best position to supply information concerning
cost, and when and how an asset was acquired, is deceased.

Opponents also point to specific types of property which typically
may involve inadequate or incomplete records. The assests most often
mentioned include personal and household effects, personal residences
(and particularly numerous improvements to a residence made over a
relatively long period of time), stamp and coin collections, and in-
vestments in mutual fund shares where dividends have been reinvested.
It is argued that most people simply do not keep sufficient records
concerning these assets. Nevertheless, tinder carryover basis, an execu-
tor would have an obligation to use his best efforts to ascertain the
decedent's basis. It is argued that unreasonable costs are incurred in
attempting to ascertain basis and eventually these additional costs will
have to be passed on to beneficiaries.

Another point raised is that, even if diligent efforts have been made
to ascertain basis, there is nothing to prevent an Internal Revenue
agent from challenging the basis, long after an estate has been closed,
when a beneficiary sells the assets and reports a gain or loss on his in-
come tax return. This is referred to as being part of a "suspended basis"
problem. This aspect of the suspended basis problem arises because the
mere furnishing of basis information to the IRS or beneficiaries will
not create any tax deficiency or overpayment so that the issue could
be litigated. (Another aspect of the "suspended basis" problem relates
to estate tax audit adjustments which increase the basis adjustment
for death taxes.)

Many proponents of carryover basis believe that the proof of basis
problems are overstated and that most of the troublesome areas re-
late to "esoteric" assets and can be resolved in a variety of ways. Pro-
ponents argue that most of the proof problems are handled in prac-
tice under present law for sales and exchanges, gifts, and items of
income in respect of a decedent, and that carryover basis for inherited
property does not involve any significantly different problems. Pro-
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ponents argue that when cost records are unavailable, secondary
sources are available in many instances to ascertain cost basis or the
time of acquisition. For residential property, proponents argue
that secondary basis sources would include the permanent records
maintained by a local recorder of deeds, property tax assessment
records, building permit records, and property schedules and binders
prepared in connection with casualty insurance policies. Some pro-
ponents of carryover basis also would respond to the problems for a
personal residence by providing a special exclusion aud by permit-
ting an adjustment to basis for each year a decedent had wned the
residence (such as $250 to $500 annually) to cover small improve-
ments for which no records were kept.

With respect to other types of property, proponents argue that sec-
ondary sources include third party records, the permanent books
of account of a closely held business, commercial publications show-
ing the capital adjustments for publicly owned corporations, in-
surance schedules for specially covered items (such as jewelry, antiques,
and works of art), and incorne tax returns (e.g., depreciation
schedules and dividend income schedules which could be used to ascer-
tain the number of shares owned during a taxable year by reference
to commercial dividend publications).

A number of changes have been suggested by some l)roponents to
deal with proof of basis problems. One suggested change is to increase
the $10,000 personal and household effects exemption so that fewer
items for which basis records may not be normally kept would be
treated as carryover basis property. Another suggestion is to change
the exemption to cover nonbusiness or noni invest inent tangible personal
property so that. definitional complexities concerning personal and
household effects would be eliminated. Another suggestion is to permit
averaging of basis for similar items of prol)erty which have been ac-
quire(dat various times. This change would apply where agg regate cost
is known but unit cost records are not kept (e.g., mutualfund shares
acquired through dividend reinvestmnents, and stamp and coin collec-
tions). Also, as noted above, a number of suggestions are made by pro-
ponents to deal with proof of basis problems for a personal residence.

Proponents also argue that increasing the minimum basis will in-
directly deal with proof of basis I)roblems'because smaller estates,
where it is less likely that adequate records have been maintained,
would not be under the carryover system. As a transitional matter,
proponents also argue that the discount formula (included in the 1978
Act) for ascertaimng the frest start basis of tangible personal l)rop-
erty will alleviate to some extent the proof of basis i)roblems for this
type of property. Proponents have also suggested further changes to
the discount back aPl)prcach that would make it more beneficial in ad-
dressing proof of basis problems. Among these changes, some pro-
ponents, have suggested broadening the category of assets eligible for
discounting, reducing the discount rate from 8 percent to 6 percent ,
and providing a flor percentage of (late of death value below which
fresh-start hasi,; will not fall (e.g., 25 to 50 )ercent of date of death
value). Proponents argue that there will generally be no need to ex-
tend a discount back approach to assets acquired here after Decem-
ber 31, 1976, because taxpayers were on notice after that date that basis
records would be essential.
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Opponents of carryover basis argue that these changes will not
solve the proof of basis problems because basis and acquisition date
records are nonexistent.
2. Fiduciary responsibilities

Opponents of carryover basis argue that it may create severe prob-
lems of fiduciaries. If assets must be sold to liquidate debts or pay
administrative or funeral expenses, the executor must evaluate the
consequences of selling specific high or low basis assets or distributing
them to beneficiaries. Also, in the case of any distribution to a benefi-
ciary, an executor may have to consider the'future income tax conse-
quences to the beneficiaries from a sale by them of high or low basis
assets. Generally, an executor is under a fiduciary duty in funding
pecuniary bequests to treat beneficiaries fairly. Normally, an executor
would take a number of factors, such as yield and growth potential,
into account in distributing prope ty in a fair and equitable manner.
Arguably, under carryover basis, an executor must also take an asset's
basis into account in evaluating the fairness of a possible distribution
bcause of the potential income tax consequences of a sale of appreci-
ated or depreciated assets by the distributee. It is argued that this con-
sideration makes an executor's job extremely difficult. Moreover, it is
arglled that State law generally is unclear as to whether an executor
would breach his fiduciary dutiess, and therefore be subject to sur-
charge, if proper recognition is not made for basis in making
distributions.

In addition, it is argued that, under the subject to tax require-
ment property deductible under the estate tax law as a charitable or
marital bequest will not l)e elivzible for a death tax adjustment for
Federal estate taxes attributable to appreciation, the amount of this
adjustment for high or low basis assets must be taken into accountin deciding which property should fund charitable, marital, or other
bequests. Opponents argue that this creates uncertainty of tax conse-
quences during a significant portion of the period of estate admin-
istration because many facts about basis have not been established
when funding and sales decisions must l)e made. Opponents also argue
that choosing property for the personal and household effects exemp-
tion creates the same kind of problem.

Opponents argue that these problems do not arise solely in the comn-
text of estate administration but also arise in connection with estate
planning. Thus, these basis considerations would be relevant to invest-
ment and will drafting decisions (including the advisability of making
specific bequests or devises of particular items of properly although
tis kind of bequest or devise would not create these fiduciary problems
in the administration of estates.)

Proponents of carryover basis argue that most reasonably sophisti-
cated executors can cope with these decisions. They argue that deci-
sions of this nature must be made even without regard to carryover.
basis. In particular, they contend that a similar situation arises when
a funding decision must be made with respect to the distribution of an
item of income in respect of a decedent. Proponents also contend that
in those situations where there are extremely difficult funding deci-
sions, the executor could put the matter before the probate court to
review distributions.
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3. Complexity of computations, exemptions and adjustments
Cost basis

Opponents of carryover basis argue that the mere mathematical
cormputations required to comply with the provisions are extremely
burdensome and result in unreasonable costs being incurred. They
argue that the task of ascertaining a decedent's cost basis may
involve numerous computations. For example, even where an aggre-
gate cost is known, the determination of basis for stock may involve
computations to allocate cost to additional shares received as stock
dividends while the stock had been owned by the decedent. In addi-
tion, similar problems are, said to arise with respect to mutual fund
shares acquired through dividend reinvestments. The proponents of
carryover basis argue that the provision of a basis averaging rule for
similar items of property would reduce the number of computations
which might otherwise be required.

Personal and household effects exemption
Opponents of carryover basis also argue that selection of property

eligible for the personal and household effects exemption will entail
some, computational complexity. These problems may rise in cases
where it might be necessary to ascertain cost or assign an allocable
portion of the exemption to particular items included in a set or
collection, e.g., allocation of original cost or a remaining exemption
amount to a set of silverware purchased and valued for estate tax 1)ur-
poses as a collection where the individual units making the set might
have varying costs and values. Proponents of carryover basis contend
that this'is not a significant problem and that any potential problems
would be eliminated through an increased exemption for any non-
business tangible personal property. Further, they argue that this also
would address the. definitional complexity relating to personal and
household effects. They also argue that an difficult choice faced by an
executor in applying'the exemption could be resolved by making it,
mandatory that the exemption must be applied to eligible property on
the basis of ascending estate tax values. Opponents respond that., while
that approach might resolve an executor's discretionary problems in
selecting property for the exemption, it would create a new type of
suspended basis problem because audit adjustments of estate tax values
may change the items eligible for exemption under the dollar limita-
tions.

Fresh-start adjustment
Opponents of carryover basis argue that the fresh-start adjustment

to basis is complicated for several reasons. First.. with respect to
marketable securities, the fact that, the fresh start adjustment is made
only for purposes of gain may make it necessary to maintain two bases
for each security, i.e.. a "split-basis" problem. Second, with respect to
nonmarketable securities, it is necessary to make calculations under
the holding period formula for allocating appreciation to pre-1977
periods. It, also is argued that it is not always clear as to whether a
security should be treated as marketable or nonmarketable. If certain
securities having a relativ'elv fixed value, such as preferred stock, are
treated as nonniarketable, it is argued that, the time apportionment
formula is inequitable because it treats appreciation as having accrued
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after 1976 when in fact the value has changed very little since
acquisition.

Another problem raised by opponents concerns the treatment of
appreciation when there ,ave been substantial improvements after
1976 to property which is eligible for the fresh-start adjustment be-
cause it originally was acquired before 1977. It is argued that the
concept of substantial improvements creates definitional problems.
Also, it is argued that in these cases it is difficult to allocate the arg-
gregate value of an improved property to portions representing its
condition on December 31, 1976, and the improvements which were
made after that date. In other words, an improved property is tradi-
tionally valued in its present state, and the sum of the values for sepa-
rate acquisitions and improvements may not equal the whole value of
the improved property.

The proponents of carryover basis argue that many of these prob-
lems could be resolved or alleviated by several changes in the law.
The split-basis problem for marketable securities could be eliminated
by permitting the fresh-start adjustment to be made for loss purposes
as well as gain. The marketable security rule could be extended to
cover property, such as preferred stock, 'vith a relatively fixed value
to eliminate potential inequities and the definitional complexities in-
volvexl in categorizing property as a marketable or nonmarketable
security. Some proponents also argue that making a discount-back
formula for determining fresh-start basis available for more types of
property would reduce the complexities of applying the time'appor-
tionment formula to nonmarketable property. Under this approach,
it only would be necessary to know the value of the property for estate
tax purposes and that it -was owned by the decedent on the fresh-start
date. Then, fresh-start basis could be determined by applying a per-
centage taken from a table (based on the time elapsing from the fresh-
start date to the date of the decedent's death) to its value for estate
tax purposes.

Carryover basis proponents argue that the problems relating to sub-
stantial improvements are not insurmountable. Thus, apportionment of
value to improvements might be considered analogous %to other situa-
tions where an aggregate value must be apportioned to component
parts. A common example of where this type of apportionment is done
involves the allocation of an aggregate purchase price between land
and building for depreciation purposes. In this case, the apportion-
ment is made on the basis of the relative values of the components.
Another common case involves the so-called component method of
depreciation where an aggregate amount is allocated to the various
components of a building for depreciation purposes.

Death tax adjwtments
Opponents of carryover basis argue that the adjustments to basis

for death taxes are perhaps the most complicating aspect of carryover
basis. As indicated above, the opponents argue that there is a b. c
question of which property will qualify for an adjustment becau&. t. iv-
property subject to tax is eligible for the adjustment. Thus, tax c,:;:'
quences may be uncertain for sales by an executor, or for distr;;-.,
to a surviving spouse, during the estate's administration becs.,;, a,
that time it may not be certain as to how much property will ic m,
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subject to the estate tax under the marital or charitable deduction.
Moreover, for sales by an executor, the amount of gain for the fiduci-
ary's income tax return may not be readily det,.rminable until after
the estate tax has been calculated finally for i poses of making the
adjustment to basis. It is argued that this problem will arise frequently
because the administration of many estates can span several taxable
years.

Another problem raised by opponents relates to the "suspended
basis" of assets until an audit has been completed. Thus, it is argued
that a great deal of complexity may arise because the death tax adjust-
ment may have to be recalculated 'for every carryover basis item if a
single change results in a higher or lower estate tax than was reported
on the return as filed. In this case, opponents say that the problem
is not just that numerous recalculations must be'made but that the
fiduciary's and beneficiaries' income tax returns also may have to be
amended to adjust the amount of gain reported for sales of assets or
the amount of depreciation claimed for depreciable assets acquired
from the decedent.

Opponents argue that the computational complexities of the
death tax adjustment are too difficult even in those cases where
the assets eligible for the adjustment are identified and the informa-
tion necessary to make the adjustment is known (net appreciation and
the amount of death taxes to be allocated). They argue that the num-
ber of calculations renuired are onerous. For each carryover basis
item, there might be three separate calculations, i.e., an adjustment
for Federal estate taxes, another for State estate or inheritance
taxes paid by the executor, and still another for State inheritance
taxes paid by the beneficiary. Opponents argue that these calculations
are extremely burdensome.

On the other hand, proponents of carryover basis argue that changes
could be adopted to eliminate or substantially minimize these prob-
lenis. Some have suggested that the identification of propertV eligible
for the adjustment is not as great as portrayed by others but,
assuming that it is a significant problem. they would permit an adjust-
ment for any carryover property sold by the executor even though the
proceeds may he used to fund a marital or charitable bequest.

Other proponents argue that a simplified "rouih justice" death tax
adjustment could alleviate suspended basis problems and reduce the
number of calculations required. Under the simplified adjustment pro-
cedure advocated by some proponents. a single death tax adjustment
would be made in reference to the highest Federal estate tax rate to
which the estate was subject. Since the rate would be taken from the
estate tax rate schedule before any credit for State death taxes is de-
termined, no separate adjustment would be made for State death taxes.
Also, in order to mitigate suspended basis problems, the taxable estate
would have at least $50,000 in the highest rate bracket or the next pre-
ceding rate would be used to make the adjustment. proponents argue
that audit adjustments in most cases normally will not push the amount
of the taxable estate into the next bracket by as much as I.50.000. and.
therefore, recalculation of the death tax adjustment would be required
infrequently.

Opnonents generally aqtree that the "simplified rough justice" ap-
proach has the virtue of simplicity. However, they contend that it
does not satisfy any reasonable fairness test. For smaller estates, the ad-
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ustment would be perwtted for amounts which are not actually paid
because of the unified estate and gift tax credit. In addition, it would
discriminate against beneficiaries who acquire property from a de-
cedent who resided in a State which imposed a death tax exceeding
the credit allowable against the Federal estate tax. In this case, the
adjustment would be too little. However, in other cases where the State
imposed no death tax or one that was less than the credit allowable,
the adjustment would be too great. Opponents argue that the simplified
adjustment would permit adjustments for "phantom" taxes and have
"upsidedown" results in other cases. Also, opponents argue that basing
the adjustment on Federal inclusion rules results in distortions as be-
tween the property being adjusted and the property which actually was
subject to tax. This results from the fact that States may provide
different kinds of exemptions and limitations.

Opponents also argue that the simplified adjustment does not solve
the suspended basis problem but merely changes the point at which
recalculations must be made.

Minimum bai-s adjustnwnt
Opponents of carryover basis argue that the $60,000 minimum basis

adjustment also is very complicated. Since the amount is apportioned
on the basis of relative net apprepriation, a great number of calcula-
tions may be required and, where numerous assets are involved, the ad-
justment for each asset may be quite small. Opponents also argue that
if the basis of one asset is unknown, so that its net appreciation cannot
be determined, then a suspended basis problem is created for all carry-
over items because the amount allocated for any asset depends upon the
relationship of its net appreciation to net appreciation in value for
all property.

Proponents of carryover basis argue that these problems are not
overly significant because most moderate and large sized estates al-
ready have assets with an aggregate basis exceeding $60,000 or even
higher amounts and are unaffected by the adjustment. Proponents have
suggested increasing the minimum base limit and reordering the ad-
justments so that the minimum basis adjustment would be made first
and thus become a floor for other adjustments. Also, some have sug-
gested that. a threshold exclusion from carryover be provided so that,
if the value of carryover property in the gross estate was equal to or
less than the minimum basis amount, the property in the estate would
not be subject to carryover.

Others have suggested that executors be permitted to select assets
eligible for the minimum basis adjustment so that the number of cal-
culations would be reduced, suspended basis problems arising because
the basis of an asset is unknown, would be eliminated and the current
income tax burden would be minimized by permitting maximum ad-
justments to assets sold by an executor. Opponents argue that discre-
tionary allocation of the minimum basis adjustment would often place
the executor in an untenable position of benefiting one beneficiary to
the detriment of others.
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4. Finality of basis determinations
In addition to the suspended basis problems arising from the vari-

ous basis adjustments, opponents of carryover basis express great con-
cern about the lack of any procedure to finally determine cost basis
during examination of the estate tax return. Thus, it may be several
years before basis is challenged by the Internal Revenue Service upon
examination of a beneficiary's income tax return which reflects gain or
loss from the sale of carryover property.

Some proponents of carryover basis have suggested that a proced-
ure similar to a declaratory judgment procedure could be provided
to litigate basis questions during the period of administration of an
estate. Other have suggested an administrative type procedure, sim-
ilar to binding arbitration which would deal with basis issues without
the formality and cost of a judicial proceeding.
5. Reporting requirements

Many opponents of carryover basis complain about reporting bur.
dens. As indicated earlier, the 1976 Act required reporting of carry-
over basis information to the Internal Revenue Service and to the
beneficiaries. Failure to supply information was subject to penalty.

Proponents of carryover asis argue that the reporting and supply-
ing of information is necessary under a carryover system and tle
provisions, are quite like information reporting requirements in other
areas of the tax law.

Some have argued that. it will be' necessary for the Internal
Revenue Service to maintain basis information to make a carryover
system workable. It is argued that beneficiaries simply will fail to
keep, or will lose, basis information submitted to them by an executor.
These people were highly critical of Treasury regulations issued un-
der the 1976 Act because no detailed information was required, and,
therefore, no permanent basis records could be maintained to supply
missing or lost information to beneficiaries in the future.
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V. ALTERNATIVES

Except for repeal of carryover basis, most of the alternatives to
carryover basis involve some type of tax on appreciation at death. The
three most frequently discussed are a single rate additional estate tax
(AET), a graduated appreciation tax, and a capital gains tax.

A. Single Rate Additional Estate Tax (AET)

Under the AET proposal, a single flat rate of tax would be imposed
on the net appreciation included in the decedent's gross estate. No
AET would be imposed below a minimum basis. The basis of property
subject to the AET then would be increased or "stepped-up" to its fair
market value at the date of death. However, unlike the other two pro-
posals for an appreciation tax at death, the AET would not be de-
ductible in computing the regular estate tax. In order to avoid com-
plexity, there would be few, if any, exemptions from the tax.

Proponents of the AET point out that its biggest advantage is one
of simplicity, especially if there were no exemptions (such as an
exemption for property passing to charity). They state that the com-
putation is straight forward and the complexity involved in making
various basis adjustments required under the carryover basis provisions
is eliminated. In addition, the AET would eliminate the "suspended
basis" problems since the basis of assets would be determined with
finality upon audit of the return.' Further, some argue that the lock-in
problem would not be as great under AET as under carryover basis
for property owners since holding until death will not completely
avoid an appreciation tax and for beneficiaries since the basis of prop-
erty subject to the tax would be stepped-up to its fair market value
at death.

Opponents of the AET argue that it is unfair to impose a tax on
appreciation because of an involuntary occurrence such as death since
income has not been realized and funds may not be available to pay
the tax. Also, they argue that, compared to carryover basis, AET in-
creases the liquidity problems that are already severe due to the high
rates of Federal and State death taxes. In addition, it is argued that
AET, as compared to carryover, would provide a worse lock-in effect
for some taxpayers (i.e., where the AET would be lower than the capi-
tal gains tax) and would create for others an artificial incentive for
lifetime sales (i.e., where capital gains tax would be lower than the
AET). Since measurement of the appreciation tax base requires a de-
termination of basis, proof of basis problems would also arise under an
AET. Further, to the extent that exemptions are provided, most of
the complexity of proof of basis and the basis adjustments under
carryover would be retained. Other opponents of the AET proposal
argue that a single rate AET is inequitable since it would impose a
single rate of tax without regard to the size of, or the amount of
appreciation in, the estate.

I A problem would remain to the extent thatspepial exemptions from AET were provided.
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B. Graduated Appreciation Tax at Death

Another alternative that has been discussed is to tax appreciation
at death under a graduated, rather than a single, rate schedule. In ad-
dition, the tax would be deductible in computing the estate tax, and
the executor could elect to apply the carryover basis provisions.

Proponents of an appreciation tax at death contend that this pro-
posal achieves a greater degree of equity between taxpayers than the
AET. They point out that taxpayers who sell property before death
and those who hold their property until death are treated in sub-
stantially the same manner. This proposal, as compared to AET, takes
into account the size of the estate and the amount of appreciation un-
der a progressive rate schedule. In addition, to the extent that the
amount of tax imposed on appreciation at death more closely approxi-
mates the amount of tax that would have been imposed on a lifetime
sales, the lock-in problem is substantially lessened.

Opponents of a tax on appreciation at death with graduated rates
argue that it is unfair to impose a tax upon an involuntary occurrence
such as death. There has been no realization of income, and the impo-
sition of a tax on unrealized income is contrary to the principle of
taxing according to the ability to pay. Proof of basis problems would
also arise under a graduated appreciation tax at death. In addition,
election to apply carryover basis retains the complexity of proof of
basis and the basis adjustments while at the same time forcing the ex-
ecutor to make additional computations and evaluations in determin-
ing whether or not to make an election. Further, it is pointed out that,
in many estates, an appreciation tax at death would substantially
aggravate an already serious liquidity problem.
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C. Taxing Gains at Death

A third alternative, an example of which was proposed by the
Treasury in 1969, is to tax appreciation at death in a manner similar
to that in which capital gains are taxed. Under this alternative, no
tax would be imposed on gains equal to or less then a minimum basis.
The proposal would allow an unlimited exemption for transfers be-
tween spouses or to charity, and a limited exemption for transfers
to orphan children and of personal and household effects. Under the
proposal, the appreciation tax would be an estate tax deduction, and
the gain taxed would be eligible for special averaging treatment. The
basis of property which is subject to the tax would be stepped-up
to its date of death value.

Proponents of this recommendation argue that it coincides with
principles of vertical equity, i.e., comparably situated parties are ac-
corded similar tax treatment. regardless of whether the appreciation
in any particular asset is realized before or after death. Moreover, no
duplicative taxation would result, they argue, because the estate tax
base would be reduced by the applicable appreciation tax. Since this
is the same result as that which is obtained where estates have been
accumulated from ordinary income and capital gains realized prior
to death, proponents contend that this method of taxing gains at death
would eliminate lock-in because it substantially would equalize pre-
and post-death tax consequences.

Conversely, it has been argued that. it is inappropriate to tax un-
realized gains at death, and that any such proposal would create un-
necessary problems of liquidity and raise tax complexity. For example,
elections related to the unlimited interspousal and charitable transfer
exemptions could force individuals to make unnecessary and specu-
lative evaluations of the advantages of any particular transfer. In
addition. Proof of basis and fresh start adjustment problems would be
similar to those under carryover basis.
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VI. TRANSITIONAL ISSUE

Apart, from any decision Congress may make concerning the treat-
ment of basis of property acquired from a decedent, dying after 1979,
there are additional issues relating to the retroactive postponement
of the carryover basis rules by the Revenue Act of 1978. Some have
argued that a carryover basis election should be provided with respect
to property acquired from decedents dying after 1976 and before the
day after the date of enactment of the postponement (November 9,
1978). The argument for a transitional carryover election is based on
equity considerations, i.e., it is argued that it is unfair to retroactively
change the ground rules after sales and distributions have been made
in reliance upon the law in effect when the sales and distribution
decisions were made. A typical example often used in arguing for a
transitional election involve the case where an asset acquired from a
decedent, with a cost basis in excess of its date of death value, is sold
by an executor or beneficiary to offset gains from sales of other prop-
erty or income from items o'f income in respect of a decedent received
by the executor or beneficiary. Thus, after postponement of carryover
basis, there will be no offsetting loss and possibly an additional gain
from postdeath appreciation of the item of property having the excess
cost basis. It is argued that, but for reliance upon the carryover basis
provision, property acquired from a decedent and other appreciated
property held by a beneficiary might not have been sold.

As passed by the Senate, the Revenue Act of 1978 would have
permitted an executor to elect the carryover basis rules with respect
to estates of decedents dying after 1976 and before the date of enact-
ment. of the act. If elected, the basis of all property passing from a
decedent would have been determined under the carryover rules (in-
cluding property that was not sold or distributed before the date of
enactment). The election was to be irrevocably made within 120 days
after the date of enactment. The election provision was deleted by the
committee of conference on the Revenue Act of 1978.

If a transitional election should be provided, some may argue that
carryover treatment should apply only to assets sold during the transi-
tional period and that the stepped-up basis rule should apply to all
other assets. It, is argued that this approach would minimize the com-
plexities of carryover basis and, since regulations have not been pro-
mulgated for carryover basis, minimize the uncertainty of applying
the provisions to a wide range of assets. On the other hand, some
argue that this approach would provide relief which is more generous
than warranted. It is argued that this approach in effect would permit
executors and beneficiaries to have relief two ways, a stepped-up basis
for appreciated assets and a carryover basis for loss assets.
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It has also been argued that, if an election is provided, the carryover
basis rules applicnbkh during the transitional period should be stream-
lined to deal wi th the complexities of carryover and uncertainties
because of the absence of Treasury regulations. Some have suggested
that the carryover rules should be revised so that no adjustments
would be permitted and carryover basis would be determined solely in
reference to the decedent's cost basis. On the other hand, others argue
that if the rationale for relief is reliance upon the law existing at the
tine sales and distributions were undertaken, then the provisions
should be closely identical to those upon which reliance was based.

43-465 0 - 79 - 13
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VII. REVENUE EFFECTS

The revenue effect of carryover basis depends upon the amount of
appreciation passing at death. This is estimated to be $20 billion in
1979 as shown in Table 1. This was derived from 1972 estate tax returns
which were extrapolated to 1979 wealth levels based upon historical
estate tax Stati8tic8 of Income data for 1960, 1962, 1965 and 1969. The
1973 IRS capital gains study provides length of holding period data I
which, in conjunction with an estimate of the growth in market value
of appreciating assets, yields a long-run estimate of the portion of
market value which is appreciation. These calculations produced ap-
preciation ratios of 49 percent for corporate stock and 30 percent
for real estate. A 1965 Treasury Department study found comparable
ratios of 36 and 26 percent respectively.2 Multiplying the appreciation
ratios for particular wealth classes by the amount of wealth on the
1979 estate tax file yields an estimate of $16.5 billion of appreciation
passing at death on returns which would have filed under a $60,000 fil-
ing requirement. The estate tax file offers data on wealth holdings of
corporate stock and real estate which yields the appreciation estimates
of $8.3 billion and $7.2 billion, leaving $1.0 billion of other
appreciation.

Once these amounts of appreciation have been imputed to the estate
tax file, computer runs of alternative minimum bases and basis ad-
justments yield the estimates of how much appreciation would still
pass at death. These amounts are then adjusted for an average five-year
deferral period between the time the appreciation passes and the heir
realizes it. Finally, a capital gains tax rate appropriate to the heir is
applied, yielding the revenue estimates.

Table 2 shows the effect of increaeinq the present
law $60,000 minimum basis. A $175,000 minimum basis would
leave 53,000 estates (2.7 percent of all decedents) with
appreciation which, when taxed upon realization by heirs,
would yield lonq-run annual revenue of $560 million.
This is a reduction of $273 million from the present law
-4833 million annual revenue effect.

Table 3 shows comparable estimates for allowing a marginal estate
tax basis adjustment, a $25,000 minimum basis for household effects,
and a $100,000 minimum basis for personal residences. The estimates
for these three proposals assume the overall minimum bases shown in
the first column.

I There is reason to believe that assets held until death are more highly appre-
ciated than assets sold lifetime. Thus, these estiniates may be less than they
would be if the holding period at death were known.

2 Working paper by Gerald Brannon, Henry Copelaid. and Nelson McClung,
Office of Tax Analysis.
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TABLE 1.-ESTIMATED APPRECIATION PASSING AT DEATH IN 1979

[Billions of dollars]
Total Appreciation ---------------------------------------- 20.0

Total Appreciation on Estate Tax Returns: 1 --------------- 16. 5

Corporate stock --------------------------------------- 8. 3
Real estate ------------------------------------------- 7.2

Business, farm, other ---------------------- 4. 1
Residences ------------------------------ 3.1

Other _
1Assuming a $60,000 filing requirement.

1.0

TABLE 2.-LoNG RUN1 ANNUAL REVEN.-UE EFFECT OF PRESENT LAW
CARRYOVER BASIS 2 WITH INCREASED MINIMUM BASIS, AT 1979
LEVEL OF WEALTH

Revenue
Estates passing appreciation loss

versus
Percent- Revenue present

Returns s age of effect law
Minimum basis (thousand) decedents (millions) (millions)

$60,000 (present law) - 187 9.4 $833 -
$100,000 -------------- 106 5.3 702 $131
$150,000 -------------- 64 3.2 598 235
$175,000 -------------- 53 2.7 560 273
$200,000 -------------- 44 2.2. 528 305
$225,000 -------------- 38 1.9 501 332
$250,000 -------------- 33 1.7 476 357
$300,000 -------------- 26 1.3 433 400
$400,000 -------------- 18 .9 369 464
$500,000 ------------- 13 .7 324 509

1 20 years, when there is no effect from "fresh start."
2 Without postponement..
3 Under a $60,000 filing requirement.

This estimate would have been $1,229 million with capital gains taxation as it
was prior to the Revenue Act of 1978.
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TABLE 3.-LONG RUN I ANNUAL REVENUE EFFECT VERSUS PRESENT
LAW OF' CARRYOVER BASIS WITH INCREASED MINIMUM BASIS,
MARGINAL ESTATE TAX BASIS ADJUSTMENT, $25,000 HOUSEHOLD
EFFECTS MINIMUM BASIS, AND $100,000 RESIDENCE MINIMUM
BASIS, AT 1979 LEVEL OF WEALTH

[Millions of dollars]

$5,000 $100, 000
Marginal minimum minimum

Increased estate basis for basis for
minimum tax basis household personal

Basis basis adjustment 3 effects 3 residence

$60,000 ------------------- $121 $5 $123
$100,000 ... $131 119 4 93
$150,000 ... 235 117 3 69
$175,000 -... 273 115 3 62
$200,000 ----- 305 113 3 57
$225,000 ----- 332 112 2 54
$250,000 ----- 357 111 2 52
$300,000- ---- 400 107 2 46
$400,000 ..... 404 99 1 39
$500,000 ..... 509 92 1 33

1 20 years, when there is no effect from "fresh start."
2 Without Postponement.
3 Assuming the minimum basis change in the first column.



APPENDIX B

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR DOLE TO TREASURY DEPARTMENT AND
THEIR RESPONSES TO THEM

MARcH 14, 1979.Mr. DONALD C. LurIos,
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Ta Legislation,
Departncnt of the Treasury,
lWashington, D.C.

DEAB DON: Pursuant to the March 12 hearings before the Subcommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management on "carryover basis," I have additional ques-
tions which will be made part of the Record. I would appreciate the answers
before the hearings are resumed.

1. Please explain how life insurance Is treated for minimum-basis purposes
under the 1976 carryover basis rules? What is the current Treasury position?

2. The economic "lock-in" theory, Is based on the proposition that an elderly
person is reluctant to sell assets and pay an income tax because at death the
assets vill receive stepped-up basis. If there is validity to the economic lock-In
theory, has the lock-in effect been reduced by the liberalization of the capital
gains tax made by the Revenue Act of 1978?

3. The Committee has received testimony that carryover basis can perpetuate,
rather than solve, the "lock-in" )roblem. Because beneficiaries of an estate
will have to pay capital gains taxes when the assets are sold, under carryover
basis, there will be a strong incentive to hold on to assets that have greatly
appreciated in value. Which type of "lock-in" effect does the Treasury prefer?

4. Do you believe that death should serve as a taxable event? Would the
Treasury support legislation for capital gains at death?

5. What is the position of Treasury on including in the decedent's gross estate
cash and the basis of assets transferred within three years of death for the
purposes of the minimum basis adjustment?

6. Would the Treasury support a proposal to allow the estate or the benefi-
ciaries of an estate to succeed to the decedent's unused net operating loss?
Would the Treasury support a proposal to allow the capital loss carryover to go
forward into an estate where it can be used to offset gains which may be realized
by the estate on carryover property?

7. It has been reported that approximately $20 billion of appreciation a year
goes untaxed. Could you supply the necessary information, accounting, and ex-
planation on how such a figure is derived?

8. The Revenue Act of 1978 permits a once-in-a-lifetime exclusion from gross
income of $100,000 of gain from the sale of a principal residence for certain
individuals. Under carryover basis, it appears that a sale shortly before death
would, in most cases, produce a significant lower tax than a sale after death.
Would you agree with this conclusion, and how do you justify this result?

9. Section 2039(a) of the Internal Revenue Code provides that an executor
is required to furnish the Internal Revenue Service and the recipient of carry-
over basis property with certain information. Section 6994(a) of the Internal
Revenue Code imposes substantial penalties of the executor do not comply with
the law. What is the current Treasury position on regarding the policy of these
provisions. Do you know if the Internal Revenue Service is prepared to receive,
retain, and supply carryover basis information to individuals who have ., legit-
imate need for it?

10. Under carryover basis, the sale or redemption of stock may result in a
recognized gain. It is possible that multiple sales will be required to satisfy the
increased income tax liability generated by prior sales. Would you agree that
carryover basis could have this effect;

11. S. 2228, introduced by Senator Byrd and myself last year, provided a
grandfather clause for pre-carryover basis assets. What Is the current Treasury
position on grandfathering pre-carryover basis assets?

(189)
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12. On page 9 of your prepared statement before the Subcommittee, you stated
that "there is no new tax imposed if step-up is repealed." Under step-up basis,
if an estate sold property that was equal to its fair market value, there is gen-
erally no income tax liability. However, under carryover basis, it Is now possible
for an income tax to be imposed. Could you elaborate why the Treasury Depart-
meat does not believe that this is a new or additional tax?

13. On page 10 of your prepared statement, you discuss the taxation of infla-
tionary gains. You state that "there Is no way that inflation can account for
increases in the value of that magnitude." Could you provide for the Committee
the amount of income tax increases that will occur this year because of inflation?
Please supply data to support your statement.

14. On page 2 of your statement you Indicate the "Administration is committed
to the principal that Income tax appreciation accrued at death should not be
forgiven." However, it appears that the Treasury Department Is willing to for-
give the accrued appreciation for some taxpayers but not for others. Why should
some taxpayers be subjected to carryover bass and possible Income tax liability
while others be exempt? If the old law is inequitable in your opinion, why is the
Treasury Department willing to let it apply for a vast majority of taxpayers?

I will look forward to a reply at your earliest convenience.
Sincerely yours,

BOB DOLE,
U.S. Senate.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF TIlE TREASURY,
Washington. D.C., September 17, 1979.

lion. ROBERT J. DOLE,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR DoLE: This is in response to your question of March 14, 1979, re-
questing answers to 14 questions for inclusion In the record of the March 12, 1979
hearings on carryover basis before the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation
and Debt Management.

Answer to Question I
Under tile 1976 carryover basis provision, life Insurance proceeds ineludible in a

decedent's gross estate pursuant to section 2042 are not included in the term
"carryover basis property" (Section 1023(b) (2) (B).) The Treasury does not
propose any change to this rule.
Answer to Question 2

The 1978 reduction of taxes on realized long-term capital gains has the effect
of reducing lock-in for almost all taxpayers. However, lock-in remains significant
under any system which permits taxpayers to avoid income tax entirely by hold-
ing appreciated property until death.

Answer to Question 3
As I stated in my March 12 testimony, insofar as lock-in is related to the

forgiveness of Income tax on appreciation in property held at death, carryover
basis Is a second best approach to its elimination. Lock-in is somewhat reduced
for investors concerned with estate planning since carryover basis eliminates
the complete forgiveness of income tax on appreciation which accrued during the
lifetime of the investor. Thts, an Investor who knows that appreciation will
be subject ultimately to income tax will no longer take Into account the un-
warranted benefit provided by step-up in basis at death. However, it is also true
that if the property is not sold prior to death and It continues to appreciate, the
amount of capital gains tax will be greater when an heir considers selling. In
this case, lock-In would be somewhat Increased. As a result, in a carryover basis
system, lock-in would be decreased for some taxpayers but increased for others.
The net effect on aggregate lock-in cannot be determined fairly.

If lock-in due to step-up were the sole consideration, it could best be reduced
by treating death as a recognition event. If unrealized appreciation was taxed
at the current long-term capital gains rate at death, a significant amount of the
lock-in effect would be eliminated.

Answer to Question 4
In my March 12 testimony I stated that Treasury believes treating a transfer

at death as a recognition event is an entirely acceptable solution to the step-up
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problem. Depending upon the form of such-a proposal, Treasury could support
legislation treating death as a recognition event.
Answer to Question 5

Under the present carryover basis statute, "the term carryover basis property
means any property which is acquired from or passed from a decedent (within
tile meaning of section 1014(b) )", and which is not excluded pursuant to statu-
tory exclusions. (Section 1023(b) (1).) Under section 1014(b) (9), property
transferred within three years of death L considered to have been acquired from
or to have passed from the decedent within the meaning of section 1014(b). Ac-
cordingly such property, unless it has been disposed of by tile transferee prior
to the decedent's death in a transaction in which gain or loss is recognizable, Is
carryover basis property and the basis of such property is taken into account
for purposes of the minimum basis adjustment.

Treasury believes this is an appropriate rule. It eliminates what would other-
vise be a strong incentive for a decedent to make deathbed transfers of cash

and other high basis assets to manipulate the minimum basis adjustment.
Answer to Question 6

Section 6(a) of 11.11. 4694, the Carryover Basis Simplification Act of 1979, intro-
duced by Congressman Fisher, permits a decedent's estate to succeed to any capi-
tal loss carryover of the decedent which otherwise would be lost. Upon termina-
tion of the estate, the present rules under section 642(h) would provide for the
further allowance of the unused capital loss carryover to the beneficiaries of the
estate. Treasury supports this provision.

Treasury would not oppose a similar provision regarding unused net operating
losses provided that artificial net operating losses generated through tax shelter
investments and the like are not available to the decedent's estate or successors
in interest.

Answer to Question 7
The gross estates of all decedents in 1979 will contain approximately $20 bil-

lion of unrealized capital gain. Gross estates of $60,000 and above will contain
an aggregate of about $16.5 billion of unrealized capital gain. The balance of
$3.5 billion will be found in estates of less than $60,000.

The amount of unrealized capital gain on assets held at death is not required
to determine Federal estate tax liability and is thus not reported on estate tax
returns. Using income tax return information, however, a reasonably accurate
measurement can be made.

The estiniate of unrealized capital gain on assets held at death Is made by
using four basic sources of data: (1) a computer file of actual income tax returns
for taxpayers reporting capital gains. (2) a computer file of actual Federal estate
tax returns, (3) Balnce Sheets for the United States Economy furnished by
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, and (4) the Statistics of
Inoomc of Personal Wealth.

Taxpayers reporting sal.,s of capital assets on Income tax returns must report
the original cost of the atset and the year the asset was purchased. For every
return, the ratio of capital gain to selling price was computed for each type of
asset.

Assuming the same capital gain ratios for assets held at death, the amount of
unrealized capital gain in assets reported on each estate tax return was computed
by multiplying the ratio relevant for each asset type times the market value of
each asset type in the return. The result, $16.5 billion, Is an estimate of unreal-
ized capital gain in assets held at death for gross estates of $60,000 and above
(the pre-1977 law Federal estate tax filing population). Table 1 (attached) shows
the amount of unrealized capital gain by asset type.

The remaining $3.5 billion of unrealized capital gain was accrued by decedents
with estates of less than $60,000. The Internal Revenue Service estimates the per-
sonal wealth of individuals with at least $60,000 of assets. These estimates are
derived by dividing the value of assets of each estate tax return by the mor-
tality rate specific to the age/sex group of the decedent. The estimate of total
wealth for individuals with at least $60,000 of assets Is subtracted from the
estimate of total houselwld wealth reported in the Balance Sheets of the United
States Economy. The remaining wealth then is the value of assets controlled by
Individuals with less than $60,000. By assuming that the mortality rate for In-
dividuals wilb less than $60,000 Is half that of individuals with more than $60,-
000, an estimate of the value of assets passing at death for pre-1977 law nonestate
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tax fliers was made. The relevant capital gain ratio was then applied to the
value of assets yielding the $3.5 billion of unrealized capital gains.

Ansi'cr to Question 8
Under current law, the benefits of section 121, relating to the $100,000 exclu-

sion from gain on the sale of a principal residence will not be available to a
surviving spouse who has not attained age 55 even if the decedent spouse quali-
fied for the exclusion, nor will the exclusion be available to any other heir unless
that heir independently satisfies the age and holding and use requirements of
section 121. Section 2(d) of It.R. 4694 provides that If a decedent's spouse could
have qualified for the $100,000 exclusion if a sale were made prior to death, then
the surviving spouse will be treated as having satisfied the age requirement with
respect to the principal residence and therefore will be eligible for the $100,000
gain exclusion If the principal residence is sold. Treasury supports this provision.

However, Treasury does not believe it is appropriate to make the exclusion
available to all heirs of a decendent who would have qualified for the exclu-
sion had the sale of the decedent's principal residence been made prior to death
The princllal reason for the exclusion is to permit individuals who have owned
residences which are appreciated in value over a relatively long period of time
to select alternative living arrangements without regard to tax consequences.
Thus, the exclusion is personal and should be available only if the residence was
the principal residence of the seller. This may or may not be true in the case
of an heir other than the decedent's spouse. Second, the age 55 requirement of
current law, when combined with the holding and use requirements, properly
limit that the exclusion to those taxpayers for whom it is reasonable to assume
that the appreciation in the principal residence accrued over a relatively long
time period and who have need of the realized appreciation to support their
housing needs during retirement. To ignore these requirements simply because
a principal residence was Inherited would result in an unwarranted windfall
to heirs who could not satisfy them independently.

Answer to Question 9
In a carryover basis system, a recipient of carryover basis property needs to

know the basis of the property for purposes of determining gain or loss on a
future disposition. Present law (section 6039A and section 6698) imposes upon
an executor the duty to supply carryover basis information to the recipient of
carryover basis property and imposes penalties for failure to comply with this
reporting requirement unless the executor can show that the failure to comply
was due to reasonable cause and not willful neglect.

Many tax professionals have suggested that a procedure be developed pur-
suant to which executors could achieve a final determination of basis, binding
upon both the executor and the Internal Revenue Service, at the time of audit
of the decedent's estate tax return. Those who have recommended this pro-
cedure believe it is essential to resolve basis uncertainties and simplify the long-
term administration of carryover basis.

Treasury agrees with this suggestion. Section 2(b) of H.R. 4694 creates a
procedure to enable the basis of any or all items of carrVover basis property to
be( determined at the time a decedent's estate tax Is audited. As a part of this

procedure, an executor will be required to report the initial basis of each item
of carryover basis property on the decedent's estate tax return. Thus, the Inter-
nal Revenue Service will have and retain this carryover basis Information and

will be In a position to sulppiy the information to the recipients of carryover

basis property if the information supplied by the executor Is lost.
The requirement that an executor supply carryover basis information to a

recipient is retained in HR. 4694. However, the penalties for failure to supply
information with respect to carryover basis property have been revised to take

account of the new procedures regarding basis reporting and determination.
Penalties would be imposed under H.R. 4694 only where the executor's failure
is due to negligence or intentional disregard of rules and regulations.

Answer to Question 10
Income tax liability will arise in a carryover system when appreciated prop-

erty is sold. That Is a necessary and Intended consequence of carryover basis.

Moreover, it may also be necessary for an estate to sell additional property to

raise funds to pay the income tax arising from the first sale. Indeed, some have

expressed concern that this "mushrooming" income tax, arising fro'a the end to
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sell appreciated property to raise funds to pay death taxes, will result in the
forced sale of farms and closely-held businesses.

Two provisions of II.R. 4694, taken together, eliminate this concern. First,
section 7 of the bill combines into one section the two provisions of existing law
which permit the deferred payment of estate tax attributable to closely-held
businesses and farms. The new section contains the more generous provisions of
each of the two existing provisions. Thus, in applicable cases, payment of estate
tax attributable to a qualifying closely-held business or farm is deferred for
five years and the balance may be paid in tip to 10 annual installments com-
mencing In the sixth year after death. These changes should, in most cases,
eliminate forced sale of property to pay estate taxes.

In some cases, however, it may still be necessary to, sell property. Abspnt
specific relief, the sale of appreciated carryover basis property will result in
income tax liability. Therefore, H.R. 4694 contains a special provision which
allows the basis adjustment for estate tax to be allocated to property equal in
value to the sum of death taxes and administration expenses. Thus, so long as
successive heirs continue to own and operate the business or farm, no income tax
liability will arise when property is sold to pay estate tax. Moreover, this
provision provides some investment flexibility because there is no requirement
that the sales proceeds actually be uked to pay death taxes or administration
expenses.

The net effect of these provisions is a more generous combination of liquidity
relief than exists at present. I attach as Appendix A two examples Illustrating
their operation.

Answer to Question 11
The Treasury Department continues to oppose the "grandfathering" of all assets
acquired prior to the effective date (of the carryover provisions. When originally
enacted, Congress made the policy decision to subject only appreciation occurring
after l)ecember 31, 1976 to income tax. This decision recognized that it would
be arbitrary and inequitable to have tax consequences turn solely on the date
of acquisition of an asset.

We are aware of some difficulties that have been encountered In the determina-
tion of basis of assets acquired prior to the effective date of carryover basis.
Items of tangible personal property and personal residences have proved partic-
ularly troublesome. Also. the statutory formula enacted by Congress in 1976 to
determine the value of nonmarketable property held ott December 31, 1976 has
tangible personal property which was a capital asset in the hands of the decedent.
caused difficulty because the computation required under that formula requires
knowledge of the acquisition date and cost of property subject to the formula.

The proof of basis problems to which grandfatheringg" Is apparently addressed
can be solved in a less drastic and more equitable manner. In my March 12 testi-
money I set out a number of Treasury proposals designed to eliminate proof of
basis problems for assets acquired prior to the effective date of carryover basis.
These suggestions have been substantially adopted by Congressman Fisher in
H.R. 4694.

Specifically, H.R. 4694 provides tn increase in the tangible personal property
exclusion from $10,000 to $25,000 anud redefines excluded assets to include any
tangible personal property which wias a capital asset in the hands of the
decedent.

The "fresh start" adjustment Is also modified. While the fresh start adjustment
for marketable securities is determined in the same manner as under present law,
the fresh start adjustment for all property other than marketable securities (and
certain other property having a readily ascertainable value on December 31,
visions applicable to tangible personal property. Also, the fresh start adjust-
1976) Is determined under a discount-back formula similar to the present pro-
visions applicable to tangible personal property. Also, the fresh start adjust-
ment will be available for purposes of determining both gain and loss.

The effect of these provisions Is to eliminate proof of basis problems for most
assets acquired prior to December 31, 1976. Historical cost will be relevant only
if it exceeds fresh start value. In most cases, it will be possible readily to esti-
mate whether historical cost exceeds fresh start value. Moreover, as noted in the
explanation of H.R. 4694, reasonable methods of basis reconstruction will be
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acceptable. This provision is intended to be administered liberally so as not to
require executors to incur unnecessary expense attempting to loctinient acqul-
sition cost precisely.

H.R. 4694 directly addresses the proof of basts problem for assets acquired
prior to the effective date of carryover lasis in an equiltable and adininistrable
manner. It eliminates the need for grandfathering.
Answer to Question 12

In my March 12 testimony I stated, "there is no new tax imposed if step up
is repealed." That statement is absolutely accurate. Under a carryover basis
system the ilcoe tax on appreciation which occurred during a decedenCts life-
time must be paid when inherited appreciated property is sold by an heir. This
is not a new tax. It is simply the long overdue application of the present income
tax system to appreciation which had been forgiven under step up.
Answer to Question 13

Inflation will increase receipts from the individual income tax by about $9
billion In 1979.
An8wer to Question 11,

The existing carryover basis provisions have been criticized because those pro-
visions apply to the estates of decedents who are not subject to the estate tax
system. This occurs because the present minimum basis of $60,000 effectively
excludes only estates of that amount and less from carryover basis while, in
1981, the unified credit will exempt from the estate tax system most estates of
$175,625 or less.

While it is true that virtually all decedents own some appreciated property,
it Is also appropriate to recognize that administrative considerations lead one
toward some exemption level. The question then becomes what level is appro-
priate. Treasury believes it is appropriate to conform the carryover basis system
to the exemption level of tihe estate tax system. Therefore, carryover basis would
be inapplicable to those estates containing less than $175,000 of carryover basis
property. However, a $175,000 minimum basis is available to those estates which
are subject to carryover basis. The net effect, therefore, is to permit all estates
a minimum basis of up to $175,000. As a result, all estates are treated equally.

Sincerely yours,
DONALD C. LUBIOK,

Assistant Secretary (Tax Policy).
Enclosure.

TABLE 1.-Unrealized capital gain in assets held at death by gross estates in
excess of $60,000

[1!079 levels In billions of dollars]
Amount of

Asst type capital gobr
Personal residence --------------------------------------------------- 3. 1
Real estate ----------------------------------------------------------- 4.1
Securities ---------------------------------------------------------- 0.4
Noncorporate business assets ---------------------------------------- 0. 5
Corporate stock ----------------------------------------------------- 8.3

Total - 16.5

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury.
Office of Tax Analyst.

APPENnix A

EXAMPLES ILLUSTRATING OPERATION OF TIlE LIQUIDITY RELIEF PROVISIONS OF 11.1t.
4694, TIcE CARRYOv'R 1BASiS SIMPLIFICATION AcT oi 1979

The overall purpose of the liquidity relief provisions Is to prevent the forced
sale of closely-held businesses and farms which a decedent's heirs desire to con-
tinue to own and operate.

The provision permitting deferred payment of estate tax attributable to closely-
held businesses and farns allows an adequate time iriol (ver which estate
tax liability may be paid from earnings generated by time business. The follow-
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lng examples illustrate that the alowance of a 15-year time period over which
to pay the estate tax attributable to the closel.041eld business or farm will.
in most cases, prove adequate.

Nonetheless, there may be situations where either this relief is insufficient, or,
particularly in the case of closely-held stock, it is necessary or desirable to
redeem some portion of the stock. As the examples illustrate, a sale or redemp-
tion may be made without income tax consequences if the executor elects to allo-
cate a sufficient amount of the death tax basis adjustment to the property sol
or redeemed. In effect, the sale of property to pay death taxes and administration
expenses is accorded the same income tax treatment as occurred when tile basis
of property in the hands of an heir was "stepped up" to estate tax value. While
there is less aggregate basis adjustment available for the retained portion of the
closely-held business, this will not cause difficulty because, by hypothesis, the
retained prolrty will not be sold by the heir.

Example I.-X, a widower, dies on December 31, 1990 with the following assets
(all acquired after i)ecember 31, 1976) and liabilities. For purposes of illustra-
tion, administration expenses are ignored and it is assumed that the farm does
not qualify for special use valuation.

Asset/Liability Fair market value Basis

Farm real property --------------------------------- $900, 000 $200, 000
Farm machinery ----------------------------------- 75, 000 50,000
Cash ---------------------------------------------- 5,000 5,000
Life insurance -------------------------------------- 10,000 10,000
Stocks and bonds ----------------------------------- 20,000 12, 000
Debts associated with farm ------------------------- 200, 000 N/A

1. CALCULATION OF ESTATE TAX DUE

Gross estate:
Farm real property ------------------------------------------ $900, 000
Farm machinery -------------------------------------------- 75, 000
Cash ------------------------------------------------------- 5,000
Life insurance ---------------------------------------------- 10,000
Stocks and bonds -------------------------------------------- 20,000

Total ---------------------------------------------------- 1,010,000
Less:

Debts associated with farm -------------------------------- $ 200, 000

Total -------------------------------------------------- 200,000

Taxable estate ---------------------------------------- ------ 810,000
Estate tax before unified credit ------------------------------- 271,700
Unified credit ----------------------------------------------- 47,000
Estate tax payable ------------------------------------------ 224, 700

II. ESTATE TAX LIQUIDITY RELIEF-DEFERRED ESTATES TAX PAYMENT

The estate of X qualifies for the deferred estate tax payment privilege under
proposed section 6166(a) (1) (A) because the value of the farm real property
and machinery (net of debts) exceeds 65 percent of X's adjusted gross estate.
Thus, the estatc of X may elect to pay the estate tax attributable to the farm
real property taid machinery in up to 10 annual installments commencing in
the sixth year after X's death at a 4 percent interest rate. The estate tax attrib-
utable to the farin real property and machinery is equal to the estate tax
due X.

closely-held business amount $214,991 X 775,000
adjusted gross estate -$224,700 810,000

If the executor of tile estate of X so elects, $9,709 will be payable at the time
the estate tax return is due, interest of $8,600 will be payable annually for five
years on the deferred estate tax of $214,991 and that deferred amount may be
paid in 10 annual installments of $21,499 (plus interest) commencing In year 6.
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This 15 year payout period, at a modest 4 percent interest rate, should itself
permit the estate to pay the deferred estate tax from funds generated from the
farn operation. However, should it be necessary or advisable to sell property
additional liquidity relief is provided by proposed section 1023(f).

III. INCOME TAX LIQUIDITY RELIEF-ALLOCATION OF DEATH TAX BASIS ADJUSTMENT

:Because X's estate qualifies for the deferred estate tax payment privilege, the
executor of X's estate may elect to apportion the death tax adjustment to any
carryover basis assets with an aggregate fair market value not in excess of
$224,700.

The maximum amount of the death tax adjustment equals, in general, the
highest applicable marginal estate tax rate times the net appreciation in all
carryover basis assets included In the estate. In this example, the applicable
marginal estate tax rate is 39 percent and the net appreciation in all carryover
basis properties Is $733,000. The aggregate death tax adjustment is $285,870.

If the executor of X's estate allocated $8,000 of the aggregate death tax
adjustment to the $20,000 of stocks and bonds and $159,211 to farm real property
worth $204,700, those assets could be sold without recognition of gain because
the fair market value of each asset equalled basis. Moreover, under the facts
in this example, the sale would not cause an acceleration of the deferred estate
tax. Thus, the executor would have $224,700 in cash to Invest while retaining
the privilege of paying $214,991 in Installments at 4 percent interest.

The balance of the death tax adjustment, $118,659, would be available for
allocation by the executor to any other carryover basis assets, subject only to
the limitation that the per asset adjustment could not exceed .39 times the
appreciation In each asset.

Example 2.-Y, a widower, dies on December 31, 1990 with the following assets
(all acquired after December 31, 1976). For purposes of Illustration, administra-
tion expenses and debts are ignored.

Asset/Liability Fair market value Basis

Closely-held stock ------------------------------- $600, 000 $200, 000
Residence ----------------------------------------- 250, 000 80, 000
Cash ---------------------------------------------- 25,000 25,000
Life insurance ------------------------------------ 50,000 50,000
Marketable stocks and bonds ------------------------ 75, 000 40, 000

I. CALCULATION OF ESTATE TAX DUE
Gross estate:

Closely-held stock ---------------------------------------- $600, 000
Residence -------------------------------------------------- 250,000
Cash ----------------------------------------------------- 25,000
Life insurance ---------------------------------------------- 50,000
Marketable stocks and bonds --------------------------------- 75,000

Total ------------------------------------------------ 1,000,000

Taxable estate ---------------------------------------------- 1,000,000
Estate tax before unified credit ------------------------------ 345, 800
Unified credit ----------------------------------------------- 47,000
Estate tax payable ----------------------------------------- 298, 800

Ir. ESTATE TAX LIQUIDITY RELIEF-DEFERRED ESTATE TAX PAYMENT

The estate of Y qualifies for the deferred estate tax payment privilege under
proposed section 6166(a) (1) (B) and (C) because the value of the closely-held
stock exceeds 35 percent of Y's gross estate and 50 percent of Y's taxable estate.
Thus, the estate of Y may elect to pay the estate tax attributable to the closely-
held stock in up to 10 annual installments commencing in the sixth-year after
Y's '!eath at the statutory interest rate, currently 6 percent. The estate tax
attributable to the closely-held stock is equal to the estate tax due X.

closely-held business amount $298,800, 600,000
adjusted gross estate $179,280"" 1,000,000
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If the executor of the estate of Y' so elects, $119,520 will be payable at the

time the estate tax return is due, interest of $10,757 will be payable annually for
five years on the deferred estate tax of $179,280 and that deferred amount may
be paid in 10 annual installments of $17,928 (plus interest) commencing in
year 6.

This 15 year payout period should itself permit the estate to pay the deferred
estate tax from funds generated by the business. However, should it be necessary
or advisable to sell property additional liquidity relief is provided by proposed
section 1023(f).

111. INCOME TAX LIQUIDITY BELIEF-ALLOCATION OF DEATH TAX BASIS ADJUSTMENT

Because Y's estate qualifies for the deferred estate tax payment privilege, the
executor of Y's estate may elect to apportion the death tax adjustment to any
carryover basis assets with an aggregate fair market value not in excess of
$298,000.

The maximum amount of the death tax adjustment equals, in general, the
highest applicable marginal estate tax rates times the net appreciation in all
carryover basis assets included in the estate. In this example, the applicable
marginal estate tax rate is 39 percent and the net appreciation in all carryover
basis properties is $605,000. The aggregate death tax adjustment is $235,050.

If the executor of Y's estate allocated $35,000 of the aggregate death tax
adjustment to the $75,000 of marketable stocks and bonds and $149,200 to closely-
held stock worth $223,800, the marketable stocks and bonds could be sold and
the closely-held business stock sold or redeemed without recognition of gain
because the fair market value of each asset equalled basis and the redemption
qualifies as a sale or exchange under section 303. Indeed, the executor could
elect to allocate $199,200 of the death tax adjustment to closely-held stock worth
$298,800 and have that amount redeemed under section 303 without income tax
consequences. Moreover, under the facts in this example, the sale of this amount
of closely-held stock would not cause an acceleration of the deferred estate tax.
Thus, the executor would have $298,800 in cash proceeds from the sale of carry-
over basis assets and $75,000 in cash from Y's savings and life insurance. Estate
tax of $119,520 would be due with Y's estate tax return, leaving the executor
with $254,280 to invest while retaining the privilege of paying $179,280 in install-
ments at 6 percent interest.

The balance of the death tax adjustment, $51,750 or $36,750 under the above
alternatives, would be available for allocation by the executor to any other
carryover basis assets, subject only to the limitation that the per asset adjust-
ment could not exceed .39 times the appreciation in each asset.
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